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who knew him.
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Introduction

The goal of the International Workshop on Targetry and Target Chemistry series has
always been to provide an open forum for discussion of medical radionuclide production,
primarily with particle accelerators. The format is intended to encourage the participants to set
the direction of the ensuing discussion, allowing the participants to focus on areas of greatest
immediate interest. The preceeding workshops have set this tone and this workshop was
designed to continue in this spirit. The topics of each session were selected by the local
organizing committee after discussion with many of the attendees of the previous workshops.
The fonnality of the workshops has gradually increased from the fIrst rather small, very informal
gathering in Heidelburg to the larger contingent present in Villigen, but the open discussion of
topics of preoccupation has been maintained.

Each Workshop has had areas of particular fascination.. In the Fifth workshop the major
focus was on the development of new accelerators and on the production of ammonia. Sufficient
progress has been made in the efforts to develop small, inexpensive accelerators for the
production of positron emitting radionuclides for clinical PET centers that a review of the current
status of these machines was appropriate. The potential impact of these machines on the area
of target chamber development is so large that the first session was devoted almost exclusively
to this topic.. Ammonia production has been a topic of controversy. The session in which the
production of [13N]-NH3 by direct bombardment of water was examined, again ventilated concerns
and debunking of the organic impurities present after bombardment.

In the proceedings of this workshop, we have made an attempt to include as much as
possible of the discussions which followed each paper. This was not our original intent, but the
sessions chairs did such an excellent job of transcribing the notes and there is some valuable
infonnation contained in the questions that we decided to include this information as well. In
that vein we would like to apologize in advance to all those who are misquoted. We did our best
to give accurate transcriptions, but it was not always possible. If there are errors in what was
said, we will accept all responsibility.

From the beginning these meetings have been arranged to provide the participants with
the greatest opportunity to share and listen. Often things can be profitably discussed in small
groups when discussion in a large open forum would only lead to posturing and contention.
These meetings have provided the participants with both a large open forum, and an opportunity
to infonnally caucus. Probably as much helpful and useful exchange of infonnation has occurred
in the Heidelberg Castle, in Stanley Park, on Lake Constance or on the Peconic River, as has
occurred in the fonnal sessions. This is due to the fact that most of those who attend these
workshops are so deeply involved in targetry that they delight in discussing it whenever they can.
It is this deep involvement of the participants which provides the main impetus for the success
of the workshops.. As long as this interest persists, the Workshops will remain successful.

xiii



In 1995, the Sixth International Workshop on Targetry and Target Chemistry will again
be hosted by Tom Ruth, this time in conjunction with the 11th International Symposium on
Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry to be held in Vancouver Canada. The local Organizing
Committee of the Fifth Workshop extends their deepest thanks to all who helped in making this
workshop a reality, and extend to Tom and those who help him, our best wishes for a fme Sixth
Workshop.

xiv



Session I.

Accelerators and Target Systems

Moderators: R. Shefer, R. Hamm

The vocabulary ofa parrot is no more than twenty words.
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SESSION I: ACCELERATORS AND TARGET SYSTEMS

R. Shefer and R.Hamm, Co-chairs

During the past two years, a number of new approaches to radioisotope production have
been demonstrated, including low energy linear and cyclotron accelerators and improved higher
energy cyclotron designs. This session began with an overview of new accelerators for
radioisotope' production by Dr. Michael Welch, with particular emphasis on PET isotope
production with low energy beams. He reviewed isotope production yields at beam energies
below 4 MeV and described the experience of his group with the SRL tandem cascade accelerator
which was installed in Washington University in the spring of 1993. Several new radioisotope
targets have been tested on this machine and the target designs and yields achieved to date were
discussed. Dr. Welch's introduction was followed by a presentation by Dr. Uno Zetterberg of
OE Medical Systems. Dr. Zetterberg described the operating parameters and physical
characteristics of the PET Trace cyclotron and discussed the advantages of the new vertical beam
plane design..

On the topic of very high beam currents, Dr. Nigel Stevenson described the upgrades to
the EBeO TR30 cyclotron at TRIUMF which allow this machine to operate with nearly 1 rnA
of beam at 30 MeV on two radioisotope targets. He described the detailed computer simulations
which led to the design of both the solid and gas targets capable of surviving this high beam
power load. The subject of RF linear accelerators was introduced by Dr. Robert Hamm of
AccSys Technology. He discussed the principles of operation and characteristics of compact
proton and deuteron RFQ linacs. These machines have been used as injectors for higher energy
biomedical accelerators and AccSys Technology has designed several models specifically for PET
radioisotope production.

The second part of this session continued with a summary by Prof. Ken Krohn of the
results from the 3He RFQ for PET isotope production. He described that new system, its
advantages as well as its shortcomings and the experimental results achieved with the prototype.
This was followed by a presentation with Dr. Robert Klinkowstein describing the compact
electrostatic accelerator and target system under development at SRL for the production of
[13N]ammonia. This compact system will use a 1.25 MeV deuteron beam and a windowless
graphite target to produce batches of [13N]ammonia as a self-contained generator. All sub
systems of this unit are currently under development.

Dr. John Clark next described the experiences at Hammersmith and Turku with the IBA
Cyclone-3 systems used for 150[H20] generation. He reviewed the history of the program and
the problems encountered, as well as the present status of these two systems now in routine
clinical use. Finally, Dr. Thomas Ruth reviewed the status of the development of the TR-13
cyclotron at TRIUMF, describing its design, expected perfonnance, and present status.

In conclusion, this session covered a wide range of new accelerators and targets, all
emphasizing the trend in this field toward very compact, simple systems to generate radionuclides
for clinical use. Several of these machines, fIrst described in Vancouver, are now complete and
in operation, with most of the others expected to be complete in the near future.
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Title: A New Versatile Target Design

Authors: Zetterberg, U., and Koziofowski, J,

Institution: GE Medical Syetems, Sweden

Abstract: The target presents a potential hazard with regard to radiation exposure to personnel
during service and maintenance of the cyclotron.

To minimize the radiation hazard associated with target handling, our objective was to design a
simple, reliable, long-time-between-maintenance, and easily serviced target.

This led to a modular concept where the targets consist of a limited number of standardized
building blocks. No target is unique in its composition/structure" The targets are designed for
manufacturing and assembly simplicity for instance by using an extruded aluminum hollow
proflle thereby providing a target unit with high reliability and reproducibility. The time for
removing/attaching the target from/to the cyclotron is about 0.5 minutes. The time for
assembling/disassembling is about 5 minutes. The short handling times reduces the personal dose
appreciably.
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PUSHING BEAM CURRENTS TO THE LIMIT

N.R. Stevenson, F.M. Nottier·, W.Z. Gelbart, R. Bloemhard,
R. van den Elzen, C. Hunt, J. Lofvendahl and J. Orzechowski

TRIUMF
4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

ABSTRACT

One of the cyclotron systems running at the Nordion Int. radioisotope production facility
at TRIUMF is the EBCO TR30. This cyclotron produces up to 250 pA on each of two
beamlines simultaneously. Two solid (for the production of 201Tl, S7CO, 670a and l11In) and a
gaseous (for producing 1231) target station are in routine operation on this facility. Since future
projections indicate a greater demand for reliable radioisotope production there is a program
underway to increase the output of the facility to double the present level. One. way that this is
being achieved is through a careful thermal analysis of the the solid target system to maximize
its performance. In conjunction with this we have developed and tested a 500 pA upgrade of our
solid target system. Gas targets are being investigated for possible ways of increasing the
efficiency of production via rotating/sweeping beams which allow higher beam currents. Finally,
the TR30 cyclotron is being upgraded to deliver 50-100% more beam on target. By pushing both
the cyclotron and target technology to the limit we will be able to produce significantly higher
levels of radioisotopes than many other comparable facilities [1] ..

TR30 ISOTOPE PRODUCTION FACILITY

Isotope production at TRIUMF proceeds on all four cyclotron systems (520 MeV, CP42,
TR30 and TR13) on site. The EBCO TR30 cyclotron, commissioned in July 1990, presently
provides the most reliable high intensity beam for isotope production [2]. The TR30 cyclotron
is a dual beam, variable energy (15-30 MeV) H- machine that routinely provides over 200 pA
at 29 MeV on each of two (solid) targets simultaneously. In addition to these two solid target
systems an 1-123 production (from Xe-124 gas) target is also located on the beamline systems
of the TR30.

At present the TR30 isotope production facility runs near its maximum capacity of
450-500 pA on target at 30 MeV. Future business plans call for increased beam production and
the desire of longer cool down periods for maintenance. To accommodate these requirements
it is essential to increase the beam current in the TR30 and also increase the capacity of the
targets to accept these higher power levels. A significant development program is underway to
achieve our goals over the next 1.5 years.. We will now describe some of the work we have
undertaken towards those goals.
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SOLID TARGET SYSTEMS

The solid target system [3,4] is based on a water-cooled silver face onto which target
materials are electroplated and irradiated in vacuum. By placing the target at a 7° angle to the
beamline the incident beam is spread out over the silver face to distribute the heat load. The
wings of the double-gaussian beam are removed before the beam strikes the target by
water-cooled graphite collimators placed immediately in front of the target face. Therefore, a
well-defined rectangular beam (2.5 em x 7.5 em) strikes the target Since the target materials
are often enriched (and expensive!) it is normal to only plate this strike region of the silver face
(to minimize losses during processing etc.).

This type of solid target system has been in use at TRIUMF on the Tee CP42 cyclotron
for a decade. Except for minor refinements the system has essentially remained unchanged and
has proven to be effective and reliable for radioisotope production from plated metals. Since the
CP42 could only produce around 200 pA (Le. the overall system was "cyclotron limited") there
was little incentive to improve or increase the capacity of the targetty. However, the TR30
cyclotron can achieve up to 500 pA (usually split between two beamlines/targets). In addition,
plans are under way (see below) to double this capacity. To avoid the situation of being "target
limited" in our isotope production it became imperative that we increase the capacity of our
targetry at least by a factor of two.

The most straightforward method of increasing the target's ability to accept more beam
power is to increase the surface area, increase the cooling water flow rate, and spread the beam
out more. Because the targets are transferred from the hot cells to the target stations in a carrier
shuttle inside a pneumatic tube there are some size/geometry considerations and limitations. By
optimizing the target design [5,6] we were able to produce a new version (see Figure 1) where
the strike area is now (4 cm x 10 em) about twice that presently used.

Figure 1. Target design.
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There were very few changes required to our existing system (basically~ only minor
modifications to the mechanism that manipulates the target to/from the rabbit into the irradiation
position were required). Of course the water flow must be proportionally increased. In addition~

we will make some further changes in the choice of materials and minor construction
modifications in the future [6~7].

Recent tests with our original targetry on the TR30 showed it could perform at routine
currents of up to 250 pA at 30 MeV. Calculations using a thermal modeling fmite element
analysis computer program [8,9] for the new target design implied that double this current should
be possible. In order to test this we set up a temporary "ultra-high" current target station on
a spare TR30 beamline. Using some scintillating material pasted onto the surface of the target
we were able to produce a defocused beam that was aligned on the outlined strike area. A
special target which contained an imbedded K-type TC along with five plated Ni-Ag TCs on the
silver face [10] was then tested with beam currents (29 MeV) up to 450)lA. With a water flow
of ::::::40 L/m through the target we monitored the temperature of the silver face during
bombardment. Although not all TCs survived the ordeal we were able to extract sufficient
information to conclude our confidence in the system at its design goal of 500 pA on target.
Figure 2 shows the surface temperature measurements and indicates temperatures at maximum
capacity (500 pA) which are below 1400

-- our present operating conditions on standard targets.
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Subsequent to a few further tests we will proceed with the assembly of a complete 500
pA target station and incorporate it into the TR30 system during the next year. This will allow
us to run either single beam at currents up to 500 pA or a total of 750 pA when running dual
beam. For the latter case, the TR30 upgrade (see below) will be necessary. Subsequent to the
TR30 upgrade being proven successful we will consider a second ultra-high current target station
in order to maximize the overall TR30 system's capacity and flexibility at 1 rnA (30 MeV)
on-target

GAS TARGET SYSTEMS

The gas target sys~em being used on the TR30 is based on Xe-124 for the production of 1-123.
This target contains the Xe gas within a cylindrical volume and has a double He-cooled havar
entrance window. The present current limitation (30 MeV) of this target is 150 pA and it is
routinely run at 125 pA for Nordion Int. in their commercial 1-123 production program..

We undertook an examination of the perfonnance of this (and similar PET) gas target
under typical bombardment conditions by first making an analysis of the beam loss resulting from
multiple scattering in the target By varying such parameters as gas density and beam focus we
were able to make some general conclusions with regard to the efficiency of the system under
typical irradiation conditions. Typically, we found that the geometry of the target under normal
operating conditions resulted in a make-rate loss of about 44% due to lost beam (as calculated
from a standard production yield curve). By changing from a parallel beam to one that was
slightly focussed we were able to reduce this to 37%.. However, by far the largest effect was
seen when the target length was halved and the pressure of the Xe gas was doubled. In this case
our theoretical model predicted a loss of only 18%.

Of course, our model could not simulate one of the biggest effects we are aware of -
notably "hole punching" or depletion of gas in the path of the beam due to heating. To perfonn
this analysis would require a complex finite element analysis modeling program. However, it
should be possible to make empirical measurements of the effect if it can be removed or
significantly diminished. This might be achieved either by an internal stirring system (fan) or,
alternatively, by rapidly moving or oscillating the beam over the target window to avoid gas
depletion at a particular location. The latter method is particularly advantageous since it also
diminishes the effects of beam hot-spots and also reduces the maximum foil temperature..
However, for this to be effective the appropriate beam parameters must be used. e.g.. the
frequency of oscillation must be several hundred Hz in order to minimize potential thennal
cycling effects in the long-tenn mechanical strength of the foil [11].

In a number of calculations we varied the beam distribution on the face of the gas target
in terms of the sweep radius and width of the beam and assumed that the sweep frequency was
rapid enough such that the temperature distributions on the window could be well represented
by time-averaged values.. We found that for a given beam current on target an optimum beam
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size and sweep radius exists (for a particular target geometry) that results in a minimum peak foil
temperature. Figure 3 highlights these conditions for our particular targetry. If peak foil
temperature is the limit we have on our targetry then this method of distributing the heat load
would also enable us to make a corresponding increase in the beam current.
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Figure 3. Dependence of foil temperature on beam intensity.

CYCLOTRON UPGRADE

The TR30 routinely produces over 400 pA on target and can achieve a maximum of 500
pA [2]. With suitable upgrades and changes we intend to double this capacity by the end of
1994. The major changes are :

Upgrading the RF system from 40 KW to 70 kW.

Upgrading the ion source and injection line. The present ion source delivers 5 rnA DC.
Some recent development work is indicating that this can be increased to 7 rnA with few
modifications.

Development work is also underway on a small (1 MeV) "central region model"
cyclotron to improve the injection line by reconfiguring elements and adding a buncher
to improve on injection efficiency.

Other services (power, cooling water etc.) must be upgraded. In addition solid target
chemistry must accommodate the larger targets (discussed above) that will be prepared
and processed. Beamline optics require minor changes (one interesting option [12] that
has been suggested is incorporating octopoles to flatten the beam i.e. reduce the peak
power density at the center of the target face).
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The beam tests already perfonned at 450 pA on a single beamline prove the ability of the
system (extraction foils, beamline and target components) to accept and transmit high power
beams intothe target areas.

CONCLUSIONS

Our tests on the high current targetry together with our ongoing research into the
improvements required on the TR30 show that much higher levels of radioisotope production are
realistically achievable on this system. By 1995 we will have reached another interesting barrier
where the existing cyclotron and targetry will seemingly have both reached their maximum
capacities. In that case we will indeed have pushed beam currents to the limit -- or can we go
even further?
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RF Linacs for Radioisotope Production
Robert W. Hamm

AccSys Technology, Inc., Pleasanton, CA 94566, U~A

Introduction

This paper is an update on the development of the rf linacs for radioisotope production
fIrSt described in the accelerator roundtable presentations at the Third Targetry Workshop in
Vancouver, Canada. These compact ion accelerators, now possible because of the development
of the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), can provide high currents of protons, deuterons, or
helium ions from energies of a few MeV up to 100 MeV. Several of the rf linacs described in
Vancouver have now been designed and developed for PET radionuclide production, showing
their obvious advantages over other accelerator technology in size, weight and shielding
requirements. Based on the results from these prototype systems, a design has now been
completed for a 7 MeV proton linac that, when coupled to the new targets being developed, can
supply all four PET radionuclides (lIC, 13N, 150, and 18p) in adequate quantities for clinical
studies. This accelerator will require little or no shielding when the proton beam is delivered to
a compact shielded target assembly, making it capable of being placed virtually anywhere in a
hospital or clinic.

RF Linac Technology

The schematic layout of a typical rf linac for producing ion beams is shown in Fig. 1.
The ion injector consists of an ion source to produce the required ion specie and an electrostatic
extraction system to produce the ion beam at the correct energy for injection into the RFQ. The
low energy beam transport (LEBT) is made up of either electrostatic or magnetic beam focusing
elements placed in the beamline between the injector and RFQ. These lenses focus the high
current beam from the ion source into the RFQ with the proper beam convergence and diameter
for acceleration by the RFQ structure, shown in Fig. 2. Either positive or negative ions, or both
simultaneously, can be accelerated in the RFQ due to the bipolar nature of the rf accelerating
voltages. However,' the RFQ will accelerate only the specie with the charge-ta-mass for which
it was designed, and will produce a fixed output velocity (energy) for these particles. The design
and theory of the RFQ have been previously described in much detaill and this unique
accelerating structure has now been proven in a number of practical applications.2

?3

The RFQ is usually driven by an rf power system coupled to the resonant cavity through
a coaxial line, and it uses a conventional vacuum pump (cryopump or turbomolecular pump) to
maintain a vacuum of around 10-6 mbar. The resonant cavity of the RFQ is cooled to remove
the heat generated by the rf power used to generate the accelerating voltages and to maintain the
cavity at the correct operating frequency. The RFQ accelerator has been demonstrated as one
of the simplest and most rugged high current ion accelerators. While it can simultaneously
bunch, focus, and accelerate an intense ion beam, none of its adjustable input parameters are
criticaL The ion beam output current and energy are almost independent of the rf power level
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after a threshold value has been achieved. The input beam energy has a large acceptance, with
little reduction in performance, and the resonant frequency of this robust, symmetric structure is
easy to maintain with a servo-driven tuner.. The ruggedness and compactness of the RFQ has
been best demonstrated by the BEAR program, where a 1 MeV H- RFQ was operated aboard
a rocket in sub-orbital flight..4

TARGET

Fig. 1 - Schematic layout of rf linac system.

Fig. 2 - Four vane RFQ structure
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The RFQ linac offers several advantages over other technology for the production of PET
radionuclides, either as a stand-alone accelerator or as the injector to a conventional rf linac. The
RFQ generates bunched high-current ion beams and produces high-quality beam outputs with
respect to emittance and energy spread. At particle velocities above 8% of the speed of light
(about 3 MeV for protons), the RFQ becomes an inefficient ion accelerator, but the beam is
ideally suited for injection and further acceleration in a conventional drift tube linac (DTL)
structure such as is shown in Fig. 3. This structure accelerates the bunched ion beam from the
RFQ by high gradient rf electric fields in the gaps between the cylindrical drift tubes generated
by rf power input to the cavity. The drift tubes shield the beam when the fields in the gaps are
in the reverse direction, and also contain magnetic quadrupoles that focus the beam along the
beam axis. Modern high frequency DTL structures can achieve accelerating gradients of more
than 3 MeV/m, and are constructed in short sections that are easily joined to make a modular
upgradable system. As with the RFQ structure, DTLs are inert metallic cavities with no moving
parts, and are powered by external If systems fed into the structure through easily replaceable
vacuum windows. The resonant frequency is maintained with a servo-driven tuner coupled to
the rf frequency generator.

Fig. 3 - AccSys DTL structure.

The rf power systems that drive both the RFQ and DTL structures are reliable commercial
units that are in use worldwide. The AccSys control system which operates the If power, ion
injector and vacuum systems, is based on a rugged interface unit developed at Fenni National
Accelerator Laboratory,S that connects to a PC system. This modular control system can also be
used to control the high energy beam transport elements required to transport the ion beam from
the accelerator to the radionuclide production targets.
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PET Radionuclide Production Linac

While several designs have been developed for rf linacs dedicated to PET radionuclide
production,6.7 none of these appears to be the ideal accelerator for a clinical setting. Recent work
on small electrostatic machines8

•
9 capable of accelerating both protons and deuterons has also

pursued the goals required for this application: a rugged system, capable of making all four PET
radionuclides, that can be placed in a small space near the patient handling area of a hospital or
clinic at a fraction of the cost of existing systems. While none of these developments has yielded
a fmalproduct that fulfills all of these requirements, they have prompted the development of
unique targets· that are capable of handling large beam currents at low bombarding energies.
These new targets, including ones for pulsed beams, have now made it possible to define the
ideal clinical PET radionuclidegenerator.

The ideal linac, shown schematically in Fig.. 4, has an output energy of 7 MeV, is less
than 4 meters long, weighs less than 5000 lbs, and requires less that 20 kW to operate. The bare
accelerator is almost self-shielded because of the low beam spill, the low voltages used to
accelerate the beam, and the steel vacuum chambers surrounding it. It utilizes an rf-driven rr
ion source for instant on/off operation with little maintenance, a proven RFQ section, and a short
DTL section. The RFQ and DTL are each powered by a commercially available rf power
system. The 7 MeV H- ion beam that exits from the accelerator has very small transverse phase
space dimensions (i.e. emittance) and is easily transported through small permanent magnet
quadrupoles to a target system, which can utilize a removable neutron shield placed locally
around the target during irradiation. The prototype of this system (with a 3.9 MeV proton output
beam) is shown in Fig. 5. The radiation around the accelerator, both x-ray and neutrons, has
been projected to be less than lOmR/hr for an output beam current of 100 )lA, based on
experimental measurements·at 10 pA. Because the primary radiation is x-rays from the electrons
in the accelerating gaps, this would not increase significantly with the 7 MeV version, as all of
the accelerating gaps have the same voltage.

Fig. 4 - AccSys 7 MeV
H-linac.
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Fig. 5 - Prototype 3.9 MeV linac.

The proven components of this compact accelerator make it ideal for routine clinical PET
radionuclide production. The rf-driven H- ion source, now in routine operation at two
accelerator laboratories, requires little maintenance and is quite easy to operate with an rf coil
to excite the plasma instead of an electrical arc. The commercial rf power amplifiers developed
by AccSys specifically for these linac structures require low operating voltages for the multiple
tubes that are used in them and are low maintenance systems. The proven reliability of these
components, combined with the ruggedness of the linac structures and the commercial vacuum
and electronics systems, make this compact H- linac comparable in operational simplicity to the
-6000 compact electron linacs in clinical use worldwide for routine cancer treatment. The
efficient operation of the linae, coupled with the production of an H- output beam, will allow
simultaneous production of several PET radionuclides with appropriately matched targets and
chemical synthesis modules.

The advantage of this compact linac over other low-energy PET accelerators is illustrated
in Fig. 6, which is a calculated plot of the energy of the proton beam versus the beam current
needed to produce enough radioactivity for routine synthesis of each of the fOUf positron-emitting
radionuclides with a bombardment time of only one half life (one hour for 18F). These quantities
have been chosen to be 1 curie of activity for fluorine-I 8 and carbon-II and 500 mCi of activity
for nitrogen-I3 and oxygen-I5. The energy range for typical electrostatic accelerators, as well
as the energy for the AccSys PET linac system are indicated. Table I is a comparison of the
parameters of the AccSys PET linac with those of the 3He linac developed by SAle and the
electrostatic accelerator developed by SRL. Capital costs for these three systems are assumed
to be comparable, with the electrostatic accelerator probably being the least cost system. Finally,
Fig. 7 shows the AccSys PET linac layout in a typical clinical setting that would be required for
any of these compact systemse
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Table 1. Comparison of Compact Linae Operating Parameters.

AccSys SAle SRL

Output Particles H% 3He++ H+, D+

Max Energy 7.0 MeV 8.0 MeV 3.7 MeV

Maximum Current 150 pA 300 pA (electr.) 750 pA

System Length 14.5 ft 16.5 ft 14 ft

Accelerator 2 tons 1 ton 1 ton
Weight

Shielding Weight 4 tons 4 tons 5 tons

Total Electrical 20kW 20kW 15 kW
Power

Floor Space 300 sq. ft 300 sq. ft 300 sq. ft

Current Required for lei Production Yields:lCi ProductionYields:

lie 70 pA (20 min) 275 pA (sat) 420 pA (40 min)

uN 100 pA (20 min) 2000 pA (sat.) 110 pA (20 min)

150 15 pA (5 min) 400 pA (sat.) 200 pA (sat)

18F 25 pA (60 min) 430 pA (110 min) 740 pA (110 min)

Conclusions

AccSys Technology, Inc. has developed the technology for a very compact 7.0 MeV H
linac that can be used to produce clinically useful quantities of all four common PET
radionuclides. Recent operation of a lower energy prototype of this accelerator has shown that
only minimal shielding of the accelerator will be required. Because the target can be located up
to two meters from the accelerator, total shielding volume is smalL lbe recent work on targets
for low energy beam systems can be utilized to develop PET radionuclide production targets
matched to this accelerator's beam properties.
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3He RFQ for PET Isotope Production
A UWISAle Progress Report

KA Krohn, JM Link and WG Weitkamp
University of Washington, Seattle, WA

WK Hagan and P Young
Science Application International Corporation, San Diego, CA

A broad agency announcement by the Strategic Defense Initiative of the US Department
of Defense (UStar Wars") in 1988 requested proposals to apply new accelerator technology
being developed for the military for alternative uses in medical research. The proposals were to
be evaluated on issues such as cost, weight, simplicity, control systems, and targetry. This
report describes one such project proposed jointly by Science Applications International
Corporation (accelerator design and development), the University of Washington (targetry
development) and Scanditronix (manufacturing). SDIO funding for miniaturized accelerators
for PET was awarded in November 1989. Two different projects were funded: Science
Research Laboratories and Washington University (St. Louis) to develop the tandem cascade
accelerator and ourselves to develop the 8 MeV 3He RFQ.

Advantages of the RFQ

The SAIC/UW proposal was to develop an 8 MeV 3He++ beam with 150 J,JA mean
particle current (1). The anticipated reactions and yields for PET isotope production are given
in the table below.

Nuclear Reaction
160(3He,p)18F
160(3He,a)150
12C(3He,a)1Ie

12C(3He, n)13N

mCi Anticipated
685 (110 min)
660 (sat'n)
700 (sat'n)
270 (sat'n)

Several advantages were suggested for RFQ linacs for isotope production. They are
generally small, light weight, and thus more easily sited that PET cyclotrons. RFQs are
inexpensive to manufacture, have low power requirements, and are simple and robust
machines. None of their adjustable parameters are critical. Several additional advantages were
gained by selecting a 3He beam at 8 MeV. These targets do not require enriched isotopes.
Both 18p and 150 can be made with a simple target to irradiate natural abundance water. Also,
the neutron deficient nature of the irradiating particle results in a low neutron field and so only
the targets need to be shielded. The initial proposal described a 3He++ ion source with a system
for efficient recovery of the 3He and close-coupled RF power system to avoid problems of
transmission lines and RF windows and to improve power efficiency.

Challenges for RFQ Targetry

Several challenges were anticipated for the new RFQ targets. The average beam current
that was needed for practical isotope yields was 150 J,JA particle (300 J,JAe). This would result in
150 J,JA x 8 MeV, 1200 watts, of power deposited. However, the RFQ beam is pulsed with a
duty cycle of 2% (360 Hz x 50 J.lSec). The pulses are essentially square wave with a peak current
of 7.5 mAp. Thus the more fonnidable issue was the 60 KW during the pulses. This power
deposition was compared with that of other accelerators in a report (2) and windows of large
surface area were anticipated to reduce the beam current density to about 5 J,JAplcm2.
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A second concern, common to all low energy accelerators, was that the windows could
only be 1 MeV thick to achieve the required yields for routine PET. This corresponds to Havar
windows of only 0.16 mil (0.004 rom or 3.3 mg/cm2). The third targetry issue was one of
specific activity for 150 and lIC, produced by (3He,o:) reactions on 160 and 12C, respectively.

RFQ Engineering and Construction

Design and engineering of the RFQ have been described (1,3). After some experience
in developing close-coupled RF, it became apparent that this objective was too developmental
for the time requirements and financial resources of the SDIO project and it was abandoned in
favor of a standard RF power system consisting of several planar arrays of 6-8 vacuum tubes
operating in parallel. Furthermore, the current output of 3He doubly charged from the duo
plasmatron ion source was too low to meet the machine's needs. An ECR source was
considered but was not consistent with the stringent weight requirements of SDIO. We
therefore settled on using singly charged 3He from the duo-plasmatron ion source, which was
accelerated to 1 MeV with a 212.5 MHz RFQ, and then the second electron was stripped during
passage thrn a low pressure argon region. The 1 MeV He++ was then accelerated with two
coupled RFQ tanks operating at 425 MHz, resulting in the desired 8 MeV terminal beam energy.

A picture of the RFQ as of January 1993 is given below. The accelerator portion from
ion source (on the right) through to the beam stop (on the left) is 5.0 meters long.
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Evaluation of Reaction Cross Sections and Preliminary Target Design

In order to critically assess the feasibility of 8 MeV 3He for PET isotope production, we
did a series of cross section measurements using the tandem Van de Graaff at the UW (tables
below) and found excellent agreement with the literature for reactions on 160, but discrepancies
for reactions on 12C. Fortunately the lIC yield is over twice what we had anticipated. The 13N
yield is only about one-half of that predicted from the literature, but should still be adequate for
batch production of l3NH3. Our results also showed that increasing the 3He energy by 1-2 MeV
increased the llC yield by -3-fold but it did not substantially improve the 18p yield. As part of
these experiments we also measured the neutron yields at several angles for both targets.

Yields were also measured for 3He reactions on natural-abundance boron as a potential
route to high specific activity lIC. Less than 1 Ci of activity could be made at full current and
saturation. We have not persued boron targets.

150/18p Target Yields

Product Anticipated! From UW Expts2

150
18p

Neutrons

Product

660mCi

685 mCi

l1C;13N Target Yields

Anticipated1

690 mCi at saturation

860 mCi in 2 hrs

4xl07 neuts/J..lCoul at 0°
1.7xl07 at >45°

From UW Expts2

lIe

13N

Neutrons

700mCi

270mCi

1600 mCi from carbon (1 hr)
800 mei from CO (1 hr)

110 mCi (20 min)

3xl08 neuts/Jlcoul at 0°
2.7xl07 at >45°

1 Predicted from literature. 2 Thick target yield below 7 MeV measured at UW

From these studies we concluded that a beam '?.7 MeV would be needed on target; any
windows should be ::;1 MeV thick and,· if a thicker window is needed for strength, then a higher
energy 3He beam should be designed. It was also clear that we should avoid using materials
with Z<Coulomb barrier in the high energy end of the accelerator and in the targets in order to
take full advantage of the low abundance of neutrons. This ruled out use of aluminum alloys.

Neutron Production

Neutron counts are less useful than neutron dose rates (remlhr) for estimating shielding
requirements for an accelerator installation. We therefore made numerous measurements with
Bonner spheres to assess the rem dose axial to the beam and at several angles. Our results
showed that the neutrons were distributed isotropically around the oxygen target but were
highly forward-peaked for the carbon target because the latter involvess a stripping mechanism
for one reaction channel. The results are summarized below and are compared with neutron
production for 2H and 1H reactions calculated from literature data and normalized to production
of equal amounts of radioisotope. These results show that reactions with "neutron poor" 3He
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produce less radiation from the targets. The PET-RFQ requires only local shielding around the
targets.

Target rem/min (at 1 meter)

Material 3He 2H IH
carbon 0.49 24 1.6
Oxygen 0.31 19 0.45
Nitro~en not measured 24 N/A

3He: 8 MeV x 300 J,LA. thick targets. 2H: 5 MeV x 100 J.LA, thick targets calculated from ref. 4.
IH: 11 MeV x 100 JlA, thick targets from ref. 5.

Evaluation of Thin Windows

Our preliminary studies with thin Havar windows used an electron beam welder and
were reported at the Fourth Targetty Workshop (2). The electron beam was chosen to have the
same thermal deposition profIle as the 8 MeV 3He beam. An 80 keV e-beam was used at a peak
pulse current of about 18 rnA; pulses were 200 JlSec wide FWHM at a repetition rate of 360 Hz.
The e-beam experiments demonstrated the capability of constructing target windows that would
withstand the thermal stresses of the RFQ, although the gas target was operating near the limit
of tolerance and some of these windows failed during equivalent 3He bombardments with >1
kW/g when the gas was static. While this outcome is not too alarming, it emphasizes the need
to continue window tests with fun duty cycle, current and beam area.
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Improving Carbon-II Specific Activity

The specifIc activity of IIC from the 12C(3He,a) reaction could be increased by taking
advantage of the nucleogenic event to form compounds that are chemically separable from and
have less carrier than the llC retained in the target carbon. Calculations based on a simple
model of the kinematics of the nuclear reaction and electronic stopping of recoil llC in elemental
12C suggest that as much as 90% of the recoiling lle escapes from thin (100 Jlg·cm-2) carbon
foils. See reference (6), fIgure 2 for details. This loss decreases as the thickness of the foil
increases, due to stopping of llC in the foil. We have tested this prediction by irradiating
different thickness of e foils, both with and without thin silver wrapping, to measure the loss of
recoilllC. About 8 mg C/cm2 is required for the fulI llC yield, but several thin foils will give
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more volatile activity from recoil than 1 thick piece of C. The volatile llC0l had a specific
activity about tOO-fold higher than was found in thick carbon.

Carbon Targetl Separation between Percentage of volatile
number/thickness foils 11C2

1 foil of 1 mm o rom 1%

8x 0.6 mg/cm2 9 mm 29%

4x 0.6 mg/cm2 15 mm 39%

2x 0.6 mg/cm2 35 rom 53%

1The target also contains 2 ann He plus 0.1 % Oz.
2The volatile activity was >99% 11C02, the most convenient form for subsequent radiochemical

syntheses.

This approach to increasing the specific activity of lIC appears promising. It combines
the use of the physics of the nuclear reaction to separate the new lIe atoms from bulk 12C, and
the chemistry of energetic atomic lIC moderated by He to react with 02, yielding 11C~. The
target requires optimizing for geometric variables and gas composition and pressure.

Computer Modeling of Recoil Yields

The best target geometry to make lie and 13N via 12C(3He,a)11C and 12C(3He,d)13N
appears to be a series of thin C foils separated by a gas that can be pumped off to extract the
radioactive atoms as they are formed. The recoverable yields will be influence by the geometry
of this target. In some simulation experiments each foil was divided into many thin lamina; the
3He energy at the center of the lamina was detennined and the cross section for the appropriate
reaction was calculated. For each lamina the angular region in which the lIe or 13N nuclei stop
in a specific gas space or foil was obtained.. The yield of nuclei stopping in gas or in foils was
obtained by integrating the cross section over this angular region and summing over all laminas,
foils and gas spaces.. In these simulations we aimed at 10% precision and ignored the effects of
range straggling. We assumed that the 3He, liC and 13N all travelled in straight lines. The
cross sections used for 12C(3He,a)11C were those of Cirilov (7) and for the 12C(3He,d)13N
reaction were those of Cochran and Knight (8). We assumed cross sections were isotropic in the
eM frame of reference and that only reactions to ground states needed to be considered.

Validity of the calculations was checked by comparing predicted total thick target yield
with our measurements. The yield for 12C(3He,a)11C from the calculation was 6.7 mCi/~, in
agreement with our measured value of 7.1. The calculated yield for 12C(3He,d)13N was 0 .. 45
mCi/~, twice our measured value of 0.22, but consistent with the literature thick target yield.

For both reactions, the simulations gave two maxima for the yield as a function of foil
thickness and spacing. One maximum is when the foil thickness approaches zero, but this is not
a practical condition because the number of foils becomes too large. For the other maximum the
optimum geometry at a He pressue of 1 atrn is as follows:

lIe 0 ..55 mg/cm2 separated by 3.4 em predicted gas yield of 1.52 mCi/J,tA
13N 0 ..30 mglem2 separated by 1.8 em predicted gas yield of 0.06 mCi/J,tA

The maxima were broad, decreasing roughly 10% when either the foil thickness or
spacing was changed by 40%.. Changing He pressure at a fixed geometry had a dramatic effect
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on the yield of isotopes in the gas. However, if one varied the foil spacing but kept the same
amount of gas between the foils, the yield remained the same.

YieldPhaseTarget Material

Improving Oxygen-IS Specific Activity

We have also evaluated the potential role of the 150 hot atom and its associated track
chemistry in water to increase the specific activity of nucleogenic 150 in a water target (9).

[lSO]Oxygen*
Specific Activity

gas 690mCi <0.3 Ci/mole

H20+He
(continuous He purging)

H20 + 100 mg/L H202

liquid
gas

liquid
gas

-535mCi
-5mCi

340mCi
200mCi

<0.3 Ci/mole
>1000 Ci/mole

<0.3 Ci/mole
-200 Ci/mole

N2 ~as 400 mCi >100,000 Ci/mole
*Calculated at sat'n for 150mAp 8 MeV 3He on window, 7 MeV on target material.

A single target for production of both 18p and 150 is desirable and appears feasible
with irradiation of H2160. Our concern was the adequacy of the specific activity for C150,
which we believe should be ~5 Cilmol. This value is sufficient that a single breath inhalation
without bringing the carboxyhemoglobin saturation above 10%, the threshold for symptoms
(10). To date our experiments have used low current 3He, and we anticipate higher 0 150
yields with more than a lQ-fold increased current, more radiolysis and less surviving H202.
An N2 target is still a viable second choice for the production of high specific activity C150.

Progress in Achieving Beam Goals

The progress in building the accelerator was interupted in January 1993 when our
collaborators involved in commercializing the RFQ (General Electric Medical Systems) decided
that the program should be cut in favor of other programs with shorter near-term business
payoffs. In spite of this abrupt halt to the RFQ project. it is important to summarize the
measurements and targetry design considerations that were completed..

3He BEAM CURRENT

Location
Ion Source

1 MeV
8 MeV (beam stop)

8 MeV ( ets)

~
18ofHe+
16ofHe+
40fHe++

2.5 of He++

Duty Factor
2%
2%

1.6%
0.1%

°th H . d025 boC b 11 od frar on- pr uctton oma . mmcar n target WI a avarwm ow:
PeakmA Ave~ sec mCi 150 J-LAn sat'n

2.54 10.2 411 7.51 1060
2.36 2.62 600 3.30 1310
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d ~bed belfr th tho k18FIuorlne- recovery om e Ie water targetescn ow:
PeakmA AveJ,JA sec rna 300 J,JAe safn

2.54 10.9 445 0.363 218
2.29 9.1 600 0.516 278

These preliminary measurements are all that were completed before the RFQ was
mothballed. The lIe and 13N results are consistent with our predictions, but the 18p yield was
low. We expect that this was due to loss of lSp in the targetry plumbing.

Measured Neutron Yields with the RFQ

Neutron yields were measured with calibrated Bonner spheres for both thick C with a Havar
window and the water target illustrated below. The results given were in good agreement with
those obtained from the Vande Graaff experiments and support the accuracy of our cross sections
and the reasonableness of our anticipated yields.

rem/min (at 1 meter)
Target Material From cross sections Actual RFQ perfonnance

Carbon 0.49 0.44
Oxygen 0.31 0.31

Experimental Conditions: 3He at 8 MeV x 150J.tAp, thick targets, measurements axial with the beam

Design and Construction of a High-Flow Water Target

A recirculating water target has been designed and built and has been tested, but not
with high beam current. It is shown schematically below and has a beam strike area of 30 cm2

with a curved window of 0.004 mm Havar (-1 Mev thick). The radius of curvature around the
long axis, 2.0 em, was calculated to match the tensile properties of the foil. The window was
not curved in the orthogonal axis but the comers were rounded to minimize tear at the corners.
There was no defonnation of the window from the curvature of the target body. In order to
minimize the pressure drop across the window, the reservoir was maintained at vacuum., The
surface area for the plumbing exiting from the target chamber was twice the inflow area.
Under these conditions the high pressure side of the recirculating pump was at 0.4 to 0.7 ann
when running at 4 L/min. The other side of the Havar foil faced the high vacuum of the
beamline. The thin Havar windows withheld a pressure differential up to 2 atm and were
robust to repeated start/stop cycles of the pump.

The front of the target was made from a standard staInless steel MF160 flange that was
milled on a 4-axis computer-controlled machine to achieve the required concave radius. The
window was held in place by 1/161t wide O-rings above and below the foil and by 14 closely
spaced bolts tightened from the center toward the ends of the cover flange. Care was taken to
break all edges in contact with the foil. The target back was made from 1.25ft thick titanium. It
was bolted to the MF160 flange with a 0.125· t wide O-ring water seal between the two pieces.
Two 0.25" id lines entered from the bottom of the target back, each supplying water to 15 jets
of 0.065" ida One quarter of the jets were directed at 20° and 35° toward the midline from each
supply channeL Water exited the target through four holes of 0.25" id to a channel 0.4" id that
exited from the top. The target was monitored with pressure and temperature sensors.. This
target has been operated at 12 J,JAp mean 3He current with no rise in temperature.
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View of the TItanium Target Back

TOP

lIZ' water outIel

VAaJJM

I outlet fine 3/8 in

FACE

118' O-ring

~

Havar
window

2 inlet lines 1/4 in

4 Umin t

res.

Recirculating
Pump

BOTTOM

1/4' water inlets

Plumbing for the Water Target

Summary and Future for the 3He RFQ

The RFQ has not yet operated at 8 MeV and 300 JJAe average beam current with 2%
duty cycle. We have therefore not been able to test our windows or targets at full power.
While there are many reasons to remain optimistic about the potential of RFQs to provide a
practical source of isotopes for PET, this accelerator has not yet provided the anticipated
demonstration. More than anything else, the lack of an ion source to deliver sufficient current
of doubly charged helium (>20mA) triggered the problems we have encountered in producing
the intended beam. Use of a I MeV RFQ and gas stripper as the ion source for 3He++
introduced several technical complications, including the need to match three RFQs. This
caused several problems in optimizing performance, especially at high duty factor, and in
integration of subsystems, combining to give low beam current output. For example, the
efficiency of the charge doubler stage was typically only 20%. And so, while at shutdown
many of the subsystems of the RFQ were working better than ever before, there remain some
important technical hurdles prior to testing the targetry. The PET community deserves a chance
to critically evaluate the practical usefulness of RFQs and this machine is probably the closest
to being able to provide that test. When the machine operates at one-half of full power, we
should be able to make valid tests to evaluate the practical value of this accelerator for clinical
PET. These tests may show that the energy should be increased by 1 or 2 MeV to increase
radioisotope yields with lower currents and/or thicker windows. The cost will be a longer
machine, but the benefit could be an appreciably more robust isotope production system.
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An Ultra-Compact 13N·Ammonia Generator

R.E. Klinkowstein, R.E. Shefer, B.J. Hughey
Science Research Laboratory, Inc., Somerville, MA 02143

and
M.J. Welch, Mallinckrodt

Institute of Radiology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63110

A dedicated, accelerator-based ON-ammonia generator capable of providing multiple 30
mCi batches of J3NH3 for clinical use is under development at Science Research Laboratory, Inc.
(SRL). The system utilizes a very low energy (1.2 MeV) coaxial cascade accelerator (CCA) to
produce 13N-ammonia via the 12C(d,n) ON nuclear reaction in a solid graphite target. The 13N
production target designed for this system is windowless and allows in-situ extraction of activity
via combustion of the graphite, as described in an accompanying paper.(l) We have tested a
prototype target using an existing deuteron accelerator at SRL and have shown that the target is
reusable for multiple irradiation and extraction cycles. New target processing techniques
developed at SRL and Washington University allow the extraction and conversion of target
activity to ON-ammonia in under 10 minutes with a total decay-corrected efficiency of 44%.(2)
Using these techniques, a batch yield of 30 mCi of 13NH3 may be obtained from an EOB target
yield of 136 rnCi of ON-ammonia. We have measured the thick target yield from the 12C(d,n) ON
reaction on graphite at low deuteron bombarding energies and have found that the saturated yield
at 1.2 MeV is 0.85 mCi/pA.(3) A deuteron beam current of approximately 215 pA will therefore
provide the required target yield in a 20 minute irradiation time.

The CCA is a compact, high current electrostatic accelerator based on a patented, power
efficient high voltage power supply design which can deliver continuous milliampere currents..
The operating parameters of the 1.2 MV CCA for 13N production are listed in Table 1. A
schematic of the 13N-arnmonia generator, including the CCA, graphite target and 13N extraction
system, radiation shielding, chemical synthesis system and controls, is shown in Figure 1. The
high voltage power supply of the CCA is mounted directly onto the accelerating column and
operates at the same voltage gradient as the accelerating tube. This results in a compact
configuration and eliminates the need for an external power supply chassis. A power-efficient RF
ion source, housed in the high voltage tenninal, provides deuteron beam currents of up to 1 rnA
with a very high D+ fraction. 1be accelerating column is SF6 insulated and is housed in a pressure
vessel of dimensions 1.5 m long by 0.7 m in diameter. The estimated weight of the 1.2 MV CCA
is 600 Ibs. Measurements indicate that approximately 17 em of polyethylene neutron shielding
and 1 em of lead are required to the reduce radiation dose at 1..5 meter fonn the accelerator target
to acceptable levels. The entire 13N-ammonia radiochemical delivery system shown in Figure 1
is incorporated into a cabinet approximately 2.2 m long x 1.1 m wide x 1..4 m high.(3) This
instrument is approximately the same size as a large office copying machine and twice the size
of a 82Srf2Rb generator plus infusion system..



Schematic drawing ofthe ultra-compact 13N-ammonia generator
using a 1.2 MeV deuteron coaxial cascade accelerator
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Table 1: Coaxial Cascade Accelerator Specifications

Maximum Terminal Voltage
Maximum Current
Operating Current
D+ Fraction

Total Electric Power

Pressure Vessel
Length
Diameter
SF6 Pressure

Overall Length
Approximate Weight

1.25 MY
1000 PA
225 PA
95%

2kW

1.5 m
0.7m
95 psia

1.9 m
600lb
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The accelerator-based 13N-ammonia generator described above will provide a convenient and
cost-effective alternative to 82Rb for PET myocardial blood flow studies. Preliminary cost estimates
indicate Flat die capital outlay for this system will be comparable to die cost of a one year supply of
82Rb plus an infusion system. The availability of a low-cost system for on demand production of
13N-ammonia will increase the capabilities and reduce the operating costs of PET centers currently
dependent on generator produced isotopes. Many cyclotron-based PET centers would also benefit
from the additional flow agent production capabilities provided by a dedicated l3N-ammonia
generator. Because ofits small size and low weight, this system could also provide isotope production
capabilities to a mobile PET facility.
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Progress Report on the TR13

Thomas J. Ruth and Kenneth Buckley
TRIUMF

The TR13 is a 13 MeV cyclotron is a developed jointly by TRIUMF and Ebco Technologies of
Richmond, Be under a technology transfer agreement. The Cyclotron·is designed as an integrated
facility consisting of a cyclotron, target changer, targets, local shielding and product transfer
systems. The design reflects more than eight years experience with the CP42 cyclotron facility,
two years with the TR30 (another joint effort between TRIUMF and Ebco) and state-of-the-art
cyclotron technology.

The main features that are responsible for high productivity and low radiation exposure are:

• The cyclotron has an external ion source capable of producing a much higher
beam current than an internal source. The high gas flow, required to run the source, does
not adversely affect vacuum in the cyclotron due to differential pumping between source
and cyclotron. Therefore activation of the machine due to gas stripping is very low.

• Low beam energy to minimize reaction pathways causing parts activation.

• Localized modular shielding around most radioactive components. Because of the
low energy and minimal beam loss the cyclotron and targets do not need a separate
shielded vault when outfitted with the localized shielding.

The following sections describe the machine in some detail.

Accelerator

The cyclotron is mounted with the beam plane oriented vertically. This allows the magnet yoke
to roll on rails for access. This configuration is space saving in that the foot-print is smaller and
can fit in a room with a low ceiling.

The TR13 is a sector-focused H- cyclotron with a maximum proton energy of 13 MeV and a
nominal circulating beam current of 100 pA. Figure 1 shows a view of the cyclotron magnet
opened and one target shield pulled back. Table 1 lists the cyclotron parameters.

The advantage of accelerating negative ions has been proven over the years in machines such as
the TRIUMF 500 MeV cyclotron, the CP42 at 1RIUMF and other radioisotope producing
cyclotrons. Because negative ions can be extracted at virtually 100% efficiency, the need for
internal targets disappears, thus eliminating an important source of machine activation.
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Cyclotron Parameters
The magnet has four return yokes as shown in figure 2. This configuration eliminates any
possibilities of second hannonics in the magnetic field, which might cause undesirable
resonances.

There are four sectors so the Dees can be acconunodated in two opposite valleys, thus reducing
the magnet gap between the sectors and maintaining a very high hill-to-valley field ratio, which
produces strong focusing.

The magnet can be opened for access to the inside of the machine. The vacuum chamber is of
a very simple design. It is essentially a cylindrical wall that seals directly against the magnet
poles. The material is aluminum, which avoids the long half-life activation associated with
stainless steel. There are two O-ring seals between the vacuum chamber and the magnet poles.

To fit the Dees in the valleys, their width is limited to a nominal 450 which requires acceleration
of the particles at the second harmonic. of the frequency of 73 MHz. This means that the
voltages on both Dees are in phase. RF power is supplied by a commercial RF power amplifier,
providing 50 kV at the Dees at 12 kW. The power supply is located adjacent to the cyclotron.
A co-axial transmission line connects the power supply to the cyclotron. The transmission line
is capacitively coupled to the Dees.

The cyclotron has a CUSP type external ion source, suspended on one side of the cyclotron. The
source produces 1.5 rnA H- ions at 25 keV for injection into the cyclotron. Most of this current
is lost at the inflector where the beam is bent into the median plane of the cyclotron. 1b.e source
has one filament, expected to last roughly 6 months. The ion source has its own vacuum pumps
that remove most of the hydrogen gas load before it reaches the cyclotron. The ion source
filament is replaceable as one unit, a task which requires only 15 minutes.

The cyclotron vacuum chamber is evacuated by a cryogenic pump with a pumping speed of 4000
lIs for H20 and 1500 lIs for air. This provides an operating pressure of 1 times 10-6 Torr. The ion
source is pumped with a turbo-molecular pump and a cryopump.

The cyclotron is equipped with two fIXed energy extractors that allow simultaneous extraction
of beam currents variable in ratios from 1:100 to 1:1 at an energy of 13 MeV. The type of
extractor installed is similar to that in the TR30. The extractors each carry a single foil carousel,
that can be withdrawn from the vacuum chamber through a vacuum lock, to be changed when
foils are spent. Based on the TR30 experience the foils are expected to last about six months.

Target Selectors

There are two target selector mechanisms which align targets with the extracted cyclotron beam.
Both selectors are separated from the main cyclotron vacuum tank by vacuum valves. Each
target selector accepts four targets mounted on each quadrant of a common flange. This flange
is then mounted on dual gimbals with a metal bellows to form the vacuum envelope. In this way
the target may be positioned in X and Y to align one target with the emerging proton beam.
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Automated control is enabled with the current monitoring of a four quadrant slit arrangement in
front of each target. Reference X and Y coordinates are used to for initial position of the desired
target with minor adjustments done by PLC control system of the cyclotron based on the
feedback of the beam current measurements on the four quadrant slit arrangements.

ft.)

Figure: I Showing the Cyclotron and Shield open for access
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TRIUMF 13 MeV H- Cyclotron

Magnet

Average Field 1.2 T

Hill Field 1.90 T

Valley Field 0.55 T

Hill Gap 4cm

Valley Gap 20cm

Hill Angle Variable (40° - 44°)

Iron Weight 22 Tonnes

Pole Radius 57 em

Height 1m

Outside dimension 1.7m2

Coil

Coil Power 20kW

Copper Weight 1.9 Tonnes

Ampere Turns 7.2 * 104
RF

Frequency 73 MHz (nominal)

Dee Voltage 50kV

Electrical Width 45° (nominal)

Harmonic 4th

Power 12kW

Vacuum

Pressure 1*10-6 Torr

Pumping 4,000 lis (H2O)

1,500 lis (air)

Ion Source

Type H- cusp

Output Current 1.5mA

Bias Voltage 25 kV

Extraction

Energy 13 MeV (magnet large enough for 18 MeV)

Method Stripping

External Beams 2
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Superconducting Cyclotron for Clinical PET

Masahiro Tanaka
Quantum Equipment & Engineering Department, NKK Corporation

1-1-2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100

Introduction

As PET has become more popular, there have been growing needs for an easily
operational cyclotron and chemistry system. Not many hospitals want to keep a full set of
operators: a cyclotron operator, a chemistry module operator and a scanner operator. When
producing ammonia or fiuoro deoxy glucose (FDG) for example, a cyclotron should be
operated by a chemistry module operator. When perfonning an [150] gas study, it should be
operated by a scanner operator or even by a doctor. Therefore our bases for developing the
cyclotron, the targets and the chemistry modules have been:

(1) Simple operation
(2) High reliability
(3) Easy maintenance.

We have installed the cyclotron and chemistry systems at Hyogo Institute for Aging Brain and
Cognitive Disorder and Osaka City University. This paper introduces the outline of the system
with a detail of [13N] ammonia production.

Superconducting Cyclotron

The NKK-Oxford cyclotron is the frrst superconducting cyclotron for clinical PET.
Figure 1 and Table 1 show the outline structure and the major specification of the NKK
Oxford cyclotron, respectively. It accelerates negative hydrogen ions for higher beam
efficiency and low activation of the cyclotron.

Superconducting Magnet.

The superconducting magnet of the NKK-Oxford cyclotron operates in 'pennanent
current' mode. The power supply is connected to the magnet only during installation and
annual maintenance. That makes the system highly stable and ready to run at any time.. The
cyclotron weighs only four tons and can be transported into the cyclotron room on wheels for
installation.

Ion source.

The NKK-Oxford cyclotron has an externally mounted ion source to make service easy.
The ion source is a multicusp H- ion source with two filaments. One of them is a spare. Each
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filament has a life time of 200 running hours or longer. At an event of filament break, the
system automatically switches over to the spare filament. No tools are needed to replace
filaments.

Figure 1. The outline structure of the NKK-Oxford cyclotron.

Table 1: Specification of the NKK-Oxford cyclotron

Accelerating Particle
Energy

Maximum Beam Current

Ion Source

Ion Source Service Interval
Extraction Radius

Extraction

Extraction Foil Service Interval

Magnet

Helium Boiloff

RF Frequency

Overall Dimensions

Weight

Electrical Power Consumption

Time Required to Startup

H-

12 MeV, Fixed

100 J.lA, Maximum

50 !!A, Guaranteed

Multicusp with 2 Filaments, External

> 400 Running Hours
220 mm

Carbon Foil Stripping

> 4,000 Running Hours

2.36 Tesla, Superconducting

160 ml per Hour, Typical

108 MHz
w1.4 m x D1.9 m x H1.9 m

4 Tons

<40kW

< 5 Minutes
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Extraction System.

The extraction system consists of 20 carbon foils and a beam catcher placed just outside
the extraction radius. The beam hits the beam catcher when the present foil breaks. Then the
cyclotron controller stops the beam, pushes the next foil in position, and restarts the beam
within a few minutes. Each foil has a life time of 200 running hours or longer. Therefore the
extraction system has a service interval longer than 4,000 running hours and does not require
operator's service.

Target Systems

The NKK-Oxford cyclotron has four targets for production of nC, 13N,
150 and 18F. Table

2 shows our target systems. For the 150 target, we have developed special fittings with
minimized dead volume and applied a quick transfer system using a vacuum pump to
minimize the usage of [ISN] nitrogen gas. The 18p target has an internal water cooled heat
exchanger. The [180] target water is circulated through the heat exchanger during
bombardment to minimize void in the target chamber and then maximize yield at higher beam
current. More than 95% of the target water is recovered and reused.

Table 2: The NKK target sustem

Nuclides I Reaction

"C 14N(p,a)"C

13N l6O(p,a) '3N
150 15N(p,n)'5O

!SF l8O(p,n)'BF

! Chemical form of
I Target material! extracted activity

Nitrogen gas ["C]COz

I Water [13NJNH4+, aqueous

Chemistry Modules

Table 3 shows our chemistry modules that have been fully developed and commercially
available. Conventional chemistry modules use time sequence control. Because of the nature
of chemical reactions, however, time taking for a synthesis step may vary depending on

Table 3: The NKK chem;stry modules

taN

150

Carbon dioxide I Carbon monoxide
Hydrogen cyanide

Methyl iodide
Methyl spiperon I Methionine

Ammonia

Oxygen I Carbon dioxide I Carbon monoxide
Water

Fluoro deoxy glucose (FOG)
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temperature, condition of reagents, etc. This fact results unstable synthesis yield and longer
synthesis time to give longer time margin to each step. The NKK modules use feedback
control by applying various sensors including specially developed one-chip gamma-ray
monitors. The feedback control enables stable synthesis yield and shorter synthesis time.

Control

The cyclotron, targets and chemistry modules are fully computer controlled and has two
operator's terminals, which we recommend to install in the scanner operator's room and in the
chemistry room. The operator can activate one of the terminals by turning the selection key
and run the cyclotron by using a 'mouse' with a graphic display of the terminal. Figure 2
shows the main graphic screen for radiophannaceutical production.

13:43: 16
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Figure 2. The main graphic screen for radiopharmaceutical production.

[
13N] Ammonia Production

Table 4 shows specifications of the NKK [13N] ammonia target. The 13N target directly
produces (13N] NH/ in it. This is the reason that target water is bubbled with hydrogen gas
and cooled through the internal heat exchanger for suppressing the target water boiling off
during bombardment.

Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the [13N] ammonia production system. The
syringe ACl on the chemistry module injects sterilized water into the feed line to the target.
Then hydrogen gas pushes the water into the target box. The chemistry module charges
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hydrogen gas up to 1.5 kg/cm2. Circulation makes a mixture of target water and f'me bubbles
of hydrogen gas in the target chamber. 13N is produced in the fonn of NH4+ in the target water
by bombarding with 12 MeV protons. After irradiation the target water is transported to the
chemistry module by hydrogen gas. [13N] NH/ in the target water is trapped in the cation
exchanger resin, then is swept to the vial with saline.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the [13N]-ammonia production system.

Table 4: Specifications of the NKK roN] taf{!9t box

Target

Target body

Foil

H2 pressure

Water, 4 ml

Titanium, 16 mm <l> x 5 mm

Titanium, 0.025 mm thick

1.5 kg/cm2
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Table 5 shows the irradiation conditions, yield and efficiency of the NKK [13N]
ammonia 'production system. The system produces 50 mCi of ammonia with a 20 pA x 10
minute irradiation and a 5 minute synthesis.

Table 5: irradiation conditions, yield. and efficiency

Acknowledgements.

Beam energy

Beam current

Time

Yield (EOB)

Yield (EOS)

Synthesis Efficiency

Synthesis Time

12 MeV

20 JlA

10 Minutes

70 mCi

50 mCi

>70 °/0

<5 Minutes

The authors wish to thank Professor T. Ido and Dr. R. Iwata of Tohoku University for their
valuable and continuous advice on developing the targets and the chemistry modules.
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The Wrjght brothers spent less than one thousand dollars to build their first airplane.
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Session 2: Targetry and Production
Co-chairs: R.J. Nickles and T..I. Ruth

Introduction

The papers selected for oral presentation in this session were chosen to enhance discussion on
topics that have a potential for a very broad impact on how radioisotopes are produced both in
tenns of efficiency and purity. Thus the topics related to beam dynamics, surface phenomenon,
void foonation and cryogenic targets were opened to presentation and discussion.

The papers dealing with the loss of production capacity that has been observed over the years
and attributed to the effects of beam interaction with the target material. In the case of gaseous
material it has long been felt that the dominant issue was thenna! effects due to beam heating.
The collaboration between the groups at Turku and Debrecen provided further evidence to this
thought with their study of the beam dynamics within a gas target. Researchers at err presented
a paper describing the how voids in liquid targets could be explained on the basis of charge
build-up. In using a model based on an electrochemical cell a number of assumptions were called
into question by the workshop participants. While the approach did not generate a ground swell
of acceptance it did provide a format for clarifying what we do know about the hot atom
interactions and dissipation of energy (heat and otherwise) which may result in a better
understanding of the problem.

The papers on the compositions of surfaces in the materials from which we construct our targets
illustrated the complexity of the problem at the microscopic level and sub-micromolar
concentrations.

While more effort has been expended at extracting quantitative information to try and establish
a scientific basis for how to best approach the production of radionuclides, the problems in
interpreting these results remain. However, it is clear that the research presented here provides
a basis upon which to design future experiments that will help solve the problems we encounter
daily.
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Study of Static and Dynamic Effects in Gas Targets

F. Tarkmyi, S. Takacs, S-J. Heselius·, O. Solin* and J. Bergman*

Institute ofNuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences~ Pi 51, H-4001 Debrecen, Hungary
* Accelerator Laboratory, Abo Akademi, SF-20500 Turku, Finland

Introduction

Gas targets play key roles in different fields of science and technology. The penetration
of energetic charged particles into high pressure gas targets has been studied by several groups
to optimize the radionuclide and neutron production using thin and thick gas targets, as well as
in the field of investigation of charged particles and neutron induced nuclear reactions (reviews:
Wieland, 1984; Heselius, 1986; Solin, 1988). To study the interaction of charged particles with
gaseous material several experimental methods have been developed on the basis of measurement
of the activity of the produced radioisotopes, secondary neutrons, heat, charge, emitted light,
change of density, temperature, refractory indexes etc. The obtained results were mainly
interpreted qualitatively using different phenomenological models. Only a few groups made
systematic study of the interaction of charged particle beams and gas targets and still many
questions remain open.

This work was initiated by the optical study of gas targets made at Abo Akademi, Turku,
Finland, and by the experimental results of excitation functions and production yields obtained
in Debrecen, using gas targets at horizontal and vertical irradiation arrangement. The high speed
video technique and charge distribution measurement allowed us to study both the transient
effects of the beam penetration into gaseous targets, and the final equilibrium states of the beam
in the targets at horizontal and vertical beam lines. An effon was made to explain the results
phenomenologically.

Shape of the beam in equilibrium state at horizontal and vertical irradiation positions

Heselius and his coworkers reported, that at high beam current density the shape of the
beam appeared to be asymmetric in horizontal irradiation position due to an upward transport of
the heated gas. The upward flow of the heated gas was checked also by measuring the activity
distribution of the produced radioisotope on the inner wall of the target chamber [Solin, 1984]"

In the present work we measured simultaneously with the emitted light the charge along
the beam axes and integrated it at a given position at different angles to confmn the observed
asymmetry of the horizontal beam. A target chamber equipped with a plexiglass window for
optical study and with an isolated electrode for charge collection (see Fig. 1) was used. The
charge was collected at four different angles in a plane perpendicular to the beam direction.
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Figure 1 A target chamber equipped with plexiglass window for
optical study and isolated electrodes for charge collection.

The integrated charge was measured both on the electrode and on the isolated target chamber.
The electrode was rotated to different angles and different axial positions by remote controlled
stepping motor and micropositioners. The measured charge distribution was found to be
asymmetric in good agreement with the optical studies (see Fig. 2).

up
90

45 135

315
+

270
down

225

Figure 2. Charge distribution of a horizontal beam
measured in a plane pependicular to the beam axes.

We have investigated the effect of upward mass transport at a vertical irradiation position
for the fIrst time. The sketch of the vertical beam line in Debrecen is shown in Figure 3. The
view of light emission following the interaction of a proton beam (Ep=8 MeV, ~=5.8 }lA, d=6mm
in diameter) with a gaseous target fIlled with 7 bar initial pressure of AI gas is shown in Figure
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3. in comparison with the picture obtained at horizontal irradiation position under the same
circumstances.

The symmetric distribution of the emitted light at vertical irradiation position is clearly
seen in Figure 3. in accordance with the expectation, i. e. due to symmetric upward mass
transport and symmetric density reduction in vertical irradiation position. The evolution of the
observed equilibrium shapes in both irradiation arrangements is discussed in more detail below"

..----

4_----
Figure 3. The view of horizontal and

vertical beams of Ep=8 MeV,
Ip=5.8 J.!A of protons in 7 bar
initial pressure of Ar.

Investigation of dynamic effects

It was noticed that the shape of the beam on the photograph taken during the very first
impact of the beam was a little bit different from the shape of the beam on the photograph taken
several seconds later. Taking into consideration that all the earlier investigations deal exclusively
with the description of the steady state, i.e. after the equilibrium has been reached, we decided
to study the transient effect in more details.

The transient effect of the fIrst period of the interaction of charged particle beams with
the target gas was investigated both at horizontal and vertical irradiation arrangement. The
process was investigated by recording the emitted light with a videocamera. The recorded pictures
were digitized and ev31uated with commercial image processing programs. The penetration of the
beam was followed continuously from the very first impact after opening the beamstop. The
beam current and the target pressure were recorded simultaneously.. Figures 4 and 5 present the
views of light emission for the fIrst 1 sec time period at horizontal and vertical beam
arrangements respectively. From the detailed analysis of the records the following conclusion can
be drawn.



Fig. 4b

Fig. 4a

-
The views of light emitted during the first 2 sec. time' period at horizontal beam
arrangement At=1/24 sec (Fig. 4a) and ~t=1/12 sec (Fig. 4b).
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The views of light emitted during the first 2 sec. time period at vertical beam
arrangement 6t=1/24 sec (Fig. Sa and Fig. Sb).
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... The beam has a symmetric shape at the very beginning of the interaction and has short
range in both irradiation geometry. Then the beam path gradually expands and reaches a
maximum. After the maximum has been reached the path of the beam contracts back to a
minimum length, which is longer than the absolute minimum at the beginning, then the range
rises slowly and reaches an ·equilibrium state between the maximum and the minimum ranges.
... Not only the range, but the shape of the beam changes gradually especially in the last
third part of the beam path in both irradiation geometries In horizontal irradiation geometry the
shape of the end of the beam varies from a rounded fonn to an asymmetric and at the same time
the farthest point of the beam shifts upwards. In vertical irradiation geometry the early round
shape changes to an arrow fonn and then takes up a round shape again..
... With measuring the pressure no oscillation was found. The time scale of the oscillations
of the range was in seconds and the used pressure transducer was linear up to 3 kHz.

The optically observed range oscillation was verified and reproduced by charge
measurement. The charge was collected simultaneously in the target chamber and on an isolated
disc-shaped electrode as a function of position of the disc along the axes of the chamber. On the
electrode frrst a maximum value was measured due to the beam oscillation, then a lower value
after the beam reached the equilibrium state. The beam has produced a significant peak of current
on the disk at a position far behind the maximum range point of the beam at equilibrium.
Searching the reason of the observed oscillation we measured the beam build up in time on solid
target. The beam current has reached its maximum during a much shorter period of time on solid
target than the period of the oscillation in gaseous target, therefore, the observed oscillation effect
cannot be explained by the finite speed of the beamstop, opening the way of the beam,
consequently other physical effects may participate in the interaction of charged particle beams
and gaseous materials.

Discussion

The observed phenomena can be followed and may be explained as follows.
At the very first moment of the interaction of charged particle beams with gaseous

material the beam intensity and so the observed light emission is small. The beam shapes are
symmetrical and round ended. Because of the used beamstop was not quick enough to open the
whole beam at once, the intensity of the beam increased gradually and in the very fIrst moment
only a low intensity beam penetrated into a cold target gas which resulted a theoretical beam
range and symmetrical shape. There was no time for building up of density gradient and for
significant mass transport. Therefore, there was no practical difference between the shapes of the
beams observed at horizontal and vertical beam irradiation position.

In the next moments the range is gradually expands. The shape of the end of the beam
changes to an arrow shape at vertical irradiation geometry. At horizontal irradiation
arrangement the asymmetry starts to appear, and consequently the place of the farthest point of
the beam shifts upward. The density of the gas along the charged particle path is strongly
reduced, especially in the central region of the beam (arrow shape), because of the heating and
the charge repulsion effects. The effect of the upward thennal-gravitational mass transport starts
to be important. .

After reaching a maximum the range became smaller. At the end of the path of the beam
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- in the Bragg region - where the energy loss and therefore the produced heat is large the density
reduction is significant and the range becomes larger and longer. Howewer a mass transport sets
in toward the lower-temperature region, which results in an uneven density distribution. When
the penetrated beam nearly fills the target chamber i.e. when the ballast volume is small the
density in the Imt part of the target chamber significantly rises and, therefore, the range of the
beam becomes smaller. When the ballast volume is large the effect of the strong density
reduction at the beam end can cause only small oscillation.

The beam shape and the length o/the beam is slowly, but gradUillly changes to reach the
equilibrium. A thermal gradient develops between the gas heated up by the beam and the cold
wall of the chamber, which resulting a mass-transport, and after a few second reaches a steady
state..

In horizontal irradiation position, because of the upward thenna! and downward density
gradients, the upper part of the beam has larger ranges and an asymmetry builds up.

In vertical irradiation position the upward mass transport in the centre of the beam
somewhat compensates the strong density reduction of the gas, therefore, the shape of the beam
is round.

Conclusions

The asymmetric density reduction and shape of the beam in a gas target in a horizontal
irradiation arrangement was checked and verified through the measurement of the charge
distribution in the beam. The irradiation of thick gas targets at vertical beam line shows
symmetrical beam shape. Investigating the temporal-spatial dependence of the penetrating charged
particles a transient process has been found. The equilibrium state is reached through an
oscillation process.

The density variation of the target gas under nonunifonn heat production and gravitational
effects as a function of time in and outside of the beam volume gives a possible explanation of
the result. The assumption has to be confrrmed by further experiments and with computer
simulation.

As far as applications are concerned, the observed shapes at vertical and horizontal
irradiation geometries may be of interest in construction of high intensity targets for isotope
production and for nuclear data measurement.
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Questions for paper 1, Study of static and dynamic effects in gas targets.

Speaker: Ferenc Tarkanyi, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

The questioner is identified where possible and the answers are provided by the speaker unless
otherwise indicated.

Question: John Clark, MRC Cyclotron Unit Hammersmith
In my experience, trying to measure current on electrodes inside targets to be irradiated it is
really very tricky, because of the gas conduction. How did you overcome the leakage between
the plasma, the electrode and the target body?

Answer:
We didn't. We cannot distinguish between the electrons and the protons..

Q: J. Clark
No, I mean when you run beam on a gas it gets highly ionized so that it is effectively a low
resistance between electrode and the target vessel. I think most of us have experienced this
problem.

Q: Jerry Nickles, University of Wisconsin
The input impedance of the electrometer you are using to measure current can be made to read
that current read almost anything you like, if you properly or improperly bias it. Our experiences
is that it is a very challenging measurement

Answer:
Because we are not measuring with electrometers. We have a bigger distance measurement and
we get closer, it makes no difference if I am measuring like in the experiments here is the beam
now, when they have the foils and 3 mm from the end of the chambers. They also have
measured the beam current. I don't see any problems with this one.

Because we are measuring the positive current here we are practically measuring all positive or
negative is not important we are measuring from a long distance, there is a high current when
it is starting of the irradiation and is disappearing when it is at equilibrium. Which it has to be
something at the beginning which is not similar to equilibrium not important from the point of
view of cause. However, from the point of view of the transient, there is no difference.

Comment: David Schlyer, BNL
When we measured the beam current in the gas targets, our measurements were across a gap at

the back of the target which had a 300V bias on it. What we were doing was not trying to
measure the current inside the target at all but just detennining if the gas in that gap had been
ionized which told us if the proton beam had made it to the back of the target.

Reply:
Yes, but you had a very big dark current which was hard to explain in your experiment also.
When you irradiated with 20 pA and when the beam was stopping you had 60% behind the foil
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and you can not explain it with the different nuclear reactions and not with the secondary
electrons which means that the two chambers were connected.

Comment: D.Schlyer.
The beam was spread out .due both to energy straggling which we all understand but the other
is thennal effects. I think everything that we did, could be explained due to thennal effects
happening inside the gas target. in fact we did some experiments when Sven-Johan (Heselius, .
Turku) was here where we put six thermocouples inside the target and measured the temperature
distribution within the target and we found a temperature distribution pattern which matched a
flow pattern similar to what you see here. I agree with basis here, we saw flow from the center
around the outside and from the front of the target to the back of the target because of the Bragg
peak and the gas heating underneath and moving to the cooler part of the target

Reply:
I agree with Mr. Clark that it is very difficult to explain what we are measuring there, when the
electrode is isolated. It is very complicated, because there is the direct electrons and because the
beam time is shorter. There is in the charge collection, also is the transient I agree with you
that what is even there exactly, the question is how many percent is there from the beam because
the beam is broadening and one part going to the wall, one part is going to the disk, but we can
see that one, at the start of the beam, the range is longer or the charge and later it is short, which
means that there is this transient There is a high current at the start of the irradiation and it
disappears when equilibrium is established. Which means there has to be something at the
beginning which is not similar as an equilibrium and there is no absolute importance from that
point of view. But from the point of view from the transient, there is no difference..

Comment: D. Schlyer -
My only point is that it might be possible to explain the transient due to circulation currents
being set up in the target body. You might be able to see the same kind of behavior over the time
course it takes to establish the flow pattern with the beam pulses.

Comment: RJ. Nickles
I would like to congratulate you on some very nice images, some pictures that one cannot
possibly disbelieve, except when your looking at things visually, of course you are looking at
light, and th~ light is not coming from the beam but from the secondary electron. The secondary
electrons can be easily guided by stray magnetic fields. There was a question this morning about
confining beams, the primary beam with magnetic fields. Has anybody done any confining of
the secondaries, the actual intennediate, the link in the chain that is finally dumping the heat into
the target gas. Has anybody tried using any axial magnetic fields to constrain them and to either
guide hot electrons to the wall to slow down and minimize beam heating, or to make use of it
in any way?

Reply:
Of course you are right We already prepared our thinking about such experiment when the
beam is asymmetric, which is problematic in this case when you measure this gap current and
because it is changing and you see the upper end of the beam when it is very asymmetric, this
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method. Sometimes it is very long this asymmetric path, sometimes it is very short, therefore
it is very complicated. We were thinking when we would like to use that method some way to
put back this beam with a very strong magnetic field. It is not very complicated to put it back
because the end of the beam or half of the beam is stopping 5 or 6 MeV. Which means that it
is possible 5 or 6 MeV to try with a very strong magnetic field because the heat is very high
when somebody has a high intensity target, 4 kW then it is very difficult to put a super
conducting magnet and to take out the heat inside. Therefore some alloy such as SmCo could
be used to make a strong magnet (over) a short distance and try to move or not move the end
of the beam to focus it or for focussing or not focussing the secondary electrons.

Question.
What was the maximum beam current you carried out these experiments?

Answer.
It was 10 pA. But it was passed through a 6 nun by 5 mm collimator. The normal gas target has
a 1 em collimator which means the experiments had four times more density, equivalent to 40)lA
in current density.

Comment : Nigel Stevenson, TRIUMF
There is a finite element analysis program that has become available called COSMOS-M. The
new modules can simulate volume heating and can simulate convection current in a gas. It might
be able to quantize what you. are seeing qualitatively.

Reply:
We know this program exists. The computer companies display nice graphics describing gas
dynamics and fluid dynamic programs. However, we have to write the programs because the
commercial ones are very expensive.
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Formation of Voids in a Liquid Target due to Charge
Deposition

Behrouz Amini, Ronald Nutt, David C .. Patton, and Gerald Bida
CTI} Inc. 810 Innovation Drive; Knoxville, TN 37932-2571

Abstract

A new phenomenon which can occur in a liquid target as a result of charged pa.rticle
(proton) irradiation is introduced. This phenomena is based on the fact that charge
carriers in a liquid target are solely ions.
Proton irradiation of a liquid target inherently causes positive charge deposition directly
into the target material. To prevent charge buildup in the target material) the charge
must be carried out by ions to the conducting walls. However, high collision rates of
ions with background molecules impede charge transfer from the target material to the
target walls. Localized positive charge buildup occurs allowing electrostatic pressure to
overcome the gravita.tional pressure, lea.ding to formation of voids. The electric field
which is generated due to charge buildup can also cause a local breakdown of water
molecules, and subsequently enhanced radiolysis. These and other phenomena which
can occur due to charge buildup generally degrade the target yields, however) in some
c;ases, they can contribute to increased heat transfer by conduction. Conditions for
the formation of voids) enhanced radiolysis, and the required electric fields are also
presented.

Introduction:

To describe the phenomenon and its potential effects referred to in the above abstract we
first raise a question, and then answer the question by referring to known facts. These facts
form the foundation of the phenomenon to be described. The question is: what are the
charge carriers in water, ions or electrons?

Although the answer to this question might seem very clear, let us consider a simple ex
periment. This simple experiment will help us for later comparison and perhaps give more
insight to the issues to be discussed.

Assume that we wish to plate a metallic spoon with copper. To do this we tie the spoon
with a wire, connect the wire to the negative electrode of a battery, a.nd immerse the spoon
in a copper sulfate solution. The positive electrode of the battery is connected to a copper
bar and the bar is also immersed in the solution. We then close the circuit to plate the
spoon. The amount of copper transferred to the spoon can be calculated by. considering
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the fact that each ionized copper atom ( Cu++ ) carries two units of charge, and when it
reaches the spoon it sticks to the ·spoon during the charge transfer. We conclude froxn this
experiment that positive and negative ions, Cu++ and SO~- are the sole carriers of charge
in .a, copper sulfate solution.. This conclusion is a restatement of what is well known.1 In
direct relation to this fact it is also known that electrons cannot carry the charge in a copper
sulfate solution or in water .. This.is despite the fact that there is a finite electric field in the
solution which is generated by the battery.

The fact that ions rather than electrons are the only charge carriers in a liquid like water can
be seen by performing the above experiment with pure water. The very small current which
can be measured with pure water is due to charge carriers resulting ftom the breakdown of
a very small portion of H2 0 m~lecules into H+ and OH~.

The motion of Cu++ and S04- in the solution discussed above is described by 3-dimensional
diffusion equations with a mea.n~free-path (.A) of intermolecular spacing of only a few
angstroms. The motion of cha:rge carriers is basically random walk which due to a
very large collision frequency is only influenced slightly by the electric field.

Now we consider an electrically .isolated sphere bombarded by a 20 J-LA beam of 10 MeV
protons. \Ve assume that the protons penetrate the sphere and stay in the sphere. Sub
sequently, the voltage of the sphere will initially go up and reach a maximum of 10 MV.
Beyond this point the sphere rejects the protons through the electric field generated by the
accumulation of charge. We want to know how fast the voltage of the sphere will increase.
If we assume that the diameter of the sphere is 1 em we then find, by simple calculations,
that it only takes about 30 msec before the sphere's voltage raises to its maximum value.
The only point we would like to make from this experiment is that when ·there is a local
charge accumulation the voltage of that region increases very rapidly.

Irradiation of 18 0 Water with a Proton Beam

We now consider the main issue of interest; irradiation of 180 or 160 water with protons.
The target material is thick (deep target) so that the incoming protons will stop in the
water. The situation is depicted in Figure (1). The target receives a net charge during the
bombardment. Ions carrying the excess charge have to reach the wall to discharge. This is
the only way of transferring the charge to the target wall. However, the ions' collisional rate
(v) with the background molecules is very high. This will impede the charge transfer to the
wall and subsequently, at any given time, the target will have a net charge. This net charge
accumulation occurs in a fraction of msec from the start of the target bombardment, and
will remain in the target until the end of the target bombardment. 2 Excluding the short
transient effect during which the net charge accumulates, the average current carried by
the ions to the walls is equal to the beam current. Presence of the net charge will generate
a self-consistent electric field which tends to drive the charge carriers to the wall. In the
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experiment with copper sulfate the battery generates the electric field and there is no net
charge in the solution. Here, the electric field is generated by the net charge which in turns
applies forces in the direction of the target walls to the charge carriers.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of target bombardment.

Collisional Frequency of Charge Carriers

The reason for a high collisional rate is the small intermolecular spacing. Typically, inter
molecular distances are a few angstroms. We may use a simplified equation to estimate the
collisional frequency v. Using

1 2 3
-mv = -KT
2 2 (1)
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we obtain v = (3KTjm)1/2, a.nd by

1 11

v=:;:="d

where d is the intermolecular spacing, we obtain that v = (3KTIm)1/2 / d. With
m=18 amu, T=300 K, and d ~3A, we obtain v ~ 4 X 1012 sec-I. We observe from
this estimation that .collisional frequency v is very large. This means, as shown in the fol
lowing section, that to generate even a small avera.ge drift velocity one needs a very large
electric field.

Equation of Motion of a Charge Carrier

Let us now obtain an equation of motion for an ion using a simplified one dimensional
analysis. We have

dv+
rna:;: ~ eE - mvv+ (3)

where v+ is the ion velocity and e and E are the charge and electric field, respectively.
In a. steady-sta.te the left-hand side of the above equation is zero. We then obtain the ion

1

mean-drift-velocity v+ from above. Accordingly, v+ ~ (eE/mv)2. We observe from this
relation that due to high collisional frequency rate v, the electric field has to be large in
order to maintain a reasonable value for v+. By "reasonable value») we mean a nonvanishing
value. However, a large electric field, as explained shortly, can lead to formation of voids,
local violent breakdown of water molecules which results in enhanced ra-dialysis, a.nd other
effects which· in general decrease the activation yield.

Enhanced Radiolysis

Electrons which are freed from the water molecules through the incoming proton collisions
can gain energy by the electric field and subsequently ionize water molecules by collision.
This ionization of water molecules is very effective particularly in the presence of small
bubbles or voids which always exist in the target. In such circumstances the electrons can
gain enough energy to ionize water molecules. The magnitude of the electric field for the
local breakdown of the water molecules can be calculated as follows.

JeE· dl = € ~ ionization energy of water (4)

which gives, Ed ::: E in eV. Here d is the distance that an electron travels under the influence
of the electric field to gain an energy of E. Thus d should be larger than the collisional mean
free-path of the electron. This requirement holds easily inside a void. For E ~ .4 - 5 eV,
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and d ::::: 4 - 5p..m, we find E ~ lkV fem. This is the value of the electric field for the
local breakdown of the wa.ter. The magnitude of the electric field, which is really very
small, suggests that the local breakdown of the water is very likely to occur. The result is
enhanced radiolysis and a poor target yield.

Electric Field Values for the Formation of Voids

Since the target wa.ter has a. net positive charge there is a repelling force in the water which
tends to break the water apart. Let us approximate this repelling force a.s two charge sheets
with the same charge density (J'. The voids will form when

(5)

(6)

where a E /2 is the electrostatic pressure, P 1Joid is the pressure of the void, and Po is the
applied pressure in the target. Nate that Pvoid is the saturation pressure of water at the
target temperature. q and E are related through (J" = 2€oE. Using this relation and solving
the a.bove equation for E we obtain that

E "J (Po - PV oid)1/2

- €ol/2

This is the magnitude of the electric field for formation of voids in terms of target pressure
a.nd target temperature which defines P1Joid.

It is well known that voids will also form due to poor heat transfer which results in boiling
the target water. The equation derived is based on poor charge transfer alone. Both of these
effects which result in formation of voids support each other. For instance, due to repelling
forces among the water molecules, the target water can boil at a lower temperature than it
otherwise might .

Deposition of Impurities to the Target Body and Windows

A charged molecule is more likely to form a chemical bond than a neutral molecule. This
is simply due to strong Coulomb interaction of a cha.rged particle with the surrounding
molecules. Impurity ions, which can also contribute to the charge transfer from the target
to the target body and windows, can make a chemical bond vvith the target body and
windows during the charge transfer, or can be simply a.dsorbed by the target wall.

The thin film of impurity which can form on the target wall is generally a dielectric material.
This will. further impede the charge transfer from the target. The result is degradation of
target yield as a function of time. Note that such target degradation, which is well known,
cannot be attributed to poor heat transfer. The film is too thin to make a noticeable change
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in the heat transfer .. However, even a very thin film of a dielectric material impedes the
charge transfer ..

How to Avoid the Problem

The effects discussed in the last three sections a.re symptoms of a target with a yield below
the expected yield. This is in agreement with experiments. A low yield target has generally
one or all of the symptoms discussed in the last three sections. It is also known that poor
heat transfer from the target which results in boiling the target reduces the target yield.
However, when the beam current is low neither poor heat nor poor charge transfer can
reduce the target yield..

The cross section of 180 activation as a function of proton energy has been reported in the
literature.3 The activation threshold starts at around 3 MeV. Therefore, if we make the
target thin enough such that the proton energy is about 3 MeV at the back of the target
then the yield will not be affected. In such cases the charge will not be deposited in the
target. This will solve the potential problem discussed in this paper. In addition, such a
configuration causes less hea.t deposition into the target without changing the activation
yield. For example, if a proton beam of 11 MeV is used for target bombardment, then the
heat deposition into the target will be reduced by 30%. This in turn might prevent target
boiling which has been a. problem in many experiments.

Alternatively, with charges deposited in the water, we would be dealing with a charged
liquid. It is then possible to influence the charged liquid by electric or magnetic field
applied outside the target in favor of a more efficient heat transfer from the target to the
target wall.

References:

1. See, for example, L .. Pauling, General Chemistry, Dover, New York, 1988.

2. Note that, as will be seen shortly, the electric potential of the target due to charge
accumulation is only of the order of kilo-volts.

3. T .. J. Ruth, and A. P. Wolf, Radiochim, Acta 26, 21.
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Questions paper 2, Fonnation of voids in a liquid target due to charge deposition,

Speaker: A. B~hrouz, CfI
The questioner is identified where possible and the answers are provided by the speaker unless
otherwise indicated.

Question:
I think it is very interesting, but a practical solution to the problem might be pressurizing the
target or to reduce the depth of the target by 2-3 MeV. These calculations are interesting but not
the solution to the practical problem

Answer:
I agree with you. The target might cave in.

If you send protons to back of the target the threshold is about 2 to 3 MeV so you don't want
anything below the 2 to 3 MeV. This actually will be combined with the heat transfer because
usually this target has poor heat transfer also. So the target will create more problems by
combining this effect and poor heat transfer so they boil faster.

Question: John Clark, MRC Cyclotron, Hammersmith
I've struggled through your talk and I don't understand this space charge limitation at alL You
have a target with a connection to it which is draining current away so you can measure target
current. None of us run our targets open circuit. You are claiming that your charge is building
up.

Answer:
You are talking about a millisecond, if it (charge) builds up the whole thing will blow up.

John Clark:
So who cares about a millisecond, in real time, in real chemistry, we are interested in an hour
irradiation.

Answer:
You have to care, because if it gives you voids in milliseconds, it means your beam will hit the
back of the target

John Clark:
Added to which the water between the Bragg peak and the window is totally ionised. You have
eliminated any consideration of chemical reactions.

Answer:
You cannot have a neutral plasma. The cell I showed for electrolysis is neutral. For each
electron you also have a proton. But this does not have anything to do with ionisation. The fact
that you put pure charge in it, that makes a difference. It does not have anything to do with
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ionization.

John Clark:
You've avoided any observation of basic radiation chemistry and radical reactions in the particle
track.

Answer:
This happens locally, if you see any reason, scientifically that you present, go ahead and I'll try
to think of it, but I'll agree with you that you cannot build up charge there. It takes only a
millisecond to give this charge. You always measure the same average current which you are
putting on the target. This is not a sink for the charge, but charge builds up a little bit there.

Question: Rich Ferrieri, BNL
Just to throw another ring into the hopper from radiation chemistry text on aqueous media we
are not talking about milliseconds, we are talking about 10-12 to 10-14 seconds, the time frame
of a single ·vibration. You get positive ions, and these undergo secondary reactions producing
a whole pool of secondary electrons, thennalized electrons, hydrated electrons. How do these play
a role in your calculations? You have neglected the whole field of radiation chemistry.

Answer:
I don't think I did. The fact is the proton comes in, ionizes water, but again it is a little bit
confusing, it is the ionization not the charge creation. In ionization the number of positive
charges still equals the number of negative. If you ionize the whole thing, still the amount of
positive equals the whole amount of negative. But in this case we are adding charge to a system
in which the electron has very limited range of a couple of microns compared to metal when the
electron can move very fast. Ionization and neutralization are two different things.

Question: Jeanne Link, University of Washington
I agree that you did bring up those subjects but I have to agree with Rich and John, you are
having a lot of ionization in where you still have a neutral solution charge-wise, your frrst
diagram showed a copper sulphate solution where you have good conductivity and your
calculations may use numbers that are high, you are not taking diffusion into effect. You're
thinking more of diffusion and you're not thinking enough of how fast you are carrying away
charge because you have such ionisation. I'll have to look at your numbers, but I think your
numbers and assumptions are low (with respect to charge transport).

Answer:
What is common within this one and what I talked about is not very much, you have the electric
field here because you have the two electrodes. The net charge here is zero, nothing adds, net
charge to this. The issue was to point out the carriers of charge are ions, not the electrons.
Electrons cannot jump and carry the charge. The ion has to diffuse, eventually to get from point
A to point B. Even if your target is conducting it still does not help you, the molecule which
gets the charge has to take it to the walL If you follow this molecule you don't care if your
water or your liquid is conducting or not.
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Question: Jerry NickleS, University of Wisconsin
There's a lot of disagreement on that point That charge carrier doesn't have to get to the wall,
just a charge carrier has to .get to the wall to maintain the neutrality. You are also treating this
thing as a DC problem, when in fact you've got frequencies here that go up to gigahertz. Your
beam flash is about 3 nanoseconds wide, it's an AC problem at least and I don't see any
reference to pennittivities and the AC characteristics of a circuit which has got about 100 puffs
(picofarad) of capacitance, frequencies of gigahertz, that makes a 1 n resistor. I think that a lot
of people here are somewhat unhappy with this treatment.

Answer:
In terms of AC you are concerned about displacement current, we can bring up the issue, I
agree.

Question: Ed Galiano, MD Anderson Cancer Centre.
I'm a slow leamer, sir, so there's one thing you need to clarify for me. You mentioned that the
transport of the ions to the walls of the target, and I don't want to get into the chemistry, that's
not my field. I just want to look at the physics of this, because it's slow because of inner
molecular collisions. Now, once contact is made with the walls of the target, it seems to me that
strictly speaking from a Physics point of view, your problem is solved because you have
continuity. It would be like moving a massive number of people through a slow vehicle like
trains but just putting enough trains in there.. Once the trains start to arrive you can move per
unit time as many people as you wish.

Answer:
I agree. The moment you get to the wall it's like they tag the wall it's over, the issue is over.
But they have to move from where the proton is deposited to the wall. The moment they get to
the wall there is no issue. I quite agree with you. That's why I said they have to carry the
charge to the wall. The moment they do it that's no issue. It takes certain times, because they
constantly make collision with the neighbouring molecules. If an electron were ever to jump
from one molecule to that, that says that effect does not occur. If we do not add copper sulphate
to this pure water, we measure only a little bit of current because H20 this will disassociate to
H+ and HO-. The little bit of current we measure is because of that not that the electron carries
the current. No matter what those are the ion should again tag the walL

Question: David Schlyer, BNL
I have a problem -with two of your assumptions. One is that the positive charged ions are the
charge carriers. I see no difference between whether the fact if the ion stays in the middle of
your solution and an electron makes its way over and neutralizes it in that way as if the ion
moves to the wall. The other one is, that the electrons by your own equations, would have
velocities mean free path on the order of 2 kIn per second rather than 1 em per second. Second
is that, by the 3/2 kT on the bottom of the equation there is no way that those electrons are
thermal. Those are made at very enhanced energies, as a particle beam passes through the water
and they are very highly excited. So that those two factors I think make this argument that you
have to have positive charge carriers making their way to the wall under thermal conditions may
not be the case in the water target.
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Answer:
Your second reason actually coupled to the fJIst reason.. So, the frrst reason was that can electron
carry the charge? The answer is a defmite tlno" because I can add pure water here and increase
the electric heat. If the electron would carry like jumping from one molecule to the next, I
would be measuring some current In pure water I do not measure the current.. If I increase the
electJ;ic field I will break down the whole thing..

Question: Schlyer
Not if there's not a gradient. You are assuming that there is a gradient I am assuming that if
you have a positive charge buried in the center of your water that creates a gradient between the
outside wall and the center of the water. That gradient is enough to drive the electron into the
center of the water. If you have no gradient, if the water is sitting there ionised with either a
positive or negative charge, there is no gradient between the outside of the water and the wall.

Answer:
I think by gradient you mean electric field.

Scblyer
Right, electric gradient between the inside of the target and the outside.

Answer:
The electric field I used was a self generated field. It's not very similar to this example, because
there, the local charge has to make the electric field. See, I agree with you exactly, if there is
no gradient or no electric field nothing will happen. So the local charge has to build up in order
to push the ions out. So you need the gradient. The electrons won't push around because we see
from this example.

Comment: Barbara Hughey, Science Research Labs
The cell doesn't have much in common with the target. ... (the rest of the question was inaudible)

Reply:
From the electric field point of view it is very common.
Here (cell) you have a positive and negative from the charge. In the case of the target, the
charge has to be build up so the electric field drives the positive charge and we know in both
cases the electron cannot move because when you have an electric field here you don't measure
current.
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The Yield of F·18 from Different Target Designs
in the 180(p,n)18F Reaction on Frozen [180]C02_

Mahmoud L. Firouzbakht, David J. Schlyer and Alfred P. Wolf,
Department of Chemistry,

Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, NY 11973. USA.

The shortage of oxygen-18 enriched water has encouraged us to explore
alternate methods of production of fluori ne-18 where the recovery of the oxygen-18
enriched target material is extremely efficient We have recently presented the results
from a cryogenic target using carbon dioxide ice as the target (1). This is similar in
design to a water ice target previously described (2,3). The amount of material
required and the maximum beam current which can be put on the target are a function
of the particular design. The effects of target cone length and number of cooling fins
have been explored in order to optimize the target design.

Three different targets have been used to test these parameters. The three
target are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The first was the prototype target with a
single heat sink at the rear of the target (Figure 1). The second is a target with
several cooling fins and a short cone length which requires less target material (Figure
2). The third is a target with several cooling fins but a longer target length which
allows for mere efficient cooling of the material. The results from these studies are
summarized in Table 1. The target with four cooling fins could be run at a beam
current of 18 J,LA with no perceptible volatilization of the target material while the target
with the single cooling block showed volatilization at about 8 J.lA. The long and short
cone targets did not show a difference in the volatilization of the target material at the
beam current limit of the 60" cyclotron (18 J,LA).

The short target did maintain production with a lower amount of gas frozen into
the target. The amount of gas frozen into the target in all these runs is two to four
times that calculated to be necessary to form an ice layer thick enough to stop the
beam in these targets. This is probably due to an uneven carbon dioxide layer on the
surface of the cone. Experiments are currently under way to explore both the
uniformity of the layer and the optimum angle for the cone.

This cryogenic 1arget gives extremely efficient enriched target material recovery
(>99%) and simplicity of material transfer. The production yields are similar to those
obtained with the oxygen-18 enriched water target at beam currents up to 18 J..1A (our
cyclotron limit, not necessarily the limit of the target design).

This work was carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory under contract DE
AC02-76CH00016 with the U.S. Department of Energy, supported by its Office of
Health and Environmental Research and grant No. NINDS, NS 15380.
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Table 1.
Production for Various Target Designs

Amount of Yield Percent of
Cone CO2 at EOB Theoretical
Length (liters) (men (%)

Long 2.0 56±4 80
Short 2.0 52±3 74

Long 1.2 53±4 76
Short 1.2 50±3 71

Long 1.15 43±2 61
Short 1.15 44±3 63

Long 0.63 12±2 17
Short 0.63 26±4 37

All runs were carried out at 6J.1A for 10 minutes at an energy of 17.4 MeV incident on
the carbon dioxide. Percent theoretical is based on the yield from 99% C80]C02 e The
dimensions of the long and short cones are given in the figures.



Figure 1. Prototype target design
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Figure 2. Short cone target
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Figure 3. Long cone target
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Questions for paper 3, The yield of F-18 from different target designs in the 180(p,n)18F reaction
of [180]C02,

Speaker: Mahmoud Firouzbakht, BNL
The questioner is identified. where possible and the answers are provided by the speaker unless
otherwise indicated.

Question: Barbara Hughey, SRL
First, I thought you said the system was warm when you filled it with the CO2 is that not true?

Answer:
Yes, we tried the system in many different ways.

Barbara Hughey:
If the system is warm then the gas should just unifonnly ful the cone, why do you need to angle,
you don't have a jet?

Answer:
The cone is very small, only 10 m1 of gas is in the cone, the rest is in the bulb. When we ftil
it with the gas it gradually becomes cold and it has more chance for gas to be uniform.

Barbara Hughey:
You need the gas to condense and you need to add more gas?

Answer:
Yes. We did it another way.. First we cooled the cone and let the gas go, ... (inaudible). But,
it still is not unifonn.

Barbara Hughey:
Have you calculated the theoretical current, that you should be able to get with that cone angle?
If I remember right, the vapour pressure of CO2 is very high, even with no beam on it at 77°(K..) ..

Answer:
We did some calculation but we don't rely on calculations because they don't always work. We
went up to 18 (MeV) as I said during the irradiation, we monitored the pressure.. So if the
pressure started going up we know the ice will start to melt.

Barbara:
It's not melting, it's subliming. You should be able to transfer that to a temperature, effective
surface temperature and how does that agree. Have you been able to find thennal conductivity
numbers for frozen CO2, I don't know if that data is available?
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Answer:
Ok, the whole purpose again, is making F-18 efficiently, easily and in this system we can make
F-18, we can recover 99% of the gas, that is the whole purpose.

Barbara Hughey:
I realize that, I am trying to understand what the limitations might be.

Answer:
We have not tried calculations.

Barbara Hughey:
The short cone vs. the long cone that's just a difference in surface area. You're not changing
the angle, you're not improving.

Reply:
We are not changing the angle but the whole purpose for that to see if we can use less CO2 and
make enough and also for angle, we designed another target, which is a flat target but we can
change the angle. Pretty soon we will have the result of which angle is the best for this target
and also for all the solid targets .that we irradiated.

Barbara Hughey:
One last comment on the target with no fins, how close were you to the burnout heat flux for
liquid nitrogen? You can only cool 10 watts per cm2

• with liquid nitrogen, I don't know how
close you are to that limit That will get you before the ice does, possibly.. I mean that you had
very small surface area on that cone and very high beam power. What was the beam power
deposition on that cone without fins, was it 10 watts per cm2 or was it less? The ones without
fins, the surface area of the outside of the cone.

Answer:
That one we couldn't go any more than 8 (PA).

Question: Tim Tewson, University of Texas Health Science Center
Have you tried washing out the cone with acetyl nitrile with K2C03 and kryptofix rather than the
water?

Answer:
No, only water and with very dilute NaOH.

Question: Jerry Bida, CTI
I wondered if you measured any local charge deposition in the ice?

Answer:
No we didn't.
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Jerry Bida
That was suppose to have been humorous!
The focus of your target development research was to fulfil the radioisotope production needs
of BNL. Why did you run in the solid phases as opposed to the gas phase?

Mahmoud Firouzbakht:
What type of gas?

Reply:
CO2,,

Answer:
First of all, it is very simple to work for the ice target in the area of a small target.. Second, the
~am goes on the surface of the cone, if you use gas it goes through. The washing of the
target is more difficult than washing the target when we use ice. Because the whole target is
about 10 mL when we use cone when we freeze all the CO2 on the surface of target. If we use
a gas target we need a long target again, we have a problem of beam so I think this is the best
way to make it from the gas.

Jerry Bida
You don't need a long gas target.

Rich Ferrieri, BNL
I'd like to make a comment with regard to that. Once you get involved with larger volume and/or
high pressure gas targets, you run the greater risk of affecting the purity of the CO2• In addition,
the extracted fluorine-I8 might not be in a synthetically useful form.

Mahmoud Firouzbakbt:
And also, if you make it from CO2 gas if you use a gas it breaks into CO and 0 and what we
can not get the 180 back again.

Jerry Bida
If I remember my literature correctly I thought CO2 was quite radiation robust. CO2 in the solid
and liquid phase will undergo radiolysis more quickly than in the gas phase.

Answer:
If this is the case on the ice we cannot recover that, we cannot freeze oxygen.

Comment: Mike Welch, Washington University
Go back to your radiation chemistry books, there is much less radiolysis as you go colder in
virtually everything from water to CO2,,

Question: Tom Ruth, TRIUMF
Jeny (Bida), what about the hot atom reaction between CO2 and fluorine, would you expect to
see some fluorinated fonns of carbon in the gas phase? .
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Reply (Bida):
I don't think so, but I might stand corrected on that

Comment: David Scblyer, BNL
As a point of interest, we see essentially no transfer of radioactivity from the gaseous phase from
the cone. Down around 3-4% of the fluorine radioactivity that is transferred.

Tom Ruth
What I was wondering was if you were to do it in the gaseous state, versus CO2 in the solid
state.

Answer:
No.

Question: Ferenc Tarkanyi, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Have you observed some changes in the surface after repeated irradiations with the beam stop
in1these copper cones? You have to wash out with acid which can change the surface.

Answer:
You should not use any acid in that because if the target becomes acidified then the fluoride
becomes HF and transfers as a gas. When you wash the target try to wash it with basic solution.
As long as it is above 7 (PH) you are okay.

Question: Ferenc Tarkanyi
Did the irradiations effect the yield in any way, because in normal gas target, washing out the
target the surface usually changes many times and the resulting activity washed out isn't so high.

Answer: We didn't see any effect. We got all of the gas back.

Question: Ferenc Tarkanyi
What is the partial pressure of gas in target CO2 when you freeze because you are measuring if
it is melting or not with the pressure.

Answer:
Do you mean what is the pressure inside the Cone?

Ferenc_ Tarkanyi
What is the pressure inside the cone when it is freezing?

Answer:
The pressure is 1 torr, a few torr .

Ferenc Tarkanyi
And you measure in such a way that you know whether it is melted or not? You use a pressure
transducer - you are looking if the pressure is changing or not.
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Answer:
Yes, we look at the pressure in case for the target without fins, during the irradiation when the
current went above 8 pA, we saw the pressure is climbing so we know the ice started to melt
because during the run the target is open to the line and storage bottle so if the pressure starts
climbing we know the ice starts to melt

Ferenc Tarkanyi .
Because if I understand, the target is not melted because the yield is linear with the beam current.
If it is melted it can sit in other places, melted somewhere then it will not be linear, the yield,
current fie. Which means, practically your target is not melted. After it is not linear it means it
is melted because the target material is somewhere else.

Answer:
Yes.

Question: Je.rry Nickles
Have you seen any evidence by decreasing yield for example, from run to run, that you are
getting isotope exchange with water?

Answer:
No. We did lots of runs, we have not seen any change.

David Schlyer, BNL
After the runs we thoroughly evacuated target, rinsed and dried it. There was no residual water
left.
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Production of 18F from Sodium-metal-target

R. Schwarzbachs P. Blauenstein, 1. Huszar, J. Jegge and P.A. Schubiger
Radiopharmacy Division, Paul Scherrer Institute

CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

Introduction

Fluorine-I8 is produced in large scale for application in PET, mostly by the O(p,n)I8p
reaction. Looking for an alternative to this method, a reaction presented by Lagunas-Solar [1],
which also yields 18p has been examined:

23Na(p,x)18F

We expected a much higher yield by producing 18p from Na instead of I80-water due to the
higher beam current We wanted to know to which extent the more complicated process of
separating l8p from Na would reduce the yield due to the decay of 18p.

The presence of the accelerator with Ep= 72 MeV together with our experience with the Rb
metal target for the 82Sr production, brought about a fast development and testing of the Na
target.

Table 1 gives an overview of the target for 18F production

target system gas liquid soild

target material Ne + 1% F2 H20,>95% 180 Na (metal)

chemical form F2
p- p-

beam current < 30 pA 10 - 25 pAh 90 - 100 pA

yield 0.37 Gbq/pAh 2.9 - 3.9 Ghq/pAh 2.9 - 3.9 GbqlpAh
10 mCi/pAh 50 - 55 mCi/pAh 80 - 100 mCi/pAh

Fig. 1 shows the expected excitation function of 23Na(p,x)18F [1]. The shaded region corresponds
to the energy range used in this work.
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Fig. 1. Protons on 23Na targets. Fluorine-I 8 single (thin-target) and cumulative yeilds (mCiJj.lAh) as
a function ofproton energies (MeV). The 18F cumulative yields reaches 82±10 mCiJj.lAh in the 63 
39.5 MeV proton energy range

Target Construction

The sodium metal target consists of 6.5 g of Na (Merck p.A, p=0.970 g/cm3)
enclosed in a stainless steel cylinder of 20 mm diameter and 30 mm length (Figure 2). Due to
the excellent heat conductivity of Na metal, the target can be irradiated with a proton beam of
about 100 p.A.
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The Rb target holder had to be adapted only slightly to use it with the Na target
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3.

1) flange
2) collimator
3) fixation ofthe target
4) carbon disc
5) current measurement
6) body of the target holder
7) Cu window
8) cooling water
9) Na target

10) ear ring

The irradiation of natural Na with protons (Ep=63-39.5 MeV) yields 18F as
well as unwanted sodium isotopes 22Na and 24Na. Moreover, the stainless steel target
capsule becomes activated with several radionuclides. However, these contaminents do
not dissolve during the processing of the Na metal.

Table 2a.

Target Radionuclides

nuclide T~ activity [Mbq/flAh]

18p 110. min 3030.

22Na 2.6 a 0.67

24Na 15.0 h 2.0
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Table 2b.

Container Radionuclldes

nuclide T~ activity [Mbq/j..LAh]

4.8V 16.1 d 0.59

51Cr 27.7 d 2.7

S2Mn 5.7 d 11.2

S4Mn 312.2 d 0.15

sSeo 17.5 d 26.2

56CO 77.3 d 0.37

57CO 270. d 0.11

SICo 70.8 d 0.26

56Ni 6.1 d 0.3

57Ni 1.5 d 7.0

Target Chemistry

1. Dissolving

* the target is opened
* 75 mL of methanol is added

wait until reaction stops
after 10-15 minutes mix 75 mL of water for hydrolysis

2. Separation of 22Na and 24Na

* Na+ is eliminated with a cation exchange resin
(AG 50 W x 8) in H+ form and neutralized with OH-

* 18p is trapped on an anion exchange resin (AGI x 8) carbonate form
* both resins are rinsed with 150 mL of water

3. Elution of 18F fluoride

* the anion exchange resin is rinsed again with 5 mL of water
* 18F is eluted using 3 times 0.3 mL K2C03 solution (20 mg/mL)

4. Synthesis for testing

* the 18F solution is evaporated to dryness
* FDG labelling is started by adding the triflate precursor
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Pigure 4. Schematic of the apparatus.

Conclusion

18p was sucessfully produced in the expected high yield by irradiation metallic
Na with protons. The quality of 18p obtained after separation from the other
radionuclides was assessed by radioanalytical methods (ie. measuring energy of the
decay and radioactive half-life) and tested with a synthesis of 18p _PDG. This method
provides a viable alternative for producing large amounts of 18p - for radiotracer
synthesis.
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Surface-S·ensitive Analysis of Materials Used in the Production
of PET Radioisotopes

Bill Alvord

CTJ, Inc. 810 Innovation Drive, Knoxville, TN 37933-0999

Introduction

The use of computer operated cyclotrons for clinical production of radiotracers for
PET has made data on target perfonnance (observed by a variety of users and with large
statistics) recently available. The issues of consistent fluoride ion yields and repeatable
FDG synthesis yields are of singular importance to the ordinary clinical user. For
widespread manufacturing of compounds like FDG, it will be essential to have any issues
affecting yield well understood. Much work has been done on water targets looking at the
effect on yield of impurities in target water (before and after irradiation)1,2,3, dose rate3,

synthesis setupl, overpressure4, and cooling conditions.5 It is in this environment that we
have begun to look at the surface chemistry of target body and window materials in order
to better understand the mechanisms oftarget performance and lifetime. Ample anecdotal
evidence exists for phenomena of ubum in, tf slow or rapid deterioration due to
contaminants in target water, and the required target rebuild or cleaning procedure for best
yields. However quantitative methods for understanding the same phenomena are few.

One of the most commonly used diagnostic tools for target failure analysis to date has
been simple visual inspection of the windows and target body during target rebuilding.
One can get a good idea ofbeam hot spots, contamination in helium recirculation systems,
and accumulation ofunwanted material in the beam strike. However, the color and fmish
of a deposit is subject to interpretation, and yields no chemical information or thickness of
deposit. More quantitative methods exist6 Table I illustrates several surface analysis
methods and their characteristic exciting and emitted particles.

Table I. Summary of surface analytical methods.

detection of

excitation by electrons ions X-rays

electrons AES,SEM ESID EMPAlEDX

ions SIMS PIXE

X-rays ESCAJXPS XFAlXRD

Among these, some are more commonly used for a survey of the material in question.
Scanning Electron microscopy with energy dispersive x-ray analysis (SEMlEDX) can
look at the elemental composition of material 10 Jlrn deep (called the information depth),
while giving a picture of the surface at up to lOOOOx magnification. However, S-EM/EDX
can not give chemical bond information. Scanning Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
can give an image of the surface in question showing the distribution of a given element,
but again yields no chemical infonnation. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) has
an information depth of Inm, and can provide isotopic information; but is not generally
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used for the first scan. Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) or x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can give limited chemical state information, and has an
infonnation depth (in the case ofthis work) of40 A. Coupled with a sputtering ion gun to
remove thin layers of material, this method allows depth profiling of the surface in
question. All of the methods listed above are available at Martin Marietta Energy Systems
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The work presented here focuses on the use of ESCA for target
surface analysis.

Several types of data are available from ESCA. Usually, a survey scan is done which
collects electron energies over a broad range to establish the presence of expected and
unexpected elements. The data is plotted in counts versus energy, showing the
characteristic peaks of each element present. Once the elemental composition of the
sample is known, the same data can be reduced to an atomic concentration table. The peak
size is corrected for sensitivity factors associated with each element. This infonnation can
be used to set up narrow energy region scans. Electrons are collected only at the narrow
energy ranges associated \"\lith the strongest peaks of the known materials on the sample.
Depth profiling can be accomplished by collecting photoemission data while sputtering
with 4kV argon ions. After sufficient data is taken at each energy, the ion gun can sputter
off approximately 100 A when operated for 30 seconds (referenced to Si02 on Si), and the
process is repeated. The resulting depth profile can be presented two ways. The atomic
concentration of elements versus sputtering time can be plotted in an atomic concentration
profile. Also a cascaded array of peaks or montage can be generated, showing the history
of the peak shape and position through successive sputter cycles. This is helpful in
identifying chemical changes to the material throughout its depth profile.

Discussion - Havar foils

The data is presented in the form of several case studies. In the first, we have looked at
havar window samples that have been taken from the fluoride ion target at the University
of Tennessee Medical Center. Three foils with different colored deposits were taken from
a collection of discarded windows, and descriptive names were given to these samples;
Green Sample, Brown Stripe, and Black Smudge. All the samples had a visually
unblemished area available for a control scan as well as the area of the deposit. No
historical data on the foils was available other than they had all been run with a nickel plated
copper target. A survey scan and minimal depth profiling (one sputter cycle, 10 seconds)
were done on each of the foils. A summary of the results is presented in Tables II and III.
A typical survey scan is shown in Figure I.

All of the expected (Fe, Co, Ni, Cr) and several unexpected elements were found in the
surveys of these foils. Copper was found on the Black Smudge and the Brown Stripe,
presumably from deterioration of the nickel coating in the copper target. Nickel was found
on all of the samples, in some cases in higher amounts than specified for Havar. This
could be due to migration of the nickel from the target body plating, proton sputtering of
the plating, or diffusion ofnickel from the bulk of the foil to the surface from galvanic or
thennal mechanisms. The effect of this migration and the depletion of the nickel in the
bulk of the foil (if any) on the mechanical and chemical characteristics of the foil has yet to
be investigated.

Silicon was observed on almost all of the samples, before and after sputtering and in
control and deposit areas. The source of the silicon is most likely o-ring lubricant. Control
scans on unirradiated foils smeared with two different greases show higher levels of
silicon, phosphorous and sulphur. The role of silicon in the perfonnance of this target is
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not known. The percentages are in some cases surprising. The Black Smudge and the
Brown Stripe had more than 3.3 at.% silicon before and after sputtering and in control and
deposit areas. Sulfur, zinc and phosphorus were also observed in significant quantities..
The Green Sample had 4.3% phosphorus in both the pre and post sputtering scans. The
source of this phosphorus is not yet known. The Brown Stripe had 3.1 at.% sulfur on the
surface and 1.2 at.% after 10 seconds of sputtering. The Green Sample had zinc in the
control area, more after sputtering, and to a lesser degree in the deposit area.

Table ll. Summary of x-ray photoelectron (XPS) atomic concentration
percentages survey results for three Havar samples of the expected elements.
The smaller percentage elements (VV, Mol,Mn, and Be) were not found to any
appreciable degree in the survey data.

!Sample I Sputter time C Is o Is Co Fe Cr Ni2p Cu2p
2p3 2p3 2p3

see note 2 see note 2 see note 2

Brown Stripe - control / 63.9 22.9 yes yes 1.9 0.4 -
Psec

tBro\VIl Stripe - control / 29.5 29.2 -.,11.5 -6.6 12.3 4.3 -
10 sec

IBrown Stripe - 0 sec 32.6 44.0 --1.1 --0.6 - 8.1 5.1

tBrown Stripe - 10 sec 3 6.9 46.1 - - - 15.2 16.2

[Black Smudge - control / 54.7 30.3 - - 2.6 2.5 -
~ sec

IBlack Smudge - control / 6.6 37.5 13.6 9.0 18.0 7.6 -
10 sec

lBlack Smudge - 0 sec 45.5 41.4 0.4 - 1.4 3.6 11.0

IBlack Smudge - 10 sec 16.2 54.6 - - - 12.6 4.8

KJreen Sample - control I 38.6 42.4 - - 0.8 9.8 -
Psec

Oreen Sample - control / 7.2 48.0 - - 9.8 28.6 -
10 sec

Green Sample - 0 sec 17.8 51.8 - - - 20.5 -
Green Sample - 10 sec 10.8 51.0 - - - 24.2 -

1 Nand Mo have photoelectron peaks in the same area (400 eV).

2 Fe, Co and Cr have main photoelectron peaks in the same regions as the Ni
Auger peaks. The atomic concentration percent values are rough estimates and
may be high.

3 Used the Mg anode to shift the Ni Auger peaks and verify amounts of Fe, Co,
and Cr. No Fe, Co, or Cr were noted.

4 Main constituents of Havar are Co (42%), Cr (200/0), Fe (18%), Ni (130/0), W
(3%), Mo (2%), and Mn (2%).



Table m. Summary of x-ray photoelectron (XPS) atomic concentration
percentages survey results for three Havar samples of the unexpected elements.

Sample I Sputter time N Is Si2p S2p lPh 4f P2p lZn 2p3 Mg2s

Brown Stripe - control / 0.8 ~.8 0.8 I- - l- I-

osec

Brown Stripe - control I ~.7 ~.3 P.? - 0.9 - ...

10 sec

Brown Stripe - 0 sec 1.8 ~.3 S.l ... I- ... I-

Brown Stripe - 10 sec 2.1 B.6 1.2 - ... - ~.5

Black Smudge - control / 1.3 ~.O I- 0.3 1.7 r- I-

Osee

Black Smudge - control / I- l.6.1 >- - l- I- I-

10 sec

Black Smudge - 0 sec ~.7 ~.3 1.8 - - - ,...

Black Smudge - 10 sec 1.4 5.4 K>.5 I- - - I-

Green Sample - control / 0.7 S.2 l- I- - 0.6 I-

osec

Green Sample - control / ~.2 1.2 - I- - 1..5 1.3

10 sec

Green Sample - 0 sec - I- - - ~.3 - I-

Green Sample - 10 sec 1.6 I- 0.4 - ~.3 0.4 I-

85
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Figure 1. Typical ESCA survey (from the Green Sample)
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The ESCA method is sensitive enough to pick up absorbed gases on surfaces so
almost all the samples in this report show carbon and oxygen on the surface as delivered to
the lab. Without sputtering, the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen contribute significantly to the
observed photoemission signal. In most cases the first sputter cycle of 30 seconds
removes this layer. The Green Sample did not show reduced oxygen with sputtering in the
deposit although it did on the control surface. The other samples did exhibit much less
oxygen after even the first sputter cycle. The conclusion is that only the green deposit was
an oxide. All three coatings had been presumed to be oxides of some element, so this was
a surprise. The higher level of nickel in the Green Sample and the green color point to
this sample being nickel oxide. This is confIrmed by the shape ofthe nickel peak observed
(Fig.2a). This can be compared to nickel metal and nickel oxide peaks (Fig. 2b).

Pittsburgh Silver target

In the fall of 1992 we received a target from our customer at the University of
Pittsburgh. It was a stock fluoride ion target which is 10mm diameter by 2 nun deep and
is made of99.99% silver ingot (Fig. 3). It had exhibited a decline in 18F- yields that was
unrecoverable by standard target cleaning procedures. We studied this target and another
stock target that had run and produced good l8F- yields in our factory. Both targets were
surveyed and profiled in two areas, one inside the beam strike and one outside of the beam
strike on the target face.

The survey of the stock target revealed nothing surprising (Fig. 4.). Cobalt was found
in the beam strike of the stock target but not on the control area. Silicon was detected on
the control area (close to the o-ring groove) but not in the beam strike. Chlorine was found
on the control area but not in the beam strike. The Pittsburgh target had several marked
differences (Fig. 5, Table IV). Zinc was detected, at an atomic percentage of 1,5 at.%, in
the beam strike but not elsewhere. A substantial amount of silicon was detected on the
control area (15.1 at.%) and less but significant amount (1.5 at.%) in the beam strike.
Large amounts of silicon and zinc in post irradiated water have been reportedl , but no



conclusion was drawn as to their effect on 18F_ production or FDG yield. Combined with
the data presented here, it appears that these elements may be responsible for poor 18F_
yields.

Figure 2a. Expanded plot ofnickel peak. from Green Sample
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Figure 2b. Typical nickel peak and nickel oxide peak. Reprinted from Handbook of x
ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Moulder, J.F. et al. Perkin-Elmer Corporation, pub.
(1992)
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Figure 3. Silver reflux target cross section.
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Figure 4. ESCA survey of the stock silver target.
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Figure 5. ESCA survey ofthe Pittsburgh silver target.
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Table IV. Summary of x-ray photoelectron (XPS) atomic concentration
percentages survey results for two silver targets.

Sample C Is o Is Ag3d N Is Co2p C12p Si 2p Zn2p3

Stock - control 55.0 15.7 22.7 3.4 - 0.8 2.3 -
Stock- 20.6 34.7 42.3 - 2.5 - - -
beam strike

Pittsburgh 61.0 22.3 1.5 - ... - 15.1 -
control

Pittsburgh - 46.7 22.1 23.9 3.0 0.6 0.6 1.5 1.5

beam strike

Another element that showed up in two of the scans was chlorine. It was found at .8%
on the control area of the stock target, and .6% in the beam strike of the Pittsburgh target.
It was only on the surface in the stock target, but took several sputter cycles to be removed
from the Pittsburgh target (Fig. 6). It appeared to be in a form analogous to metal
chlorides. Chlorine (in the fonn of dilute HeI) has been shown to enhance radiolysis of
water in the presence of fast neutrons?, and the same process would be expected for a water
target under proton irradiation. The chlorine in the beam strike of the Pittsburgh target
could have contributed to excessive radiolysis in their production runs, causing the target to
run dry by the end of a 1 hour run. High gas production rates can also lead to reduction of
average target density, reducing the effective thickness of the target below yield thickness.
There is an apparent correlation between the presence of chlorine on the target walls with
low 18F_ yield. What remains to be investigated is if there is a threshold or optimal
condition for chlorine in the target water and on the surfaces of the target. Solin et a1.3 have
found that when the chloride ion in the post irradiated water is low «40 J,.lmole/L) so is the
18F_ yield. This has led us to further investigations involving the role of trace chlorine in
target performance.

SDver target - intentional contamination with chloride ion

Our own HPLC studies of unirradiated enriched water from a variety of sources show
concentrations varying from 2 to 10 ppm (equivalent to 56 to 282 J.1molelL) (Fig. 7).
Dolin et al.7 have shown that (in the case of fast neutrons) radiolysis dramatically increases
with chloride ion concentrations over 1 mmole/L. With this in mind we hypothesized that
chlorine could remain in the target from run to run (as silver chloride or some other
species) and enter the target water under irradiation. Changes from lot to lot of enriched
water would be clouded by long term surface conditioning effects. In addition, chloride
could accumulate on the target walls leading to deterioration of perfonnance and eventually
target failure. Silver chloride is soluble in 100 degrees C water at 591 J.1IDoleIL8. This
drops to 25.1 JlIDole/L at 10 degrees C. We have intentionally run a target with very high
(48 mmole/L, equivalent to 1700 ppm) concentrations of Hel in natural water to correlate
radiolysis and chlorine.

A silver target body similar to the one above was taken directly from 'stock and
analyzed with ESCA. This target had never been irradiated. Surface chlorine at levels
equivalent or higher than the Pittsburgh target were found in all areas (Table V, Fig. 8).



Zinc was also found in very small percentages The target was then cleaned with the
standard cleaning procedure used at CTI (5 minutes sonicate in acetone, 5 more in
methanol, rinse and sonicate in HPLC grade water). The subsequent scan still showed
surface chlorine at a variety of places on the target (Table VI, Fig. 9). We then began a
series of runs bombarding natural water for the 160(p,l~N reaction, and monitoring
radiolysis with the apparatus below (Fig. 10). The evolved gas was measured in a 100 cc
cylinder inverted in a beaker ofwater. The runs are summarized in Table vn.

Figure 6. Montage of the chlorine peak from the Pittsburgh silver target beam strike.
Curves are sequenced back to front.
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Figure 8. Montage ofthe Chlorine peak on the silver target before cleaning. Curves
are sequenced back to front.
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Figure 9. Montage of the Chlorine peak on the silver target after cleaning.
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Figure 10. Schematic ofthe apparatus.
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Table V. Summary of x-ray photoelectron (XPS) atomic concentration
percentages survey results for the silver target as received from vendor. Beam
strike 1 & 2 refer ~to two places in the same beam strike.

Sample C Is o Is Ag3d C12p Zn2p3

lBeam strike 1 71.1 16.3 9.4 0.8 0.4

tBeam strike 2 66.0 11.9 20.6 0.8 -
lControl 72.9 18.2 6.5 1.0 0.2

Table VI. Summary of x-ray photoelectron (XPS) atomic concentration
percentages survey results for the silver target after cleaning.

Sample C Is o Is Ag3d C12p N Is

Beam strike 1 44.4 16.6 33.7 0.6 4.7

Beam strike 2 46.3 13.8 30.2 1.8 7.8

control 68.2 20.1 9.0 0.5 2.1

Table VD. Summary of beam runs on a stock CTI target using HPLC grade
natural water. All runs were done at 20 fJA

tRun# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Ifime of 20 20 20 5 5 5 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Ibombardment
Kmin)
gas 10.( 6.8 6.9 10.4 9.8 10.0 7.1 4.8 4.7 1.1 Kl.45 0.450.55 O.9C
IProduction
rate (cc/min.)

Clion? N N N N N N N N N 170 170 170 170 N

0 0 0 0

I}J y ....... It"rJU

Before chloride ion treatment the target showed a steady decrease in evolved gas over 9
runs, all at 20 JlA and from 5 to 20 minutes ofbombard time. The gas rate did not change
appreciably during anyone run, and seemed to be dependent on the number of runs, not
the amount ofbeam time. The target produced 10.0 cc/min. of gas during the first run and
4.7 cc/min during the 9th run.

The target was loaded with .048M Hel in water, made from the same bottle of HPLC
grade water used in the previous runs. The radiolysis mte immediately dropped to 1.1
cc/min. and over four 20 minute runs dropped to .45 cc/min. This result was not
expected. When the target was reloaded with only HPLC water, the evolved gas rate went
back up to 0.9 "cc/min., but not close to the fonner lowest rate of 4.5 cc/min. More data is
required to establish if this is a pennanent alteration of the radiolysis rate from this target.
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The target was dismantled and the silver body visually inspected. The back of the
beam strike had a dull gray appearance, but the reflux area remained fairly bright silver.
An ESCA survey and profile were done on two locations in the gray area in the beam
strike and on a control area on the face of the target. The pre-sputtering surveys in all three
locations turned up silver and chlorine and the usual carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, but no
other unexpected elements (i.e. metals) (Fig. 11). A profile of the deposit showed chlorine
in the gray surface of the target at least 300 A deep (Fig. 12). After 5 minutes of
sputtering, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen were not present in significant quantities. No
chlorine below the surface was seen on the control area (Table VIII, Fig. 13).

Table vm. Summary of x-ray photoelectron (XPS) atomic concentration
percentages survey results for the silver target after chloride ion treatment with
beam and 5 minutes of sputtering.

Sample C Is o Is Ag3d C12p

Beam strike 1 5.9 4.0 78.4 11.7

Beam strike 2 1 - - 91.0 8.9

control 5.5 2.0 92.5 -

1Absence of carbon and oxygen due to overlap of sputtered areas. Beam strike
2 started having been sputtered approximately 300 seconds.

It is clear that high radiolysis rates are undesireable from the standpoint of consumption
of target water and thinning of the target. From this data one can conclude that chloride ion
in large amounts (>10 J,1mollL) does not increase radiolysis of water under proton
irradiation. To the contrary, under our experimental conditions we see a dramatic decrease
in the rate of gas evolution. No other elements that might have skewed the reaction
towards recombination remained in detectable levels on the target surface. However, this
level of chlorine in the target would almost certainly poison subsequent syntheses of FDG,
making copious amounts of chlorodeoxyglucose. It is clear from the cleaning of the target
pre-irradiation and the few runs done post-irradiation that the target readily absorbs chlorine
and the two are then not so easily parted. It is also clear that a few runs with water high in
cWoride ion will affect the next several runs in evolved gas rate and potentially fluoride ion
and FDG yield. This is a work in progress. Further work will be done to establish the
optimum amount of chloride ion (if any) desired in the target water and on the target walls.
It would also be of interest to study any surface specific differences fron running a silver
window with this silver target. The appropriate cleaning method to remove any species
deemed detrimental to yield could be investigated by ESCA as well.
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Figure lla. ESCA survey ofthe beam strike after chloride ion treatment.
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Figure 11b. ESCA survey of the control area.
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Figure 12a. Atomic concentration depth profl1e of spot 1 in the beam strike.
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Figure 12b. Atomic concentration depth profile of spot 2 in the beam strike.
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Figure l3a. Montage of the chlorine peak from spot 1 in the beam strike.
Curves are sequenced from front to back.
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Conclusion

ESCA has been shown to be an invaluable tool in detecting contaminants and
conditions on target and window surfaces. It can be used for post-mortem failure analysis
of targets as well as in structured experimentation on target surface chemistry. Its use \¥ill
make a positive impact on the issues of reliability and repeatability facing clinical users of
accelerators for PET isotope production.

This document was prepared by Bill Alvord et al. as a result of the use of facilities of
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) which are managed by Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc. (Energy Systems). Neither Energy Systems, DOE, the U.S. Government,
nor any person acting on their behalf: (a) makes any warranty or representation, express or
implied., with respect to the information contained in this document; or (b) assumes any
liabilities with respect to the use of, or damages resulting from the use of any infonnation
contained in this document.
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Questions for Surface Sensitive Analysis of Materials Used in the Production of PET Isotopes

Speaker: Bill Alvord of en

The questioner is identified where possible and the answers are provided by the speaker unless
otherwise indicated.

Question: Rich Ferrieri, BNL
Bill, the persistent chlorine peak you referred to appears to be the result of a very thick
layer..(inaudible). Is there any evidence in the literature for say, a diffusible chlorine species in
silver that may be. diffusing to the surface as its being depleted through the sputtering action?

Reply:
My answer to that is, I don't know.

Rich Ferrieri
There has been some evidence of other carbonaceous materials doing that in metals and I wonder
whether you seeing the same sort of thing happen here.. It may be just a diffusion phenomena
that you are experiencing.

Answer:
Right, in the case where I aggressively chlorinated it, I think it's fairly clear that it's the presence
of chlorine that did it because outside of the beam strike that's not there. Now on the other
hand, the stuff I showed that doesn't really seem to clean off, that may very well be what's going
on rather than a chlorinated. solvent remaining behind but I just have to look into that further.

Question: Bruce Wieland, Duke University
We routinely measure radiolysis rate on all of our fluoride ion production runs which we do
about 3 or 4 times a week. 20 pA for 60 minutes about make on the average 550 mCi and this
is a little intuitive because I haven't put all the data together but we generally run between 40
and 100 ml total of gas collected for that one hour run.

Bruce Wieland
For a one hour run?

Answer:
For aone hour run. And, what I think I've noticed is that if you go above the 100 ml mark that
you generally have a fluoride ion production problem. You generally have a lower yield of
fluoride ion and if you go to very, very low radiolysis rates like below 40, maybe 15 or 20, we
sometimes then have reactivity, we make P- activity but we have trouble with the FDG synthesis.
So, I have to collect some more data and see if what I can make out of it. But one of the things
that might indicate a problem with the high radiolysis rates is if you calculate the amount in a
beam strike in that target I believe is 80 pL per millimeter and it's two millimeters thick so you
got 160 pL in a beam strike and you are making an awful lot of gas so if your radiolysis gas is
high enough that .you have reduced the density of the target material by having vapor voiding by
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gas bubbles, then that would make physical sense that your yield of P- would go down.

Why you would have poor FOG yields at very low radiolysis rates, I will leave that to the
chemist.

I agree with you. I think its interesting that I anticipated showing that chloride was going to
enhance radiolysis seeing that it doesn't In fact it may have the opposite effect and your
observations and Solin's (Turku) observations tell me that maybe when you get very low chloride
ion content, the FOG yields might, I don't know why they would go south (decrease), but the
low chloride ion content might cause you to actually have high radiolysis again.

Question: John Clark, MRC Hammersmith
Bill, I'm trying to focus in on one or two things that intrigue me here. When you put the
chloride into the target, do you still have chloride in solution at the end of radiation or is it all
on the silver?

Answer:
With the amount that I put in, I am certain that I still had some in solution. Now, I did an
intermediate wash every time I ran, and I washed the target again in the hopes of not having
remaining chloride contribute to more or less radiolysis in the next run. In other words, trying
to have it start from the same condition after having been rinsed with a water free of any chloride
ion but I did not look at my water coming out and do any HPLC on it, so I can't tell you
conclusively. I know that the chlorinating solution, the .048 molar solution is I'm sure I didn't
exhaust all the chlorine in that at the end of the run. I did brief runs of 20 minutes.

John Clark
I'm trying to dissect in my mind whether the silver chloride surface has any recombination
capabilities. I mean platinum obviously has, but I know no reference that silver chloride is good
at recombining radiolytic gas. But presumably if you aren't making radiolytic gas then the target
pressure doesn't go up so the boiling point of the water stays low. And that has a very simple
explanation why yield would be low, because you've got a boiling target.

Answer:
Right, I mean I can tell you that all I had was an observation that in fact I didn't have a lot of .
gas produced but I was still producing some throughout the whole thing it wasn't as if there was
no radiolysis or no evolved gas but I was producing some even during the chlorinated runs.

Question: Marc Berridge, University Hospital of Cleveland
One of the things I clued on there was the silicon, or the silicon levels. In the earlier data you
showed quite a bit back, it looked as if your control area had more of it than the beamstrike area.
And having seen something that was counter-intuitive your chlorides apparently suppressing the
radiolysis it makes one wonder because silicon is a known problem and did you chase that any
further?

Answer:
No I haven't cha~ed that any further I mean the reason I think it's higher on the controller is it's
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close to the O-ring and it's a simple act of, I think it's from O-ring lubricant and that it's
migrating to the beam strike from the O-ring.

Marc Berridge
Where exactly is the control area?

Answer:
I could show you.

Comment: (Jerry Bida, CTI)
Point is well taken, Marc, we have not done a good job of looking at a, quote, controlled smface.

Answer:
Because it seems that where silicon or radiolysis either go up or go. down, you have a potential
explanation for one of these problems anyway"

Yes, just to answer your question, the control area is this flat outside of the beam strike,
anywhere between the O-ring and the edge of the beam strike and for all I know, in some cases,
I measured very close to where the O-ring was. In the case of a control area on a foil there were
just to keep the dose low as I was moving it to and from Oak Ridge, there was a little teeny snip
of foil and it really could have been anywhere, probably close to the beam strike in that case.
But those are the sort of things we need to look into. We have found out more questions than
answers as I said, so it's one of the things that I want to look at is how much it is contaminating
our product.

Question: Tim TewsoD, University of Texas Medical School
I would like to make a comment about what is actually meant when people talk about the low
yield from the target because there are in fact two possible causes, things that could be going on
here. One is simply that you're not making the Fluorine-I8, but if you are not making the
Fluorine-18 that means there is not enough 0-18 in the way of the protons and you've got voids.
But, the other possibility is that the stuff is sticking to the target. You are making it, but it is
sticking to the target and a low yield in the case of, I admit that your situation is very mysterious
but it could be that when you have chloride on the target smface, the fluoride sticks to the target
smface better and it doesn't wash out so that you are making it and you're just not getting it out
of the target.

Answer:
Right. Now in Bruce's case, things were sort of indicative of chloride poisoning or a chlorine
poisoning, he was still getting great F out but not making FDG with it.

Tim Tewson
If it comes out and you don't make FDG with it, it's not F.

Answer:

Or something else came out
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Tim Tewson
Something else. It's got Fluorine-18 in it, but it's not F.

Answer:
Or chlorine came out
Yes, it could be making chlorodeoxyglucose.

Tim Tewson
Well, is it the amount of triflate that most people put in? I meant certainly the amount of triflate
that we put in, I think the amount that most other people put in, it swamps out the amount of
chlorine that you are talking about by a factor of, running a quick number in my head, a
100,0001

Answer:
We would have to know what amount of chlorine is coming out of the target. That's just the
thing, there is obviously some mechanism for chlorine wanting to stay in the target and not come
unless there is very aggressive circumstances for it and I just don't know how much chlorine is
coming out of this target.

Tim Tewson
I mean, certainly, it's really difficult to measure. You have a target that's been bombarded and
you want to know how fluoride is stuck to the target, it's not an easy job to do. I mean, I don't
know how to do it but I think Jerry is going to talk about his neutron detection in just a minute.

Comment: Jerry Nickles, University of Wisconsin
Yes, your question gets answered if you count neutrons.

Tim Tewson
Yes, if you count the neutrons as they come out, the neutrons tell you if you're making the
fluorine or not

Question:
On the silicate, I believe that as you pour the water in you use get more silicate off this. So you
always get silicon.

Answer:
Both silicon and chlorine are pretty ubiquitous, they're pretty hard to get rid of but the
mechanisms for why they stick or how you can get them off the surface if they are poisoning
something are not well understood.

Question: Bob Dahl, North Shore Hospital
We keep seeing the chlorine, the thing that bothers me is that we still really don't know where
it's coming from. John Need, didn't you have some analysis done on 0-18 water? What was
the chlorine content in that, do you remember?

Answer: by John Need, Duke University
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I don't know that I do know that the metal numbers were very high and that the water we used
was very interesting, it went into the target clear and came out milky.

Answer: Bill Alvord.
I would- draw your attention to this. This is un-irradiated water. This is from the vendor
although it may be several vendors mixed together, I can't blame anyone vendor. I especially
don't want to, having some of them in the audience. But, there were 10 parts per million of
chloride ion in that stuff just the way we got it, so that's one place where the chloride ion is
coming from.

Bob Dahl
Well if you repetitively bombard water in a target using a new batch each time, and you absorb
a little bit of the chlorine each time, that's probably one of the most likely sources isn't it.

Answer:
Uh huh. I think its exactly my point.

Comment: Richard Ehrenkaufer, Wake Forest University
I don't know exactly how much chloride we have in the starting water though we have done a
lot of analysis of metal ions in some of those samples using atomic absorption but we have
analyzed probably close to 100 samples detennining how much chlorodeoxyglucose was in those
samples. And, it's of the order of about 5 pg of chlorodeoxyglucose per mL and our samples
are about 10 mL so we can go back and calculate how much actual chlorine that was
incorporated into FOG.

Question: Carlos Gonzalez-Lepera, University of Pennsylvania
If the actual chemistry at the surface level, it actually takes place at a few atomic layers, a few,
probably 20 to 40 A, isn't it a little bit self defeating, the fact that then you have to sputter those
layers to analyze your material. What the chemistry, I think I should be looking for is the one
you actually take out of the target and don't even do any sputtering, otherwise you are sort of
looking at your base material but that is not even the material that is actually working in your
target chemistry system.

Answer:
Yes, I don't neglect when I show chlorine peaks that only corne off with sputtering, I don't
neglect those as significant, I think those are significant and that the sputtering is just to give us
more infonnation. I don't know how much of that surface may be eroded or things may diffuse
through it, but I can tell you that there's chlorine right there on the surface and I do think, as you
say, that just even the fIrst 20 or 40 Ais very important to the target chemistry.
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An Investigation of Aluminum Alloy 6061 Heat Treatment
and its Effect on

Iodine Absorption in Nordion Gas Targets

D. R. WILLIAMS, S. HEILEMANN, B. WEBSTER, J. ORZECHOWSKI

NORDION INTERNATIONAL INC., VANCOUVER OPERATIONS
Vanrouver, Britisb Columbia, Canada

Abstract

The yield of 1-123 from gas targets used by Nordion has been noted to vary from
target to target given identical irradiation conditions and target geometries. It is
suggested that changes in the microstructure occurring during welding of the
_aluminum 6061-T6 alloy used to make the target, may have an effect on the yield.
Various samples of aluminum 6061 were heat treated to the TO, T4 and T6
conditions. The surface microstructure of representative samples were compared,
including the machined surface finish as well as the grain structure of the sample.
These samples were immersed in a sodium iodide solution labelled with 1-123
under similar conditions as that found in the gas target during a production run.
The samples were then rinsed and counted for activity remaining on their surface.

IntrOduction

There has been a number of discussions in the literature on the various factors at work
affecting gas target yields (ref. 1, 2, 3). In the case of gas targets used by Nordion, many
of these parameters such as target thickness, target material, beam quality, target geometry
and for the most part, material of target construction have remained the same for over five
years. Yet variations in yield from apparently identical target assemblies have been noted.
Average yields from recent Nordion production runs on four separate gas target
assemblies indicate that the average yield can vary up to 13% between targets.

It has been speculated that the difference between these targets may be introduced
during their manufacturing stage. The manufacturing process of gas targets used and
supplied by Normon has been controlled· to the point of final dimensional and initial
material specifications only. The final metallurgical state of the 6061-T6 aluminium alloy
used in target construction is not controlled. The temper, and therefore the microstructure
of an alloy is known to affect its corrosion characteristics (ref 4 and 5). For example, one
of the effects on corrosion characteristics that different mircostructures have on 6061
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aluminium alloy is that the solution potentials between the T6 and T4 tempers are -0.83
V and -0.80 V respectively versus a standard calomel electrode (ref 6). It then seems
reasonable to expect that the microstructure may have an affect on the target chemistry
and the ability to remove product (in Nordion's case 1123

) from the target's internal
surface.

The construction of all Nordion's gas target starts with aluminum alloy 6061-T6 bar
stock. This alloy is heat treatable with the uT6" referring to a specific heat treatment and
there by a particular microstructure. The T6 heat treatment is specified to maximize the
strength and hardness of the base material for manufacturing purposes. After initially
machining the bar stock down to fonn the inner core of the target a water cooling jacket
is welded on to the assembly. Significant temperatures are experienced by the aluminum
at this time and depending on the welder's skill a large heat affected zone about the weld
can be produced. This heat affected zone can quite easily extend into the inner target
chamber walls and significantly alter the base material's temper and microstructure. To
put the temperatures involved with welding in perspective with the temperatures required
to alter 6061's temper it is useful to compare a typical heat treatment and the welding
procedure. Nordion specifications call for target parts being welded to be preheated to
205°C before welding. Starting with this base temperature it is not difficult to imagine
the base material's temperature to be increased another 200°C or so during welding
(aluminum melts around 660°C). In order to anneal 6061 aluminum (ie change its temper
to the TO condition), its temperature is raised to 415°C, held for one hour to insure even
heating and then allowed to air cool (ref 7). To further complicate this thennal history
of the target, it is not unconunon to have a target rewelded a number of times because
of weld porosity.

All the above is to say that once the target has been welded and final machining is
complete, we do not know what the exact metallurgical state of the target is. There are,
however some clues as to the general state of the material. Since it is more difficult for
machinists to get good surface finishes on soft 6061-TO aluminum, examining the quality
of machined surface finishes perfonned after welding gives some indication as to the
extent of the heat affected zone. From such examinations it would appear that at either
end of many targets the heat affected zones are quite large and have resulted in
significantly softening the aluminium within the target chamber.

EXPERIMENTAL

To investigate the effect of 6061 aluminium microstructure on target yield it was
decided to take coupons (samples) of 6061-T6 aluminium, heat treat selected coupons to
the TO and T4 condition, immerse the coupons under various conditions in a solution of
1123 labelled sodium iodide, dry the coupon, rinse the coupon with deionized water and
compare the activity in the wash water with the activity left on the coupon. This same
procedure was applied to coupons of T6 material of varying machined surface finishes.
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A piece of O.25"x 4 11 6061-T6 aluminum flat bar with letter of compliance was
purchased from A&M Non Ferrous Metals of Richmond B.C. This was cut into 42
identical one inch strips with a 0.25t! hole at one end to facilitate holding the coupons.
Each coupon was stamped with a number to identify it throughout the tests. The first
twelve coupons were sent to Commercial/Stack Heat Treaters, Inc. of Seattle Washington
where coupons 1 to 6 were annealed to the TO condition and coupons 7 to 12 were
annealed and then solution heat treated and naturally aged to the T4 condition. Coupons
13 to 30 remained in the T6 condition and were given various machine fmishes. Coupons
13 to 18 were lapped with 120 grit emery cloth, coupons 19 to 24 were given
approximately a 63 micro inch (pit) machined surface fmish. Coupons 25 to 30 were
given approximately a 125 pn machined surface fmish. Both machine finishes were made
using an end mill. The remaining coupons were kept in their T6 condition with a flmilln

surface finish (ie. the surface fmish as supplied from the mill).

Coupons were then organized into six groups of seven coupons each. Each group
contained one coupon of each temper (TO, T4, T6) with a mill surface fInish and one
coupon of each surface fmish (mill, lapped, 63 micro inch and 125 micro inch) with a T6
temper. The first of these groups was reserved as metallurgical samples and were sent to
Baker Materials Engineering of Vancouver B.C. for confmnation of heat treatment,
hardness testing and micrography. The remaining groups were used for the immersion
tests.

The second group of coupons was strapped together using a plastic cable tie wrap
through the 1/4" hole at the top of the coupon. A plastic spacer was placed between each
coupon to avoid any galvanic affects between the coupons. The entre second group of
coupons was then placed in 100 ml solution of .022 mgll NaI labelled with 50 pCi (0.5
pCi/ml) of }123 for one hour at room temperature. After one hour the coupons were
removed from the solution, allowed to drip dry, separated, blotted on tissue paper and
placed in individual bottles containing 100 ml of deionized water for several minutes to
rinse. The wash solution and coupon were then measured separately using an Eberline
RM 14 with a model 44-3 low energy gamma scintillation probe.

The third group of coupons were assembled in the same way as the second. The NaI
concentration was increased to 1.1 mg/l and activity increased to 15 pei/mL This time
the coupons were left in the NaI solution for 18 hours and after blotting on tissue were
heated to 60°C on a hot plate for four to five hours before rinsing with 100 ml of
deionized water. As before both the rinse water and coupon were counted using the RM
14 with LEG probe.

The fourth,<Jifth and.sixth groups were all treated identically. As far as the immersion
times, drying and rinsing the coupons, the basic treatment was similar to the second
group. The NaI concentration was deceased to 0.1 mg/l ,the activity increased to 13
pCi/ml and the solution temperature raised to 60°C. However, unlike any of the previous
groups these coupons were purposefully arranged in a galvanic cell. The reason for this
arrangement was to simulate the actual situation that occurs in the target. Coupons of the
Havar foil u.sed on Nordion targets were placed between each aluminum coupon.
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Electrical contact was made by bolting the entire assembly together using a treated
stainless steel rod and using stainless steel washers for spacers. The assembly is shown
in figure 1.

I /'

V

STAINLESS STEEL WASHER (SPACER)

6061 ALUMINUM SAMPLE

HAVAR SAMPLE

FlG 1 SAMPr E ARRANG"ldENT FOR GAl.VANIC CELL TESTING

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The coupons sent out to Baker Material Engineering Ltd. for micrographing confirmed
that the coupons were within the specifications for T-O, T-4 and T-6 tempers. Baker
Material Engineering also measured the relative grain size of each coupon's
microstructure. The grain size was determined by comparison with ASTM E112 charts
(ref 6) on a transverse section. Micrographs supplied by Baker Materials Engineering are
shown in the appendix, figures 1 through 4. The result of this comparison is shown in
table 1. The higher number on ASTM grain size the smaller the individual grains are and
subsequently the fmer the microstructure of the metal. The infonnation to be drawn from
this is that there is very little difference between the grain size present in the T-4 and T-6
coupons and that the T-O coupons have significantly fmer structure.
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TABLE 1

Coupon Temper and ASTM Grain Size

Temper

T-O
T-4
T-6

Grain Size (ASTM)

6
3
2 to 3

From the activity measurements of the rinsed coupons and the rinse solution the
activity remaining' on the coupon was calculated as a percent of the total. This "percent
of activity remaining on the coupon It can not be said to be an accurate reflection of the
actual retention of iodine on the aluminum coupons or with in the target because the self
shielding effect of the coupons and rinse water was not taken into account It should be
noted that, no attempt was made to identify the species of iodine present, or measures
taken to prevent oxidation of the iodine during the experiment. The value of these
measurements come from being made in an identical fashion for comparison purposes.

Three different comparisons were made using these measurements. The fIrst
comparison made was between methods of coupon treatment and iodine retention . This
comparison was made with coupons having a mill surface fmish and T-6 temper only.
The mean percent retention and standard error was calculated and are listed against the
coupons group number in table 2. The next comparison made was between coupon
surface finish and iodine retention. Measurements on coupons of T-6 temper, regardless
of coupon treatment were chosen. Again the mean percent retention and standard error
was calculated and are listed against the coupons surface finish in table 3. The third
comparison was between the coupon relative grain size and percent iodine retention. This
comparison was made using coupon measurements of a mill surface finish and all
treatments. Table 4 shows the mean percent retention and standard error listed against the
relative grain sizes from table 1.

In Table 2 it can be seen that for all, except the second group the method of treating
the coupons did not have a great affect on the amount of iodine retained. The low value
for the second group may be due to a stronger influence on retention because of the lower
iodine concentration. From the other groups the affect of time of exposure, solution
temperature or whether the coupons were arranged in a galvanic cell or not does not seem
to make much of a difference on the retention of iodine. It should be noted however that
rapid corrosion of the coupons was observed in groups 4, 5 and 6 where the galvanic
arrangement and elevated temperature was used. Also the activity in the rinse water and
samples for groups 4 and 5 were an order of magnitude higher than any other group.
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Coupon Treatment and Iodine Retention

Coupon Surface Finish: Mill
Temper: T-6

Group

2
3
4
5
6

Percent
Retention

31%
73%
63%
79%
69%

Standard
Error

1%
3%
7%
4%
7%

In table 3 it can be seen that the various smface finishes used in these tests did not
have a significant affect on iodine retention. The spread in the retention column is
surprisingly small considering that all the different treatments were included calculating
these averages. On the other hand the main factor affecting the standard error with in each
group is most likely due to the different treatments~

TABLE 3
Comparison of Coupon Surface Finish and Iodine Retention

Coupon Treatment: All
Temper: T-6

Finish

Lapped
63pflMachined
125p" Machined
Mill

Percent
Retention

62%
57%
60%
63%

Standard
Error

12%
12%
11%
18%

The comparison of the grain size with retention in table 4 gives some indication that
the microstructure does have an affect on retention of iodine. It would seem that as the
microstructure becomes coarser (smaller ASTM grain size) the retention increases. It
should not be concluded that the retention is due to grain size. Other features are
changing along with grain size and may eventually be found to affect the retention.. As
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can be seen in the micrographs the Mg2Si precipitates are more numerous and larger in
the T-O than either T-4 or T-6. As well, as the grain size decreases the number or total
length of grain boundary increases, which may play a role. As in the surface finish
comparisons the major contributor to error is thought to be the different treatments given
the various coupons

TABLE 4

Comparison of Coupon Grain Size and Iodine Retention

Coupon Treatment: All
Coupon Surface Finish: All

ASTM Grain Temper Percent Standard
Size Retention Error

6 T-O 49% 21%
3 T-4 65% 13%

2 to 3 T-6 63% 18% ...

CONCLUSIONS

The intent of this work was to explore the possibility that the thennal history of
Nordion's gas targets may account for some of the observed variations in 1-123 yield that
occurs from target to target. It appears from the results that there may be an effect and
that a target made of 6061-TO may result ina higher iodine recovery. However, these
results should be considered as preliminary and this paper as a report on work in progress.
The exploratory nature of this work characterized by the various treatments given the
coupons in an effort to simulate the way in which iodine may be found in the target,
resulted in the wide spread of the final results. Likewise a more thorough method of
measuring the activity on the coupons and in the rinse water is necessary for more
accurate results.

In addition to the above, the affect of using dissimilar metals in target construction
should be considered by designers. The observed increase in chemical activity when the
aluminium and Havar were arranged in a galvanic cell is of some concern. Pitting
corrosion, which is typically associated with galvanic corrosion has been observed in a
gas target recently taken out of service at Nordion.
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APPENDIX

Micrographs of 6061 Aluminum Samples

Figure 1: x160 Kel1ers Reagent

The surface structure of the annealed sample.

Fi"gure 2: x160 Ke 11 ers Reagent

The surface structure of the T4 sample.
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Figure 3: x160 Kellers Reagent

The surface structure of T6 temper sample No. 19.

Figure 4: x160 Kellers Reagent

Comparison structure of T6 temper illustrating the variance of
the distribution of the M9_S i precipitates.

~
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Questions for 61 Heat Treatment and Its Effect on Iodine Absorption on the Nordion Gas
Targets.
Speaker: Dan Williams of Nordian

The questioner is identified where possible and the answers are provided by the speaker unless
otherwise indicated

Comment: Jerry Nickles, University of Wisconsin
I think: your work is directly relevant to people who are using aluminum targets for the 2 shot
elution of 18P-F2 also.

Reply:
I found it very interesting in the last presentation, that somebody mentioned that silicon is bad
for F-18 targets. If aluminum is being used in F-18 targets, it would be interesting to see what
affect the different alloys, because not all aluminum alloys have silicon as an alloy addition.
I think: it's basically the 600 series that is a and manganese, silicon and copper are also in the
6061 as well.

Question: David Schlyer, BNL
Have you tried treating, annealing the aluminum and then bringing it back to T6 afterwards.
Does that behave any differently than T6 that had never been annealed at all?

Answer:
We attempted to heat treat targets after welding and due to mechanical problems, we can't do
it because part of the heat treatment is that the heat treaters have a furnace with a trap door in
it and to change it into a T6 material, they will heat it up to about 560°C for an hour or two and
then the trap doors open just like a bomb-bay and they drop it into a glycol bath. We talked
to them and said, "do you think there is going to be any problems with this because we have
a jacketed device here. If And they said, fino, no I think we can do it. If ttYeah sure, okay, go
ahead try it" Well, we did this and as I said there are final machining procedures after this
would all be done. And the machinists chucked this thing up in the lathe to rebare the target and
of course, it's quite trivial, when you cool the outside of the target, the inside is still piping hot
and they bent the inner bore of the target and it was about one quarter of an inch out and so we
just sort of wrote off the idea of trying to heat treat this particular design of target. I am hoping
to talk certain people into allowing me to design a target that actually doesn't have a welded
jacket on it but a mechanically fixed jacket so that we can take the center of it out and heat treat
it to our hearts content.

Question: John Clark, MRC Hammersmith
I realize you are not a chemist and I really enjoyed your presentation metallurgically and as a
machinist. But, why do you throw these samples into sodium iodide solution with sodium
iodide bulk material because boy, what your target sees, in real life, is no added carrier of
iodine.

Answer:
That's right As I said, it's very much a comparative method ...
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John Clark
Yes, but you are obliterating the signal, I think.

Answer:
Yes. What we have accomplished with doing these tests is there appears to be an effect here
so now we have a bit of ammunition to go back and say we want to do more tests and carrier
free would be one of those tests. One thing I should mention too is something that didn't really
show up in my presentation, is the amount of chemical activity that we found once we put our
samples into a galvanic couple. The first two samples we purposely isolated them from one
another so that there would be no galvanic affects or at least as far as we know, there would be
no galvanic affects. When we purposely coupled these things together and put them into the
solution, and quite predictably we saw quite a bit of chemical action as well. The amount of
activity remaining on the sample and in the wash water increased by an order of magnitude as
well.

Question: Carlos Gonzalez-Lepera, University of Pennsylvania
I want to emphasis again, that what I think we're talking about a bulk effect into the material
and I think it's pretty well known that any aluminum material has a very thick layer of aluminum
oxide on the surface and that is where most of the chemistry takes place. So, I think it's
important to try to go and look deeper into the first few layers of your sample instead of just
trying to analyze the grain structure although it could affect your surface structure but most of
the chemistry, I mean 100% of the chemistry takes place within a few atomic layers on the
surface and then it could be a little bit irrelevant to see what sort of treatment you have done to
the material, except that you have changed the surface structure.

Answer:
Yes, one of the things that you mentioned to the other gentleman, the thing that came to my
mind was that it may not actually be, although we measured against the actual grain size, that
may not be the feature that is causing this observed change. It might be something else that is
changing along with the grain size, for example, the magnesium-silicon alloy. Some of those
particulates are going to be intersected by the machine's surface of the bore in the TO, there may
be a higher percentage of magnesium-silicon exposed on the inside of the bore. What kind of
affects does that have on the oxide layer? I don't know, but that might be what is happening.

Question: John Clark
When you get around to doing the no canier added iodine.. Two things, have a quick look at
the autoradiographs at a microscopic level because your auger electrons should get pretty good
resolution and the second thing is the weld wrought material, is that exactly the same alloy, or
do you have welds inside the target?

Answer:
No there are .00 welds inside the target, it is only on the outside.

John Clark
On the jacket?
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Answer:
Yes, it is different.

Question: John Need, Duke University
One thing, I know that on welded aluminum that is then re-machined and if its left on the inside
of targets, left sitting around, you can see in the vicinity of where you have welds, very definite
color differences?

Answer:
Yes.

John Need
That may be due to machining problems or it may be due to chemistry problems. One thing
that might be suggested is perhaps trying to use a plasma arch cleaning of the interior of these
at some point in the manufacture.

Answer:
Yes, part of the reason for doing the comparison with the various machine fmishes was to get
an idea of just how the machine :fmish was going to affect that. I was actually kind of surprised
that we didn't get more of an affect to tell you the truth.

Question: Rich Ferrieri, BNL
Back at PSI (4th Workshop) we talked about a 6061 aluminum target for IIC-C02 production and
some the problems related to trying to enhance specific activity and we agonized over surface
area affects and oxide layers and we developed some very crude spectroscopic methods to show
us that in fapt these oxides when struck with beam would produce CO2 and put this back into the
gas. What we found though is a method of cleaning the 6061 aluminum. After polishing and
putting the target on line, we introduced what we called burnout gas mixture which you can buy
from Matheson. It's neon with 5% oxygen and we just filled the target to say, 100-200 pounds
per square inch pressure and subjected it to about 30 minutes of beam time. You do this
repetitively, flushing the target and it seems to burn out any of the surface material that might
be left from the cleaning or machining.

Answer:
That's rather interesting because in our installations we have found that if we don't do a helium
irradiation (the target doesn't work as well). Usually we do it just to check and see if everything
is all aligned before putting expensive Xenon gas into the target We fill the target with helium
and do irradiation. We don't have any hard data on it, but it's generally felt that is needed to
do something.

Comment: Rich Ferrieri
This is now written into our operating protocol when we open the target up to air for say, a
window change, or whatever, the fIrst run on the target involves at least 15 minutes of this
burnout process..
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Answer:
Burnout gas and it's neon and .....

Question:
Neon and 5% oxygen.

Answer:
5% oxygen, that's interesting.

Comment: Tom Ruth, TRIUMF
Dan, since people are making suggestions, I think you should be very careful about how you
measure your activity. Using a gross counter like that (ionization counter) you can really make
very large errors and since this is important work, I think it would be worth doing carefully.

Reply:
Yes, one of the things we wanted to get a feel of was whether or not we had enough to go do
more sensitive experiments.
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Heat Transport in Targets and What it Means to ME.

Dr. R.I. Nickles
University of Wisconsin in Madison.

A Contribution from the floor with anecdotal observations

I would just like to point out, that we used to start out where we simply look at still water
with beam on with an effort to try to understand some of these things that broke this session up
this morning. This is in fact just a low beam of radiation, of neutral water as we approach the
point of which time the excitement happens with possibly, accelerated radiolysis or what not..

The talk that should have been going on at this time, dealt with reclamation of enriched
materials. A case of which, in our case, is reclaiming 94Mo as we are trying to make 94MMo in
situ with vacuum sublimation. What I wanted to just bring back to you in tenns of simple tricks
that we used that might help us in matters of understanding heat transport in targets, is to mock
up a pseudo beam, and this is just it, it's a pseudo beam, an oxygen-hydrogen torch running on
a metered oxygen-hydrogen source, such as to simulate about a 100 watt beam on target, 10 pA
at 10 MeV. By doing optical pyrometry and calorimetry and the usual thermal measurements
on these types of things, you can do a fair job of at least trying to get the feel of what your
target's feeling like when it's being hit by the beam.

In particular, the papers of today that we're talking about beam profile in space and the
possibility of new and unstudied mechanisms of radiolysis and heat transport, I will just share
with you the results of a recent experiment we did at Wisconsin at the request of en to look
at the actual temporal profile of the beam during irradiation. And by that, I mean the actual
time structure of the beam pulse which in our case is a 27 MHz fundamental. We looked at its
temporal profile by a fairly common technique known as the gamma flash. What you do is
simply start a time to amplitude converter (TAC) on the RF, stop it on some signal which is
prompt with the arrival of the beam on target.

If you're shooting on 0-16, it's simply the 6 MeV gamma coming from inelastic
scattering and by using a fast scintillator, in this case pilot U, we can actually get the time
resolution which is far greater than the few nano second gamma flash width. What we are
looking at here is the output of the TAC and the output of the gamma spectrometer, pilot U, in
a two-dimensional image, if you like, gamma energy against time difference with each beam
pulse coming in.. Now, the width of the big gamma flash proves to be between 3.5 and 7
nanoseconds out of the 36 nanoseconds that separates the beam pulses giving us an idea of the
temporal frequencies that are happening here. They are, as I say, of the order of GHz, quite a
lot higher than we ever expected. I bring up this possibility.

There may be another variable, if somebody has to bunk the field before it gets debunked,
let me try to bring out the possibility. There may be a hidden variable here, which in our case
would be the anode power supply voltage which detennines the width of this gamma flash, the
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width of the beam pulse on the target. And, if there were any kind of radiochemical specie
acting as a contaminant or poison, it had a lifetime, for example some free radical, that had a
lifetime of the order of 10-10 to 10-9 seconds, the beam pulse would whether it's broad or narrow,
relative to those chemical species lifetimes could in fact detennine the local concentrations during
that time in which water decides to radiolyse or fluoride ions decide to get trapped, this type of
thing. So, I just leave you with this possibility that we are certainly dealing with sOqlething here
both with water targets and gas targets that is there are many phenomena that seem to be eluding
us stilL I bring up the possibility of temporal profile.
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RECOVERY OF ENRICHED STABLE ISOTOPES
IN RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION

,A.A. Razbash, Yu. G. Sevastyanov, O. N. Polyakov, N. N. Krasnov
N. A. Konyakhin, Yu. V. Tolstouhov, A. G. Maklachkov.

Cyclotron Company Ltd. Obninsk, Russia

Introduction
The wide application of radionuclides in different fields of science and industry demanded

an increase of their production. One of the ways to increase the radionuclide production on
present cyclotrons is the use of the targets from enriched stable isotopes. This allows one to raise
the productivity in some cases by two or more times and to increase radionuclidic purity. It
should be noted, however, that enriched stable isotopes are very expensive. Therefore it is
advisable to use such raw materials more than once.

In the last ten years, we have used stable isotopes extensively for making of the targets.
Zinc-67 and zinc-68, cadmium-Hl and cadmium-H2, nickel-58, silver-109, thallium-203 have
been employed for the production of gallium-67, indium-Ill, cobalt-57, cadmium-109and
thallium-201 respectively. It is evident that we have given consideration for repeated use of stable
isotopes. The technique for the recovery of enriched stable isotopes has been developed. In this
report the schemes of the recovering processes are presented.

Nickel-58
The solution of nickel-58 liable to purification contains significant quantities of copper,

cobalt-57 and zinc-65 radionuclides and some quantities of iron as a universal impurity. The most
undesirable impurity is iron because cobalt-56 obtains during the irradiation from it. The recovery
technique is based on the differences in anion-exchange behavior of elements in hydrochloric
acid solutions /11. The scheme of this process is presented on Fig. I

IDilial SohJtion (Nt. CD, Fe, 57eo.l5S:a.)

u
SohJtion (Nt. Fe, 57Co, 657.z1)

<= Bel concentra1ed
SlMHO

Amon ex.c:IIanie IlOrptiDD. of the

c:on!lllDinants on Dowu 1

Solution (Ni)

Fig. L Scheme of nickel-58 recovery
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It should be noted that the final product contains ultra quantities of sodium-22 .and
manganese-54 since the suggested technique. did not provide the purification from them. But
during the making of the target by electrolytic AI deposition of nickel these contaminants remain
in the electrolyte. This technique ensures the recovery of practically all nickel from initial
solutions.

Zinc-67,68
Depending on gallium-67 production method (deuteron or proton bombardment) the

targets from zinc-67 or zinc-68 are used. The target represents a copper block with a thin nickel
layer covered with stable zinc by electrodeposition. Its treatment includes the dissolution of
irradiated zinc in hydrochloric acid and following organic solvent extraction of gallium-67.
Therefore the remained solution contains besides zinc and also some quantities of copper, nickel
and cobalt-57. It should be provide for the purification from iron too. The technique accepted in
our enterprise (Fig. 2) is based on the well-known data about anion-exchange behavior of
elements in hydrochloric acid /1/ and so it is like the other one published in literature /2/.
During the zinc target irradiation zinc-65 (T~ I = 244d) is obtained. These procedures do not
provide for the zinc isotopes separation and so to decrease a radiation danger during the recovery,
making and following working with the target before the irradiation the zinc-67, 68 solution
should be kept up to 2 years. The suggested process allows to recovery about 95% of stable
zincs.

Initial Solution <Znt~ Nt, Co, Fe)

in 7MHCl

Tm.Dsfer by evaporation to dryness
fonowed by dissolution in 2M HCl

sorption on Dowex 1
I

Column (ZD, Fe)

wasbiDg~ 1M HeI

I
Colmnn (Zn)

I wasbing+o.OlM HeI

solution (Zn)

solution (Fe)

Solution (Cu,~ Co, Fe)

Fig. 2. Scheme of zinc-67, 68 recovery
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Silver-109

After the separation of cadmium-109 from the irradiated target the residue represents a
pulver of metallic silver and copper mixture contaminated with cadmium-109 and zinc-650 The
recovery technique is based on precipitation operations (Figs 3).

Silver-l09 is contaminated with radionuclides silver-110m (T~ =249,8d) and silver-106m
(T12 = 8,46d) after target irradiation and so it have to keep up some time before the regeneration
procedures for a decrease of total activity of the sample like in a case of zinc-67, 68. Used
procedures ensure the recovery not less than 90% of the starting quantity of silver-l09.

Fig. 3. Scheme of silver-I09 recovery.

Cadmium-lll,112

The target for indium-Ill production represents a copper block with a thin layer of nickel which
is electroplated by cadmium-Ill or cadmium-112. The chemical treatment consists in dissolution
of the irradiated cadmium layer in nitric acid and following indium-Ill isolation using cation
exchange chromatography So the solution of stable cadmium after the treatment contains copper,
nickel and zinc-65 and cobalt-57 radionuclides. From such mixture cadmium isotopes have to
separates The scheme of the separation technique is presents, on Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Scheme of cadmium-Ill, 112 recovery

It should be noted that at the electrochemical extraction of cadmium the deposition of
some quantities of zinc-65 takes place and if you want to decrease the zinc-65 impurity some
more it has to repeat the stage of the electrochemical extraction of cadmium. This technique
allows to recovery about 95% of starting cadmium isotopes.

Thallium-203

The solution of thallium-203 to be for a purification represents the solution of thallium
bromide in butyl acetates The probable contaminations are copper and zinc-65. The recovery
process is based on the low volubility of the thallium /1/ halogenide (Fig. 5) and ensures the
recovery more than 90%.
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Fig. 5. Scheme of thalljum-203 recovery

Conclusion

The developed technique consist of the simple operation. They ensure the recovery of
about 90 - 95% of enriched stable isotopes and allow a high extent of purification from
undesirable impurities. The content of chemical impurities in the regenerate as a rule do not
exceed the one in the starting material. At the realization of the recovery processes the pure
reagents are used and so the isotope dilution do not take place practically. This is conrmned that
the radioisotopic purity do not change after the irradiation of the targets from the recovered
materials. The comparatively high extent of the recovery allows to add only small quantities of
the "fresh" stable isotope to the process of the radionuclide production.
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PRODUCTION OF LONG-LIVED RADIOISOTOPES AND ITS
APPLICATION TO CALmRATION SOURCES FOR PET

CAMERAS

Carlos Gonzalez-Lepera

Cyclotron Facility
Center for Functional and Metabolic Imaging

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA

ABSTRACT

An internal solid target station was developed for the JSW3015 Cyclotron. Manual
loading and retrieval of irradiated targets is executed with minimal operator intervention,
thus reducing exposure. Preliminary results concerning the production of small amounts
of the radioisotope 22Na (2.6 yr. half-life) via the reaction 24Mg(d,a)22Na are presented.
Chemical extraction of the product from the target matrix and construction of linear
sources for PET cameras is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In house production of long lived radioisotopes (several months to a few years
half-life range) with a medium size cyclotron presents a viable alternative not fully
developed except for commercial purposes. Available sources suitable for calibration of
PET cameras, dose calibrators or other instrumentation do not always conform to a
desired shape or intensity. Cost of these sources is also a factor to be considered.. A
typical 0.5 mCi 22Na source averages $1500. Unfortunately, handling of irradiated solid
targets usually presents the dilemma of either large initial investments in remotely
operated systems or relatively high personnel exposures during target removal process.
To investigate alternatives to these problems we developed a new solid target station for
the JSW3015 that --at least for small and medium scale production levels-- simultaneously
minimizes both problems.

Internal targets benefit from using full beam energy if required while avoiding the
requirements of foil cooling hardware. On the other hand the target material should
possess certain physical properties. Vapor pressure of the material during irradiation must
be within acceptable operational limits (typically <10-5 Torr). Radioisotope migration to
the surface and escape from the target needs also to be considered to avoid possible
contamination of beam line and accelerator components. Installation of a cold trap near
the target could alleviate this problem.
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SOLID TARGET STATION

One of the three beam lines of the University of Pennsylvania JSW3015 Cyclotron
was adapted as an internal solid target station. It consists of a small vacuum chamber and
removable target holder. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the setup. The vacuum chamber was
assembled using standard vacuum components (ISO NW 40) including auxiliary pumping
port and electrical feedthroughs.

The target holder consists of a 35 cm long by 25 mm outside diameter stainless
steel tube. Water cooling to the target is supplied by a smaller diameter coaxial tube. A
quick-disconnect feedthrough allows rapid insertion or removal of the target holder.
Personnel exposure is minimized by the length of the tube and process swiftness. Targets
are held in place by a nut cap providing good thermal contact between target and holder.
A ceramic (Maycor) ring centers the target holder inside the vacuum chamber. An
electrically isolated graphite collimator --5 mm thick, 14 mm aperture-- shields the target
holder from direct exposure to the beam while providing beam current monitoring to
optimize beam incidence on target.

Machining of the targets to a funnel-like shape with a 53° included angle increases
the amount of target surface exposed to the beam, improves target cooling and also
facilitates radioisotope extraction.

Graphite
CollimatorAuxiliary Port Solid Target

Target Holder

Water Cooling

':'~~~~~~FF~~m~pt

Quick-Disconnect Vacuum Chamber Adapter Flange

Insulator Ring

Figure 1
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PRODUCTION OF SODIUM·22

Sodium-22 was selected as our fIrSt radioisotope to test the solid target station..
B+ end point energy and branching ratio very similar to 18p together with 2.6 yr. half-life
makes this radioisotope very practical for calibration of PET cameras.

A medium energy cyclotron (30MeV protons or 15 MeV deuterons) can produce
22Na through several reaction channels. The reaction 24Mg(d,a)22Na presents the largest
cross section for the projectiles and energies under consideration. Measured thick target
yields for 16 MeV deuterons on 24Mg are 2.93 pCi/pA-hr 1. Irradiations were perfonned
with our 15 MeV deuterons beam.

The target was machined from 99.8% purity Mg rod. According to the supplier,
natural isotopic abundance is expected for this material. A short test run was conducted
and the irradiated product --without chemical extraction-- was analyzed by gamma-ray
spectroscopy (HPGe detector). Traces « 10-5 per 22Na) of 56Co and 58CO were found
together with the main product. Impurities like 58Ni, 59CO and 56Pe present in the target
material are responsible for these radioisotopes. An increase in target purity was
considered not necessary for our purposes given the low level and relatively shorter half
life of the observed byproducts.

The same target was finally irradiated three times over a two days period for
nearly 7.5 hr. Typical irradiation current values were around 12 pA. Except for a slight
pressure increase during the first half hour of irradiation due presumably to target
outgassing, pressures inside the vacuum chamber remained below 2xlO-6 Torr during
irradiation. Visual inspection of the target before chemical extraction of the radioisotope
did not show any signs of beam-induced surface damage.

An integrated current of 70.2 pA.hr produced 183 ± 25 pCi of activity. This result
is in reasonable agreement with our calculated thick target yield of 2.8 pCi/pA.hr for 15
MeV deuterons.

RADIOISOTOPE EXTRACTION

The target holder was placed inside a hot cell and the irradiated Mg target
containing 22Na was removed and mounted into a Teflon cup. Hel acid was used to
dissolve the target obtaining 22NaCI in solution. The Teflon cup holder facilitates target
handling while only exposing the irradiated surface to the dissolving agent The target
was then rinsed with distilled water and the solution filtered with a Whatman #1 paper
filter. Most of the MgCI was retained at the filter while the hot 22NaCI solution was
collected in a pear shaped flask. Evaporation of the product concentrated the 22NaCl. This
sequence was repeated many times until practically all of the activity was registered in
the collection flask~

SOURCE FABRICATION

A prototype (low activity) linear source was developed to study source deposition
methods and final unifonnity. A 1.6 mm (1/16") OD by 0.4 mm wall thickness by 15 em
long stainless steel tubing was sealed --silver soldered plug-- at one end. A smaller
diameter polyethylene tubing was inserted into the fIrSt one. The 22NaCI --3 pCi--
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dissolved in water was transferred into the stainless steel tubing. Slow withdrawal of the
plastic insert- assured that no bubbles where being trapped inside the tubing.. The tubing
was left open until dry and a threaded insert was epoxyed to the open end. Fig. 2 shows
details of the source. Except for a small spot near the center that deviates near 20%,
unifonnity of this rod source is within 10%.

Rod Source

__§J-/----DJ

Threaded Insert
Epoxy

Soldered Plug

Construction of a second source is under way_ In this case a 3.2 mm diameter
tubing will be used to deposit near 100 pCi of radioisotope following the same procedure
as previously described.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an internal solid target station with minimal investment A
22Na sealed source was fabricated. Work on a stronger source is being completed. A new
Mg target is ready for irradiation and we expect to scale activity up to 1 mCi.. Other
parameters including maximum beam current supported by the target and alternative target
geometries will be studied.
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OVERCOMING CYCLOTRON ENERGY CONSTRAINTS THROUGH
TARGETRY

R. Finn, Y. Sheh, J. Vecchione, D. Schlyer$, M. Firouzbakht*
Radiochemistry/Cyclotron Core Facility, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,

New York, N.Y. and ·Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Lab, Upton, NY..

ABSTRACT

The past decade has witnessed a rapid growth in the number of PET-Cyclotron
Facilities, each with specific clinical or research programs. This diversity of research
interests has been partially responsible for the evaluation of the potential clinical utility
of several radionuclides which had been previously dismissed from further consideration
due to the lack of pure positron emitter decay characteristics.

The particular nuclear reaction utilized to produce such radionuclides is not always
amenable to the classical gas or liquid target. Such is the case in our research effort
which requires a solid target irradiation station compatible with a retrofitted Japan Steel
Works target changer to The Cyclotron Corporation CS-15 cyclotron. We have fabricated
such a target from readily available components. The operational characteristics and
unique features of the target system are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

The Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) cyclotron is a model CS
15 accelerator, originally manufactured by The Cyclotron Corporation and is one of the
earlier accelerators dedicated to serve a biomedical research programl

. During the past
few years, the cyclotron has undergone an extensive reconditioning and refurbishment
effort while continuing to operate in support of the established clinical investigative
projects. Enhanced performance through- improved reliability and refinements to
radiochemical production, has been achieved through the repairs and the modifications on
the cyclotron subassemblies.

The cyclotron is presently capable of accelerating protons and alpha particles to
an energy of 15 MeV, deuterons to 8 MeV and helium-3 ·particles to 23 MeV. As a
component of the refurbishment effort, the target system2

, a forerunner of the present day
automatic target chang~rs, was replaced with a commercially available unit from Japan
Steel Works in 1989.

The versatility of a multiple particle cyclotron coupled with an active research
program requiring unique short-lived radionuclides and/or radiolabeled reagents prompted
our efforts to develop a novel solid target system compatible with the Japan Steel Works
target changer"
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EXPERIMENTAL

The refurbishment of the cyclotron at MSKCC included the installation of a state
of-the-art target changer and chilled helium foil cooling recirculation system. At the time
of installation, the manufacturer had not designed a cyclotron target for the irradiation of
solid or powder targets. Our efforts were directed toward the fabrication of an external
target whose dimensions are dictated by the constraints of the auto target changer.
Moreover, the target system envisioned was to address several potential scenarios, i.e. to
handle powder as well as electroplated targets, to allow the reuse of target backing plates,
to provide target alignment with the beam at a grazing incidence, and to operate either
under chilled helium foil cooling or in vacuum.

Considering the target system as distinct two units, i.e. the target head and the
target support housing, the first generation of the solid target head incorporates a
modification of the inclined-angle external target which was utilized for the development
of the tellurium-124/iodine-124 production3 at Brookhaven National Laboratory. As seen
in figure 1, the detachable irradiation head is inclined at an angle of ten degrees to the
beam plane. This results in an effective target thickness of nearly six times the actual
thickness. Careful monitoring of the beam profile is required to insure that target material
is irradiated and not the isolation flange.
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The schematic of the target housing component is shown in figure 2.
Commercially available components were utilized in its fabrication. A Swagelok quick
connector (#B-QF16-B-1610) is the basis of connection of the target head with the
housing. A pneumatic piston (Fabco Air Inc., Gainesville, FL.) is used to facilitate the
remote release of the target head from the housing. All system operations are controlled
from the target console via light pen. As with the chilled helium foil cooling recirculation
unit, vacuum conditions are achieved through the o-ring compression by the target
chamber housing with the automatic target chamber and the beam line vacuum pumping
station. The vacuum isolation foil is completely removed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Until recently, the rate of production of cyclotron produced radionuclides has been
generally limited by either beam current or thermal perlormance of the target materials.
A third constraint is present at our laboratory. The desire to prepare specific radionuclides
which are theoretically possible based upon the energy characteristics of the cyclotron.
When allowance for energy losses of the irradiation particle is considered for both the foil
cooling atmosphere and vacuum isolation foil windows, the desired nuclear reaction may
no longer be possible. An example of this problem is our desire to prepare research
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quantities of iodine-124 at MSKCC. The scarcity of enriched materials combined with
their high costs as well as the required deuteron incident particle
energy for the 1~efH,2n)124Inecessitated the evaluation of alternative nuclear reactions
to prepare this radionuclide. A reevaluation of the 121Sb(4He,n)1241 nuclear reaction4 is
being attempted. The threshold value for this nuclear reaction is 8.15 MeV, however the
data indicates that irradiation of antimony with 15 MeV alpha particles could result in
minimal but useful yields of this radionuclide.

Our preliminary studies with the solid target unit in the vacuum mode of operation
with an electroplated natural copper target to prepare gallium-66 from the 63Cu(4He,n)66Ga
have shown that the incident energy upon the target is nominally 15 MeV and a target
yield of nearly 200 uei/uAhr for 1-2 hour irradiations. The results are in good agreement
with published thick target yieldss.

In summary, the fabricated solid/powder target unit was designed to fit the JSW
automatic target changer and to allow irradiation of materials both with and without foil
cooling. Its design allows for remote removal of the reusable target head and application
of minimal target material to achieve thick target yields applicable to low energy
cyclotrons. Consideration of intrinsic radionuclide activation was an important component
in the target material choices.
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Modeling of Target Thermal Properties for the BLIP Upgrade

L.F .. Mausner, J.C.. Hock·, K.L. Kolsky, J.E. Tuozzolo·
Medical and AGS Departments·,
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Upton, New York 11973

INTRODUCTION

We anticipate imminent approval to upgrade the Brookhaven Linac Isotope
Producer (BLIP). This is an interim measure to improve availability of some
accelerato~produced radionuclides during the period while LAMPF operations
phase out until the construction of the ambitious National Biomedical Tracer
Facility (NBTF). The goals of this two year effort are to (1) increase the average
proton beam current by a factor of 2.3 to a maximum of 145 pA at 200 MeV, (2)
increase operations to 46 weeks per year with 90% beam availability (1.5d/month
maintenance - 5% + 50/0 downtime), and (3) undertake production of several
radionuclides presently only available from LAMPF (ie. say, l0ged, 22Na). The higher
beam current will improve production yields, specific activity, throughput and cost
efficiency.

To -reliably achieve this level of operation, modifications to the Linae are
needed. The present limitations of the various Linac subsystems have been
reviewed, and it is concluded that the best way to increase the average current is
to make small improvements in several of the operating parameters, rather than
trying to make a large increase in a single parameter. All changes are within the
original machine design parameters ..

The proposed parameter changes are shown in the following table:

TABLE I

Beam Current
Repetition Rate
Beam Width
RF Width
Average Current
Operating Weeks

Present
25 rnA
5Hz
450 jJS

650 J1S
56 pA
20 wks.

Modification
30 rnA
7.5 Hz
650 PS
850 JJS
146 pA
46 wks.

These values can be achieved with improvements to the ion source, low energy
beam transport system, RF coaxial transmission line, RF power supplies and BLIP
beam transport section.
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To handle the increased radioactivity levels and processing frequency, a
portion of the Hot Laboratory will be renovated. This is to include 2 new hot
cells, upgraded ventilation and liquid waste disposal systems, and renovations to
several radiochemistry laboratories.

Similarly, at BLIP extra neutron and photon shielding is required to eliminate
known weak spots. Because the deposited beam power will increase up to 29 kW,
new target and cooling system design at BLIP will also be necessary. To begin this
effort we have attempted to theoretically model the heat transfer properties of
three typical BLIP targets, Zn powder for 67CU production, RbCI pellets for 82Sr and
molten Ga for S8Ge.

THERMAL ANALYSIS

The heat deposited in the targets by the proton beam is removed by
conduction and radiation of the target material to the cladding on the surfaces.
From the cladding heat is then transferred by forced convection of the flowing
coolant (water) .. Steady state heat transfer analyses of the BLIP targets are done
with a finite element program called ANSYS1. For this analysis ANSYS uses a two
dimensional matrix for heat transfer in x and y directions.. ANSYS applies
conventional heat transfer theory: the first law of thermodynamics, Fourier' Law I

and Newtons law of cooling. The first law of thermodynamics states that energy
is conserved. Fourier's law states that the heat transfer rate by conduction is
proportional to the temperature gradient times the area through which heat is
transferred:

q = -k A dt/dx (1 )

where: Q
dt/dx

k
A

= heat rate transferred by conduction
= temperature gradient
= thermal conductivity
= area normal to heat flow

This equation is used to calculate the transfer of heat from the target center to its
surface. Newton's law of cooling governs the rate of convective heat transfer
between a fluid at one temperature in contact with a solid surface at a different
temperature: q = h A (Ts-Tf ) (2)

where: q = heat transfer rate
h = heat transfer coefficient
A = surface area in contact with fluid
Ts = surface temperature
T f = the mean temperature of the fluid
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The ANSYS user creates a solid model or geometry of the design with
material properties, such as thermal conductivity, needed to perform the steady
state heat transfer analysis subject to boundary conditions. The first boundary
condition is heat generation per unit volume (Q) to simulate the heat generated by
the proton beam. The second boundary condition is the forced convection heat
transfer coefficient and the cooling fluid mean temperature, to simulate the cooling
water flowing across the target surface.

ANSYS combines equations (1) and (2) to calculate the temperature
difference between the target center To and the mean fluid temperature Tf • The
output of ANSYS is a graph which shows the temperature gradient through the
target. To simplify the model, only one quadrant of the target cross section was
modeled as shown in Figure 1. The origin is located at the centroid of the target in
which the y coordinate represents the thickness of the target and the x coordinate
is the radial distance from the center.

y

x

TARGET CONTAINER
TARGET MATERIAL

QUADRANT OF CROSS SECTION

BEAM
DIRECTION

Figure 1. Schematic showing a single quadrant of the target cross section used in the thermal model.

The geometry of the cooling apparatus is shown in Figure 2. The following
assumptions were made to calculate the forced convection heat transfer coefficient
(h). Fully .developed flow was assumed at the center of the cooling apparatus with
the cross section of the cooling duct being rectangular. An empirically derived
equation for h in a rectangular duct2 is

where:
hb/k = 0.98(59 +wC pb/kxy)1/3
h = forced convection heat transfer coefficient
y = width of the duct
b = height of the duct
k = thermal conductivity of the fluid
Cp = specific heat of the fluid
w = flow rate

The methodology used to calculated the thermal conductivity (k) for the various
targets differed d.ue to the physical form of the target material. This data is input
to ANSYS as a function of temperature. Experimental thermal conductivity data
for liquid gallium can be found in reference 3. The conductivity for the rubidium
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Figure 2. Geometry of the cooling apparatus.

chloride and zinc targets are theoretical values calculated with the method of
Klemens 4

• This approach combines conduction through point contact of the
particles making up the powder and heat transfer from radiation between the
surfaces of the particles. A graph of thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature for Ga, Zn, and RbCI is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Plot of the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for Ga, Zn and RbCl.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A sample of the thermal distributions that ANSYS calculates is shown in
Figure 4 for RbCI at the beam current anticipated for the BLIP upgrade. A quadrant
of the target (see Figure 1) is divided into nine temperature zones. As expected,
the highest temperature is reached at the target center. There is a large difference
between the surface and central temperature in this case. This is a reflection of

RbCI Target, beam current 115 J,Lamp, beam spot 3.0 cm (FWHM)
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Fig. 4
the relatively poor thermal conductivity of RbCI. Table II summarizes the target
data, including dimensions for Ga, Zn and RbCI targets, along with the beam spot
size, melting and boiling points. Central target temperatures are given for the
present conditions, as well as the anticipated intensities of the BLIP upgrade.

TABLE II: TARGET DATA

TARGET Ga Zn RbCI

FORM MOLTEN LOOSE POWDER PRESSED POWDER
DIMENSIONS (em) 5 DIA X 0.84 THICK 5.7 DIA X 0.79 4.4 DIA X 0.81

THICK THICK
THERMAL Experimental' CALCULATED 1.2 CALCULATED2-4

CONDUCTIVITY
MELTING POINT (OC) 30 420 715
BOILING POINT (OC) 2403 907 1390

BEAM SPOT FWHM 3.5em 1.9cm 3.0cm
BEAM CURRENT 30 100 45 145 35 115

tuAMP)
MAX TEMPERATURE 90 230 553 990 700 32

(Oe)
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This thermal modeling approach gives qualitative agreement with empirical
observation for existing conditions. It can be seen that the central temperature for
the Ga target is quite modest due to its good thermal conductivity. However,
ANSYS predicts that melting will take place in the center of the Zn target, as
observed. At the anticipated beam intensities of the BLIP upgrade, ANSYS
calculates very high central temperatures for the Zn and RbCI targets. As listed in
Table 1, the maximum temperatures in these cases are higher than the boiling
points. A redesign of the targets and cooling system is thus necessary ..

Some of the proposed changes are to use a scanned beam spot to reduce
power density. Also, higher melting ZnO ( mp =1975 0 C) will replace Zn metal
powder. For RbCI we will attempt to use internal conductive fins to improve heat
transfer from the target center. If necessary, we will switch to a molten Rb metal
target. ANSYS simulations will be used to test target design ideas. To improve
accuracy of the calculations, experimental thermal conductivity data may be
obtained. We may also attempt to actually measure beam intensity profiles (and
thus the power density) as a function of location in the target array.
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Target Design Considerations for High Specific Activity [11C]02
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of receptor imaging has stressed the need for pharmacologically
active compounds that are labeled with high specific activity carbon-II. [llC]Hsl is the
most versatile, and by far the most widely used precursor for labelling such compounds
with carbon-II through [llel-methylation (Langstrom, et aI., 1976; Burns, et aI., 1984;
Suzuki, et aI., 1985; Farde, et aI., 1986; Watkins, et al., 1988; Hatano, et al., 1989;
Pascali, et aI., 1990; Dewey, et al., 1990; Iwata, et al., 1991). With careful handling of
reagents for the reduction of [llC]02 to [11C]H30H, and for the subsequent iodination of
[llC]HsOH to [11C]HsI, we have- found as little as 3 nmol of carrier carbon introduced at
this stage of synthesis with the exclusion of the [11C]02 target system contributions.
However, in the routine preparation of compounds through N-[llC]-methylation using
[11C]H3I, total masses are always higher than the synthesis mass contribution. This
suggests that the [11C]02 target system contributes carrier carbon to the final product
mass. This conclusion prompted our recent evaluation of target materials and target
design for [11C]02 production.

STUDIES IN TARGET MEASUREMENT OF CO2 MASS

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL SYSTEM: As shown in Figure 1, the flame
ionizationdeteetor (FID) from a Hewlett Packard 5890A Gas Chromatograph was
modified for carbon oxide analysis by incorporating a miniature nickel catalyst methanizer
into its jet and operating the detector at 400°C (Goekeler, 1989). The catalyst reduces
CO and CO2 to CH4 (a detectable species by FID) prior to their entering the flame region
of the detector. The catalyst operates efficiently using the same H2 supply as that needed
to sustain the flame, and exhibits remarkable stability in its day-to-day usage when
maintained under a continuous helium stream at about 200°C. The detector also exhibits
a linear response to CO2 with over three orders of magnitude change in concentration thus
simplifying instrument calibration, and is capable of handling large sample throughput
which is convenient for operation with a packed chromatography column.

The modified FID can detect 10 ppb of CO2 within a 4 mL volume sample of
target gas at STP. This level of sensitivity is about 103 times higher than that seen with
thermal conductivity detectors (TeD). Therefore, no preconcentration of samples is
required, and a single 500 mL volume bulb of collected gas offers adequate sample for
numerous measurements to be made. Typical methods of analysis using TeD required
cryotrapping ~of CO2 from large volumes of gas.
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Figure 1 Modified flame ionization detector from a Hewlett Packard 5890A gas chromatograph
used for carbon oxide analysis.

In the system shown in Figure 2, we used a 12 ft x 118 in. Porapak Qcolumn with
a 3:1 splitter at the column outlet to allow for on-line radioactivity measurements using
a NaI scintillation detector. The system also has a small vacuum manifold which allows
us to remove air once the sampling bulb is connected to the instrument A 2-way
switching valve allows us to sequentially fill and inject gas samples of known volumn and
pressure.
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Figure 2 Gas sampling port and gas chromatograph for carbon oxide analysis.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: The analytical system previously described was used
to measure CO2 and total carbon concentrations within the UHP N2 (99.999% purity,
Matheson Gas Co.) used for producing [1lC]02. CO2 concentrations as low as 2 pmoVcm3

or 0.05 ppm were found. Total carbon concentrations were detenmned as CO2 after
combustion over CuO at 850°C, and were found to be 24 pmoVcm3 or about 0.6 ppm.
Our standard [llC]Ozproduction target is constructed of an aluminum alloy (approximately
97% purity), and has a volume of 212 cm3 (3 cm i.d. x 30 cm length). The 16.5 miL thick
front target window is also made from the same alloy. When pressurized to 10
atmospheres, the gas contribution amounts to 50 nmol of carrier carbon, assuming all
carbon is combusted to CO2 under irradiation conditions. However, levels of CO2 arising
from $is target were much higher than this subsequent to irradiation from 17 MeV W
(13.4 MeV on gas) of varied intensity. In addition, the amount of CO2 released was
dose-rate dependent suggesting a material source of carrier carbon. Replacement of all
organic seals (ie. front window o-ring and gas fittings) with indium gaskets failed to show
an improvement in target performance suggesting that the aluminum itself was the source.

SURFACE ANALYSIS STUDIES USING
ELECTRON INDUCED DESORPTION (EID) SPECTROSCOPY

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL SYSTEM: Electron probes are a commonly used
analytical tool in material and surface analysis (Czanderna, 1975) because of their ease
of generation at controlled energy and density. Electron probing of a surface can result
in the emission of four types of particles (electrons, photons, ions and neutrals).
Information derived from the nature and states of one or more of these species can then
be related back to the composition and morphology of the surface.

Electrons can undergo inelastic collisions with atoms or molecules on a surface
raising them to various excited and/or ionized states thus causing desorption. Since the
mass ratio of electrons to atoms is very small, kinetic energy exchanges are minimal.
Electronic transitions, however, have a fairly high cross-section at modest electron
energies (less than 100 eV), and therefore can be utilized to desorb the outermost
monolayer of material adsorbed on a surface. Of course, kinetic energy exchange can
become important with the impact of higher energy electrons thus allowing one to probe
fairly deep into the bulk of the material.

electron contoinl"lent coge

electron filol"lents

neutrol speCies iOnizer

quo.c!rupole I"lo.ss filter

sOMple

c!etector

~~~
volts diFFusion pUr'lp

Figure 3 Electron induced desorption instrument used for surface analysis.
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The EID instrument, shown in Figure 3, is designed for high-energy electron
impact to probe both surface morphology, and bulk material composition in target
aluminum alloys. The system is comprised of a high vacuum chamber possessing an easy
access port for sample introduction, a high energy electron source and electron
containment cage, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer with electron induced ionization
and electron multipler detector. Only emitted neutral species are monitored by the mass
spectrometry, because surface emitted positive ions are accelerated out of the detection
path of the spectrometer, and trapped by the electron containment cage.

o ,eo

OlME (SECONDS)

2CO 240 2llO

Figure 4 Electron induced desorption spectrum (at 1000 volt electron acceleration) of CO2
(mlz 44) from a clean 6061 aluminum alloy surface, and from a treated 6061
alloy surface that possessed a 104 monolayer thick coating of oxide, and
was exposed to 10 ppm levels of C02 in N2 gas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: As seen in Figure 4, two bulk-bound states of
carbonaceous material are observed in the aluminum alloy (6061) used as target material.
These states were detected in our instrument as CO (m/z 28) and CO2 (m!z 44), although
only.the CO2 spectrum is shown here, from peaks appearing at 50 and 150 seconds into
the EID scan. Upon deposition onto the surface of an oxide coating of approximately 104

monolayers thick, and upon exposure of that modified surface to 1 atmosphere of N2 gas
containing 10 ppm levels of CO2, we observed a drastic change in the EID spectrum.
Two new peaks are introduced by this treatment, appearing at 20 and 30 seconds into the
scan. The short appearance times of these peaks lead us to suspect that they represent
loosely bound surface carbon.

Results from our EID studies suggest that aluminum purity is perhaps not as
important a criteria in target design for high specific activity [llC]02 as the amount of
material exposed to the beam, and/or the gas plasma during irradiation, since all
aluminum surfaces will oxidize to some degree with time and exposure. This build-up
in oxide will create a spongy overlayer on the surface which can act as an efficient sink
for removal of carbonaceous material from the target gas. Of course, this process will
be amplified. if the target is frequently opened to air. Accumulated carbon can then
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released back into the target gas during proton bombardment, by one or more mechanisms
not yet understood. The levels of release should be contingent upon the irradiation
conditions, and the degree of carbon saturation of the oxide.

STUDIES CORRELATING TARGET SURFACE AREA
WITH TARGET MASS

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: We investigated the correlation between exposed
sUIfaee and carrier mass generation by inserting aluminum alloy plugs of various lengths
into a 212 cm3 volume cylindrical target. Beam penetration in the unmodified target was
calculated to be 27 em assuming 30% gas density reducition (for a 25 pA beam) on 10
atmospheres of gas.

Targets were stringently cleaned prior to these studies by repetitively exposing
their inner surfaces to gas mixtures of 5% O2 in neon (10 atm.) during proton
irradiations.. Cumulative doses of 25 pA-hr were sufficient to reduce surface bound

, carbon to low steady-state levels. However, surface bound carbon increased upon
re-exposure to target N2•

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Table 1 lists target volumes, exposed swface areas, and
measured carrier CO2 levels from three experiments. In each experiment, 25 p.A of beam
was placed on target for 15 minutes. The same 16.5 miL thick aluminum window was
used in each instance yielding 13.4 MeV of proton energy on gas. The carrier CO2

measurement was categorized according to the target gas contribution and other sources.
The gas contribution was calculated from target pressure and volume data, and our
previous measurements of total carbon content within the target gas. We assumed that
all carbonaceous material within the gas was combusted to CO2 under these circumstances.

TABLE 1

CORRELATION OF TARGET SURFACE AREA WITH CARRIER C02 OUTPUT

Target
Volume (cm3

)

212
94
68

Surface
Area (cm2

)

255
127
102

Carrier CO2 Output (nmol)
Gas Contribution Other Sources
24 38
12 20
8 15

Results from these studies suggest that a correlation exists between target surface
exposed to beam and carrier contributions arising from sources other than the target gas.
Based on our earlier observations made by EID spectroscopy, we must assume that these
other sources anse from the release of swface bound carbon from the oxide overlayer
when irradiated.



STUDIES ON THE EFFECT OF WINDOW DEFORMATION ON THE
seATIERING AND ENERGY PROFILES OF THE BEAM:
POTENTIAL EFFECTS CONTRmUTING TO TARGET MASS

INTRODUCTION: Recently, we installed a prefonned 18.5 miL thick aluminum
window, possessing a 5 nun hemispherical defonnation, onto our 77 mL volume
conical target, but with the deformation placed concave into the target. We did this
because pressure and beam induced defonnation of our flat aluminum windows would
cause them to bow outward beyond the helium cooling axis, which eventually resulted
in window failure. We thought that placing a preformed window in a concave
geometry would provide additional radial strength to minimize further defonnation,
and also optimum window cooling thus increasing window lifetime.

The windows were fabricated from 6061 aluminum alloy. The alloy exists in a
T6 state of hardness (the highest level), but can be converted to a To workable state
through heating of the alloy for several hours at 500°C. Once in this state, the
windows can be defonned. over a mandrel with little or no stress added to the surface
structure'. The alloy automatically reverts back to its original state of hardness over a
48 hour period.

In-direct observations made on [llC]cocaine specific activity suggested that
target mass contributions were somewhat reduced with the window placed in a
concave configuration. We have yet to verify this directly through CO2 target, mass
measurements. Even so, this peaked our interest in what effect window geometry
might have on the scattering and energy profiles of the proton beam. These aspects
could have significant effects on target surface contributions to mass.

EXPERIM'ENTAL PROCEDURE: In the beam scattering profile study, we used an
optical target fabricated from quartz in the same shape and size as our conical
production target The preformed aluminum windows were sealed onto the front-end
of the optical target both in the concave and convex configuration. In both instances,
the target was fIlled to 1 atmosphere with neon gas, and irradiated with a 18 MeV
proton beam focussed to a 10 mm spot size. Data was acquired with color video
camera interfaced with a digital frame grabber board on aPC computer. This allowed
us to collect and overlay beam scattering profiles for the two window geometries.

In the beam energy profile studies, nickel foils (5 em o.d. x 1 miL thick) were
mounted in a test chamber 10 em behind the beam entry window. This distance was
identical to our conical target length. The chamber was fuled with 1 atmosphere of
helium gas, so gas induced alteration of the beam energy profile could be ignored.
The front prefonned window was mounted both concave and convex to the nickel
foils, and short irradiations were carried out using the same conditions described
above. After bombardment, the foils were removed, and cut into 3 mm wide rings for
analysis by gamma spectroscopy. Each ring was assessed for relative distributions of
55CO and 57CO activities which were formed from the 58Ni(p,a)55Co and 6ONi(p,a)57Co
reactions, respectively. Corrections were made to the data for relative abundances of
the nickel isotopes, and for detection effiency of the gamma energies (931 KeV and
122 Kev, respectively) used. to measure the cobalt abundances.
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Since the proton reactions on nickel exhibit significantly different dependences
on energy below 13.5 MeV, this method provides a excellent diagnostic tool for
looking at beam energy profile (Kaufman, 1960). Figure 5 illustrates this feature in a
correlation of proton energy with the isotope cross section ratio.
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Figure 5 Energy correlation diagram of 58Ni(p,a)55Co and 60Ni(p,a)57Co cross section ratios.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Results from the beam scattering studies in the
optical target showed no significant differences in beam profile for the two window
geometries.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the variation of the beam energy, depicted by the
55Co-to_57CO ratio, as a function of the radial distance from the center axis of the
beam, for target windows mounted concave and convex to the target, resp~ctively..
The striking feature here is that the beam energy profile is significantly affected by
window geometry~ We obsetved much higher beam energies incident on the outer
fringes of the nickel foil, when the front target window was mounted concave to the
target, than when the window was mounted convex.

One nught rationalize that with a higher energy beam incident on the target
surface, the Bragg peak: would occur 'deeper within the material and thus have less of
an effect on surface release of carbonaceous material entrained within the outer oxide
layer. This aspect certainly bears further investigation.
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function of the radial distance from the center axis of the beam, for a convex
mounted target window.

SUMMARY
Clearly, the above studies demonstrate that the [llC]02 specific activity will benefit

enonnously from targets whose size and shape will tninimize surface exposure to beam.
It goes without saying that smaller volume targets will also minimize gas contributions
to mass. In addition, attention to window geometry may have beneficial affects on target
surface contributions to mass. Of course, one can only capitalize on this feature if
sufficient beam energy is available to expend on a thick window.

Unfortunately, there are practical considerations when trying to achieve high
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specific activity [UC]02' We have observed (see Figure 8) that as the amount of carrier
mass generated within the target is minimized, the extraction efficiency of carbon-II
activity as [l1C]02 decreases from theoretical expectations.
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Figure 8. Correlation between target output of carrier C02 and the
extracted target yield of [llCl02'

This phenomenon appears to occur independent of the nature of the material used to
fabricate the target (we have compared identical volume cylindrical targets fabricated
from aluminum and nickel), and independent of the size and shape of the target (we have
compared cylindrical targets of various volumes with our standard 77 mL conical target).
For a lack of a better term, we refer to this phenomenon as a carrier effect. Ultimately,
one is faced with the prospect of compromising between [llC]O:z specific activity, and the
amount of [llC]02 that can be extracted from the target after a reasonable irradiation time.
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At one time, baseball umpires sat
behind home plate in rocking chairs.
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Session m : Specific Targetry Problems

Marc Berridge and Don Maylotte, Co Chairs

Although this session was originally titled Specific Targetry Problems, in the usual
spirit of the workshop it drifted to cover whatever was of most interest to the participants. In
this case, that seemed to be the production of 13N ammonia by a variety of routes, followed
by a brief discussion of specific activity problems. There were five abstracts submitted
before the workshop concerning anunonia production. Two of these, from NIH and U. of PA,
treated the water target with added ethanol, one from CWRU treated the water target with
added hydroge~ pressure, and two from the SRL/Wash. U.. St. Louis collaboration treated the
12C solid target with low energy deuteron bombardment. In addition, Jerry Bida and Jean
Luc MoreIle were pressed into presenting their respective work in irradiation of carbon in the
fonn of Bucky balls, thin foils, and fabric. Since the last workshop we have learned that
clinical quantities of ammonia can be made using a low energy accelerator with a
modification of Buckingham and. Clark's method and chemical reduction, and that the work of
Tilbury and Dahl and Mulholland et 81. has been extended into robust systems for rapid direct
ammonia production with the more conventional cyclotrons. On the topic of the water target,
it is clear that the production problems have been solved. However, the only bit of data
which is clear concerning the functioning of that target is that higher gas pressures are
advantageous. Previously proposed mechanisms for direct ammonia production are not
entirely consistent with the new data, including the pressure dependence. Much remains to be
learned about the chemistry going on even in these old and widely used targets. For the
carbon targets, taking 12C and 13C together, the main problem seemed to be one of controlling
the recoil environment, and thereby controlling the chemistry and target yield. Several
original strategies were presented,· all of which add new infonnation to the discussion and
progress toward more efficient targets. The carbon targets still have room for practical
improvement through target design.
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Overview on Ammonia Production
Marc Berridge
Case Western ReselVe University I University Hospitals of Cleveland

I thought it would be interesting to dredge out some of the old papers on ammonia production
because that is the topic of most contributions to this session. A non-exhaustive literature
review resulted in 37 references on ammonia production. In the rlISt six months of 1993
there were 14 publications which dealt with N-13 ammonia in some way. In spite of the fact
that ammonia is now something of a commodity there is still a fair amount of work being
done. On the other hand, not much of it could be called really new. Previous information
and methods are being refmed or extended, and this is justified by the high demand for
radiopharmaceutical ammonia. Although earlier papers dealt with recoiling hot atoms and
their products and discussed N-13 ammonia, the first paper which I found that could be called
production-oriented was

Welch MJ "Production of active molecular nitrogen by the reaction of recoil nitrogen-13" J.C.S. Chern
Commun. Vol: 21, pg.: 1354 (1968)

a study of recoil reactions of 12C(d,n)13N using CO2 in nitrogen gas as target material. That
paper defmed the prodnct distribution which is still with us: Nz, NO, and N20. Yields were
low, but high enough to be considered a production technique. In 1971, three papers:

Hunter WW, Monahan WG "[N-13]Ammonia: A new physiologic radiotracer for molecular medicine" J.
Nucl. Med. Vol: 12, pg: 368 (OOs) (1971)

Tilbury RS, Dahl JR, Monahan WG, laughlin JS "The production of N-13 labeled ammonia for medical
use" Radiochem. Radioanalyt. Lett. Vol: 8, pg: 317-323 (1971)

Welch MJ, Lifton JF "The fate of nitrogen-13 formed by the C-12(d,n) reaction in inorganic
carbides" J. Am. Chern Soc. Vol: 93, pg: 3385 (1971)

represented a move to carbide targets with the same nuclear reaction. The solid targets
retained the radioactivity and were dissolved in acid or base to release ammonia. Methane
was also investigated as target material, constituting the fIrst direct in-target production of
ammonia, which was dissolved straight into saline solution. At this early date the process
time was considerably shortened, radiati,on dose to the chemist reduced, and 13N ammonia had
been proposed for nuclear medicine imaging, with impressive heart images being displayed.
Saturation yields for the processes were 1, 2 and 8 rnCi/J.1A, respectively producing up to 20
mCi. Purity was still relatively low at 80-90%. Then came a classic paper:

Buckingham PO, Clark JC "Nitrogen-13 solutions for research studies in pulmonary physiology" In!. J.
Appl. Radiat. Isotopes Vol: 23, pg: 5-8 (1972)

which introduced production from irradiation of a graphite block target. The activity could
not initially be removed from the target. In an original approach, CO2 was used to burn the
target material and release the 13N. Some CO2 was converted to CO in the process which
was then catalytically re-oxidized to CO2 on-line for removal in a base trap. The 13N
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production yield was 8 mCi/ pA at saturation.

At the end of 1973 the 160 reaction was introduced with oxygen gas and water targets.

Krizek H., Lembares N., Dinwoodie R., Gloria L, Lathrop K.A., Harper P.V. "Production of
radiochemically pure N*"13 NH3 for biomedical studies using theQ-16(p,alpha) reaction" J. Nucl. Med.
Vol: 14, pg: 629 (abs) (1973)

Lathrop K.A., Harper P.V., Rich S.H., Dinwoodie R., Krizek H., Lembares N.,
Gloria I. "Rapid incorporation of short-lived cyclotron produced radionuclides
into radiophannaceuticals" Proc. Cont Radiopharm. Lab. Cmpds., IAEA-SM-171 ...46 Vol: 1, pg:
471-481 (1973)

The product was distilled for purification. A large percentage of the product was nitrate,
which was converted to ammonia by reduction with titanium trichloride. The ammonia was
being used for the detennination of myocardial blood flow. Additional work from St. Louis
using the carbon target also added a distillation step to the workup and raised the purity from
this system to 97%.

Straatmann MG, Welch MJ "Enzymatic synthesis of nitrogen-i3 labeled amino acids" Radiat. Res.
Vol: 56, pg: 48-56 (1973)

Welch MJ, Straatmann MG ''The reactions of recoil N-13 atoms with some organic compounds in the
solid and liquid phases" Radiochim. Acta. Vol: 20, pg: 124-129 (1973)

They also carried the carbon target concept to a fascinating extreme by irradiating diamonds,
though the cost of a target load of industrial diamonds was actually quite reasonable. The
yield obtained from a suspension of diamond dust in water was 70%. Ethanol was also tried
as a target material for the carbon reaction, rather than as an additive as we will see
discussed later in this session.

Two years later, the 160(p,<X) reaction reappeared on oxygen gas,

Parks NJ, Peek NF, Goldstein E. "The synthesis of N-13 labeled atmospheric gases via proton
irradiation of a high pressure oxygen target" Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes Vol: 26, pg: 683 (1975)

to give a familiar product spectrum of nitrogen, NO and N02• Devarda's alloy was
introduced for the reduction of oxides of nitrogen to ammonia,

Vaalburg W, Kamphuis JAA, Beerling van der Molen HO, Reifers 5, Rijskamp A., Woldring MG "An
improved method for the cyclotron production ofN-13 labeled ammonia" into J. Appl. Radial. Isotopes
Vol: 26, pg: 316-318 (1975)

and gave advantages in yield, speed, and purity (for synthetic use) over the TiC13 technique,
though it had the disadvantage of being mechanically more difficult to handle and clean
remotely a series of syntheses.

Suzuki and Iwata in 1977 made a unique observation, leading one to wonder what the original
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intent or expectation of the investigators was, when they added ammonia in small amounts to
the water target

Suzuki K.. , Iwata R. itA novel method for the production of N-13 N2: proton irradiation of an aqueous
solution of ammonia.." Radiochem. Radioanalyt. Lett. Vol: 28, pg: 263...268 (1977)

They discovered that a tremendous amount of nitrogen gas was produced, and also obsetved
hydrazine in the labeled product mix. In 1978-79 techniques improved somewhat,
recirculating water targets were explored, and interest expanded beyond ammonia and
nitrogen gas with the intentional production and use of labeled nitrite.. The saturation yields
had improved up to 32 (from a 27 MeV beam) from previous numbers in the neighborhood of
15..

Parks, N.J.; Krohn, K.A. "The synthesis of N...13 labeled ammonia, dinitrogen, nitrite, and nitrate using a
single cyclotron target system" Int. J. Appl. Radial. Isotopes Vol: 29, pg: 754-756 (1978)

Lindner L., Helmer J., Brinkman G.A. "Water "loop" target for the in-eyclotron production of N-13 by the
reaction 0-16(p,alpha)N-13" Int. J. AppJ. Radiat. Isotopes Vol: 30, pg:506-507 (1979)

McNaughton G.S., More R.D. "The use of a 3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator for the production of
N-13 labeled ammonium and 'nitrate ions for biological experiments." Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes
Vol: 30, pg: 489-492 (1979)

McNaughton and Moore in 1979 presented the first of the low energy particle irradiation
techniques for the production of lSN, using a 3 MeV beam on the C12 target They were
limited in beam current, but produced a saturation yield of 0..01 which gave them on the order
of 100 pCi, sufficient for their purposes. This concept has been extrapolated into the use of
very high current instruments which we are seeing today.

Tilbury RS, Dahl JR "N-13 Species formed by proton irradiation of water" Radiat. Res. Vol: 79, pg:
22-33 (1979)

Also in 1979 came another landmark paper with one of the more complete studies of the
target chemistry and product distributions under various conditions. Tilbury and Dahl
reconfmned that nitrate is the major product when production beam doses are used, and the
results of Suzuki and Iwata that ammonia leads to production of labeled nitrogen gas. But
then they investigated the addition of organic materials to the target. This was undoubtedly
thefrrst application of organic molecules used not as target material (for the 12C reaction) but
as additives intended to alter the target chemistry. Ethanol, ascorbate, and fonnate caused a
dramatic shift in the product distribution from nitrate to ammonia as the major product.. In
fact, though the paper is primarily mechanistic with production aspects buried in the data, one
can calculate from the data presented (saturation yield of 25 mCi/ pA, 99% production of
ammonia to beam doses of 6-8 pA·hrs) that 375-500 mCi of radiophannaceutical grade
ammonia was being produced directly in the target. The authors were unhappy with this yield
because they had in mind much larger quantities for synthetic use. Among the additives
investigated it was reported that ethanol was the most effective for causing a high ammonia
yield in the target. The implication of this result went largely unnoticed for a fe.w years..
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In 1983 carbon made a reappearance as a target material, in the 13C(p,n) reaction. A much
greater amount of activity was produced with this reaction from a given amount of beam on
carbon. Nitrogen gas was produced and converted to ammonia with hydrogen in a microwave
discharge..

Ferrieri R.A., Schlyer D.J., Wieland B.W., Wolf A.P. " On-line production of N-13 nitrogen gas from a
solid enriched C-13 target and its application to 13N ammonia synthesis using microwave radiation" Int.
J. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes Vol: 34, pg: 897-900 (1983)

Bida G., Wieland BW, Ruth TJ, Schmidt DG, Hendry GO, Keen RE "An economical target for
nitrogen-13 production by proton bombardment of a slurry of C-13 powder in 0-16 water" J. Label.
Compds. Radiopharm. Vol: 23, pg: 1217-1218 (abs) (1983)

Koh K., Finn R., Wooten T., Dwyer J., Sheh Y., Sinnreich J. "External tandem target system for efficient
production of short-lived positron emitting radionuclides" IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. Vol: 30, pg:
3064-3066 (1983)

Also, a liquid slurry target with 13C was investigated on a 10 MeV machine. Impressive
yields of ammonia were eluted from the target with water. The tandem target arrangement
was introduced, but with the same target designs and chemistry as seen previously, allowing
the simultaneollsproduction of 150 and 13N.

In 1986 work on the reactions excitation function stimulated a closer look at the different
energy ranges that could be used for production and what the requirements are for target
designs for different energy and beam current parameters.

Sajjad M, Lambrecht RM, Wolf AP "Cyclotron isotopes and radiopharmaceuticals XXXVII. Excitation
functions for the 0-16(p,alpha)N-13 and N-14(p,pn)N-13 reactions" Radiochim. Acta. Vol: 39, pg:
165 (1986)

Heselius S.-J, SChlyer OJ, Wolf AP "A diagnostic study of proton beam irradiated water targets" Appl.
Radiat. Isot. (Int. J. Radiat. Appl. Jnstrum. Part A) Vol: 40, pg: 663-669 (1989)

In 1989 Brookhaven National Laboratory presented data concerning the internal behavior of
the water target. The topic is still current for this meeting at which we hav,e already seen
additional data on bubble fonnation and suppression and treatment of the causative factors.
Though much has been learned, the question is still a valid one.

In 1989-90 Mulholland reported a new variation, that the irradiation of water under hydrogen
pressure caused ammonia production in the target They also' proposedmechariisms to help in
explaining their observations, postulating that carrier N2 was the intermediate in the target
being labeled by 13N by nitrogen exchange.

Mulholland GK, Sutorik A., Jewett OM, Mangner TJ, Kilbourn MR "Direct in-target synthesis of
[N-13]NH3 by irradiation of water under hydrogen pressure" J. Nucl. Med. Vol: 30, pg: 926 (abst)
(1989)

Mulholland, GK; Kilbourn, MR; Moskwa, JJ. "Direct simultaneous production of [O-15]water and
[N-13]ammonia orJF-18]fluoride ion by 26 MeV proton irradiation of a double chamber water target."
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Appl. Radiat. Isot. (Int. J. Radiat. Appl. .Jnstrum. Pan A) Vol: 41 , pg: 1193-1199 (1990)

Patt J.T., Nebeling B., Stocklin G. 'Water target chemistry of nitrogen-13 recoils revisited"
J. Label. Compels. Radiopharm. Vol: 30, pg: 122 (1991)

Production yields were reported to be useful. Additional mechanistic studies were reported by
the Julich group, showing the distributions of nitrate, nitrite and ammonia again as a function
of beam dose and dose rate along with the discovery of hydroxylamine under certain
conditions. Use of radical scavengers allowed them to show that radical chemistry was
important in the production of other materials from ammonia, and that ammonia is produced
very simply by proton abstraction reactions.

A production oriented paper in 1991 reintroduced the concept of ethanol addition originally
presented by Tilbury and Dahl. The results concerning direct production of large amounts of
ammonia and product distributions were reproduced. Higher pressures were used on the
target, which gave better results at higher beam currents. Nitrogen gas was again observed as
the primary product other than ammonia.

Wieland B_, Bida G., Padgett H., Hendry G., Zippi, E., Kabalka G., Morella J-L., Verbruggen R. f and
Ghyoot M. "In-target production of N-13 ammonia via proton irradiation of dilute aqueous ethanol and
acetic acid mixtures" Appl. Radiat. Isot. (Int. J. Radiat. Appl. Instrum. Part A) Vol: 42, pg:
1095-1098 (1991)

Ferrieri RA, MacDonald K, SChlyer OJ, and Wolf AP "Proton irradiation of dilute aqueous ethanol for
in-target production of [N-13]ammonia: studies on the fate of ethanoL" J. Label. Compds. Radiopharm.
Vol: 32, pg: 461-463 (abst) (1993)

Satyamurthy N, Bida GT, Cook JS, Barrio JR "Post-irradiation C-13 and H-2 NMR analysis of aqueous
ethanol and acetic acid solutions for in situ [N-13]ammonia production" J. Nucl. Med. Vol: 34,pg:
239P (abst) (1993)

A trend is now noticeable over several publications. When any reducing environment is used
in the target nitrate is no 'longer produced as the product at high beam dose, but is replaced
by nitrogen gas. As a corollary to this, one needs to ask what happens to the ethanol in the
target and how it functions to cause ammonia production. There is very little ethanol present,
so it is not a major safety issue for clinical use, but this remains a central question which
must be answered before an understanding of the target chemistry can be achieved. There is
a discrepancy between the results of the Brookhaven group and those of Bida et al. in the
amount of oxidized products observed. Fonnaldehyde, acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide have
been observed. The amount of these products seen is probably strongly dependent on the
irradiation conditions, though insufficient data exists at the moment to allow any statement of
what the dependency might be. It seems that the amount of pressure applied to the target
during irradiation is an important parameter for suppressing both nitrogen gas and oxidized
organics production.

The progression since 1970 has therefore moved through deuterons on carbon to protons on
oxygen, through" gas targets, water targets and solid targets. Products observed have been
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nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, nitrogen, hydroxylamine and a few other minor products. The
current area of interest is direct in-target methods for production of ammonia to take some of
the time and apparatus burden off of busy chemistry laboratories which need to produce the
material clinically and routinely. The question now is: where are we going to go from here?
The answer should be to try to understand the target chemistry better, and to follow that
knowledge into target enhancements. Another 'new' area which will be presented in this
session, and a concept which has been in the background for many years, is the use of low
energy deuteron irradiation of carbon-12 and low energy proton irradiation of carbon-13.
These approaches have recently become feasible for clinical use due to the development of
accelerators which can produce very high beam currents at low energy, making up in number
of particles for the loss of energy and reaction cross section.

A large portion of this session of the workshop is devoted to the further refinements which
can now be added to this considerable body of work. I believe "it is important to try to keep
in mind the need for understanding of mechanisms of product fonnation in these targets.. The
main processes are proton abstraction to give ammonia and abstraction of atoms in gas and
condensed phases from 02' CO, CO2, C=C, NN, or C-metal bonds to give N2, NO, N20, eN
and NM products.. Interestingly, no reaction of hot-atom nitrogen was observed with 02' only
reaction of excited Nz.. Further reactions of hydroxyl, oxygen, and HOz radicals with ammonia
and/or nitrogen were proposed to reoxidize it eventually to nitrate and nitrite. A contradictory
observation appeared that hot atom nitrogen did not react with nitrogen gas..

Questions:

Mike Welch: You missed some earlier references. Martin Cayman tried to make nitrogen
gas to do nitrogen fIXation studies in 1940 and made ammonia, biologists at Michigan Volk
made ammonia from 13C, and Joe Varna who is now a colleague of mine at Washington
University made it from graphite and then oxidized it in aqueous solution in 1954. So there
are, sort of, plant biology references. An interestingly enough, the mechanism you called hot
atom chemistry probably isn't. If you look at the Straatman paper all of the products change
enonnously with radiation, so the products you observe are almost certainly radiation
chemistry and not hot atom chemistry.

Berridge: I hope I did not imply that most of what I discussed was hot atom chemistry.. I
think: about the only thing that was hot atom was some of the proton abstractions. In addition
to the ones you mention, there is one other reference I know I missed which was somewhat
intriguing, a 1..7 MeV deuteron reaction on carbon-12 in about 1973, but I forget the authors
on that one..
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A Novel Solid Graphite Target for the Production of 13N-Ammonia(a)

B.]" Hughey, R.E. Shefer, R.E. Klinkowstein,
Science Research Laboratory, Inc.

15 Ward Street, Somerville, MA 02143
C.S.Dence and M.J. Welch

Mallinckrodt Inshtute of Radiology
Washington University, St Louis, MO 63110

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a technique for rapid and efficient in-situ extraction of 13N activity
from solid graphite after deuteron beam bombardment. This technique is particularly applicable
to the production of 13N at low bombarding energy (less than 5 MeV), and was developed for
use with the 3.7 MeV Tandem Cascade Accelerator TeA) developed at Science Research
Laboratory (SRL). Use of this target at deuteron beam energies as low as 1.2 MeV has been
investigated and has led to the design of an ultra-low energy 13N-ammonia generator described
in an accompanying paper.(l)

The various techniques used for the in-target production of 13N with cyclotron beams
cannot be used for isotope production at low bombarding energy because of the high thresholds
of the commonly used 16Op,oc:)

13N and 13C(p,nY3N reactions. The 12C(d,ny3N nuclear reaction has
a low threshold energy (0.33 MeV) and a high yield at low bombarding energy. A charcoal
slurry target using this reaction has been investigated for use with a 3.5 MeV deuteron beam.(2)

However, the requirement for a foil target window with any liquid or gas phase target is
incompatible with isotope production at 1.2 MeV beam energy because a large fraction of the
beam energy will be deposited in the window itself. Carbon-12 in the fonn of solid graphite is
an excellent accelerator target material. A solid graphite target can be placed directly in the
accelerator vacuum beam line, thereby eliminating the need for a target window"

Nitrogen-13 has been extracted from irradiated graphite for biological studies since 1940.(3
4) Several workers have shown that 13N can be extracted from graphite at high temperatures with
an appropriate sweep gas.(56) However, the activity produced was primarily in the foon 13NN,
and this is not an ideal precursor for synthesis of ammonia. Described below is a technique
whereby the graphite is combusted in-situ and activity extracted in the fonn of 13N-nitrites and
nitrates, which can be readily converted to 13N-ammonia. Since 13N activity is produced in a thin
layer close to the target surface during irradiation with low energy deuterons, only this thin layer
of graphite must be combusted to extract the activity. Consequently, a single target pellet may
be used for multiple 13N production runs. A rapid and efficient technique for trapping the
released activity and converting it to 13N-ammonia was developed at Washington University land
is described elsewhere in these proceedings.(8) This chemical synthetic technique, used in

(a) This work has been accepted for publication in Nuclear Medicine
and Biology, January 1994 (ref 10).
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conjunction with the graphite target and extraction system described below, allows the production
of clinically useful quantities of 13N-ammonia with very low energy deuteron beams.

METHODS

The experiments described below were perfonned using a 3.7 MeV TeA at SRL.
Experiments in which the deuteron range in the target was an important parameter, such as the
detennination of the required thickness of graphite combusted for efficient extraction of 13N, were
performed at the design energy for the ultra-low energy 13N-ammonia generator of 1.2 MeV.(l)
Experiments in which the bombarding energy was less important, such as determination of the
most efficient trapping system, were perfonned at the somewhat higher beam energy of 2.4 MeV
since the TeA beam transport optics are designed for more efficient operation at higher beam
energy. For the same reason, experiments requiring a high beam power on target were performed
at high beam energy (3.2 MeV).

Target Design
A schematic cross-sectional drawing of the windowless, solid graphite target used in the

experiments is shown in Fig. 1, and a photograph of the target assembly is shown in Fig. 2. A
graphite pellet was mounted inside an evacuated ceramic tube surrounded by a water cooled
radio-frequency heating coil. After target irradiation, the target chamber was isolated from the
accelerator vacuum system with a gate valve, O2 gas was admitted into the chamber, and the RF
coil was energized. The time varying magnetic field created by the coil produced eddy currents
in the graphite and resistive heating by these currents rapidly elevated the graphite temperature.
Since the graphite itself is directly heated while other components of the target remain at near
ambient temperature, this heating method is both more efficient and more rapid than conventional
methods using resistive heaters. For the target design shown in Fig. 2, 7SOW of RF power
elevated the graphite temperature to the value at which combustion begins (-750°C) in less than
1.5 minutes. During combustion, the O2 gas was recirculated through the chamber with a
peristaltic pump. The total mass of graphite combusted was controlled by limiting the quantity
of oxygen introduced into the target chamber.

Graphite Target

Ceramic Tube

r RF Induction Coli

I; Type K Thermocouple

,..,..,..~'"""'"

L..-.J

1 em

Water
Outiet

Figure 1: Schematic cross-section of the windowless 13N production target.
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Figure 2: 13N target assembly

The graphite pellet was disc shaped with a diameter of 1.9 em and a thickness of 0.64 em.
The pellet stem was threaded. onto a thin-walled, water-cooled stainless steel tube assembly to
provide some conductive cooling during deuteron beam bombardment Thennal contact between
the graphite and the stainless steel tube was enhanced with a commercial heat transfer agent
(Watlube, Watlow Electric Co.). A type K (Chromel-Alumel) thermocouple was inserted into a
hole in the back of the pellet, as shown, to monitor the target temperature during irradiation and
combustion. Type K thermocouple wire was chosen because of its relatively high oxidation
resistance.

RESULTS

Extraction of .13N Activity
A series of irradiation and combustion experiments were perfonned to determine the

relationship between the quantity of oxygen gas introduced into the target chamber, the mass and
thickness of graphite combusted, and the percentage of 13N activity extracted. In order to
minimize diffusion of 13N activity away from the target surface, the experiments were perfonned
using an ultra-low porosity graphite. (ZL-3, UeAR Carbon Company) First, the target was
irradiated with the TCA deuteron beam (1.2 MeV, SpA for 2 minutes) to produce 490 }lei of 13N
activity. After each irradiation, a measured amount of oxygen gas was admitted into the target
chamber. The chamber was then pressurized to 1 atmosphere with He gas, the recirculation pump
was started, and the RF coil was energized in order to combust the graphite. Following
combustion, the graphite target was removed from the target chamber and placed in the well of
a radioisotope calibrator (Capintec CRC-12) to determine. the residual activity remaining in the
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lattice. The target was also weighed and measured, to detennine the mass combusted and the
approximate amount of graphite burned from the front face.

The mass of graphite combusted was found to be proportional to the amount of oxygen
admitted to the target chamber. Mass was lost almost entirely from the front face and
circumference of the targets, and not from the back surface or threaded stem. Approximately 40
mg of graphite must be combusted to extract 99% of the activity produced in the target.
Measurements of the target dimensions after this series of experiments gave a value for the
corresponding thickness of graphite which must be removed from the front face of the target to
extract 99% of the activity of 13.2±2.4 pm.. This value is approximately equal to one deuteron
range at 1..2 MeV.

Graphite pellet lifetime is an important parameter if this target is to be used to supply
isotope for patient procedures. For the target design shown in Fig.. 2, it should be possible to
reduce the thickness of the 6.4 nun thick graphite pellet by at least a factor-of-two without
compromising its mechanical integrity. Using the value discussed above of a 13 pm decrease in
thickness per combustion yields a useful life of about 250 combustion cycles.. For a clinical
production schedule of 6 patients per day with two 13N-ammonia injections per patient, target
replacement would be required approximately every 4 weeks. In o~der to ensure that the usable
target lifetime is not limited by erosion of the non-irradiated target surfaces, the target sides can
be coated with a non-combustible material, such as boron nitrite.. Preliminary results indicate that

.spraying the target sides with a boron nitrite aerosol spray (Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, NY)
can reduce unwanted combustion of these surfaces.

The lifetime estimate discussed above assumes that the extraction efficiency is
independent of the number of irradiation and combustion cycles and total mass removed. The
extraction of activity from the low porosity graphite irradiated with 2.4 MeV deuterons was found
to be very reproducible. A single graphite pellet was used for 6 consecutive irradiation and
combustion cycles in which approximately 125 pm was removed from the front face of the pellet
per combustion. The extraction efficiency after the last irradiation was still greater than 98%.
Since at 1.2 MeV beam energy the amount of graphite required to be combusted will decrease
from approximately 125 pm to less than 13 pm, this result indicates that the pellet should be
re-usable for at least 58 irradiation and combustion cycles without significant degradation in
extraction efficiency. Further experiments are planned to determine the usable graphite pellet
lifetime over which high extraction efficiency can be maintained.

Experiments were perfonned to investigate target perfonnance under high power deuteron
beam irradiation conditions.. In one experiment, the target was irradiated with a 225 Watt
deuteron beam (3.2 MeV, 70 pA) for 10 minutes. During bombardment, the graphite pellet
temperature increased to 1030 °C and stabilized at this value. The target vacuum pressure
remained well within the limits for accelerator operation (less than 10-5 torr) during bombardment,
indicating that target outgassing at temperatures of up to at least this value is not a problem. In
addition, the measured 13N yield of 604 mCi was in good agreement with the calculated yield of
570±20 mCi for these bombardment conditions,OO) confmning that the loss of 13N activity due to
outgassing during bombardment did not occur. This result is consistent with published data that
show that n~trogen is frrst released from heated graphite in vacuum at 1700°09

).'
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Trapping of Extracted uN Activity
A gas recirculation system was used to trap the extracted 13N activity in two identical

traps mounted in series. A solid phase trap containing 5% NaOH in 2 g of silica gel held in a
6 ml syringe was used. The choice of the trapping medium and trap preparation are discussed in
detail in Refs. 8 and 11. Following deuteron beam bombardment, the gate valve between the
target chamber and the accelerator beam line was closed and the valves between the target and
the gas recirculation loop were opened. Approximately 275 std-ml of oxygen gas were admitted
into the loop, raising the pressure to 440 torr. Helium gas was then added to bring the total
pressure to 2-3 psi above one atmosphere. A peristaltic pump provided a flow rate in the loop
of 280-360 std-mLImin. During combustion, the activity in the traps was continuously monitored
by placing them in the well of a radioisotope calibrator.. The trapped activity reached a maximum
value approximately 3.5 minutes after the RF heating coil was energized, after which the traps
were separated and the activity in each trap was measured. In several experiments, the graphite
target was removed following combustion in order to measure the residual activity by placing it
in the well of a radioisotope calibrator.

A series of eight trapping experiments were perfonned using the TCA deuteron beam.. The
target was bombarded with a 2.4 MeV, 5 pA beam for 1 minute to produce 2.22 mCi. The
average trapping efficiency(b) obtained was 78±3.5%. The trapping efficiency was found to
depend strongly on the gas flow rate: when the gas flow rate in the recirculation loop was
reduced to 140 std mlImin, the trapping efficiency was reduced by approximately a factor of two.
In all cases, 95% or more of the total trapped activity was found in the fIrst trap, indicating that
a single trap is sufficient In one experiment, 9.5 mCi of 13N were produced in the target and a
trapping efficiency of 82% was obtained, showing that efficient trapping can be achieved at
higher 13N activities. One graphite target pellet was irradiated and combusted a total of six
consecutive times. The trapping efficiency remained high over this number of combustion cycles,
indicating that the extraction of multiple batches of 13N from a single graphite pellet is feasible.

An additional experiment was performed to demonstrate that the extraction and trapping
perfonnance reported above can be extrapolated to high 13N activities. The graphite target was
irradiated with the TeA beam to produce approximately 200 mCi of ON-activity. Oxygen was
admitted to the target flow loop which included a single trap and the RF coil was energized when
the activity in the target had decayed to 150 meL The extraction efficiency measured in this
experiment was 99% and the decay-corrected trapping efficiency was 66%, which is within two
standard deviations of the efficiencies reported above for the smaller amounts of 13N activity. The
measured peak in real trapped activity (not decay-corrected) was 83 mCi. Since the experiment
was perlonned at a higher deuteron beam energy of 3.2 MeV, a higher partial pressure of O2 gas
was required to provide efficient extraction, and no helium gas was added. The effective gas flow
rate through the trapping and recirculation loop for this gas mixture was lower than in the 2.4
MeV experiments because of the dependence of flow meter calibration on gas composition. It is
possible that the somewhat lower effective flow rate was responsible for the lower measured
trapping efficiency, since we had previously observed a strong dependence of trapping efficiency
on gas flow rate.
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Production of 13N-Ammonia
13N-activity trapped in the 5% NaOH/silica gel traps was converted to 13N_ ammonia using

a chemical synthetic technique developed at Washington University(S) in which the traps are
eluted and the eluate is catalyzed with Raney-Nickel at elevated temperature to produce 13NH3 in
a total time of approximately 5 minutes. In three of the trapping experiments described above,
the traps were eluted with 1-2 ml of distilled water and an average elution efficiency of 85% was
measured. In one experiment, the eluted activity was converted to 13NH3 using the apparatus
described in reference 8. The decay corrected conversion efficiency from eluate to ammonia was
measured to be 68%. Thus, the net decay-corrected conversion efficiency of trapped activity to
13N-ammonia was 58%.

SUMMARY

This paper describes a highly efficient technique for the rapid, in-situ extraction and
trapping of 13N from irradiated graphite in a chemical fonn suitable for conversion to 13NH3• The
experiments described above have demonstrated that greater than 99% of the 13N activity
produced by target irradiation with 1.2 MeV deuterons can be extracted by combustion of a
13pm thick graphite layer, and that multiple 13N production runs can be perfonned using a single
graphite pellet. Compatibility of the target with high power deuteron beam bombardment was
established and production of up to 600 mCi of 13N activity in this target was demonstrated.

A technique for efficient trapping of the 13N activity released by combustion of the
graphite pellet was developed. Use of a solid phase 5% NaOH/silica gel trapping medium
allowed trapping of nearly 80% (decay-corrected) of the extracted 13N activity in a time period
of 3.5 minutes. The conversion of trapped activity to 13NH3 with a decay-corrected efficiency of
58% was accomplished using a new technique developed at Washington University.(s.U) The
experiments reported above have demonstrated that this trapping medium can be used to trap the
quantities of 13N activity required for the production of clinically useful batches of 13N-ammonia.
Using the conversion time of 5 minutes reported in reference 8, the highest activity trapped in
our experiments, 83 mCi (not-decay corrected), will produce over 30 mCi of 13N-ammonia.

The 13N-ammonia production system described above is suitable for use with any
accelerator used to generate PET radioisotopes. (Proton-only machines could use this technique
with an enriched 13C target to produce 13N via the 13C(p,nY3N reaction). However, the technique
is especially suitable for 13N-ammonia production at beam energies of less than 5 MeV since a
target window is not required. The use of this target in an ultra-low energy 1.2 MeV
accelerator-based 13N-ammonia generator is under investigation and is described elsewhere in
these proceedings..(I)
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Questions:

Tom Ruth: Was there any outgassing of the target material observed during the run?

Hughey: ,No, and none was observed in the high current runs. There is some outgassing of a
new targetund:er its fIrSt beam, or it can be outgassed with the induction oven. And in sequential
runs there was no evidence of outgassing due to oxygen entrained from previous runs, the results
were repeatable throughout a series of runs.

Tatsuo Ida: 25% of the nitrogen-13 came ou~ of the target as N2 and so was in that form in the
graphite lattice, is that so?

Hug~ey: Yes.

Ido: So did you think of trying hydrogen gas with microwave heating to make ammonia
dITectly? .

Hughey: No, that has been done previously, but it seemed easier to reduce the majority of the
activity, nitrogen oxides, to ammonia.

Rich Ferrieri: Since this is a windowless target, when you remove the target, do you experience
adsorption of oxide impurities from exposure to air?

Hughey: We don't remove the target, and ultimately on a multitarget machine there will be
multiple ports. But if you do remove i~ or use a new target, it is sufficient to outgas the carbon
with the induction oven for five to ten minutes.

Mike Channing: How do you do inductive heating on solid carbon?

Hughey: Carbon is a electrical conductor. For induction, you need a conductor, and it helps if
it's not really a very good conductor. So it works very well because you can set up the inductive
currents and the resistance of the material causes the heating. It was about 750W of RF power
that was needed to raise the temperature to 750°C in 1.5 minutes. The advantage is that only the
graphite is directly heated, none of the ceramics except by radiative heating from the hot
graphite.

Joanna Fowler: Did you try just heating the block under vacuum? Were there any volatile
radioactive products present?

Hughey: No we did not look at that.

Jerry Nickles: Did you take a look at glassy carbon or any diamond-like surfaces?

Hughey: No, just graphite, and especially low porosity graphite. It burns well at these
temperatures. ,
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Production of N-13 Ammonia Using a Solid Graphite Target
and the 12C (d,n) 13N Nuclear Reaction

c.s. Dence, M ..J. Welch, ·B.I. Hughey, *R.E. Shefer, *R.E. Klinkowstein
Mallinckrodt Institute of Ra~ology,Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63110

. and ·Science Research Laboratory Inc. Somerville, MA 02143

INTRODUCTION

With the appearance of new low energy accelerators dedicated to the production of short
lived isotopes (1-3), comes new approaches to the production of radiophannaceuticals. The
nuclear reaction 12C(d,n)13N was chosen for this study because of its low energy threshold (0.33
MeV) and therefore compatibility with these low energy accelerators. Low porosity graphite was
chosen as the target material; irradiated graphite has been used since 1940 to extract N-13 for
biological studies (4-8) but in most cases the activity was obtained as N-13 nitrogen. Kjeldahl
digestion (9,10) and microwave irradiation (11) have also been applied to obtain N-13 ammonia.
We studied the extraction of N-13 nitrogen from a solid graphite target after deuteron beam
irradiation and heated in an atmosphere of pure oxygen, we identified the species formed and
converted them to N-13 ammonia.

EXPERIMENTAL

The study was conducted using the Washington University Cyclotron Corporation CS-.l5
cyclotron. A pellet of low porosity graphite was placed in an aluminum holder and bombarded
with 8 MeV deuterons at a beam current of 8 pA for 2 minutes, to produce about 15 mCi of
radioactivity. The N-13 species were extracted after removing the graphite pellet from the target
chamber and heating it in a furnace (800°-850° C) while passing pure oxygen as a sweep gas
over the hot target The gases were recirculated through a close loop (2-3 psi above atmospheric
pressure) by means of a peristaltic pump. Analysis of N-13 nitrogen present in the recirculating
gases was done by gas chromatography (GC).

Different trapping materials such as aluminum shavings, soda lime, aluminum oxide or
silica gel with different modifiers, were studied for their ability to trap the recirculating N-13
activity. The best trapping material was found to be 5% NaOH absorbed in silica gel. The
elution of the activity from this trap was perfonned with water and its radiochemical composition
detennined by HPLC and ion chromatography (Ie).

Finally, the eluted activity in solution was easily converted to N-13 ammonia using
Raney-nickel and NaOH (12). A solid phase system using a Raney-nickel/silica gel mixture to
trap the activity followed by in situ heating in 5% Hydrogen in nitrogen (saturated with water
vapors) also produced N-13 ammonia.

*This work has been submitted for publication to the Journal of Applied Radial. Isotopes (1995).
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RESULTS

The percent of N-13 nitrogen present in the recirculating gases was detennined by GC
to be 18.5% the rest of the activity (80%) was trapped in the 5% NaOH/Silica gel trap, was
eluted with water (94%) and analyzed by IC. All the eluted activity was found to be in the
chemical fonn of N-13 nitrites (98.7%) and nitrates (1.3%).

The overall radiochemical yield for the liquid phase reduction of these N-13 oxides into
N-13 ammonia was about 44%. The overall radiochemical yield for the in situ reduction with
a homogenate of Raney-nickel in 5% NaOHlsilica gel was about 37% ± 8%, comparable to the
liquid phase reduction. In both cases the product was collected in a dilute HCl (0.1N) and had
a radiochemical purity close to 100% (HPLC). Two samples were analyzed for non-radioactive
NH4+ by Ie using conductivity detection and they show a value of 5.25 ppm; nickel ion was
present at 100 ppb level.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The N-13 activity induced in a solid graphite target was efficiently trapped in 5%
NaOHlsilica gel and identified as N-13 nitrites.

2. Raney-nickel was used to reduceN-13 nitrites to N-13 ammonia.
3. This technique has been successfully applied to a Tandem Cascade Accelerator (TeA,

SRL See accompanying B. Hughey's paper)
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Questions:

Mike Channing: You used a continuous flow of oxygen over the target to produce nitrogen
oxides. Did you ever try to pass that gas directly over a catalyst to make ammonia, as opposed
to trapping the products frrst?

Dence: No. The difficulty was that it was likely that we would use a recirculating system for
the combustion, and this would make it difficult to use an on-.line system without recirculating
the combustion products or reduction products back to the target chamber.

Channing: I understood that you needed to recirculate to improve the efficiency of trapping
rather than of combustion, is that true? .

Dence: Yes, that was the frrst goal, through the circulation of course, and then by mounting the
Raney nickel in situ in the recirculation, trapping and conversion were accomplished. To
specifically answer 'your question, we did not try particular metals for the ammonia conversion.
What we did do, was to take a pellet of the induced activity and heat it in a furnace in the
presence of hydrogen up to 200oe, and we did not see any ammonia. We tried hydrogen in the
induction furnace to convert the activity, but that did not work.
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EXPERIENCES WITH A NEW HIGH PRESSURE WATER TARGET
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF [13N] AMMONIA.

Carlos Gonzalez-Lepera, Barry Dembowski an~ James Staub

Cyclotron Facility
Center for Functional and Metabolic Imaging

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA

ABSTRACT

We present preliminary results on the operation of a newly designed high-pressure
water-ethanol target for in-situ production of [13N]Ammonia.. Our results show some similar
trends as those reported by Wieland et aI. I and Korsakov et al.2 when parameters like ethanol
concentration, target pressure, beam current and irradiation dose are considered. More than
100 mCi of [13N]Ammonia -- >99% purity-- ready for injection are routinely produced in 10 min.
runs.

INTRODUCTION

To satisfy the demand for PET studies based on [13N] labeled Ammonia from our nuclear
cardiology group, a new H2}(>O target was designed for the JSW3015 Cyclotron. The recently
developedl high-pressure water-ethanol technique offers considerable advantages over other
methods like Devarda's reduction of [13N] labeled nitrate or nitrite or the 13C slurry target.
Our major goal was to minimize development time for this new target while providing a reliable
and simple to operate system. This constraint forced us to focus our efforts into issues
specifically related to satisfy the requirements of a clinical protocol. Most of our test runs were
dedicated to develop quality control procedures and reproducibility of results.
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TARGET

The target body is machined from a single piece with the following characteristics:

Material: AI Diameter: 14 mID Length: 10 mm

Volume: 1.6 cm3 Front foil: 525 Jlm AI Front Seal: Neoprene O-Ring

FilllEmpty Port: 114-28 NF flat bottom fitting Cooling: 31t./min. water (100 C)
Pressure Test: 46 bars (680 psi)

~
Water Cooling.:..

jovertlowlPressure Port (Top)

Water Target

\

~
Beam...

Entrance Foil

Figure 1 shows details

of the target body. Top

and Bottom Ports have

threaded fittings

reducing dead volume.

The back wall of the

target cavity is only

1 mm thick to improve

cooling efficiency. The

\

water cooling port with

inlet/outlet fittings was
"- F_il_lJD_el_iv_e_ry_P_o_rt_CB_o_tt_o_m_)_--, welded to the target

FIGURE 1 body.

TARGET LOADING

----------------------~

TARGET CHANGER (VAULT)

-----------------------1,,,,
r-----------------------------~
I ,, ,
: V2 :
i PRl !

r----------+-,;>---
NC

-r
V7
----I p 400psi i0

:,LMl V4 NC 45 psi :, He
~

- ~ VlO :C Piston ~i
• Pump NO NC'

H2O+EtOH NO VAir C :
'-----------+-..........-------,c,..!,:::!. Vll :

NC Delivery ,,
!

I CHEM. UNIT (VAULT) :~ 1

FIGURE 2

. Skinner Valve: #3121BSNIECOON0M3J1C2 Two-way. NC. Stainless. Neoprene Seal.

Skinner Valve: #3133BSNIGCADNOM3J1C2 Three-way. MP, Stainless. Neoprene Seal.

Upchurch: Reliefvalve. Back-pressure regulator # P-752 - adjustable.

Rheodyne Valve: # 7010P - SS - 6-way

Fig. 2 shows a schematic ofthe target loading and delivery system.
All lines in contact with the target material are 1/8" Teflon tubing (thick wall) except those
connecting target to V5, RV and V6 which are 1116" PEEK tubing.
Extensive modification to our existing software were needed to accommodate this new process.
Components:
V2,V3.V4,V6,V7

VIO,Vll

RV

V5
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Target loading is done through computer operation. First, all lines are swept with He gas
(UHP) at 45 psi for 20 seconds. Water fills the target from the bottom port by means of a piston
pump. Our current target arrangement presents no dead volume. An extra cycle of the piston
pump is added after water is detected by the overflow switch LM1. V6 and V7 are closed and
the target pressurized through V2. While pressure is being applied, V5 is switched, isolating the
pressurized target. The pressure relief valve was adjusted to open at 400 psi (He), and showed
very reproducible results over a series of measurements.

As part of our standard protocol, the sterile water bag with the diluted ethanol is replaced
once a week. The target is loaded and emptied twice and a third target load --all of them cold-
is dumped into the hot cell to check integrity of the system. During production days the target
is flushed only once before the first irradiation. Overall target loading process takes
approximately five mi.itutes. Transferring the target into the delivery vial is accomplished in two
minutes.

The irradiated product is delivery from the target by He gas (45psi) through an Alltech
Maxi-Clean Ie-OR cartridge for removal of impurities and a 0.2 pm vented Millipore filter into
a 10 ml sterile vial. Total volume recover~d into the delivery vial is close to 1 cm3

• Finally, the
product is rendered isotonic by adding 4 rnl of a solution containing NaCl.

Target irradiations were done with 22 MeV protons from the JSW3015 Cyclotron.
Average beam energy on target is estimated3 to be around 19 MeV after degradation through the
foils. The beam is collimated to 1 cm diameter and beam spatial distribution and positioning is
periodically checked with help from a quartz window and video camera. Selection of beam
energy --22 MeV instead of 13 MeV as we also have available-- was dictated by our recently
adopted single-frequency operational mode.

Over a period of two months more than 40 runs were completed. As explained before,
developing a protocol for rapid production of the radiopharmaceutical was our primary concern.
For this reason several different experimental configurations mainly related to analysis of the
final product were used. Therefore only 25 % of our runs present some valuable infonnation
related to production yields. The remaining runs were used for quality control and protocol
optimization. A typical configuration used to identify percentage composition of different
chemical species labeled with 13N consisted in delivering the product into a vial for radioassay
while the carrier gas was vented through a zeolite trap at liquid nitrogen temperature also placed
in a dose calibrator. After decay counting the product inside the vial to identify other radionuclei
contents (typically [150]Water) the solution was transferred to another vial for further radioassay
through a strong anion exchange resin (Maxi-Clean IC-OH). The main component after the
transfer was found to be 13N-Ammonia as confmned by HPLC analysis.
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Quality Control

Radio-HPLC was used to analyzeprodnct contents with the following parameters:
• Column AlltechanionIR ., 4.1 x 250 rom
• Solvent 4 mM 4-Hydroxybenzoic acid, pH adjusted to 8.5 with solid LiOR.
• Pump KnauerHPLC Pump 64
e Flow Rate 1.5 mL/min.
• Detector NaI
.. Software Vision IV for PC

Gamma spectroscopy
• HPGe 6.6% efficiency

Sterility and pyrogenicity
• Hospital or the University of Pennsylvania ...... Dept. of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I shows results for some of the runs performed. Except for a few runs, ratios
between 150 and 13N yields remained near unity. There are two alternatives to follow for this
problem. Increasing front foil thickness, thus reducing the beam energy even further into a region
(16.6 MeV threshold energy for the reaction) where the cross section for production of 150
becomes negligible. The other alternative is to ignore it since iSO-Water is the main radioimpurity
found and represents only 0.4% of total activity 20 min. after EOB.

RUN # Beam Integrated EtOH He Total Total SaL yield

Current Current Cone. Pressure ISO_EOB uN-EOB 13N

(PA) (pA.min) (mM) (Psi) (mCi) (mCi) (mCi/pA)

1 10 100 5 400 75 93 18.5
2 10 100 0 400 80 86.5 17.2
3 10 100 0 400 82 81 16.1
4 10 100 0 300 95 98 19.5
5 15 150 5 350 125 114.5 15.2
6 15 300 5 350 200 215 19.0
7 10 100 2 350 75 75 14.9
8 15 150 2 350 96 124 16.4
9 15 150 2 350 112 126 16.7
10 15 150 2 350 97 100 13.2
11 15 300 2 400 115 210 18.6
12 20 200 2 350 163 150.5 14.9
13 20 200 2 350 135 137 13.6
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Results from more than 40 runs can be summarized as follows:

Nanna! conditions (300-400 psi, 2-5 mM EtOH)
• Target delivers in excess of 90% [13N]-Ammonia.
• Volatiles represent less than 2% (almost equally split between 13N and 150) of

total activity.
• No [13N]-NOx detected with HPLC
• Target memory. Runs 2 to 4 where conducted after almost lQ3 target volume

containing pure water were flushed through the target. Only after run 4
([13N]Ammonia yield>86% ) [13N]-NOx was detected with HPLC.

• Very small amounts of 18p were found from decayed target samples. Samples
taken after passage through IC-OH cartridge showed no signs of 18p. Near 60
pCi --EOB corrected-- of 24Na were found in the final product from gamma
ray spectroscopy of decayed samples. No other long lived. radioisotopes were
detected.

• Final product pH was found to be 6.4
• Minimum radioisotope purity was estimated to be 99.6% (20 min. after EOB).

CONCLUSIONS

OUf saturation yields are near half of those reported by Wieland et al. I and similar to
those reported by Korsakov et al.2 for non-pressurized targets at equivalent beam energies. We
can not explain this discrepancy since we accounted for all of the produced activity . If our beam
energy were much lower than estimated no 150 would be produced. EtOH concentrations of 5
mM appear to result in higher yields of ammonia than lower concentrations.

Two minor modifications of our current target setup will proceed very soon. As already
mentioned on target beam energy will be reduced to eliminate 150 production. Target plumbing
will be modified to add a dead volume. Better response of the pressure relief valve is expected
after this modification. Further experiments will be conducted with this target to elucidate some
of the issues.

Design, fabrication and testing of a new target capable of supplying useful doses (- 100
mCi) of [13N]Ammonia was accomplished in a six months period. Routine production of this
radioisotope in 10 min. runs requires minimal personnel intervention.
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Questions:

Tom Ruth: What is the foil material, and how thick is it?

Gonzales-Lepera: It is aluminum, Q.5 mm thick. I attempted to measure and to calculate the
beam energy on the water. The calculation told me the energy would be lower, but I observed
a lot of 0-15, so I estimate at least half the beam is still coming through with about 19 MeV,
from the cross sections and the quantity of 0-15 produced. The threshold for 0-15 production
is 16.6 MeV. I was expecting to bring the beam to or below 17.5 MeV. I'm still getting similar
amounts of 0-15 and N-13 at EOB. Since there is so much N-13 made, we can afford to use
short bombardments and allow the 0-15 to decay. We observe 0.4% water at 20 min post
bombardment.

We also observed a target memory effect after using 5 mM ethanol solutions. After 10
flushes of the target (300 mL) with clean water we still obtained high yields of ammonia. After
several liters of wash water, the effect persisted but then suddenly the product distribution
reverted to nitrate and ni~te. We used only aluminum and peek components, except for
neoprene target O-rings. We can speculate about the absorption and retention of ethanol in the
O-rings or in the apparatus.

Mike Channing: Is the anion exchange cartridge that you used silica based?

Gonzales-Lepera: It is the Maxiclean leOH.

Channing: We use the BioRad ion exchange membrane, and it cuts down on the fluoride by
about one half, but a silica based column would probably be much better due to adsorption of
fluoride.

Gonzales-Lepera: As I said, we did not observe any fluoride after allowing the sample to decay
for about six hours. We sampled the product before and after passing through the anion
exchange cartridge, and the sample from before the cartridge showed a small F-18 peak on HPLC
at that time, but the treated sample did not.

Channing: I found it strange that you said that you had good yields of ammonia without use of
ethanol, was that right?

Gonzales-Lepera: Yes, I was still getting about 90% ammonia due to the memory effect, but after
a while that yield was gone.

Roy Tilbury: Your target memory effect reminds me of what we called the fIrst run of the day
effect when Bob Dahl and I were doing these experiments a long time ago. What we found was
that a fresh target with just pure water would produce a large percentage of N-13 ammonia at
low beam currents, and then this yield dropped off and could be reproduced in later runs. We
attributed this to induced radioactivity in the foil window, or the target chamber, which was
causing radiolysis in the target water and subsequent radiochemical effects..
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Rich Ferrieri: If I recall, Roy, from some of the earlier work you indicated that if you took steps
to purge the water with argon you also saw a large rise in the ammonia· yield. I notice that in
this work the water is prepared for a weeks use in a bag. There may be effects here from
absorption of oxygen by the water while it sits in the bag.

Gonzales-Lepera: No, I used these HPLC containers, which are actually open to the atmosphere,
but I tried two things. One was HPLC water, then when things were working I switched to one
liter sterile water bags, and we inject the ethanol into the water bag.

Ferrieri: You took no steps to purge with argon, or anything like that?

Gonzales-Lepera: No.

Ferrieri: That could play some role in the removal of oxygen, which could be a source for
radiolytic oxidation of ammonia to nitrate and nitrite.

Gonzales-Lepera: I followed the Korsakov paper, and do apologize for the error in the reference
and will try to get it straight, where they do mention de-aerated samples showed no difference
compared to untreated water. We chose to take the more straightforward method.

Marc Berridge: I think this memory effect is probably real. If we do something similar,
irradiating a target only after a couple of washes, we find that we go straight back to nitrate. It
makes no difference in the product distribution whether we take great pains to sparge the water,
or even vacuum distill it under argon. So it sounds as if your system does have some sort of
memory effect caused by ethanol hanging up in a dead volume somewhere in the system.

Gonzales-Lepera: We did try to eliminate that with extensive washing and by flushing the water
out with helium between washes.
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Experience with the NIH Ethanol Water Target

Michael Channing
National Institutes of Health

Summary: A water target was presented, constructed entirely of Titanium with a 30pm Titanium
foil using 5mM ethanol addition and pressurization with helium. Irradiation was done with a
JSW 1710 cyclotron with incident 17.5 MeV protons reduced in the entrance foil to about 16.8
MeV. Energy deposition was 1 eV/molecule. Fonnaldehyde was detected at 48 ppm and
ethanol at 196 ppm in the product 70% of the ethanol was degraded during irradiation, possibly
due to a lower energy deposition in tenns of eVImolecule. A polymer SAX membrane resin was
used to remove radionuclidic and radiochemical impurities. Sparging the target water with He
or O2 gas did not alter the amount of ammonia produce in a given run by more than a few
percent. Suggested improvements were to use silica based ion exchange material, and to use
entrance foils thick enough to drop the beam energy below the 150 threshold.

Questions:

Marc Berridge: Rich Ferrieri, don't you have any comments on the fate of the ethanol and the
8.1nount of fonnaldehyde observed here? What is going on?

Rich Ferrieri: Mike's point is well taken.. There are differences between his experiments and
ours. Mainly, ours were not high pressure.

Channing: Our target was a closed target, we did not add any pressure, but there was some
generated by radiolysis.

Ferrieri: What dose rate did you use?

Channing: 10 pAmps for 5 minutes, so 50 microamp minutes.

Ferrieri: So the target pressure might be in the range of 150 psi. In the experiments we ran, we
overpressured with only one atmosphere of helium gas, so this is really a different experiment
altogether. We saw complete decomposition of the ethanol, and a distribution of fonnic acid,
fonnaldehyde, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide. That seemed to agree with the earlier work of
Wieland, where they saw complete decomposition of ethanol also. Also another point: sparging
of helium will do very little to remove oxygen from water. You need to sparge with a gas that
is equivalent in molecular weight, which is why argon is preferred. I'm intrigued that you saw
very little change when you sparged with oxygen gas. That is in direct disagreement with
Tilbury and Dahl who saw significant changes in the ammonia yield. Roy, you want to make
a comment, or Bob?
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Channing: I measured the concentrations of oxygen in the water after helium sparging, and it
was 1.4 ppm vs. over 200 ppm oxygen after sparging with oxygen.

Bob Dahl: We're both here, so maybe can remember some of this. I don't see a problem with
this. In this work the radiation dose is so high that conversion to nitrate and nitrite exceeds the
effects of sparging and everything else. We saw sparging effects somewhere around a·tenth of
an eV per molecule. Roy?

Roy Tilbury: The comment about sparging with helium not having any effect on product
distribution struck me as contrary to what we had observed. That's the only comment I would
make at this time.

Dahl: It seems to me that we observed the conversion to nitrate and nitrite was over, and there
were no further effects after a low radiation dose. We are dealing with radiation chemistry here
so it is important to take into account the target volume and the average energy deposition per
molecule. Our target volume was 23 mL, this is 10, others are 0.6, and it is also a matter of
how long you bombard and how hard. We might get more consistency if everyone's numbers
were put on this same basis.
Jerry Bida: I think Marc is trying to egg us on into the fonnaldehyde fray, so let's go for it.
I can't speak: very quantitatively, but from the C-13 NMR work we did at UCLA it is clear that
the product distribution in the ethanol-spiked high pressure target is dependent on the target
configuration and radiation conditions. Consistent with what Rich sees, we observe over 90%
ethanol decomposition into the variety of products he mentioned. At 10 MeV, 400 psi pressure,
you see mainly carboxylic acids which are easily removed by ion exchange. As for
fonnaldehyde in the injectable dose, the concentration in nonnal blood is between 2 and 3
micrograms per gram of blood. With a 10 MeV beam, fonnaldehyde is really not an issue.
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In-Target Preparation of [13N]Ammonia: Target Design and Chemistry
Marc S. Berridge and Bonnie J. Landmeier, Departments of Radiology and Chemistry
Case Western Reserve University and University Hospitals of Cleveland

Over the past several years, efforts to implement the reported methods for direct in-target
production of [13N]ammonia have brought interesting results. Before the most recent series of
reports on dilute ethanol solutions for ammonia production, the available information concerning
organic additives was not detailed; and we were intrigued, primarily by the regulatory advantages,
by the possibilities of direct ammonia production under hydrogen pressure without the use of
organic additives. Therefore we have explored the products given by use of hydrogen gas over
a small-volume water target as a function of gas pressure and of beam dose and dose rate. We
also investigated the effects of pressure alone by using helium or nitrogen gas to pressurize the
target. The target was aluminum or copper-nickel, with a volume of 3 mL, pressurized with 1-8
atm. hydrogen and irradiated with a Scanditronix Mel? with 17 MeV protons. Beam currents
to 30 pAmp for 30 min were used. The targets were designed with a gas head space over the
target water to prevent water losses by bubble fonnation at high beam dose and to allow good
contact between. the water and the hydrogen gas. The head space allowed substantially higher
beam current and irradiation times to be used. Entrance foils (Havar) were chosen thick enough
to drop the incident energy below the 150 production threshold, so 150 contamination was not
observed.

The chemistry in this target does not seem to be simple, and is not well understood..
However, there were severaI observations which may be of use to form hypotheses and propose
new experiments. Both ethanol and hydrogen pressure caused direct formation of ammonia in
the target Ethanol alone caused high ammonia yield at low beam doses which gradually dropped
as beam dose increased. The by-products in the presence of ethanol were mainly NOr The
effectiveness of ethanol was dependent on pressure, with the percentage of ammonia in the target
rising with increasing helium or nitrogen pressure.. In contrast, hydrogen pressure caused only
80% of the product to be ammonia in the best cases, but maintained its effectiveness at much
higher beam doses than ethanol. The major side product when hydrogen was used was
elemental nitrogen, with only small amounts of NOx and hydroxylamine being produced..
Further, the ammonia yield rose with hydrogen pressure up to approximately 80% yield, then was
unaffected by further pressure, implying that there are at least two mechanisms of nitrogen gas
fonnation, one of which is not affected by hydrogen pressure. Addition of ammonia to the target
water caused massive nitrogen gas production, but carrier ammonia was not generated in
sufficient amount in the Donnal target to produce the observed product distribution. Addition of
hydrazine and hydroxylamine did not increase nitrogen gas production, nor did nitrogen gas itself,
eliminating these materials as reaction intermediates. Therefore, the fonnation of nitrogen gas
was not consistent with previous mechanisms proposed for that process. The necessary
nitrogenous intennediates leading to nitrogen gas could not be identified. Production up to 200
mCi of ammonia at lower beam dose was possible with only hydrogen pressure.. Up to 800 mCi
was produced with higher beam dose by combining medium pressure hydrogen with 3 mM
ethanol in the target water. Clinical production levels were easily achieved within three minutes
from the beginning of bombardment using low hydrogen pressures and no ethanol.
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Questions:

Rich Ferrieri: Just a comment about your hot vs. !hennal mechanisms. By virtue of the way the
nitrogen is produced you have to consider electronic spin states and the differences in their
reactivities. For example, in gas phase work we did when Ren Iwata was at Brookhaven we
found that about 80% of the recoil atoms were produced in electronically excited 2D, 2p state.
These will react with molecular nitrogen. The 4S ground state however will not react with
nitrogen unless the thennal energy is above 2500°C before you see any exchange at all. The
effects of spin state on reactivity will also extend to liquid phase reactions.

Berridge: The problem that I have even with that is to explain the fact that pressurizing the
target with nitrogen gas does not change the N2 yield. I did not get down as far as mechanisms
for exchange into nitrogen because it did not seem to matter how much nitrogen I had in my
target.

Ferrieri: That's an interesting observation. I don't have an answer for that.

Tim Tewson: A potentially mundane explanation is that both your hydrogen and your helium
had nitrogen in them. Enough that you could reach saturation in the water, because nitrogen is
not very soluble in water. In fact with the normal method for analyzing hydrogen and helium
it would be remarkably difficult to fmd relatively small amounts of nitrogen.

Berridge: That's defmitely true. If it's in the tank there is not much you can do.

Mike Channing: My comment was similar, I was wondering if you know the specific activity
of the nitrogen.

Berridge: We did GC work, but we did not get a specific activity measurement, because with
our GC setup it is very difficult to exclude atmospheric contamination. All lean say is that we
could not tell the difference between a clean helium or hydrogen sample and a sample of the
target gas.

Ren Iwata: We have a circulating target in a pressurized hydrogen atmosphere, at two
atmospheres, which gives 99% ammonia production. I think the circulation of the water helps
to dissolve the hydrogen in the water, and allows a high yield at low pressure. It is easier to
circulate the water, it is natural abundance and not expensive so that there is no reason not to use
a larger volume for circulation.

Berridge: Yes, that is a different mechanical situation but an interesting observation. Of course,
at low but useful beam current a good yield is obtained with that pressure in a non-circulating
target also.

Carlos GonZales-Lepera: What was your target material?

Berridge: Actually we had two targets. One was aluminum, and the other began life as a
fluorine-I8 target, nickel plated copper, and we milled it out to give a head space so it had nickel
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and copper exposed to the water. The two behaved identically and we did not see impurities in
the final product.

John Gatley: I have two questions. The first is did you look for NzO as well as N2?

Berridge: No, we did not look specifically for N20.

Gatley: And the other one is thrown out completely at random, but what about cyanide as source
of environmental nitrogen? Have you tried putting cyanide in the target?

Berridge: Well, I thought I'd tried everything but the kitchen sink, but I missed that.
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[13N]AMMONIA PRODUCTION VIA DEUTERON 1R.RADIATION OF
BUCKMINSTERFULLERENE

Gerald Bida,l Nagichettiar Satyamurthy,2 and Elizabeth Zippi3

1Biomedical Research Foundation of Northwest Louisiana
Shreveport, Louisiana
2Department ofMolecular and Medical Pharmacology and
Laboratory of Structural Biology and Molecular Medicine
UCLA School of Medicine
Los Angeles, California
3Department of Physical Sciences
Kutztown University
Kutztown, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

The most common nuclear reactions used for the accelerator production of nitrogen-13 are graphically
summarized in Figure 1. At present, [13N]ammonia is generated in ample. quantities for PET imaging
purposes by the interaction of relatively energetic(6-17 MeV) protons with an oxygen-16 rich
target(natural abundance water) or carbon-13 rich target l -4 Natural abundance carbon must be used for
the low energy deuteron productionS of 13N and is the target of choice in preliminary results for 13N
production using 8 MeV 3He2+.6 In some cases, the 13N produced is already in the form of ammonia,3
while in others, the radiolabeled species must be chemically converted to ammonia1 In order to meet the
anticipated growth in clinical use of this important MBF tracer and to keep pace with the development of
smaller, lower energy accelerators that can operate at ~ 8 MeV incident particle energy,? sufficient 13N
can only be readily produced with a carbon-rich target(see Figure 1).

The use of a carbon/water slurry target for the low energy charged particle production of 13N has certain
attractive features, including reuse of the target material. Further, the desired radiochemical form of the
13N, i.e., [13N]NH3' is produced in situ. However, this target configuration is not without limitations. It
is theoretically possible to produce hundreds of millicuries of 13N at modest beam currents of 20-30 IlA
for particle energies as low as 6-7 MeV. However, due to the random packing nature of amorphous
carbon powder, the density ofca:rbon(by volume) in the beam strike of the slurry target is only 15%. The
situation is further exacerbated due to the carbon particle size. Because the recoil range of the nascent
13N atoms from a 10 MeV proton reaction is of the order of 1 to 2 microns in carbon, which is an order of
magnitude less than the average amorphous carbon particle size, the fraction of 13N that "escapes" from
the carbon matrix is approximately 30-50%. Thus, it is estimated that the 13N contribution from the
13C(p,n) nuclear reaction in the current slurry target is only about 10% of the theoretical maximum.
Another serious limitation of the slurry target is the inability to operate the target at elevated(~ 10 JlA)
beam currents for extended periods of time. Nitrogen-13 production yields are observed to be
irreproducible under these conditions and the carbon powder is prematurely consumed, possibly due to
beam induced processes. It has been shown that carbon reacts at elevated temperatures with oxygen
dissolved in water.8 Finally, via SEM:, it has been observed that continuous irradiation of the amorphous
carbon powder results in production of microscopic hair-like structures. This can lead to marked water
flow restriction due to blockage of the frits used to confine the powder.

The criteria important to the successful performance of a slurry target include: i) carbon beam strike
density, ii) carbon particle size, iii) structural integrity and iv) chemical stability.under irradiation
conditions. Based on these considerations, materials other than amorphous carbon have been investigated
for their use in [13N]NH3 production, including i) deuteron irradiation of porous graphitic carbon(PGC)9
and ii) spherical carbonized beads prepared via pyrolysis of functionalized poly(styrene/divinylbenzene)
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Figure 1. 13N production thick target yields.

resins(PS DVB).lO In terms of production level capabilities, both approaches met with limited success.
Recent work on the isolation and characterization of solid mixed fullerenes(known as fullerite) II suggests
that this fonn of carbon may be potentially advantageous in [13N]ammonia production. Some of the
properties of fullerenes that may prove favorable are enumerated here: i) unlike graphite or amorphous
carbon, fullerenes are crystalline, e.g., C60 crystallizes in a face-eentered cubic lattice.12 This property
should result in an improved carbon beam strike density; ii) while fullerenes are carbon dense, the closed
hollow-cage structure of fullerene molecules may facilitate 13N hot atom recoil into the surrounding
aqueous environment, a necessary step for production of ammonia.13 The radius of the C60 skeleton has
been measured by X-ray powder diffraction to be 3.53 A; 12 iii) ·the octahedral interstices in the Ct;o fcc
unit cell are 4.12 A in diameter, thus providing a natural porosity for aqueous intercalation.l4 The
chemical and radiation stability of fullerite under irradiation conditions required for ammonia production
is unknown. Although radiation damage and oxidation of ~O may occur under typical irradiation
conditions,15,16 the extent to which these processes ~e place and/or compromise fullerite performance
remains to be determined. Preliminary data for 13N yields and radiochemical identification are presented
below for the low energy deuteron irradiation of fullerite under varying conditions of beam current,
irradiation time, and water flow rate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Details of the experimental methods can be found elsewhere. I? The results of this preliminary
investigation into the ilse of buckminsterfullerene for biomedical imaging applications are summarized in
Table 1. In addition to these data, 13N saturation yields were observed to be independent of beam
currents from 5-10 IJ.A and water flow rates from 1-3 cc/min. Also, the major radiolabeled products
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observed were 13N-labeled ammonia and 11P-Iabeled fluoride ion, as determined in previous work. lO As
anticipated, the carbon fraction(volume %) in the target beam strike was a factor of two greater than that
observed in the amorphous carbon slurry target 19 The primary objective of this study was to establish
whether the naturally occurring carbon density, porosity and hollow-cage structure of fullerite could result
in improved [13N]NH3 yields when compared to other carbon forms. A rigorous comparison demands
that different materials be subjected to identical experimental conditions. However, in lieu of these data, a
comparison of results from the literature for [13N]NH3 production from deuteron irradiation of various
carbon forms are given in Table 2. All three carbon forms have overlapping grain sizes, whereas the
porous graphitic carbon has the highest carbon beam strike fraction. The poor 13N saturation yields
obtained for carbonized beads derived from derivatized poly(styreneldivinylbenzene) were rationalized on
the basis of the dimensions of the beads vs the recoil range of nascent 13N.I0 Further, no data are
available on the porosity of these beads. A commercially available porous graphitic carbon20 used in
HPLC applications has been used as a target material for [13N]ammonia production.9 The authors
concluded that the 13N extraction efficiency was a function of the material's porosity and grain size. PGC
is characterized by high porosity(60%), with pore diameters on the order of 250 A. While the carbon
beam strike fraction was reportedly high, the extraction efficiency was low, most likely because of the
limited 13N recoil energy vs graphitic carbon grain size. The 13N extraction efficiencies measured for
fullerenes appear to support the premise that this carbon form's naturnl porosity and structure facilitate
[13N]ammonia production under the experimental conditions described herein. The lower 13N extraction
efficiency observed for PS DVB, which involved more energetic 13N recoils, lends some support to this
conclusion. On the basis of 13N extraction efficiency, fullerite as a target material appears to be
comparable to amorphous carbon, but better than PS DVB. Work is in progress to determine the long
term structural stability and chemical reactivity under conditions of charged particle bombardment in an
aqueous environment.

Table 1. 4.3 MeV Deuteron Irradiation of Buckminsterfullerene.

100-120 30

Approximate
Mesh size

100-120

100-120

100-120

Carbon
fraction(%)

28

30

30

Saturation Yield
Beam COlT. to 100% Practical extraction

current(IlA) C(mCvJ,1A) efficiency(%)1

52 5.4 34

5 4.2 27

7.5 3.6 22

10 5.7 36

I Based on cross section data ofFirouzhakht et al. 18

2Avg. of six expts. at 1.5 cc/min flow rate.

Table 2. Summary of Deuteron Irradiation of VariOllS "CARBON" Forms.

Target material Carbon fraction % extraction eff. @ beam
(grain size in Jlm) D+(MeV) (% by vol.) current(IJA)

PSDVB 6.3 25-30 10
(25-290) (5)

PGC 2.9 54 12.1
(38-100) (5.5)

C60 4.3 28-30 22-36
(125) (5-10)
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Questions:

Bruce Wieland: How are you containing the Bucky balls in the target?

Bida: With half-micron stainless steel frits. The Bucky balls replace the amorphous carbon in
the slurry target.

Wieland: Is this the 2mm deep by 10 mm diameter beam strike target? Which has a volume
of 160 pL?

Bida: Yes, that's the target, but the total beam strike and void volume is on the order of 350 pL.

Tom Ruth: What is the cage size of Coo compared to that of the nitrogen atom? How does that
help in the target chemistry?

Bida: In the case of amorphollscarbon packed randomly, the N-13 recoil atom has a good
chance of encountering a neighboring carbon atom. The material thickness is much greater than
the range of recoil nitrogen. With the Coo cavity, seven angstroms is well in excess of the
dimensions of the nitrogen atom, and there is very little neighboring carbon into which it could
recoil. It stands a better chance of recoiling into the aqueous medium.

Tim Tewson: The problem with Bucky balls is that they are really sticky, in that everything likes
to stick to the outside of them. For example, early preparations of them were 45-50% toluene,
something like that. 1bey've improved somewhat, but they still have things stuck on the outside.
I would guess that if you don't have a problem of nitrogen recoiling into carbon in the middle,
then you would have a problem with it doing so on the outside.

Bida: That may very well be true.

Roy Tilbury: What is the cost and availability of the material?

Bida: When I fIrst purchased it, it was about $250 a gram and in good supply. Improvements
have dropped the price to about $100 a gram and there is plenty available.

Bida: As an aside while I have the opportunity, I would like to add a footnote to yesterday's
discussion of the Brookhaven 0-18 enriched CO2 solid target. At Dr. Welch's behest, I found
on page 223 of Spinks and Woods that solid and liquid CO2 are quite susceptible to radiolytic
decomposition while gaseous CO2 is little affected. The bulk of that work was done in 1955,
much of it here at Brookhaven.
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An experimental Carbon/steam stack target for in-situ production of
[13N]ammonia with low energy deuterons.

J-L. Morelle
Ion Beam Applications,

Louvain-la Neuve,
Belgium

Summary

Continuing our investigations aiming at the production of clinically useful amounts of uN
ammonia with low energy deuteronsl via the l2C(d,n)l3N reaction2, thin carbon foil/steam stacks
were built and tested. Using 3.3 MeV deuterons, practical l3NH/ saturation yields of around one
mCilpA were delivered by such systems. A few runs were also perfonned with a stack of woven
carbon fiber fabric3 and steam layers. Yields of around 2 mCi/pA were recovered in the aqueous
phase.

f
FABRIC OR FOILS

OF CARBON

ACTIVITY RECOVERY VIAL

Figure I: Experimental set-up

Basic principle

l3N atoms are produced in the carbon by deuteron bombardment. If the carbon is thin
enough, their recoil energy allows a fair fraction of them to escape out of the carbon and slow
to a standstill in the water vapor surrounding the carbon. The aqueous and carbon-rich
environment, known to be favorable to ammonium generation in ethanol-water targets4 and in
carbon-water"slurry" targets5

, is reproduced here with the water in the gas phase.
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d + 12C -----> 13N + n with Ed = 2.86 MeV
energy
(MeV),,-------------------,
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Figure 2: Recoil energy vs angle of emission of the outgoing 13N and neutron after the reaction
of a 2.86 MeV deuteron with a 12C atom.

Evaluating the recoil path length

The thicknesses of the carbon foils and steam layers were selected on the basis of the
kinematics of the nuclear reaction and of the range of 13N recoils in solid carbon and in steam
(these calculations were performed only for the sake of a crude dimensioning of the stack). The
outgoing 13N and neutron were assumed to be emitted isotropically in the center of mass of the
process. For example, the lab reference frame angular distributions of the 13N and neutron recoils
resulting from the 12C(d,n) reaction at some given 2.86 MeV energy, are shown in fig.2 (similar
figures could be generated for every other deuteron energy). In this particular case, we see that
all the 13N ions do recoil in the forward direction, in a solid angle of less than 45°, with a kinetic
energy ranging from 25 keV to about 1 MeV. The range of a typical 0.5 MeV recoil 13N in
carbon is 200±50 pglcm2 (depending of the stopping power theory used). Therefore, most of the
recoiling 13N atoms are expected to exit 100 pgr/cm2 carbon layers before they lose all their
energy. Figure 3 shows the paths of a typical bunch of 500 keV 13N recoil atoms entering a 100
pgr/cm2followed by a 1 mm thick steam layer at 120°C density6. It shows that most of the 13N
recoil atoms will stop in the steam before hitting the next carbon foil.
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13N (500 keV)
-------->

o steam layer depth 1 mm

Figure 3: Trajectories of a bunch of 13N particles slowing down from 500 keY to standstill
across a 100 pgr/cm2 carbon layer followed by 1 rom of water vapor at 120 ·C ("TRIM" code,
Ziegler, 1987).

Experimental set up

Three stacks were assembled: one made of a pile of 50 foils of 100 pgr/cm2 spaced 1 mm
apart, a second one made of 60 foils of 100 pgr/cm2, spaced 0.8 mm apart and a last one made
by piling 6 layers of carbon fiber fabric?, -6.5 mgr/cm2, spaced 1.6 mm apart. The length of the
stacks were defined to stop 3.5 MeV deuterons.

The target body was stabilized at 120·C. Water vapor (with or without additives) flowed
between the foils at atmospheric pressure. The carbon accounted for about 50% of the stopping
power in the foil assemblies, and for about 80% in the fabric assembly. The steam condensed at
the output of the system and was recovered in a viaL For all three set-ups, gas was often added
to speed up the flow of recondensed water at the output of the target system. For some of the
runs, the gaseous activity fraction was collected separately in a' balloon. Figure 1 shows the

- tubing layout.
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The mechanical details of the construction of the stack can be seen in figure 4. The foils
were deposited on the spacing rings by floatation.

Figure 4: Target, Stack subassembly, foil on a spacer ring.

Results and discussion

The bombardments on the fITst stack (50 layers of 100 pglcm2 foil, with 1 rom spacing)
were performed at very low beam current with water or water+ethanol vapor flow pushed with
He.. See results in table 1.

The experiments with the second stack (60 layers of 100 pg/cm2 foil, spaced 0.8 mm
apart) were perfonned with a mixture of water vapor or water+ethanol vapor and hydrogen. See
results in table 2.
A last series of short runs· was performed with an array of carbon fiber cloth separated by a 1.6
nun water vapor-hydrogen mixture. The results are shown in table 3.

The set of irradiations perfonned on the fIrst stack (at low beam current, table 1) exhibits
a remarkable "ethanol effect" on the product distribution. The amount of ammonium ion is
significantly increased at the expense of N2. That effect was not observed in the other two
series, maybe because the gaseous phase was not systematically collected.

The second set of irradiations (table 2), performed on the 60 Carbon layer stack, shows:
that the yields are low when there is no steam between the foils, that the yields obtained with
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steam are consistent with the frrst set discussed above, that the yields remain constant in the 1
to 11.5 pA range, that the highest beam density tested, 20 pA/cm2, caused no damage to the
stack, that steam and gas flow rates do affect the yields and have to be optimised.

Table 1: Foil stack n°1 experiments, sat. yield and product distribution results.

Run Vapor mixture Beam Time ofl Total I [13)NH3 Product distribution
n° current irrad. Saturation saturatior Gaseous Pos. ions Neg. ions

yield yield . (N2) (NH3) (NOx)

(nA) (min) (mCi/uA) (mCi/uA) 0/0 % %

1 pure water 500 10 .964
2 pure water 500 1a .863
3 pure water 430 1a .793
4 pure water 500 1 0 .800
5 pure water 530 10 .823 0,36 50 44 6
6 pure water 550 20 .960 0,30 65 31 4
7 pure water 700 1 5 .815 0,33 53 41 4

8 water with Ethanol 700 15 1.158 0,92 1 6 79 5
9 water with Ethanol 700 1 5 1.193 0,93 1 8 78 4

10 water with Ethanol 650 1 5 1.194 0,93 1 7 78 5

target slightly damaged after run n° 10, when changing the water mixture

1 1 pure water 720 1 5 .667 0,29 54 44 2
12 pure water 750 1 5 .697 0,34 44 50 4

13 water with Ethanol 700 10 .748 0,62 7 83 1a
14 water with Ethanol 700 15.25 .900 0,73 9 81 1 0

Figure 5: carbon fiber fabric, enlarged 1250 x (picture: PET dpt., Duke University, Durham, NC).
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Table 2: Foil stack n02 experiments, sat. yield and product distribution results.

Beam hradiaL Activity sat. Yield Product distribution Rem.axks~

Current time at EOB.. aqueous phase gas Experimental conditions

Aqueous aqueous positive negative phase
baction fIaction ions ions Foil stack n~:

(JJA) (8) (p..Ci) Q.1Ci/j.LA) (90) (%) (9&) 60 foils~ lOOJ.1gr/cm2, spaced 0.8 mIn

0.5 300 8 55 pure H2 flow bet\Veen the foils.

1.0 360 13 37 fl

1..0 360 18 52 fl

1.0 300 328 1120 steam + H2 mixture (30 J.LlImin water + 50 cc STP/min H2)

13 300 302 794 it

1.3 300 301 790 "
1.0 200 157 763 "
1.2 300 252 717 tI

1.1 300 230 747 93 <7 - "

1.1 300 204 664 94 <6 - "

2.1 300 428 713 "
3.1 300 609 671 .t

3.1 300 630 694 96 <4 - ff

2.9 500 920 723 "

3.1 300 611 673 steam + H2 mixture (100 J.LlImin water + 15 cc STP/min HZ)

3.1 300 687 756 "
3.2 360 822 755 "

2.6 300 760 998 100 0 - steam + HZ mixture (64 J.1limin water + 17 cc STP/min HZ)

2.7 600 1373 1016 100 0 - ft

2.8 900 1797 990 100 0 - water+IOmMol ethanol vapor + H2 (same flow as above)

2.8 900 1790 1005 100 0 - "
2.7 900 1838 1052 100 0 - It

3.7 1240 2786 977 - steam + H2 mixture (64 fll/min water + 17 cc STP/min H2)

3.0 300 849 967 93% aqueous 7 tI

5.0 300 1283 876 - "
5.0 300 1305 891 - "
5.6 300 1526 930 - n

9.0 400 2790 838 95% aqueous 5 If

11.5 300 2762 820 - "

-

Table 3: carbon cloth stack n03 experiments, sat. yield and product distribution results.

Beam hTadiat. Activity sat. Yield Product distribution Remarks
Current time atEOB aqueous gaseous Experimental conditions

aqueous aqueous fraction fraction
fraction fraction StaeknOJ

(J.1A.) (s) OJCi) (jJ..CilfJA) (%) (%) 6 layers of carbon fiber fabric, 6.5 mgr/cm2

flow in between the foils:
4.5 300 561 425 steam + H2 mi:xture (64 plImin water + 17 cc STP/min HZ)
3.8 320 2396 2040 78 22 ft

8 400 6162 2284- 63 37 "
7 300 4544- 2216 64- 36 ft

4.7 300 2263 1644- 65 35 n
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The third set of runs, perfonned on the carbon fiber cloth, exhibits the highest yields
recovered in the liquid phase, with in addition, a high fraction of non soluble (N2) activity.. The
higher yields cannot be fully explained by the higher carbon to water ratio. This is surprising
given the N13 recoil range evaluation: the average fibers are -6 pm in diameter (as can be seen
on fig.5), and the foils less than 0.5 pm thick. The internal structure of the fibers has not yet
been investigated..

Conclusions

The carbon fiber cloth method gives a fair yield and is obviously easier to handle than
foils. If the product distribution is, as expected, in favor of ammonia and if the 1.5 to 2
mCi/pA(sat)yields are maintained at higher currents, clinically useful [13N]ammonia doses for
PET studies could be produced every 15 minutes with a 50 to 60 pA, -3.5 MeV deuteron beam..
The reason why the carbon fabric gave better yields remains to be explained. The choice of the
push gas (He, H2, C02, ...) is likely to have an influence on the product distribution and
requires further testing.
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Discussion following ~he [13N]ammonia session.

Concerns: in-target [13N]ammonia formation mechanism.

J-L. Morelle suggested an alternative or complementary explanation to the scavenging mechanism
according to which the carbon containing ~dditives prevent the oxidation of [13N]ammonial

• It
can be observed that the various target designs that allow direct production of [13N]ammonia have
a common feature: they all contain water and carbon under a fonn or another: Le. carbon13/water
slurry target, ethanol or acetic acid water targets, water target with a small amount of thin carbon
powder in suspension and lately his thin carbon foil or fiber/steam deuteron target
The pathway from native 13N to 13NH4+, suggested here, assumes the occurrence of CN4 as a fIrSt
step (no idea on how it could happen). The interesting point is that, if CN- were to occur, there
are reactions2 known to transfonn CN- into ammonia, especially in the irradiated water chemical
environment.

(A) (B)
13N + C -----------> C13N- --------------> 13NH4+

11? VVater
& Beam

The step A is a pure hypothesis.
The step B is likely to occur under beam strike conditions. It involves hydrogen peroxide and/or
ozone.
The step (B) is itself a two step process:
in the first one, the cyanide is oxidized by hydrogen peroxide and/or ozone to cyanate:

eNG + H20 2 --------> aCNe + H2O
and/or

CN- + 0 3 --------> DeN· + O2

in the second, the cyanate hydrolyzes to ammonium:

--------> C()2

NOx are not mentioned among the end products of any of the various cyanide detoxification
processes described in the references. In particular, for the H20 2 method, the reactions are said
to be highly favourable to ammonia and the remaining cyanide ions are reported as "not
detectable". The hydrolysis is said to be a "slower" process than the oxidizing step. Could the
detection of traces of cyanate be a way of investigating this idea?

Acknowledgement: this idea came up from a discussion with David Warichet (University of
Louvain-Ia-Neuve, Chemical Engineering dpt)
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Questions:

John Need: In the experiments at Brookhaven with the carbon-13 powder target the activity that
was extracted from the target were consistent with the theoretical calculations based on particle
tracks in the material.

Morelle: That's right. I'm giving here the practical yields that are obtained as ammonia for
medical use. Actually, compared to what really comes out of the target, this is a fraction.
Typically, half of the beam energy is lost on water. One would expect 8 mCi/pA at saturation
to start, but we lose half of that on the steam, part does not come out of the target, and part
comes out as N2• Now with the carbon fiber fabric target the yield is up to almost 2 pA at
saturation.

John Clark: I'd like to add a bit more on carbon fibers. We are not talking about structural
carbon fibers. This is carbon cloth manufactured for chemical protection suits. It has been
etched to provide high surface area, and is virtually activated charcoal cloth.

Morelle: The material is also a great advantage over simple fibers, because they are very difficult
to work with, while this cloth is really very easy to handle..

Continued Presentation, Jean-Luc Morelle

Summary: Additional observations and theoretical suggestions were presented concerning in
target ammonia production. Addition of carbon powder to a water target was obselVed to
increase ammonia yield, though it gave mechanical difficulties.. Tilbury and Dahl previously
showed a similar effect of ethanol and acetate. It may be possible that the nitrogen atom
combines with carbon to give a cyanide ion, which could be reduced to ammonia.. An industrial
detoxification method for cyanide uses conditions similar to ours, exposure of cyanide to peroxide
and ozone. These materials fonn cyanate, which can hydrolyze to ammonium ion. There is no
evidence yet that this happens in the target, but it is something to consider.

Questions:

Marc Berridge: Have you had a chance yet to look for cyanide in the products?

Morelle: No, we have concentrated on the traditionally known products, and have not done that
yet. It may not even be able to come out of the target.

Rich Ferrieri: That's an interesting pathway. The biggest problem I have is that the carbon is
designated as just carbon. I don't know of any evidence showing that recoil nitrogen can insert
into carbon-carbon bonds.. The problem then becomes how the cyano radical is forIned.
Nitrogen is more prone to abstract hydrogen or react with oxygen species than to insert into
carbon moieties.
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Morelle: These are valid points. I wanted to put out the idea that if cyanide occurs, it might go
to ammonia. The fITst step is riot proven, it is just conjecture.

Berridge: I seem to remember that in at least one case an insertion of nitrogen into an alkene
has been observed to give a nitrile.

Bruce Wieland: What is the comparison of the total carbon in the beam strike region in the
carbon foil stack versus the carbon cloth?

Morelle: The 100 pg per cm2 foils are about a third micron thick, and the carbon cloth is 2.5
microns and above. There is much more carbon in the effective beam cross section, so the
comparison of the two targets is looking at two different things.

Mike Welch: I have one problem with your mechanism. In a situation where the nitrogen is
forced next to the carbon, such as our aluminum carbide target; in a reducing atmosphere you
don't see just ammonia,you also see about 15% methylamine. To me, since nobody doing
ammonia with ethanol in the target has seen methylamine, that argues against eN as an
intermediate.

Carlos Gonzales-Lepera: Has anyone tried pressurizing a water target with carbon dioxide?
Also, if there is too much energy lost in the foil target, it might be possible to use a magnetic
field to allow you to reduce the foil spacing. ",

Mike Channing: Did you try any hydrogen mixed with the steam?

Morelle: Yes, the steam was propelled to the target by hydrogen. A low flow of liquid water
was moving through the tubing to and from the target, so in order to move the fluid through the
lines, a low flow of hydrogen was used and bubbles of hydrogen were interspersed with the
water. In the early experiments helium was used. There was no significant change due to the
hydrogen.

Berridge: How much hydrogen did you have in the target?

MoreIle: There was about a tenth of an atmosphere hydrogen pressure.

General Discussion Session:

A general introduction of the topic of specific activity of tracers was given by Don Maylotte,
posing the questions of the required level of specific activity, and the specific activities that are

.achievable with the intent of bringing out the techniques that are effective for producing useful
specific activities.

Tom Ruth: 1 Curie per millimole is a reasonable specific activity to expect from labeling with

F2•
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Mike Welch: Specific activity requirements are very application-dependent. You need high
specific activity for receptor work, but a system that has a lot of receptors can tolerate a lower
specific activity. But the main problem is often not the specific activity, it is the effective
specific activity. How well can you clean up the main compound from other products that also
bind to the receptor? This is a separation problem that can drop the effective specific activity_

Joanna Fowler: There's also the problem that the necessary specific activity range is different
for every tracer.,

Marc Berridge: For fluoride production, lately, I'm personally seeing only about 500-1000 mCi
per micromole, which is appalling and there is an interesting anecdote associated with that but
the bottom line is that we don't know where the carrier's coming from.

Welch: Is that real specific activity or effective specific activity measured by binding assay?

Berridge: Without taking the rest of the session to explain this, we are very sure that it is real
specific activity of the compound itself. What other numbers are people getting?

Welch: The estradiol derivatives give around 4000 Curies/mmole, but most of the carrier is not
the fluorine-containing material, it is other receptor binding compounds.

Jeanne Link: We get around 3000 Curies/mmole, but don't do anything special. We see it go
down after we change Teflon tubing, and then go up again after we distill or go through
deionizing resin. We're pretty sure of the chemical identity and lack of related compounds using
two systems, but can't do a receptor assay on fluoromisonidazole. The carrier comes from
Teflon.

Mike Channing: At NllI we've had as high as 20,000 Ci/mmole at EOB, but the problem is that
only happens rarely. It was measured by HPLC, so you can't rule out that there's a hidden peak,
but I believe it. It varies depending on the quality of the target water, and if you have one
problem with a target it can take a long time to clean it. The surface chemistry we saw recently
implies that it can take a long time to get fluoride out of the surface. We wash the target with
base, always use double deionized water and dry it afterwards. Unless there is a good way to
measure these levels of fluoride in water all the information will be anecdotal. Weare
purchasing a high perfonnance capillary electrophoresis apparatus. With stacking, we expect to
measure 3-5 ppb fluoride in water.

Dave Schlyer: We're measuring fluoride in water with ion chromatography. We looked at
sources of fluoride after sequential irradiations etc. On irradiation you don't see any increase in
carrier. However, as it goes through the transport systems with things as innocuous as
.polyethylene lines, you do see an increase. We attribute this to ubiquitous fluoride in the
apparatus. Levels we saw were in the several ppm range after 15 irradiations.

Bruce Mock: Back to the original questions about specific activity, there are two reasons why
we need to know the specific activity. The first is to maximize it, .but the other is to know what
it is so that we can convert activity into micrograms of substrate for modeling purposes. So it
is important to know how to measure it for its own sake.
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Schlyer: In a series of experiments of displacement reactions on dinitrobenzene, looking at the
effects of metal ions, Ag, Ni, Cu, and Fe, we found that they had a large effect in reducing the
yield. But we found that the ions were precipitating as carbonate salts, reducing the pH of the
solution to reduce the yield. We also found that we can distill the water from base (adding a
small piece of sodium metal) to avoid transfer of fluoride into the recovered water.

Maylotte: Let's also ask the question of carbon specific activity, in the past the best has seemed
to be about 10,000 Ci/mmole, is that still true and is it routinely obtainable?

Channing: It depends on the synthetic precursor you're making. CO2 from the target should be
detennined by the target gas, or about 100,000 Ci/mmole. We see about a tenfold decrease from
that because of adsorption to surfaces.

Welch: That's partially due to surfaces, its partially due to CO2 being preferentially left behind
in a vacuum system. How many people use metal O-rings? If you want high specific activity
you have to be very careful about the materials in the system. I know that Hopkins does this,
and they probably get as high a specific activity as anyone.

Channing: We've just added a GC to the system with a discharge ionization detector. After
cryogenic cooling of the target gas, we send it to the GC and find 3 ppm additional CO2 in the
target after irradiation on top of 120 ppm without irradiation. So the irradiation, and therefore
the type of O-rings etc, does not make a big difference..

Schlyer: Rich Ferrieri a few years ago looked at the specific activity of CO2 and found a break
point at around 10,000 Ci/mmole at which the radioactivity yield dropped as specific activity
went higher. This is a practical consideration for C-l1 production.

John Need: Has anyone looked at any of these gasses with a quadrapole mass spectrometer?
That is another analytical technique that could be useful for this question to see what there is in
the gasses.

Channing: I think: that GC can do pretty much the same job with suitable detection methods.

Jacek Koziorowski: GE uses GC with a methanizer, which has been a very good method for
specific activity measurement. We've noticed that the contribution of mass from the target is
relatively constant, making specific activity dependent on the amount of activity which is
produced.

Channing: That's true, which is why we express our measurements in terms of ppm or mass
units.

Bida: Rich Hichwa also looked at that issue around the time of the fIrst or second workshop and
found that to be true.
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;Fleas do not have wings. They travel by jumping.
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Session IV Poster Discussions

Frank Helus and Bruce Wieland, Co-chairs

Session Summary

Speaker 1 - S.N. Dmitriev, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear
Reactions, Moscow Russia

The fIrst topic described the use of an electron microtron beam incident on a tantalum
target ~hamber containing enriched 124Xe. (200 atmospheres in 10 cm3

). Gammas from the
tantalum produce 1231 in the gas from the gamma,n reactions. 200 mCi were produced after 10
hours of irradiation and 4 hours of cooling. 500 mCi are expected in the future.

The second topic was high purity 237pU (45 day electron capture decay) used for medical
studies in humans (see proceedings for details).

. The third topic was production of long-lived 26AI for metabolic studies in humans using
singly ionized alpha particles on a Mg target.

Speaker 2 - F. HeIus, DKFZ Heidelberg
The presentation focussed on the effect of irradiation condition and choice of target

construction materials for obtaining 18p from the 2°Ne(d,a)18p reaction (see proceeding for
details).

Roy Tillbury commented on the role played by thermal convection in the observed result
that almost all the 18F activity was trapped on the upper surface of the target. He also noted that
the irradiations conditions were kept constant, but the amount of activity trapped on foils in the
target varied.

An unidentified participant asked about the chemical fonn of the recovered 18F. Work
to detennine this was in progress.

Speaker 3 - J.R. Dahl, North Shore University Hospital
A target system for routine production of l8p via deuteron bombardment of neon for the

production of electrophillic 18F was presented (see proceeding for details).
The speaker made valuable observations about using the criteria of total radiation dose

per molecule in order to identify the effects of parameter variations of pressure beam current, thin
vs thick targets etc., and make sense out of sometimes confusing data.

There were no questions.

Speaker 4 - R.I. Nickles, University of Wisconsin, Madison
The topic presented was an evaluation of positron-emitting diffusible flow tracers for use

in myocardial studies of open-chest canine preparations. A rapid flow measurement is required
just before clearance measurements to study the pharmacokinetics of various new drugs. Many
studies require six hours of preparation and six hours of testing. In these applications, both
dissolved 18P-fluoromethane and 140 water were workable, with short biological half-life and
short physical half-life respectively providing the basis for rapid measurements. The speaker
indicated a preference for the simpler kinetics of dissolved fluoromethane. (see proceeding for
details). Questions were not recorded due to technical difficulties.
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Speaker 5 - E. Galiano, M.D.. Anderson Medical Center
A work-in-progress project on the development of a system for the production of 77Br was

presented. Irradiation and chemical processing are done at the University of Texas Health
Sciences Center using a 40 MeV proton beam from the cyclotron. A nearly saturated solution
of sodium bromide is used for the 7~r(p,3n)77Kr which is then trapped and allowed to decay to
77Br (see proceeding for details). Future goals were to increase production from the microcurie
level to tens of millicuries, to achieve labelling of bromodeoxyuridine for tumor imaging, and
to develop imaging techniques to reduce degradation due to the 520 keV photons which
accompany the desirable 230 keV emission.

P. Salvadori (Pisa) who had experience using 77Br from Julich, commented that imaging
degradation was a problem, the accompanying positron radiation is a problem and that the 71Br
half-life is too long for therapy applications, and that deoxyuridine labelled with 12SI is an
alternative imaging agent (although the bond strength for the bromo compound is stronger).

R. Weinreich (PSI) asked if the pellet targets were considered instead of solutions, and
if the 76Br would be a possibility for imaging. The speaker replied that the chemical processing
dictated the use of a solution target, and that the energy requirement for the (p,4n) producing 76Br
was too high for their cyclotron.

J.R. Dahl suggested the use of a higher concentration of solution (0.9 glce instead of 0.5
0.7 glcc) and that the use of a titanium target chamber with tantalum windows might eliminate
the corrosion problems, and that a teflon slider valve might prevent failures.

R.I. Nickles suggested that the careful stacking of two medium or high energy collimators
might help diminish the image degradation phenomena mentioned above.

Speaker 6 - R. Fenieri, Brookhaven National Laboratory
This presentation was an invited tutorial requested by B. Wieland to take advantage of

the speaker's expertise on the mechanisms of organic additives to aqueous solutions for the
purpose of producing in-target ammonia labeled with 13N. The mechanisms of radiolytic
oxidation and radiolytic reduction in situ are clearly not completely understood as evidenced by
the variety of results observed by different experimenters using a wide variety of conditions.

The role of dilute ethanol in preventing radiolytic oxidation of ammonium ion back to
oxides was addressed, since this was the subject of extensive discussion in the preceding session
ill (specific Targetry Problems). The role of ethanol acting exclusively as a hydroxyl radical
scavenger has been shown to require up to 100 mM concentrations, and ammonium ion has been
observed as the predominant product using 1-5 millimolar concentrations. It was therefore
proposed that there may be another unidentified oxidant present, and the possible effect of
ethanol (or other organic additives) is to remove this species.

The speaker presented a comprehensive list of radicals produced in irradiated water
(including oxygenated water) on a very short time scale. Combining this with data on the
irradiation of pure ethanol, possible mechanisms in dilute ethanol were presented. The
presentation is beyond the scope of this summary, and it is hoped that the speaker will endeavor
to write up his presentation with figures and tables for the workshop proceedings. He pointed
out the need to asses the effects of pressure, target volume, dose, and dose rate and the presence
of hydrogen and/or oxygen. These comments were accompanied with suggestions for future
measurements, the goal being the delineation of conditions required for operation of reliable
systems for the production of 13N ammonia.

An unidentified participant made comments on his observation that there was no effects
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when an ethanol system was sparged with oxygen.
M. Berridge (Case Western Reserve University) pointed out that the effect of pressure

alone greatly enhances the effectiveness of ethanol in achieving a predominantly ammonium ion
product. Although he observed independent dose and dose rate effects, these were both lowered
by increasing pressure..

G'. Bida (Biomedical Research Foundation) brought up the effect of aqueous carbon-rich
environments using diamond dust or amorphous carbon in which anunonium ion is the
predominant product, and inquired if this observation shed any light on the mechanism with
ethanol.. The speaker responded that there may be a similar common mechanism involved in both
this and the ethanol system where oxidants in the system are consumed.
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Targetry for the Rutheniurn-97 and Tungsten-178 (Tantalum.-178)
Production on the Phasotron of JINR

N.G.Zaitseva, V.I.Stegailov, V.A:Khalkin, N.G.Shakun., P.T.Shishljannikov

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia

This paper describes recent developments of the solid target system for the production of
97Ru and 178W in the 99Tc(p,3n)97Ru and 181Ta(p,4n)178W reactions. Radioisotope production
proceeds on the internal 50-70 MeV proton beam of JINR phasotron. The target construction,
condition of the irradiation and radionuclide practical yields \vere searched.

The decay characteristics of 97Ru [T1/ 2=2.9d, 100% EC, E~ 215 keV (85.8% abundant} and
324 keY (10.2% abundant), no beta emission] and 178Ta (T1/ 2=9.3 ill, the daughter from its
parent 178W(Tl/2=21.7d), 98.9% Ee, 1.1% f3+ emission, X-rais of 1

78Hf with energies ranging
from 54 to 65 keY] appear to be suitable for nuclear medical applicat.ions (for diagnostic imaging
and therapeutic purposes).

The reactor and accelerator methods suggested so far to produce 97Ru include: 96Ru(n" )97Ru,
103Rh(p,2p5n)97Ru, Mo(4He or 3He,xn)97Ru. Ruthenium-97 can be produced using 99Tc(p,3n)97Ru
reaction also. The excitation function for this reaction was determined by us for the first time
(Fig.l)[l]. The maximum cross section for 97Ru formation was found to be 440 mb (±15%) at
32 MeV; the yield of thick target larger than 10.5 mei/ ,uAh may be achieved for Ep=lOO MeV.

The production of 97Ru can be performed with medium sized cyclotrons, for Ep =50 MeV
and "-13 g/cm2 Tc target about 7 mei/JlAh of 97Ru may be produced. The 97Ru yield increases
only for 15% at Ep =60 MeV but in this case summary activity of target increases several times
as much.

Tantalum-178 can be produced from a generator following the reaction 181Ta(p,4n)178W~

21~i 178TaEg °3,f3·+ 178Hf (stable). The excitation function for this reaction was measured by us
. ays . mtn

over the proton energy range of 29-72 MeV (Fig.2)[2]. The maximum cross section is 495 rob
(±15%) and occurs at 40 MeV. The experimental results show that 1

78W yield is approximately
same both the maximum region (30 MeV::;Ep ::;50 MeV) and tail one of the excitation function
(50 MeV:5Ep $70 MeV). So we have decided to use rather thick Ta targets (6.5-7 gjcm2

) for
irradiation by protons with 70 MeV energy on internal phasotron beam.

JINR phasotron is not adapted for routine isotope production. But it has remotely con
trollen probe and so it is possible to irradiate radiochemical targets inside an accelerator vacuum
chamber by protons of given energy in the range from 20 to 600 MeV at the 6-8 flA intensity.

There is not high current accelerators with proton energy 2:40 MeV in Russia. So the
application of phasotron to obtain 100-150 m Ci 97Ru and 1

78W regularly is worth while to
carry out medical, biological and radiopharnlaceutical experiments.
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An activation process of targets on the phasotron internal beam has some peculiarities.
Nuclear reaction products are concentrated in primary millimeters of target in radial direction
(Fig.3). This zone size dependes on target high and thickness. Vertical distribution of inside
beam intensity measured after irradiation of 4 g/cm2 copper target by protons with energy 50
and 70 MeV is shown in Fig.4.

Experimental data of excitation function of (p,3n) and (p,4n) nuclear reactions on 99Tc and
181Ta and of distribution of proton beam on targets were applied to design of metal Tc and Ta
targets (Fig.5). They consist of three plates (lxIOx2.6 mm for Tc and lxlOx4 mm for Ta)
pressed on water coold head of the stock. A distance between plates is 1.5 mID, Tc mass is
rv1 g, Ta mass is rv2 g. Such targets construction have to intercept about 80% proton beam.
It also is important that such disposition of Tc plates excludes their heating by proton beem
to melt temperature (rv2500 K) and so excludes metal loss because of its vacuum evaporation.
For such target construction irradiated metals are separated easily from holder by remote tools.

Quantities of 97Ru and 178W realy obtained during one hour irradiation were determinated
at exposition from 10 to 30 min at /"V8 J.LA current of protons.

As it was expected the productions were rather high: 40-50 mCi/h for 97Ru and 5-6 mCijh
for 1

78Ta. These values were measured by gamma-spectrometric method.
It was neccessary to have effective radioc~emical methods of separation of 97Ru and 178W

from target materials. For 178W they are worked out and descripted in detailes [3]. To' separate a
carrier free 97Ru and macro amounts of Tc we used known property of RU04 to be distillate from
acids. Our primary researches have showed that it is possible to separate Ru from solutions of
0.1-0.05 molll HTc04 in H2S04 and HCI04 containing oxidation agents and if the Tc solutions
are free of nitrate and chloride ions. It is possible to separate about 90% of 97Ru during 3 hours
distilation in air streem from solutions heated·to S100°C. Under such conditions Tc does not
distilled and it does not been discovered in 97Ru solution (HCI-I-I2 0 2 ). A report devoted to
obtained of 97Ru preparations is under development.
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Excitation Function for 178W Production in the 181Ta(p,4n)178W
Reaction over Proton Energy Range 28.8-71.8 MeV

By N. G.Zaitseva1
, E.Rurarz2 , V.A.Khalkin1

, V.I.Stegailovl and L.M.Popinenkova3

1 The Joint Institute for Nuclear Research) Dubna, Russia
2 The Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Swierk, Poland

3 The Institute for High Energy Physics, Serpukhov, Russia

1. Introduction

Among the more attractive radionuclides for lung and liver imaging in children and adults,
particularly in cardiovascular examinations,.is 178Ta [1-3]. This radionuclide is readily available

from the radionuclide generator 178WT ~~17d 178TaT E~:3+ . 178Hf (stable). The long lived
1/2- . 1/2- . m~n

178W (T1 / Z=21.7d) decay entirely by EC to 9.3 m 178Ta daughter without feeding the h'igh spin
isomer (T1/ 2 =2.2 h) in 178Ta [4,5]. The short lived 178Ta then decays to stable 178Hf, 98.92%
by Ee and 1.1% by (3+ emission.

The decay characteristics of 178Ta [6] appear to be suitable for nuclear medical applications
in conjunction with a low energy detection system, such as the MWPC (a high-pressure Multi
Wire Proportional Camera) which is efficicent for detection of 55-94 keY X and I rays [7,8].

The short physical half life of 178Ta permits multiple sequential studies with reduced patient
radiation dose compared with the current radionuclide of choice, i.e. 99mTc and warrants
improved spatial resolution.

The 178W production can be achieved in various nuclear reactions:

1) 177Hf(3He,2n)178W(Ethr = 3.7 MeV),
2) 178Hf(3He,2n)178W(Ethr = 11.5 MeV),
3) 176Hf(4He,2n)178W(Ethr =18.3 MeV),
4) 181Ta(d,5n)178W(Ethr == 25.5 MeV),
5) 181Ta(p,4n)178W(Ethr = 23.1 MeV).

If protons of suitable energy are available, their use is preferred since the yields are higher in
comparison with 3,4He-induced reactions due to a larger range of penetration. At present, the
parent nuclide 178W is produced almost exclusively in the 181Ta(p,4n)178W reaction although
the data are fragmentary and sparse [9,10,11].

In this paper we report excitation function for the 181Ta( p,4n)178W reaction in the proton
energy range of 28.8-71.8 MeV.

Comparison with theoretical calculations of the excitation function based on the concept of
a hybrid model of nuclear reactions (in the from of Overlaid Alice code) is shown.
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2. ExperilTIental

High purity natural Ta(180Ta 0.0123%, l81Ta 99.8877%) in metallic form was used as a target
material. The excitation function of the l81Ta (p,4n) reaction was measured using a stacked
foil technique.

The external 73 MeV proton beam of the linear accelerator (LU-IOO) at the Institute for
High Energy Physics in Serpukhov (Russia) was used for irradiation. The Al colimator was
used to assure that all of the induced radioactivity in the foil was concentrated in a small
but well defined area. The degradation of the proton energy passing through Ta stack was
calculated using the range-energy tables [12]. The proton flux was determined via monitor
reaction on Al foils. The stack was irradiated for 12 hours with a proton beam current of .......,40
nA. After irradiations, the stacks were repeatedly measured over a period of several months
using a computerized ,-spectroscopy system.

178Ta in secular equilibrium with 178W has prominet ,-rays with energies 1341 keY (1.02%),
1350 keY (1.18%) and 511 keY annihilation radiation due to the 1.1% positron branch. These
lines decayed with 22 day parent half life and were used for cross section determinations,
contrary to all previous works [9-11] where the X-ray were used to evaluate the cross
sections. The spectroscopic data used in this work were taken from two standard works [4,5}.

The number of counts in the relevant photopeak areas for the measured ,-ray spectra and
absolute activities (with the known number of atoms in target foils and beam intensities) were
then used to determine the cross section values. The total errors in the cross section (~15%)

were obtained, as described earlier [13]. Theoretical excitation functions were calculated \vith
the Overlaid Alice code [14] for the 181Ta(p,xn)182-X~T(x=I;3-8) reactions from thresholds up
to 100 MeV proton energy on the CDC-Cyber computer of the Institute of Atomic Energy in
Swierk (Poland).

3. Results

The results are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1. Our measurements indicate that the maximum
cross section of the excitation function is (495±74mb) and occurs at 40 MeV.

For the sake of completeness and for comparison, the values reported earlier are also ShO\\'l1

[9-11]. The overall agreement between theory and experiment is well within the factor of 2~

which is currently the best the that can reasonably be expected of all the Alice codes [15].
It can be seen from Fig.l that the excitation function calculated with the Overlaid Alice code
reproduces the shape of the experimental data reasonably \vell except for the high energy tail of
experimetnal data (the effects of preequilibrium processes). rrhere exists a 4 MeV displacen1ent
of the calculated peak position of the excitation function with respect to the experimenta.l
values. This displacement was already observed earlier other users of the Alice code [16].

Thick target yields have been obtained by integrating the excitation function over the energy
region of interest. In this manner, 178W yield larger than 1.3 n1Cij}lAh may be achieved, vvhich
permits the production of several hand.red milicuries of 178W per day, if more than 10 fJ-A of 70
MeV proton beams are available.

4. Conclusion

The present work describes the excitation function for the 181Ta(p,4n)178W reaction in the 28.8
71.8 MeV proton energy range. This information \vas previously not known accurately and \vill
be valuable to the users of medical cyclotrons.
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The 1
78W may be produced in the entire energy range stuied. No other tungsten radioiso

topes were detected.
Some disadvantage of this production method of 178W lies in the fact that about 70 MeV

(or greater) proton beam is needed. However, such a high energy of protons should not be a
limitation of this method.
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Table 1. Experimental and theoretical cross sections for the l81Ta (p,4n) reaction
as a function of proton energy.

E p (MeV) THIS WORK BIRATTARI et ale RAO AND YAFFE HERMES
in our* <J'exp O'calc [11] [9] [10]
stack ±15% q **exp±20% (7exp±22% (7 ***exp

25 48
27.5 347
28 140

28.8 11
I30 915 380 240 133±30

30.1 28 I
31.7 81

32 I I 580
I

I
I

32.51 1080
33.0 144

34 700
34.2 221

35 1160
35.7 305

36 780 760
36.9 388

37.5 856
38 740

38.1 406
39.1 484

40 647 964±62
40.1 495

.1 495 I I
42 I 460 430

42.1 485
42.5 409

43.7 410
44 350
45 347

45.3 375
47.0 320

47.5 251
48 200

48.8 I 320

I 50 241 238±30
I 50.4 285

52.0 305
53.6 290

I54 130 I
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Ep (MeV) THIS WORK BIRATTARI et al. RAG AND YAFFE HERMES
in our* u exp (J calc [11] . [9J' [10]
stack ±15% (f **exp±20% (jexp±22% q ***exp

55 190
55.1 295
56.6 325
58.1 277
59.6 280

60 157 35±11
61.0 275
62.5 295
63.9 270

64 120
65 131

65.3 275
66.7 290
68.0 255
69.0 280

I70 109
70.5 285
71.8 285

I
74 62
75 89
80 71
84 64
85 56
90 45
95 38
100 31

* Average proton energy at the mid thickness of Ta foil.
** Estimated from figure 4a Ref [11].
*** Cross sections are given in eM system but for protons and for target mass 181 E~M ""'E~AB.
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Fig. 1. Experimental and theoretical cross sections for production of 17S"'W in the
181Ta (p,4n) 178Ta reaction. The values of cross sections reported earlier
for this reaction in Refs. [.9:-11J are also shown. The theoretical excitation
function (continuous lines) calculated wi th the Overlaid Alice code for the
181Ta(p,xn)182-xW (x=1;3-8) reaction are shown. At a given energy range
(25-100 MeV) calculate.·d cross sections for the 181Ta(p,4n)178W reaction
are shown as a thick continuous line.
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INTRODUCTION

[18F]-Fz continues to provide a convenient route for the preparation of 18p labeled
compounds, particularly in the early developmental stages when the labeled compound of
interest is not easily prepared by nucleophilic substitution and has yet to be shown sufficiently
important to justify development of nucleophilic methods for its preparation. Although
negative ion cyclotrons are currently popular as devices for producing radionuclides, a number
of laboratories have positive ion cyclotrons. Some of these positive ion cyclotrons have beam
transport systems, and others mount the targets directly on the cyclotron beam exit port. The
result is a variety of beam profiles for bombardment of the target. Due to the smaller cross
sectional area of the beam profile which may result when the target is mounted at the end of
a beam transport line, a target chamber optimized for use with a cyclotron equipped with a
beam transport system may not be optimal for use on a cyclotron with the targets mounted
directly on the beam exit port, even though the machines may be otherwise similar. This
situation poses the problem: Design a target chamber with sufficient reliability and yield to
allow pursuit of a clinical research program dependent upon [18F]-F2 as a radio-labeling pre
cursor and which works well when mounted directly on the beam exit port of a positive ion
cyclotron or when mounted at the end of a beam transport line. Such a target will be suitable
for use with either a circular beam entrance window for use on a beam line, or with a beam
entrance window for the horizontally elongated beam obtained at the beam exit port. The
fundamental parameters for the production of [18F]-F2 have been well investigated(1-5) and
provide the basis for selection of the parameters used in the design of this target system. A
previous design(5), specifically for use with a beam transport system, used a conical target
chamber interior shape to minimize the volume of the system, thereby improving the specific
activity of the [18F]-F2 by reducing the amount of added carrier. Experience with the conical
target chamber configuration installed·directly on the cyclotron beam exit port provided
smaller yields compared to those obtained with the target mounted at the end of a beam pipe,
due to beam striking the sides of the target(6). Studies in which the volume of excited gas has
been observed by photographing the light emitted by de-excitation of the plasma volume
indicate the plasma shape approximates a cone(7). There was also the speculation that some of
the problems encountered by users other than the designer could be attributed to the close
proximity of the edge of the plasma volume to the target chamber walls. Therefore,
surrounding the active plasma with a blanket of gas may reduce the tendency of fluorine to
stick to the target chamber walls by decreasing the average impact energy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The target system design described in this work consists of an inner nickel cylinder
surrounded by a cooling water jacket, and the associated stainless steel (SS) valves, transport
lines, and gas cylinders. A diagram of the target chamber assembly is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 1. Electrofonn target bodies were prepared by A.J. Tuck Inc., of
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Brookfield Connecticut by a proprietary process using aluminum mandrels on which the
bodies were fonned and finished. A uniform wall thickness of 1.8mm was obtained. Two
lengths of target body were prepared, one which resulted in a total target inside length of
14.75 cm, shown in figure 1 by normal section view, and the other, 5 cm shorter, shown by
dotted lines. When the targets were used at the end of a beam transport line, 1.9 cm circular
entrance and exit windows of HAVAR, each 0.OO25cm thick, were used. For experiments in
which the targets mounted directly on the cyclotron beam exit port, the entrance and exit
windows were 1 cm high X 3 cm by long. Experiments with the long target body have been
performed with the target mounted directly on the cyclotron beam exit port and on the end of
the beam line. Experiments with the short target chamber have only been performed with the
target chamber mounted on the end of the beam line, consequently this comparison of the two
targets is limited to experiments at the end of a beam line. Both the beam exit and target
entrance foils were cooled with high-velocity recirculating helium blowing between. A
Scanditronix MC17F cyclotron (Edeut=8.5 MeV) was used in all experiments. The larger dead
volume of cooling water inside the cooling shroud with the shorter body has no significant
effect since the flow through shroud with both the long and the short versions of the
electroform is the same. The targets were ultrasonically cleaned using an acidic phosphate
based cleaner, then, after thorough rinsing with de-ionized water, allowed to air dry in a low
dust area and assembled with normal precautions to insure cleanliness.

F1Gl..F1E L CROSSECTICNA.L DIAGRAMS. TO SCALE
CF NSU-IISCX IF-18]-f"2 TARGET Q-iAME£R
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A diagram showing the general arrangement of the valves, tubing, and gas flow are
shown in figure 2. The bombardment gas is prepared by combining appropriate amounts of
research grade neon and 1% F2 in research grade neon. The delivery of these gases to the
target is controlled by selecting the appropriate gas by means of the gas selector valve and
opening VI8 until a pre-determined pressure is indicated by the pressure transducer. Flow
out of the target chamber is controlled by VI7. A supply of high-purity helium is connected
to the system through the fluorine regulator, which is supplied with a connection to allow the
system to be decontaminated before changing cylinders or opening the system for repair or
maintenance.

HELIUM
PURGE
SUPPLY

..:::::::::::::::::::::="..
:: :!.. . ...- .... ..... ..... ...

FLUORINE
REGUlATOR

RESEARCH GRADE NEON GAS

1% F2 IN RESEARCH GRADE NEON

PRESSURE .. DIGITAL READOUTTRANSDUCER .. ON CONSOLE

TARGET CHAMBER

..............................................,.... _ -

............._ .. GAS SELECTOR
VALVE SWITCH

~
~

.............................. :.': _...
r-;l
~

GAS TUBING

ELECTRIC LINES

Fig. 2. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Initial target treatment consisted of filling the target chamber with 1% F2 in research
grade neon and bombarding the target gas for about 30 minutes at a convenient beam current
between 10 and 30 uA. The irradiated target was usually drained from the target chamber
through KI solution and the activity retained in the KI was measured. Often a volatile
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radioactive component was observed in the fIrst few bombardments after assembly. The
absence of a significant volatile radioactive component in the irradiated gas was considered an
indication of target operation satisfactory for further experimentation. No passivation of the
target chamber with fluorine gas was carried out The target chamber was flushed by filling
and emptying 3 times with 1% F2 in research grade neon, then 1 time with research grade
neon.. A selected amount of 1% F2 in research neon was introduced to the target chamber
through VI8 (refer to figure 2), followed by pure research grade neon to provide the desired
level of F2 carrier in the target gas. Following bombardment the irradiated gas was
immediately drained through an aqueous solution consisting of 5ml of 5% KI, Im1 1M HCI,
lOml de-ionized water, and a few drops of indicating starch. The target chamber pressure
was allowed to drop to abou~ 15 psig during the removal of the irradiated neon, then refilled
to about 100 psig with research grade neon and again allowed to empty. Only a single flush
was performed. The activity trapped in the KI was measured and the liberated ~ titrated with
N~S203 to determine the amount of F2 recovered. When the target is not to be used for
intervals greater than 8 hours it is stored containing about 3 atmospheres of 1% F2 in research
grade neon, Of, for routine production, stored containing the nonnally used bombardment
mixture. Target pressure is constantly monitored by a pressure transducer mounted as shown
in figure 2.

RESULTS

Little difference in the yields from the two different length target systems was
observed. The yields from the long target bombarded at the end of a beam line averaged 23
+/- 3 mCiluA EOSB (End of Saturation Bombardment) using research grade neon with 0.15
to 0.25 added F2 and were independent of beam current up to 40.00 uA.. The same target
mounted directly on a beam exit port provided only slightly lower yields. When about 160
uMoles F2 are added to the 150 ml target chamber, post bombardment F2 recovery is 80%,
but falls off as the amount of added F2 is reduced. A similar effect was observed for the
short target chamber.

The shorter target chamber provides 22 +/- 5 mCi/uA, EOSB, when mounted on a
beam line. The short target chamber has yet to be tested when mounted directly on the
cyclotron beam exit port.

In figure 3, the variation of the ratio of target pressure during bombardment to the
beam off target pressure at beam currents up to 40 uAmp and a variety of initial (beam off)
pressures is presented.. For both target configurations the slope of pressure ratio to beam
current is very nearly linear, consistent with the yield data indicating the target is thick up to
40 uAmp of beam current, and that only a minimum amount of beam is lost to the target
chamber walls. The shorter target chamber has not been run at currents greater than 35 uA
with beam off pressure above 120 psig due to the tendency of the foil to burst at pressures
above 225 psig. However the data at lower pressure and higher current indicate the target
would still be thick.

In the electroformed target chamber both the yield for 18F (mCi/uA, EOSB) and the
recovered F2 are related to the amount of F2 added to the target gas prior to bombardment
After bombarding the target chamber using up to 260 uMoles F2 added to the target chamber,
a bombardment with no F~ added to the target gas results in a sharp reduction in the yield of
18p and the recovery of [18F]-F2 to about 15% of the value obtained with carrier.
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Fig. 3
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A strong effort was made to relate 18F yield to various experimental parameters,
including target pressure, the ratio of target pressure with and without beam, length of
bombardment, beam current, amount of Fz added to the target before bombardment, and the
% recovery of the Fz. Trivial and expected correlations of [18F]-Fz yield to beam current,
added and recovered Fz were easily demonstrated. A somewhat more interesting correlation
can be seen in figure 4. In figure 4 the yield of [18F]-Fz is shown on the primary ordinate,
and the % of input Fz is shown on the secondary ordinate, as a function of the radiation dose
as eV per molecule of added Fz. Data from both target chambers mounted at the end of the
beam pipe is presented. The utility of this presentation is that combined in the value of
ev/molecule are target pressure, target volume, beam current, particle energy, and duration of
bombardment. The data shown come from a wide range of experiments with a variety of
conditions. The regression lines for the data shown in figure 4 were compared by standard
application of the student's t (8). At the 95% confidence interval, the regression lines are
equivalent, indicating little difference between the two target chambers. The two sets of data
were combined and the regression lines for the combined data shown in figure 4 as the
heavy solid lines.
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Fig. 4
Radionuclide Yield and Carrier Rcvry
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DISCUSSION

WagnexiS
) gives a "theoretical value" of 450 mCi at the end of a 110 minute 25 uA

bombardment which corresponds with a value of 36 mCi/uA EOSB. The yield from the
150mm target chamber, 23 mCiluA EOSB and 22 mCi/uA EOSB for the 85 mm target
chamber is not significantly different from that reported for the air cooled target chamber, 24
mCi/A EOSB even though there are large differences between the targets. This demonstrates
the difficulty in identifying exactly the parameters which are limiting the recovery of [18F]-F2

from deuteron bombarded neon targets, and the still incomplete understanding of all the
processes involved. The idea that some of the problems could be attributed to the close
proximity of the plasma volume to the target chamber walls is not supported by the data. If
the idea were valid, there would be a significant difference between the yields obtained with
these targets and the yield from the air-cooled conical target. The longer target was
constructed because of concerns (9) that the target may not remain thick to the beam at lower
pressures and higher currents. These data indicate the extra length is not needed for targets
mounted at the end of a beam pipe. The short target chamber remains untested when
mounted directly on the beam exit port

In figure 4 it can be seen that the combined average 18p yield appears to increase from
about 23 mCi/uA EOSB to about 26 mCi/uA EOSB as the radiation dose increases from
0.002 to 1 eV/molecule. Interestingly, the recovery of F2 increases from about 55% to over
95% over the same interval of radiation dose. These data include variations in the amount
carrier P2 added, the bombardment time, the beam current, and target fill pressures.
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CONCLUSION

A simplified cyclotron target system for routine preparation of [18F]-F2 for clinical 6
[18F]-fluoroDOPA studies, and for other electrophilic fluorinations, via the deuteron
bombardment of neon containing less than 0.3% added F2, has been constructed. The target
chamber was designed for use with cyclotrons equipped with a beam line and with cyclotrons
where the targets are mounted directly on the beam exit port
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DETERMINATION OF EXCITATION FUNCTIONS FOR 10Ne(p, p2n)18Ne
__>18F AND 20Ne(p,2pn)18F AND A REEXAMINATION OF
PRODUCTION OF [18F]F2 WITH PROTONS ON NEON.

G.N. REDDY, H.-F. BEER AND P.A. SCHUBIGER.
DIVISION OF RADIOPHARMACY

PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE, CH-5232-VILLIGEN PSI, SWITZERLAND

INTRODUCTION

[18F]F-Labelled radiopharmaceutical continue to playa major role for the development
of positron emission tomography (PET) as an in vivo modality in biomedical research. The
half-life (109.6 min) of [18F]F provides an ideal time for PET investigations. It could be produced
in two reactive Forms: a) as nucleophilic fluoride and b) aselectrophilic fluorine gas. The most
commonly employed two nuclear processes are: 2CNe(d,cx:ysp and 180(p,nYSp. The latter process
is predominantly used for the production of NCA PSF]fluoride by bombarding [180]water with
protons and has been studied elaborately. The fonner process is mostly used for the production
of canier-added [ls~F2by deuteron bombardment Generation of [18F]F2 with protons on [180]02

has been implemented, but this method needs optimization.1,2 Thus, PET centers that do not have
dual particle accelerators are limited in methods for the production of e8F]Fz. Nonetheless, the
PET centers with medium energy proton (35-40 MeV) cyclotrons, have a better probability for
the production of [18F]F2• It could be generated by 2°Ne(p,x)18p reaction. This process has not
been studied in detail and is being used only at TRIUMPH, UBC PET Center in Vancouver,
Canada.3 At our Institute, two injectors of proton energy 72 MeV are in use for isotope
production and hence we examined this nuclear process in detail.

MATERIALS & METHODS

A target made of pure nickel was used for the studies. The cylindrical shaped target was
18.0 cm long with a chamber diameter of 1.8 cm and volume of 64.0 mL. The outer window had
a thickness of 0.3 mm and the inner window of 0.5 rom, with 2.2 mm of circulating water for
cooling (Figure 1). The production of [18F]F2 with two different incident proton energies (35 and
39 MeV) was examined. Fixed target pressure of 26 bars that expands upon bombardment to 28
to 31 bars depending on the beam current was used.

One shot and two shoot beam protocols as described by R.J. Nickles et al were implemented.2

Extracted activity was trapped either in KI solution or NaOAc cartridge and KI solution, unless
otherwise mentioned.
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FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC DLAGRAM OF FLUORNE GAS TARGET:
A) THE OUTLINE OF THE TARGET
B) THE OUTER WINDOW
C) THE INNER WINDOW AND WATER CIRCULATION
D) THE TARGET CHAMBER

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Two modes of production of eSF]F are possible with protons on neon: (a) 2~e(p, p2n)
ISNe_>ISF and/or (b) ~e(p,2pn)ISF.The cross sections for these two reactions are given in Table
1. The excitation functions reach maxima at the proton range of 45-55 MeV for ISNe and 35-45
MeV for ISF production (Figure 2). However the total cross-section values are similar for the
proton range of 25-40 MeV employed for this study. The cross-section values were obtained with
ALICE 82, a computer-based evaporation code. Theoretical [lsF]F yields from these nuclear
reactions were calculated to be approximately 5 mCi /pAh from (p,p2n) and 4 mCi /pAh for
(p,2pn) process for the proton range 28-35 MeV and 15 mCi /pAh from (p,p2n) and 12 mCi
/pAh for (p,2pn) process for the proton range 28-39 MeV (fable 2 & 3). Straggling of beam was
also taken into consideration in these calculations. The instantaneous production rates of ISF for
the two reactions are given in Figure 3. Experimentally extracted total values for a two-step
protocol are 3-4 mCi /pAh for the proton range 28-35 MeV and 5-6 mCi /pAh . These values
represent 30-45% extraction of activity from the target. If the experimental total production
values (slightly higher than predicted by code ALICE) were used the extraction values would be
lower.5 However, these amounts allow us to produce routinely carrier-added SFDOPA at our
Institute.
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TABLE 1. CROSS SECTIONS VALUES FOR laNe & "F.

ENERGY CROSS SECTIONS ENERGY CROSS SEcrIONS
(in MeV) (in mbams) (in MeV) (in mbarns)

laNe laF laNe laF

20 0.0 0.0 26 0.32 0.67

25 0.0 0.0 27 1.26 1.89

30 7.86 4.38 28 2.58 3.47

35 17.05 20.80 29 5.53 3.15

40 27.88 28.36 30 7.86 4.38

45 35.21 26.11 31 12.87 8.16

50 37.21 22.97 32 15.61 10.24

55 35.47 24.11 33 17.38 12.89

60 31.76 22.40 34 20m 15.16

I 65 29.19 17.60 35 17.05 20.80

70 26.79 14.63 36 18.78 22.78

75 25.57 13.74 37 21.54 24.65

80 22.71 13.23 38 23.91 26.16

85 21.08 10.40 39 26.47 27.44

90 19.56 9.12 40 27.88 28.39

95 18.84 8.65 41 30.Q3 24.84

100 16.76 8.80 42 31.52 25.75



TABLE 2: lap YmLDS AND CROSS SECI10NS FOR ~e(p,p2n)£8Ne->laF

Ein Eout Emean Cross Single ISp*
~mulati.ve

(in MeV) (mbam) sections (mCiJpAh) C

39.1 38.1
38.6 I 21.538 3.623

3.623

38.1 37.2 37.7 18.783 3.096 6.719

37.2 36.2
36.7 17.054 2.752

9.471

36.2 35.3 35.8 20.077 3.182 12.653

35.3 34.3 34.8 17.379 2.699 15.352

34.3 33.3 33.8 15.607 2.362 17.714

333 32.4 32.9 12.865 1.902 19.616

32.4 31.5 32.0 7.861 1.137 20.753

31.5 30.5 31.0 5.528 0.781 21.534

30.5 29.6 30.1 2.581 0.361 21.895

29.6 28.6 29.1 1.262 0.170 22.065 !

28.6 27.7 I 28.2 0.319 0.042 22.107

27.7 26.7 27.2 0.001 0 22.107

*Based on the assumption that all 18Ne decayed to 18F for long bombardments.

TABLE 3: ISp YIELDS AND CROSS SECfIONS FOR 2ONe(p,2pn)18F

9.n Bout
linean Cross sections Single Cumulative

(in MeV) (mbarn) lip (mCilpmAh)

39.1 38.1 38.6 24.648 4.147 4.147

38.1 37.2 37.7 22.782 3.156 7.903

37.2 36.2 36.7 20.797 3.356 11.259

36.2 35.3 35.8 15.156 2.402 13.661

35.3 34.3 34.8 12.886 2.001 15.661

34.3 33.3 33.8 10.236 1.550 17.212

33.3 32.4 32.9 8.159 1.206 18.418

32.4 31.5 32.0 4.38 0.633 19.051

31.5 30.5 31.0 3.149 I 0.445 19.496

30.5 29.6 30.1 3.47 0.485 19.981

29.6 28.6 29.1 1.889 0.254 20.235

28.6 27.7 28.2 0.668 0.088 20.323

27.7 26.7 27.2 0.002 0 20.323

229
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--0- ISF(direct)

-<>-- 18F(lSNe)Indirect

E(MeV)

FIGURE 3. 18F PRODUCTION RATE FOR 'THE 1WO REACTIONS

In a two-step production protocol, fIrst the target is fIlled with pure neon and bombarded
for a desired period and is emptied. It is Then filled with desired amount of (carrier) fluorine gas
and bombarded again to facilitate exchange between F2 and eSF]F. It is assumed that during the
bombardment eSF]F is generated and deposited onto the inside walls of the target. However
contrary to previous observations, we observe that considerable amount of activity is
extracted when pure neon gas alone is bombarded with protons and emptied from the
target. When neon gas was emptied directly into a water tank, a violent reaction takes place
with the evolution of white dense fumes. The identity of this reactive species is not
established. However, we surmise that it is a nascent form of [lSF]F that is formed as lSNe
passes through water column. The fumes deposit radioactivity which is that of [l8F]F and
if the gas is directly trapped from the target, it exhibits initially a high activity which then
decays quickly. If short bombardment periods were employed and the target gas emptied
immediately, the above phenomenon is very noticeable. However, if the target gas is emptied
after being kept in the target for 5 to 10 min or is emptied through soda lime and charcoal, little
or no radioactive gas is observed. We believe that [lsF]F activity is not directly generated but
indirectly from positron decay of eSNe]Ne. It is also possible that both processes are taking place
at the same time. However due contribution of each process to the total activity is not clear.
Studies are underway to characterize the components of the target gas mixture.
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CONCLUSION

We have reason to believe that [18F]F is indirectly produced by positron decay of
[18Ne]Ne(Tm= 1.68 sec) produced by ~e(p,p2n) 18p nuclear process.
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Purification of 89Zr using a Hydroxamate Column

W.E. Meijs, J.D.M. Herscheid, H.J. Haisma, P.J. van Leuffen, R. Mooy and H.M. Pinedo.
Radionuclidecentre (RNC), Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

Positron emission tomography (pET) is the best way for non-invasive quantification of the
biodistribution of radioisotope-antibody conjugates, required for dosimetric calculations for
radioimmunotherapy. The positron emitter 89Zr has good physical characteristics for this
application. It has a relatively long half-life (tl/2 = 78.4 h) and decays for 23% by positron
emission and for 77% by electron capture to 89y (stable). The total particle release per
desintegration of approximately 100 keV even opens the possibility for therapeutic applicati
ons.

EXPERIMENTAL

89Zr was produced in high amounts (130 mCi/h) by a (p,n) reaction on 89y with 14 MeV
protons (97 pA), using the internal radiation facility of a Philips AVF cyclotron. The Y-target
was obtained by sputtering 89y (25 pm, 300 pmol) on a copper target holder. The radionucli
die purity of the 89Zr was very high (>99.99%, table 1).

After production the Zr must be separated from the bulk Y and from Fe, present as a
impurity in the Y. For optimizing this separation with a hydroxamate and an anion exchange
column (Dowex 2-x8)S9Pe and 88y have been used as tracers. On the hydroxamate column
the Fe and Y were completely eluted with 3 M Hel and the Zr was eluted with 1 M oxalic
acid (more than 95% in 1 ml, figure 1). The oxalic acid was removed by sublimation at room
temperature under vacuum. On the Dowex column the Y was fully eluted with concentrated
Hel. Elution with 2 M Hel (40 ml) only gave 80% of the Zr with 60% of the Fe (figure 2).
The volume was reduced by evaporation at 60°C.

For labeling antibodies with radiometals, bifunctional chelates are often used.Zr fonns
very stable complexes with the chelating agent desferal. The chelatability of the Zr with
desferal is a good measure for the usefulness of the Zr after purification. After Dowex purifi
cation Zr can only be complexated at desferal concentrations of 1 roM or more (figure 3),
while after hydroxamate purification the Zr was quantitatively complexated at desferal con
centrations in the range necessary for protein labelling (10 pM).

The hydroxamate purification is better than purification on the Dowex column, because of
the higher specificity of the hydroxamate column for Zr, giving Zr with less metal pollutants
(like Fe) and a higher radionuclidic purity (table 1). Furthennore the hydroxamate column
gives higher Zr recovery in less volume and the Zr obtained after hydroxamate purification is
more chelatable with desferal.
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Table 1. Radionuclidic impurities present in ~Zr-solution at EOB
before and after purification (1 hour of irradiation)

nCi impurity after purification

element half-life production nCi Dowex hydroxamate
(days)

56CO 78.8 S6pe(p,n) 650 97.5 < 0.5

48V 16.0 ~i(p,n) 3080 52.4 < 3

s8y 106 89Y(p,pn)
6 < 0.005 < 0.005decay Il8Zr

65Zn 244 6SCu(p,n) 1960 17.64 <4
g8Zr 83.4 89y(p,2n) 2 1.6 1.9

S9Zr 3.3 89Y(p,n) 130 * 106 104 * 106 123 * 106

3M Mel 11M oxalic acid 12 M Mel 2M Hel
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Figures 1 and 2. Purification of Zr(--- ) from Y(----) and Fe(' .... )
with a hydroxamate or Dowex column.
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Figure 3. -Transchelation curve of Zr with desferal after purification on
a Dowex column ( ..... ) and on a hydroxamate column (--- ).
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Nuclear Data Relevant to the Production of "Ga: A Critical Comparison of Excitation
Functions/Thick Target Yield Data for 6'Zn(p,n) and 68Zn(p,2n) Nuclear Reactions

F. Szelecsenyi, T.E. Boothe, S. Takacs*, F. Tarkanyi*, E. Tavano, and M. Plitnikas,

Cyclotron Facility, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Mount Sinai Medical Center, Miami Beach,
FL. 33140, U.S.A. *Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,

Debrecen, Hungary, P.O. Box 51, H-4001

Introduction

The method of choice for routine production of 67Ga on a low energy cyclotron is the
67Zn(p,n)670a reaction while above 20 MeV the 68Zn(p,2n)67Ga process results in a higher yield
of gallium. To optimize the yields in a production setting it is important to know the cross
sections/thick target yield data of these reactions. In spite of the large amount of experimental
information on cross section/thick target yield data of the desired reactions published up to 1993,
the status in some cases' is not satisfactory. In the present work we have compared the available
cross sections/thick target yield data and have tried to resolve the most obvious discrepancies
which have appeared in the literature.. We also present here an evaluated data base for the
mentioned data for the 67Zn(p,n)67Ga and 68Zn(p,2n)67Ga nuclear reactions.

During the search for cross sections/thick target yield data the following sources were
used: Chemical Abstracts [1], bibliographies of Brookhaven National Laboratory [2] and
publications of the International Atomic Energy Agency [3] .. The cross sections/thick target yield
data used in this compilation were obtained from the original publications except if they were
available through the EXFOR data base of the Nuclear Data Section of IAEA. In this case the
updated EXFOR values were used for comparison [see reference list] .. Unfortunately, in some
original works the cross sections and/or thick target yield data were presented only in small
figures without tabulation; therefore the use of those values is possible only with the introduction
of an additional non-systelnatic uncertainty both in proton e~ergy scale and in the published
values. Due to our inability to accurately read the graphical representations an additional 2-5%
error is introduced in these cross section/thick target yield data.

In Table 1 we give a brief summary of the pertinent information used by the authors of
the various publications in determination of the cross section and/or yield data, including the
investigated energy regions, target types, irradiation arrangements, activity measurements and
a/thick target yield/energy error assessments. The 0' and thick target yield data obtained or
calculated from all these reports are reproduced in Figs. 1-2 for the 67Zn{p,n)67Ga reaction and
in Figs.3-4 for the 68Zn(p,2n)61Ga process.

Using the cross sections and thick target yield values of our suggested data bases we also
have fitted the excitation functions and yields of the above reactions to get t'recommended"
values for production planning and nuclear analitical purposes .. The fitting procedure was done
by using the cubic spline method as follows: a) The individual data sets were fitted separately,
then fitted values were calculated for each data set in 0 .. 5 MeV increments. The error of these
fitted values in a given energy point was estimated by summing up the error of the nearest
experimental value and the deviation of the fitted value in the energy point in question from the
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interpolated value calculated from the two nearest experimental data points. b) Weighted average
values and their corresponding uncertainties were computed from the fitted ones at each grid
points. c) The weighted average was fitted once again and the errors were calculated. These final
fitted cross sections/yield values are tabulated in 1 MeV increments in Table 2 and are shown
with continuous lines in Figs.1-4. The yields based on integration of the ttfitted" excitation
curves (using the stopping power of Andersen and Ziegler [12]) are also listed in Table 2.

Excitation function of "Zn(p,n)"Ga reaction

A survey of the information on cross sections of the above reaction found eight
measurements in the literature. All the published results were measured on natZn target except
the measurements of Johnson et al.[4] and Tark3nyi et al.[5]. Due to the lack of (p,n), (p,2n)
and (p,4n) reaction channel separation, the cross section values measured on natZn targets are
useful for comparison only up to 12 MeV. The data of Barrandon et al.[6], Blaser et al.[7],
Bonardi and Birattari [8], Johnson et 0/.[4] and Kopecky [9] were given only in graphical form
in the original publications. The systematic investigation of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] was
also done using natZn target, but from the threshold of the 68Zn(p,2n) reaction, separation was
made on the basis of systematics of excitation functions of the neighboring nuclei. The cross
section values presented by Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] (in 1 MeV increments) were derived
from the measured thin target yields. In the most recent publication Nortier et al. [11] presented
"production cross section" values in tabulated form but without channel separation. We
converted the thin target yield data of Bonardi and Birattari [8] to cross section values in the
investigated energy region. The cross section data obtained or calculated from all these reports
are collected in Fig.l.

On the basis of the available experimental results it can be concluded that the majority
of the cross section measurements for 67Zn(p,n)67Ga reaction are in acceptable agreement with
each other. However, the peak position of the most referenced excitation curve presented by
Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] seems to be shifted about 2 MeV towards the high energy
direction. The excitation curve of Barrandon et a1.[6] decreases more rapidly in the tail than the
curves of Tarkanyi et ale [5] (and those of Little and Lagunas-Solar [1Ol). A possible explanation
for the energy shift of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] was given by KopeckY [9] and Tarkanyi
et al.[5], who supposed a systematic error in foil thicknesses (ie. the foils used by Little and
Lagunas-Solar [10] have in average 4% larger thickness than it was reported by them ). In an
attempt to solve this energy shift problem we have recalculated the proton energy degradation:
a) using the reported energy of 35.7 MeV and 0.105 mm thick foils (and the stopping power of
Andersen and Ziegler [12]) and b) using a litte lower primary proton energy (35.0 MeV) and
the original target thicknesses. Unfortunately, our results can not confirm the supposition of
Kopecky [9] and Tarkanyi et al.[5]. However, the renormalization in the case of lower incident
energy moved the foils of the stack to an acceptable energy position in comparison with the
values of other groups. It is worth mentioning that supposedly due to the improper channel
separation, the new values for the (p,2n) reaction still show some energy shift. Concerning this
problem, the corrected (p,n) cross section values of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] are used for
our data base only up to 15 MeV. (Only the original cross section values of Little and Lagunas
Solar [10] are reproduced in Fig.I.) The rapid decrease of the excitation function of Barrandon
et al.[6] in the tail is probably not correct because the usual shape of a (p,n) reaction is different
in this energy region. Due to the problem of the data of Barrandon et al. [6] - even if their values
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show very good agreement with the results of other groups up to 10 MeV - we rejected them
from our data base.

Those cross section values of the different groups which can be used as a cross section
data base are marked with closed symbols in Fig.l. The "fitted" cross sections are listed in
Table 2 (up to 21 MeV) and are presented with continuous line in Fig.l. On the basis of this
fitting the excitation function of the 67Zn(p,n)61Ga nuclear reaction shows a maximum of 650 mb
at 11 MeV.

Thick target yields of "Zn(p,n)"Ga reaction

In the case of 61Zn(p,n)67Ga nuclear. reaction eight authors have presented integral thick
target yield calculations. Only Dmitriev [13] published his yield data in tabulated form; these
were based on the experimental excitation function measurement of Little and Lagunas-Solar
[10]. The measured yield values (presented graphically) of Intrator et al.[14] originally were
defined as the number of radioactive products formed per incident proton upon a thick [stopping]
target composed solely of the target isotope. We converted their yield to physical yield values
and these converted values are reproduced in Fig.2. Graphical yield results were published by
Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] and by Tarkanyi et al.[5] using their own cross section results.
The natural thick target yield data were presented graphically by Barrandon et al.[6] ("specific
activity curve" was published in the original work which was converted by us), Bonardi [15],
KopeckY [9], and Nortieret aL[11]. We extrapolated their values to 100% enrichment of 67Zn
and presented them up to the threshold energy of the 68Zn(p,2n)67Ga reaction in Fig.2.
Unfortunately, the excitation function curve "fitting" of Bonardi [15] and Nortier et al. [11] were
based in both cases on only two measured data point below 12 MeV, therefore their yields have
significant errors.

The majority of the presented integral thick target yield calculations show acceptable
agreement at lower energies. It was, however, surprising that the data of Intrator et al.[14] and
Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] (and those of Dmitriev [13]) are systematically higher than the
results of Tarkanyi et a/.[5] above 8 and 13 MeV, respectively, which were based on excitation
function measurement on highly enriched 67Zn target. It can be supposed that the yield values
of Intrator et al.[14] contain the contribution of 68Zn(p,2n) process (natural Zn targets were
irradiated) which contribution can cause these very high yields. Due to this fact their data are
excluded from our data set. A small discrepancy can be expected between the yields of Little
and Lagunas-Solar [10] and Tarkanyi et 01.[5] on the basis of the Ushifted"excitationcurve of
Little and Lagunas-Solar [10], however, this shifted excitation curve itself cannot explain their
high yields. To solve this problem we recalculated the yield of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10]
using their "original" cross section values and the stopping power of Andersen and Ziegler [12].
Our recalculation showed an acceptable agreement with the data of Tarkanyi et al.[5]. On the
basis of our recalculation it can be concluded that the thick target yield calculations of Little and
Lagunas-Solar [10] are incorrect for the yield of 67Zn(p,n)67Ga process. Since the yield data of
Dmitriev [13] and Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] are nearly identical, we suppose that Dmitriev
[13] did not calculate the tnentioned physical yield but only reproduced the yield values of Little
and Lagunas-Solar [10] in his work. Thus both the mentioned works are not considered for
practical purposes. We have added, however, to our data base those yield values which were
based on the corrected cross sections of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10]. These new yield values
are not shown in Fig.2. Due to the rapid decrease of the excitation function presented by
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Barrandon et al.[6] (see previous section) their yields are also excluded from our data base.
In Fig.2 we have marked with closed symbols those yield values of the different groups

which can be used as a thick target yield data base. The Ufitted" integral thick target yield values
are listed up to 21 MeV in Table 2 and are presented with continuous line in Fig.2. The yields
calculated using the ttfitted tt excitation curve of the (p,n) reaction and the stopping power of [12]
are also collected in Table 2 (up to 21 'MeV).

Excitat.ion function of "Zn(p,2n)67Ga reaction

For the 68Zn(p,2n)67Ga process eight measurements have been published up to 1993.
Although this reaction is the most frequently used. for 67Ga production, only two works were
found that irradiated highly enriched 68Zn targets to evaluate the cross section data (McGee et
al.[16] and Tarkanyi et al.[5] ) Both presented their results in numerical form. Barrandon et
al.[6], Bonardi and Birattari [8], and Kopecky [9] published only "production cross sections"
in graphical form. Only Nortier et al.[11] tabulated their production cross section results. The
values measured on natZn can be used for comparison (simply multiplying the values with
100/18.8) between 13 and 25 MeV. In this range the contribution of 67Zn(p,n)67Ga reaction can
be neglected « 1% at 13 MeV and - 5% at 25 MeV) due to the low isotopic abundance of
67Zn in natural zinc matrix and the magnitude of the cross section values of the 67Zn(p,n)67Ga
reaction in this energy region (see the section of excitation functions of 67Zn(p,n)67Ga reaction).
A single numerical data point was reported in a very early work by Cohen and Newman [17]
(780 mb at 21.5 MeV; not reproduced in Fig.3). The systematic investigations of Hermanne et
al.[I8], and Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] were done using channel separation. For subtracting
the contribution of 67Zn(p,n)67Ga process, Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] used an earlier
mentioned separation method while the procedure of Hermanne et al.[18] was not mentioned.
We converted the thin target yield data of Bonardi and Birattari [8] to cross section values. The
cross sections taken frOIn all these reports are reproduced in Fig.3 (up to 40 MeV).

It can be seen froln Fig.3 that the majority of the cross section measurements for the
68Zn(p,2n)67Ga reaction show acceptable agreement with each other in the case of the position
of the cross section maxima. However, the UUl3X values varied in magnitudes: from 420 to 880
mb. Similar to the case of 67Zn(p,n)67Ga reaction the whole curve of Little and Lagunas-Solar
[10] seems to be shifted about 2 MeV towards high energy direction. In analyzing the presented
experimental results the following can be concluded: Supposedly due to the improper channel
separation, Hermanne et aL[18] presented enormously high cross section values close to the
threshold energy of the (p,2n) reaction. Furthermore, all their cross section values are
systematically higher than the results of other groups. Thus we do not use their values for our
data base. The problelTI of the energy shift of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] was discussed
earlier. Their "corrected" values even show a little energy shift of about 1 MeV but are used
for our data base. (Only their original data set are reproduced in Fig.3.) The cross section values
of McGee et al.[16] were calculated using beam fluxes which were based on very old copper
monitor reaction of Meadows [19]. The excitation function of the 63Cu(p,n)63Zn and the
63Cu(p,2n)62Zn nuclear reactions measured by Meadows [19] are systematically higher than the
presently accepted ones (see Schwerer and Okamoto [20]). We have recalculated the cross
section values of McGee et al.[16] using the mean of the most concordant monitor reactions
mentioned above.. Unfortunately, the recalculation resulted in even lower cross section values
(10-30%) therefore this data set was also rejected.
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Those cross section values of the different groups which can be used as a cross section
data base are reproduced with closed symbols in Fig.3. The "fitted" q values show a peak for
the (p,2n) reaction at 20.2 MeV (umax =631 mb). The numerical data are listed in Table 2 up to
25 MeV and are presented with continuous (~< 25 MeV) and dotted (25 MeV <~< 35 MeV)
lines in Fig.3.

Thick target yields of 6SZn(p,2n)"Ga reaction

Four authors have presented integral thick target yield calculation for the above reaction.
Dmitriev [13] presented tabulated yield data using the cross sections of Little and Lagunas-Solar
[10] and McGee et al.[16]. Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] published a yield curve in graphical
form based on their own cross section data. Nagame et a1.[21] calculated thick target yields (in
graphical form) expected for a natural zinc target. This calculation was based upon tabulated
cross section values of McGee et al.[16]. Due to the lack of cross section values for the
67Zn(p,n)67Ga reaction in the original paper of McGee et ale [16] this data set also could be used
in this section (simply multiplying the values with 100/18.8). However, we believe that the
values of McGee et al.[16] are not sufficiently detailed to allow an "accuratet

' thick target yield
calculation since they are presented in 5 MeV increments. (See also the problem of their cross
section values mentioned in the previous section.) The only thick target yield calculation which
is based on (J values measured using enriched 68Zn target was presented graphically by Tarkanyi
et al.[5]. The yield values are collected in Fig.4.

The published yields of Dlnitriev [13] and Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] show good
agreement with each other over the whole comparable energy region while the data of Nagame
et al.[21] (above 17 MeV) and Tarkanyi et al.[5] are lower and higher, respectively, than the
values of Dmitriev [13] and Little and Lagunas-Solar [10]. Due to the mentioned energy shift
of the excitation function of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] only the corrected data are useful for
our data base. (Only their original yield values are presented in Fig.4.) Since the results of
Nagame et al.[21] are based on the (J values of McGee et al.[16] we rejected these values from
our evaluated data base. The values of Dmitriev [13] are also excluded because his calculation
is based upon the cross sections of Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] and McGee et al.[16].

In Fig.4 we have marked with closed symbols the yield values of Tarlcinyi et al.[5]
which can be used without correction for a thick target data base. The "fitted" thick target yield
values are listed in Table 2 (up to 25 MeV) and are presented with continuous (Ep < 25 MeV)
and dotted (25 MeV < Ep < 35 MeV) lines in Fig.4. The yields calculated using the "fitted"
excitation curve of the (p,2n) reaction and the stopping power of [12] are also collected in Table
2 (up to 25 MeV) and are shown with dashed line up to 35 MeV in Fig,,4.

Conclusion

Cross sections: On the basis of the present compilation, the status of the cross sections
of the 67Zn(p,n)67Ga process up to the threshold energy of the 68Zn(p,2n) reactions is good.
Additional investigations would be, however, necessary (using highly enriched 67Zn) above 12
MeV to extend this data base because only one author [5] has in this energy region a reliable
data set (up to 21 MeV). Due to the mentioned problems in the investigations of Hermanne et
al.[18], Little and Lagunas-Solar [10] and McGee et a1 [16], the 68Zn(p,2n)67Ga reaction has an
acceptable cross section data base only up to 25 MeV. Furthermore, the maxima of the cross
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sections needs further evaluation and corrections because even the acceptable works show
different maximums (from 580 to 700 mb).

Thick target yields: The selected integral thick target yield calculations can be used as
a data base up to 22 and 25 MeV for the (p,n) and (p,2n) reactions, respectively. The small
deviations found in the calculated thick target yields originated mainly from the different
excitation functions (ie. from the "fitting" of the measured cross sections) and the range-energy
tables used for the yield calculations. There is a need to extend these calculations to higher
energies (especially in the case of the (p,2n) reaction). Good agreement was found [ < 5 % in the
case of the (p,n) reaction and < 10% for the (p,2n) process] between the yields of the fitted
yield curves and the yields based on integration of the fitted excitation curves.
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Table 1. Summary of the experimental circumstances and methods

Author

Bonardi· & Biralwi
(8) (8CC also:

BooWi [IS])

Blaser eloJ. (7)

Dmitricv [13]

lnttator et aI. (14]

Johnsen ttl aI. [4]

Kopeck)" {9}

Little atx1 Lagunas
Solar [to]

Nag~ ttull. [21]

Nortier et aI. Ill]

M<:Gcc: elm. {l6]

Thkanyi el ai. [5]

Investigated
reaction

1IIitzn(p,.xn): 0 m:.:u.
from 2.5 to 16 MeV.
yidd calc. from 6.0
to 16.0 MeV

aalza(p,m): #I IDCU.

from 6 to 4S MeV,

yickI calc. from 6.0
to 45.0 MeV

67Zn(p,n): 11 me8S.

from 2.3 to 6.4 MeV

"zn(p.2n): 0 meas.
a121.S MeV

6'1Zn(p.n): yickl calc.

from 6.0 to 40.0
MeV, 68znep.2n):
yield calc. from 12
to 94 MeV

68zn(p.2n): (J mcas.
{rom J2 to 40 MeV,

yield calc. bet~n
20 and 30 MeV.

6iZn(p,n): yield calc.

from 2.3 to 21.0
MeV

61Zn(p,n): (J meas.

from 1.8S to $.34
MeV

utzn(p.xn}: (1 11'lICU.

from 4 to 31 MeV,

yield calc. from 6.0

1031.0 MeV

6'7Zn{p.n): 0 mcas.

from 6 to 3S.5 MeV.
yicldcalc. from 7 to
36 MeV; 6SZn(p.2n):

(} meas. from J4 to

35.5 MeV yield caJc.

from 16 to 36 MeV

63zn(p.2n): yield
calc. from is to 32
MeV

-Zn(p.xn): (I m::a.s.
from 8.4 to 99.6
MeV, yield calc.
f.rom 7 to 100 MeV

63z.n{P,2n): 0 mcas.

f.rom 151085 MeV

6'7Zn(p,n): 0 t:"lCas.

from 6_S to 22 MeV,

yield calc. from 7 to
22 MeV; 6SZn(p.2n):

g me&S. from to J6

MeV~ yield calc.

from 2.5 to 22 MeV

Target

-zn: incuZn
fonnlo-2S 14m,

-z.n: 119 and
4.13 mglcrr?

IDIzn: 4.7 mg/crrj2

-7..n: 50 ~m,

0=20 rom I actual

&wfao: J

Enrichc:d 6iZon
($1.2%): 90 ~V
thick at 3 MeV

-tzn: SS.4. 52.6.
and 58.3 mg/cm2

fa~rage t.hic1r::ncss]

0=2.47 em

aatzn thic~:

0.1 mm [area: I

cmZ J

-Zn: IOOp.m
0=19-20 mm

68zn (99.3~): in
Zn.O+CuO+Scz°3
fonn

6'7z.n (91.5%),

68zn (98.9%), LS

mg/~ (average:
thickness)

Irradiation

Van de Graaf aDd
cyclotton: 12 A 20
MeV; Staebd-foil

m=thod; Cu monitor
ft:aCliom for I..

Cyc1ctroQ: 4S MeV;

Slacked-fOO method;
~ inlcgration

Cyclotron: 6.5 MeV;

Stacict:d-foil metbod;
CW"tCtll integration

Cyclotron: 21.5
MeV

Cyclotron: 9.9 - 42..2
MeV; Stacked-foil

method

Cyclotron: l.4 - 27
MeV

Van de: Graaf: 5.S
MeV

Cyclotron: 31.4±O.2
32.1 ±O.2, 3L6±O.2
MeV; Stacked-foil

method; CUJ"1'letlt
integration, monitor
n::actioos on ·teu

Cyc1Olton: 35.7±0.4
MeV; Stacked-foil

metbcd

CyC)Olton: 100±O.3

66±O.3 and 4O±O.2
MeV; Stackcd·foil

method

CyciOlron: iQ-8S(± 2)

MeV; Cu monitor

reactions for lbcul

Cyclotron: 14, 18
and 22 MeV;
Stacked-foil method;

Current integration.

and monitors

Measurement
of activity

Gc(U) ddcdor, 4k MC
ana1y7.cr, IBM ISOO
aDd370~; No
cbcmi<:aJ IlCplU'ation

Coaxial Gc(U) dctcctor
IkMC~r.No

cbcmi<:al acpuatioo

GM<XlUZ'JI.et; No
chemical ecpuation

Scinti11atioo
spectrometer. No
c::hcmic:a1 scpatatioo

Coaxial Gc(Li) detector

(lO~ •• efficiency),

MC anal)'7-Cr; No
chemical separation

4'r tlat-fCSpoo5C

grapbitc-spb::.re del.;

No chemic;aJ ~t1ltion

Ge(U) detec\or

! IS caJ3 I. 64 kbyt
analyzatOt; No

chemical :llCpata1ion

Ge<U} del. o4k Me
analyzer; No c::b.mUca1
separation

HpGc del. [ 13~ reI.
efficiency 1. Sic Me
1iUlalyz.er; NQ cbemic:al
scpIiU'aUon

NaJ(I1) det. 7.Sx7.5
em aM 3.15xJ.7S em..
O.4k MCA; Chcm. scpo

Stardatd gamma-ray

~No

cl:lI:::miaU scpIilration

a/yield and
energy error

No alyicld and

ePOrgy error wu

~

DilicmnUal ~Ida
WCfC tepOJ1Cd
witboul yicidleneq.y

orror

hlativc 1/1 error:

± IS~. in addition to
the •• calibration

error: ±lS~

No yickilcnergy

error estimation VoICIe

given

1J error: ±8.S%.
energy crror: ±O.6
1.0 MeV

Only Cl1Crgy error

estimation \l\Ie~

giwm [ O.OO!" ]

fJ error: ±5.14.5%,
yield error: ± 12
30$ [from 12-30
MeV 1, eo:rgy error
in the last foils:

±1.3, ±0.9, ±0.8

DitTemntial yield [0]

crror: ±13$;
-val yield eff01':

±13%. no eo:rgy
error was reported

No yickilencrgy

error C3timation were

given

#I error: ±S.7-S.5S;
yic1d error: ± 1230". CllCTg)' error:
within 1.0 MeV

1J CITOf': ± 12·30~

(1 error: ± 12·)0$
cncrgycrror
esUmalCd ±O.S MeV
at low energies

Remarks

"procluctioc" a

'Yaluca aM. nat.

yicJd.t~

OXI\IetlCcl by US

lOenrieh..~

Yaclds It a valt.a
[from di.ft". yields]

-...c~ c:ak. by US

to cn.ricb. laJ'g.clI

Num. t1 value8
we~~from

the EXFOR data
Due

Yield calcWatklas
we~ based on
e.xperitncntal a

data of (10] A
[16]
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Table 2. Fitted cross sections and thick target yields for the 67Zn(p,n) and 68Zn(p,2n) nuclear
reactions.

Proton 67Zn(p,n)67Ga 68Zn(p,2n)67Ga
energy

Cross Target Target Cross Target Target(MeV)
section yield* yield section yield* yield
(mbarn) (mCi/J.'Ah) (mCi/JLAh) (mbarn) (mCilp,Ah) (mCi/JLAh)

2.0 0.37+0.06 0 0 - - -
3.0 18.2+3.1 0.002 a - - -
4.0 74.5+ 10.7 0.013 0.009 - - -
5.0 139+ 14 0.045 0.029 - --
6.0 220+31 0.11 0.07 - - -
7.0 328+32 0.21 0.19 - - -
8.0 450+39 0.37 -- 0.37 - - -
9.0 557+65 0.60 0.59 - - -
10.0 627+59 0.89 0.87 - - -
11.0 649+0.8 1.23 1.20 - - -
12.0 614+ 1.0 1.58 1.55 - - -
13.0 533+125 1.92 1.88 67.5+37.3 0.0098 0

14.0 433+ 114 2.22 2.17 231 +28 0.11 0.06

15.0 340+ 106 2.47 2.41 361 +25 0.31 0.21

16.0 260+94 2.68 2.60 463+32 0.60 0.44

17.0 195+54 2.83 2.75 539+32 0.97 0.77

18.0 147+82 2.96 2.87 589+34 1.41 1.17

19.0 119+35 3.07 2.97 619+34 1.89 1.61

20.0 106+34 3.15 3.05 630+39 2.41 2.07

21.0 101 +45 3.24 3.11 625+36 2.94 2.54

22.0 - - - 604+45 3.49 3.01

23.0 - - - 572+52 4.03 3.48

24.0 - - - 534+81 4.55 3.95

25.0 - - - 497+100 5.05 4.42

* Target yields were calculated using the "fitted tt excitation curves and the stopping power of [12].
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Session V

Isotope Processing and Automation

Moderators: J.M. Link, J.C. Clark

You can tell the age of a clam by counting
the ridges on its shell.
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SESSION V ISOTOPE PROCESSING AND AUTOMATION

Jeanne Link and John Clark Co-Chairs

Moderator Comments on the Automation Session:

The emphasis in automation presented at this meeting has changed over the last two years.
While the work of automating a synthesis remains important, there are more reports of
automation ofprocedures other than the synthesis and there were more feedback sensors reported.
For example, metabolite analysis at Brookhaven, radiophannaceutical dosing at Michigan and
pneumatic transport at Philadelphia.

Sensors for radiation detection for production, synthesis and quality control remain of
interest, but other sensors are being used. In this meeting sensors for dryness and for liquid
levels were presented and discussed. Hopefully this trend should continue and we will see more
sensors used to make decisions as to when activity has peaked (TRIUMF) or the target is full
(Brookhaven). This use of sensors, if reliable, win improve overall yields and reliability of
syntheses.

What is happening in automation?

Automated non-robotic commercial systems, eTI-Siemens, G. E. Medical Systems,
Danatec, and rnA are available for radiochemical synthesis. These units are primarily developed
for FDG synthesis and methylations.. The number of suppliers of robotic automation has also
expanded. However radiochemistry will remain a small part of their market and probably never
receive enough attention to have dedicated systems unless supplied by PET companies, i.e.
Siemens, General Electric, EBCO and rnA. Zymark, Hudson Robotics, and HP(ORCA), Source
for Automation and others, are good choices, but these systems are built to do a few tasks again
and again. Typically this task is an analytical test which doesn't have the space restrictions of
the radiochemistry hot celL Use of these robots for radiosynthesis requires either considerable
time and effort in the individual radiochemistry lab, or considerable expense to have the
company build special modules for radiochemistry. The robotic companies are moving to even
more modular systems. Many market the multiple sample xyz cartesian systems which are more
useful for biotechnology but less so for radiochemistry. There are robotic units for the
pharmaceutical industry, such as that made by Bohdan Automation, but they are far too large for
use in a hot cell. One class of automated systems which may prove useful in radiochemistry are
the automated pipettersl diluters marketed by Cetus(Propet); Hamilton (microlab); Packard
(Oximate); Gilson (401); and Teean (RSP5000). In summary, commercial automation, robotic
and non-robotic, affords more options than two years ago, but still doesn't fIll all the needs of
the radiochemistry lab. The future should bring more modular units which are probably less
adaptable and perfonn only one or two functions per module. Systems which are useful in our
field are supplied primarily by the accelerator manufacturers.

An interesting source of automation ideas is the field of flow injection analysis.
(Analytical Chemistry and Talanta are goodjoumal sources). Flow injection is a technique which
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which uses the principle that in very thin tubing, -0.5 mm 10, liquids pass through the tubing
without much mixing between sequential boluses of liquid. This principle has been used to
develop multiple injection automated systems for different kinds of chemical analyses. Flow
injection is evolving so that rather than using many feet of tubing; syringe pumps and
centrally ported multiple position valves are used for distribution of the reagents to effect the
chemical reactions for analysis. These systems are similar to those developed in our field, for
example the system described by R. Iwata at this meeting. The flow injection literature
should be worth perusing for automation ideas.

As discussed by R. Ferrieri at this meeting, supercritical fluid extraction is coming into
our field.. The use of supercritical C02 has the potential to solve a lot of the time, solvent
and dilution problems which PET radiochemists face, because C02 is easily removable from
the analyte or the product in synthesis. Several companies now market supercritical fluid
extraction and chromatography systems: Vman, Horizon Technologies, Hamilton, ISCO,
Dionex and Zymark. It will be interesting to see if this technology is further developed for
use in radiochemistry.

Some of the most exciting advances in automation are going to be in miniature
sensors, both optical and nonoptical. Will they be useful for both chemistry and
radiochemistry? With regard to optical sensors, the future is here. Hewlett Packard and
Hitachi market diode· array detectors which have multiple UV and visible diode sensors in a
given detector. These instruments will be useful for analytical quality control rather than
synthesis. They can monitor multiple wavelengths for a single time point on the effluent of
an HPLC. With this infonnation, if the synthesis has appropriate chromaphores, the chemist
can detennine if the product is pure or has contaminants eluting with the product peale. Use
of this type of detector at the beginning, middle and end of a product collection, may allow a
single preparative chromatography injection to seIVe as a valid measure of product purity and
specific activity. A simpler system, but also potentially useful, is the scanning UV-visible
detector marketed by Konik Instruments. Spectra-Tech has developed the "ReactIR systemU

consisting of an FI1R internal reflectance sensor positioned at the bottom of a reaction vessel.
The IR beam is bounced to the internal reflectance sensor and then to the IR sensor
positionable below the bottom of a reaction vessel.. Rein and Sheriden (Research &
Development, Oct. 1991,pp. 100-102) have used this system to monitor phosgene and
isocyanate at low concentrations..

Nonoptical chemical sensors are further in the future. One of the sensors which
appears promising is the field effect transistor (FEn. FETs are tiny. Many fit on a single
computer chip and are currently used to monitor chemical emissions in cars.. There are many
modifications to FETs, but perhaps the most interesting to our field are the ion selective
ISFETs. These devices are made to detect single chemical species. On a single chip many of
these devices can be used to determine concentrations of many ions. Commercially, UNIFET
Incorporated has developed a pH meter which uses a FET as the pH electrode and contains a
small reference and temperature sensor. The device is rugged and stable with time. The
problem with the device is that the tiny PET is packaged in a unit the same size as
conventional pH probes, losing the advantage of miniaturization. Other ISFET devices
remain in the future. Problems with interferences, references, electrical drift and fouling of
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the FET in solution remain to be solved. It will be interesting to revisit these detectors in a
few years.

Another nonoptical chemical sensor which might have application in targetry I
radiochemistry automation is the piezoelectric thennal sensor. These sensors are also tiny,
generally the size of a coin or smaller, but can be more accessible to the average PET
laboratory, because they don't require knowledge of chip fabrication technology, although
some are constructed as part of silicon chips. The components are inexpensive. The quartz
piezoelectric crystals vibrate at a certain frequency as part of an electrical circuit This is the
basis of most quartz watches. The vibration frequency changes in response to temperature.
An extension of this principle is that the crystal resonance also depends on the mass of the
crystal. Absorption of mass can be detected as a change in frequency. This is the basis of
the Surface Acoustical Wave sensor (SAW). The surface of this crystal is chemically
modified to contain a sensor which absorbs either a specific chemical or many types of
chemicals. Their sensitivity with 1994 technology is about 10 ppm for individual compounds.
The combination of these two properties has been used to detect specific gases in air. A
commercial SAW system is available from ING (-301 Vapor sensor). This field of research
is just beginning, but ppb sensitivities should be possible. FET and SAW sensors will not
work inside the cyclotron vault because they are semiconductor based. In the vault, optical
devices should be best because the detector signal can be sent through fiberoptics to
electronics outside the vault. An article which reviews most of these sensors is:
Microfabricated nonoptical chemical sensors. J. N. Zemel. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 61(6). June
1990, pp. 1579-1606. Miniature sensors are showing up in many journals, but Analytical
Chemistry is a also a good source of these articles.

An area of automation which was discussed in Switzerland (Targetry IV) is the lack of
cross compatibility of software and different instrument systems. There has been some
progress since that meeting. Firs~ more than half of the chromatography-related lab
instrument companies worldwide have agreed to adopt the Chromatography Data
Communications Standard issued in June 1992. According to this standard, complying
equipment will be able to "transfer data from one vendors chromatography data system to
another, to be able to transfer data from a chromatography data system to third party
commercial software application and to transfer data from a chromatography data system to
individual user-chosen targets"(ie. computers or instruments). Systems that comply with this
standard are DOS, DOS - Windows, VMS, UNIX, GEM, Macintosh and OS/2. The standard
can be used to transfer data between instrument systems, LIMS, spreasheets, statistics
applications and archives. There are 69 key words divide into five infonnation classes
covering administration, sample description, detection method, raw data and peak processing
results. The vehicle the standard employs is netCDF, a software utility tool that transfers the
data. "Net CDP provides the simple commands and internal algorithms to make the fonnat
translations ~tween the instrument systems involved in the transfer of data". (LC-GC,
Volume 11(9) pp. 657-666, Sept, 1993). This should make interfacing systems much easier"

Related to this is the automation of data management in the laboratory. Regulatory
work in the radiopharmacy is increasing and there is reason to believe that good laboratory
manufacturing practices will be required to be implemented in many PET radiochemistry labs.
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Laboratory infonnation management systems (LIMS) are part of this implementation. There
are 'several commercial suppliers: FISIONS, Beckman, and Harley Systems (nMatrix") for
DOS, and Beckman and BBM for Vax and Unixv The usefulness of these systems in the
radiochemistry lab has still to be tested.

While there are exciting things happening in sensor technology the use of sensors in
synthesis and their effect on reliability isa point of disagreement between the comoderators.
John Clark believes that sensors may be useful for measuring dryness and for monitoring
radioactivity but the use of other sensors in synthesis is likely to lead to more problems than
advantages. The simpler the system, the more robust. Jeanne Link agrees that a system
should be designed to be as simple as practical but she argues that the infonnation provided
by sensors can prevent failures and that sensors can be reliable. It will be interesting to see
what the future brings. One thing the comoderators agreed on is that there are still lots of
areas for improvement. Now that FDG apprears to be automated and fairly routine, one of
the most glaring needs in radiochemistry is an automated, nonliquid, synthesis of [C-l1]CH3I.
We look forward to further progress at the next meeting.



Detectors and Transducers for Target Operation
and Automated P.E.T. Chemistry

s. K. Zeisler, T. J. Ruth, M. P. Rektor, G. A. Gschwandtner
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract

Remote target operation as well as automated PET chemistry syntheses generally
require feedback from the target or synthesis module to the computer control unit.
Transducers such as pressure sensors and conductivity probes can be used to indi
cate the filling status of gas or liquid targets. Many radiopharmaceutical preparations
involve the transfer of liquids containing radioactivity and the evaporation of solvents.
Our goal was the automation of a production system for [18F]-FDG consisting of a
low-volume high pressure target and a synthesis module based on the TBA-HC03

method by means of three recently .developed devices:
a non-invasive bolus detector to ensure complete filling of the water target,
a small photodiode radiation detector to monitor trapping of the 18F_ fluoride
on the ion exchange resin and its elution from the column,
a thermistor probe to determine the endpoint of solvent evaporations from the
reaction vessel.

The detectors deliver a signal suitable for processing in the Optomux™ control systenl.
They show excellent reliability and have been successfully tested in [l8F]-FDG, [18F]
FDOPA, and [lsNJ-NHs production.

1 Introduction
In automated syntheses of radiopharmaceuticals labelled with positron emitters com
pact sensors and transducers are widely used as part of a process control system.
Many cOIDlnercial instruments such as radiation detectors based on small volume
geiger tubes, scintillation or semiconductor detectors are often considered to be ei
ther too large or too expensive which can become a problem if an apparatus needs
to be equipped with several detectors. Therefore a nUlnbeT of simple, efficient, and
reliable sensors for monitoring different process parameters have been developed over
the last few years.
It is recognized that there are two main reasons for autolnating a radiochemical synthe
sis, to reduce radiation exposure to personnel performing the synthesis and to increase
the reliability of the procedure. While there are a number of ways of reducing radi
ation exposure to personnel handling short-lived nuclides, the most practical means
for synthesizing P.E.T. radiopharmaceuticals involves some cOlnbination of hot cells
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with a system composed of solenoid valves remotely controlled either by an opera.tor
or with a computer (PLe or PC) performing the control or having the total synthesis
controlled by robotics.
Making use of remote control operation where the chemist is deciding when to acti
vate a valve or proceed to the next step is prone to operator error. The successful
application of computer control is dependent on feedback loops that can be used to
check the condition of the process and for decision making. Many parameters such as
temperature, pressure, vacuum, gas and liquid flow need to be monitored to provide
data for process control. All detectors and transducers for synthesis modules have to
give a reliable output signal to eliminate errors of the control system. They should be
kept as small as possible to minimize space requirements.
Every radiopharmaceutical synthesis - like the one for [18F]-FDG - starts Vv"ith the
production of the radioisotope. The activity produced has to be transferred from the
target to the synthesis unit in which the labelling of the desired biomolecule is to
be performed. The labelled compound often undergoes several purification reactions
before it is finally worked up and prepared for application. All these steps can be
automated, provided that suitable sensors to ensure continuous control of the process
are available.
In the following we briefly present three detectors especially designed for automation
of radiopharmaceutical syntheses. Since the most part of the extensive tests has been
performed with a module for FDG preparation, we have chosen this synthesis as an
example.

2 Bolus Detector
A titanium target with an internal volume of 300 ,uL is used to produce [18F]_F- from
95% enriched 180_ H20. The target chamber is filled-from the hot lab (distance approx.
30 m) by injecting 750 j.LL of enriched water into a 1/16" polypropylene tube connected
to the lower solenoid valve on the target. The water bolus can be pushed forward with
helium pressure.
To ensure complete filling of the target a special bolus detector is located on top of
the upper solenoid valve that closes the target chamber. It consists mainly of a small
incandescent lamp (6_3 V, 40 rnA) and a photoconductive cell (NSC-6140; Silonex
Corp., Montreal) placed opposite to one another in an aluminum block that holds the
polypropylene tube. When the water arrives in the upper tube after having filled the
target from the bottom the resistance of the photoconductive cell drops due to higher
incidence of light from the incandescent lamp. The signal can trigger switches in the
control system to stop the filling procedure.

Compared to a conductivity probe the detector described is non-invasive, avoiding
possible contamination of the target solution with trace metals. It also eliminates the
need of a high pressure feed-through, and it works with aqueous solutions as well as
non-conducting organic solvents which is important if the target system needs to be
cleaned with ethanol or acetone. Since the detector head contains no semiconductors
it is not destroyed in fields of particle radiation.



Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram, Fig. 2 the location of the bolus detector in the high
pressure target system. Fig. 3 gives a sketch of the detector head.
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3 Photodiode Radiation Detector
After the irradiation the target solution containing 18F-f1.uoride is transferred back to
the lab and pushed through an anion exchange column (10 mg BIO-RAD AG 1X8,
100-200 mesh, HCO; form) to collect the activity. In order to monitor the trapping a
radiation detector is placed close to the ion exchanger. It is composed of a large area
photodiode (S2386-8k; Hamamatsu Corp.) and a dual fet op-amp circuit, both fitting
in a cylindrical aluminum case (60 mm length, 19 mm o. d.). The amplifier requires
only a low supply voltage of ±15 VDC provided by the computer control system, and
it delivers a signal suitable for direct processing and display in arbitrary units or, after
calibration, in mCi. The photodiode detector shows linear response in the range of
one to several hundred mCi and is much less expensive than many other commercially
available systems (cost per unit less than $100).
The stability of the output signal is affected by temperature. We assume that it is a
combination of the effect on the dark current of the photodiode and the performance
of the op-amp circuit. Fig. 4 presents a picture of the photodiode detector with the
aluminum case removed. Fig. 5 shows the amplifier circuit diagram.

4 Miniature Thermistor Sensor
In nucleophilic replacement reactions the radioactive fluorine is eluted from the ion
exchange column with 1 mL of a 93 mM solution of tetrabutylammonium bicarbon
ate in acetonitrile/water (80:20) into the reaction vessel. Since the labelling must be
performed in a non-aqueous solvent, the liquid is evaporated to dryness by apply
ing vacuum and heating the reaction vessel to 50°C. To remove traces of water, the
evaporation is repeated with a small amount of water-free acetonitrile.



Fig. 4: Photodiode Radiation Detector with Protective Sleeve Removed
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The endpoint of the evaporation steps can be reliably monitored by means of a ther
mistor probe placed on the bottom of the tapered reaction vessel. While the solution
boils the thermistor delivers a constant signal according to the temperatur of the so
lution. As soon as the evaporation is finished, the temparature inside the vial rises
quickly, resulting in a sudden change of resistance in the sensor. This signal is decoded
in the Optomux control system and is utilized to terminate the procedure by switching
off the heater and closing the vacuum line.
The thermistor sensor is based on a simple two wire resistance measurement, and
it delivers a high output signal. It is very small (0. d. 1.1 mm) and shows a fast
response which can be essential if the substance in the reaction vial is instable at
higher temperature.
Fig. 6 gives an example of a typical temperature curve recorded with the miniature
thermistor bead (112-503JAJ-B01; Fenwal Electronics) which had been inserted into
a 1/16" teflon tube and sealed (d. Fig. 7). The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 8.
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Detectors and Transducers for Target Operation and Automated P.E~T.

Chemistry
S.K. Zeisler, T.J. Ruth, M.P. Rektor, G. A. Gschwandtner - Triumf, B.C.,
Canada

Discussion of the target fllling sensor:

Q: J Clark: How far is the 741 circuit for the sensor from the target?
A: The circuit is located in our lab away from the detector at the target.

Q: How does this detector work when you do not have a bolus of liquid in the tubing but
drops are passing by the detector?
A: Then it always switches back and forth between the red and green light emitting diodes
(l.e.d.). The Triumf group triggers the switches for the valves only when the red I.e.d.
remains on. That means when the tube at the target is full.

Q: Does this detector respond quickly?
A: Yes, the detector response is very fast. The signal changes immediately when the drop
passes through the tubing between the photoconductive cell and the incandescent lamp.

Q: B. Weiland: What is the dead volume of your solenoid valve?
A: The dead volume of the solenoid valve is approximately 150 microliters. It is rather large
compared to the 300 microliters in the target chamber, but the TRIUMF group tries to recycle
the water by passing the target solution through a small ion exchange column that contains
only 10 milligrams of resin.

Q: J.-L. Morelle asked if this detector is radiation resistant?
A: Yes, the Triumf group believes that it is radiation resistant. They have placed this
detector immediately on top of the target. In the CP42 cyclotron vault, the detector
experiences all kinds of radiation, neutrons during production and high ganuna fields, and the
detector has not failed. The detector contains only the incandescent lamp and the
photoresistor in the vault, it contains no semiconductors and, therefore, it is very durable.

Q: J. Clark asked what is the active element in the photoresistor? And what material is it
based on?
A: I think it is Cd selenide, or Cd sulfide.

J. Clark commented, that Cd selenide and Cd sulfide are in fact themselves radiation
detectors; they were used many years ago. Their resistance alters when exposed to radiation,
but they return to nonnal. You have to use this sensor when the beam is off.

Q: At what pressure do you operate your target?
A: The target described here is rated for presssures up to 250 psi. We want to modify that
to run higher currents; and our new target will be run at between 500 and 600 psi.
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Q: P. Salvadore: What kind of valves are you using to control filling of the target, and what
is their rated psi?
A: The valves are General Valves, Series 9. These are rated for 250 psi, but they are also
available rated for 500 and 1250 psi.

Q: R. Ferrieri: I missed the placement where the detector might be relative to the load lines
of the target. Is your detector built into the high pressure end of the target assembly? If you
intend to operate the target at higher pressures, what is the pressure limitation of the plastic
tubing, ie. the burst pressure? At 250 pounds of pressure, Ithink you are probably at the burst
pressure for polyethylene. Will it sustain much higher pressures?
A: T Ruth: This is not a problem because the sensor is operated beyond the valves, in the low
pressure part of the system.

c: John Clark had a comment. til notice that the valves that you showed in the picture are in
fact different than the valves that Karl Erdman has on the demonstration target. II

A: Yes, S. Zeisler presented a second version, Karl Erdman showed a yet newer version of
this sensor system.
C: Continuing comment from J. Clark: Anybody that is interested in a very small volume
straight through, one-way valves, two port valves,should have a look at Karl Erdman's
prototype target down in the commercial exhibit or contact K. Erdman at EBCO.

Discussion of the thennistor probe for sensing dryness:

Q: J. Clark: In my experience, trying to seal teflon tubing is virtually impossible. How do
you actually get the teflon to hennetically seal at the end?
A: We have a rather brutal method for that. We first insert the thennistor, then we put it
over an electric fan, melt the teflon, and squeeze it with pliers~

c: J. Clark comment: One thing worries me about all of these sensors. If you input their
signal into computers and the sensor actually improves the reliability of the synthesis, that's
great; but how many of these sensors actually give you false positives, and ruin the
synthesis?

Discussion of the photodiode for detecting radioactivity:

Q: J. Clark: Does this detector measure betas or gammas or mixed flux?
A: We are measuring gamma radiation only.

Q: What is the temperature stability of this detector?
A: Triumf has found that the detector is somewhat unstable with changing temperature. The
output signal rises when the temperature ·rises~ This effect is, I think, a combination of the
effect on thephotodiode itself and also on the performance of the amplifier. For our process
control the signal is good enough to monitor the reaction, whether the activity arrives, for
example, or not. We use it for monitoring the activity trapped on the anion exchange resin
while we collect the fluoride-18, and to decide if it is or is not worth proceeding to the next
step.
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Q: Jeanne Link: We have made S.. Zeisler's photodiode detector, and we are going to use it
for monitoring our radiosyntheses It is easy and inexpensive to build.. We have collected
data from the decay of a C-l1 source and we have a large "dark current" which gives a non
linear signal. The "dark currenf' is very stable and when we subtract this "dark current" from
the signal the data become linear down to about 2 mCi. What kind of a dark current do you
fmd in your detectors at TRlUMF and have you found ways to reduce the dark current
besides using coaxial cable and providing a light tight seal?
A: We found that circuit layout is very essential for that purpose. Weare talking about an
input current of nanoamps and a bad spot when you solder can change the signal completely.
We have dark currents, depending on the circuit layout, from 30 to approximately 180
millivolts..

Q: Jeanne Link: I have another question. Dr. Plascjak, from NIH has a detector that he has
developed. He has taken a similar diode but added. a scintillator.. What are the differences
between these two detectors?
A: Dr. Plascjak:: My unit is similar to the unit being advertised by Bioscan. My detector is

different in that it is being operated in the photovoltaic mode and its not reverse biased. The
pin diode is actually operating in a manner similar to an actual solar cell and you are turning
the light from the scintillator into a very small current that you are then measuring. We have
found the unit to be extremely robust and inexpensive. We use 1 cm3 of cadmium tungstate.
This scintillator-has about 40 times the light output of sodium iodide and is not hygroscopic.
They are very easy to build.
Comment: J. Link: Dr. Plasjak has preprints which describe his circuit for those interested in
building one. Bioscan has demonstrated their photodiode based detectors at this meeting..
Their detectors appear to have very little noise. This is an option if one doesn't make their
own detectors. With regard to the TRIUMFdetectof, we have also found it to be thennally
unstable, but when we put a large thermal shield, ie. a metal mass, around the detector the
instability is greatly reduced.

C: Comment from M. Berridge: There was some talk of detectors like this at the last
workshop and even a little bit in Vancouver. We have been using one of these types of
detectors for quite some time. We have managed to test it up to 5 curies and have found that
it was quite linear over the entire range. These detectors work well.

c. McKinney: Also on the photodiode radiation detectors, I have a manauscript in
preparation right now using a Hamamatsu 1723 large area photodiode. In the pulse mode
rather than in the DC current mode. It uses an AMPTEIC A225 charge amplifier that has
about .83 microvolts per electron gain, a simple comparator circuit, and a hybrid frequency
to voltage converter, and a voltmeter to round out the circuitry. It has about 5 percent
linearity over six decades. The detector itself fits into a 1 by 1 by 0.5 inch housing. As I
said, that manuscript is in preparation and hopefully it will be out shortly. So one more
alternative to some already very nice radiation detectors.

Q: J. Clark: Is that one gamma sensitive? Or beta and gamma?
A: C. McKinney: I've looked only at gamma and I don't think that below 100 keY you see
much but gamma radiation detection. Obviously, it was designed for 511 keV gamma
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operation, but I have taken it I believe it was with 1-125 and its low energy gamma line..

Q: J.. Clark: Could I just ask a little question to all those people using pin diodes? Is the
dark current related to how well you can make the little circuit board and maintain it in good
leakage conditions,ie. is it a matter of encapsulation and keeping it dry? When you are
measuring nanoamps, if you have a small leakage on the circuit board you will have trouble..
A: S. Zeisler: No, I don't think so. I am not quite sure, but we have never experienced that

Q: J.. Clark further commented on detectors made by Hanu Sipila regarding leakages on
circuit boards.. Turku has had a lot of experience using very high gain op-amps on circuit
boards and keeping leakage currents down. They use teflon circuit boards, not PC boards, but
one with a teflon backing.. Providing they put those little boards into cans that can be really
sealed, and dry them out, then a lot of their dark current problems are solved.

Q: Comment from Dave Alexoff about high gain op-amps. We have had about five years
experience with a particular op-amp.. It's a standard op-amp from Analog Devices.. It has
about 250 femptoamp of input bias current We were careful, it was an etched board, and we
used clean teflon standoffs on the feedback resistor, but didn't use a teflon backed material
for the printed circuit board. The teflon standoffs on the feedback resistor were important
and the layout used was that from the book.. Analog Devices gives a layout to sort of
minimize leakage currents and problems. It has worked well for the Brookhaven group.

Q: J.-L. MoreIle: Regarding the generic sensitivity necessary to design a general purpose
small detector for positron emission tomography, for instance. We would like to have a
sensor that deals with all the possible locations in a PET system where we would like to
monitor activity. Of course there are the high activity concentrations e.g. at the output of the
water target. but that's not the only place where we would like to measure activity. We
would also like to measure activity on gas lines where the activity concentration is far lower,
roughly about three orders of magnitude. The ideal sensor would be the one that would have
a dynamic range over, let's say five orders of magnitude.. I was wondering if anybody had an
idea for a sensor that could do that? Besides the usual light detection sensors.

A: J. Nickles: This still uses light, but I have had success with wide-range, about five
decades, activity detectors that we build out of Hammamatsu He 120 CP's. It's a 1/2 inch
side on Hammamatsu phototube that's powered by a Cockroft-Walton, and followed by a
little current amp, all fit into a box that is about half the size of a package of cigarettes.
With this you can detect activity from microCuries up to any high activity.

c: J.-L. Morelle had a warning about an experience J. Nickles had a couple years ago. He
asked a student to make a detector for detecting high activity concentrations, and he thought,
(and just to tell you, don't try it) of measuring the current coming from the positrons. It
worked, but it was really a bad system.. First the amplifiers were very sensitive, and second,
he used a plastic tube to contain the positrons, because it was electrically insulated, but some
of the positrons stop .in the insulators. At some time the charges accumulate to the point
where they suddenly discharge and it results in an unreadable signal.
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Comment from J. Link: I used to think that you needed five orders of magnitude, for a single
radioactivity detector but I no longer think that is true. Rarely do our reactions happen in one
pot from target to end so there are very few places where we need to be able to detect five
orders of magnitude of activity in one location. The use of several detectors with different
sensitivities placed in different locations throughout the radioactivity system can provide
more information than a single detector particularly if the detectors are insensitive to activity
any distance away. This is an advantage of these photodiode/pin detectors. They have a small
volume of interaction with the radiation and because of the inverse square law, they are
insensitive to most radiation even one foot away from the detector.
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A SIMPLE LIQUID DETECTOR for
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS.

D.L. Alexoff, K. Hallaba, D. Schlyer, and R. Ferrieri.
Department of Chemistry,

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA.

INTRODUCTION

Sensing the presence of liquids in tubing and vessels in radiochemical processing
equipment provides infonnation important to the remote or automatic control of the
production of clinical· doses of radiopharmaceuticals. Although modem commercial
automated radiophannaceutical synthesis machines do not usually include liquid presence as a
measured process variable, earlier more complex automated synthesis devices did (e.g., Iwata,
et ale UARI~ 1984); and the inclusion of such feedback can increase system reliability
and simplify trouble-shooting tasks carried out by computer software or human operators.

Commercial liquid level detectors are often designed for large-scale industrial processes
and are therefore too large or expensive to be useful in many radiochemical hardware
systems. An inexpensive miniature optical liquid detector originally by Kramer and Fuchs
(Byte, Jan., 1986 pg. 263) has been duplicated here for use in monitoring the presence of
liquids in teflon tubing (1/16 in. O.D.) in our enriched oxygen-I8 water recovery system.

DESCRIPTION OF DETECTOR

The detector is base on an inexpensive infra-red (910 nm) diode I phototransistor pair
purchased from Radio Shack. A custom printed circuit board ( 1 3/16 in. x 1 3/4 in.) was
fabricated to hold the associated electronic hardware inside a small Pomona box (model
2417). The detector's electronic design follows closely the original comparator circuit
illustrated by Kramer and Fuchs (ref.) with the exception of the addition of a positive
feedback loop to the comparator to provide 10 mV hysteresis. This hysteresis insures a
voltage transition suitable for digital interfacing and reduces the probability of detector
recognition of fine bubbles passing quickly through a tube at the end of a liquid bolus. The
comparator's output is used to drive an open-collector circuit that in turn drives an external
light emitting diode (LED) or load resistor for a TTL compatible signal suitable for computer
interfacing. Figure 1 illustrates the ciruitry contained in the detector's Pomona box.

The diode / phototransistor pair were epoxied to opposite ends of a standard low-pressure
1/4-28 cross that was drilled out to allow a 1/16 tube to pass through the remaining two ports
of the cross. This design is similar to the custom block design of Kramer and Fuchs.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The detector'·s reponse was characterized using several different liquids. The results of
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these experiments are summarized in Table 1. The detector voltages in Table 1 were
measured at the test point indicated in Figure 1. The signal voltage in Table 1, derived by
subtracting the deteCtor's average output voltage for air from each of the detector's liquid
measurements, is used to set the comparator's threshold for indicating a full tube. The
detector's sensitivity to the nature of the liquid inside the tube seemed to correlate with
refractive index of the liquid as illustrated in Figure 2. This strong dependence on the
liquid's refractive index may be explained in part by the following simplified discussion on
how the detector operates.

Table 1.

medium ref. index output (mV) std.dev. N signal (mV)

air 1.0 392 7.7 11 0

methenol 1.326 625 2.1 3 233

water 1.333 612 1.0 3 220

acetone 1.357 576 1.5 3 184

hexane 1.372 553 2.5 3 161

THF 1.404 527 1.2 3 135

cyclohexane 1.443 513 2.7 3 121

CCI. 1.459 491 1.5 3 99

toluene 1.494 471 3.1 3 79
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Figure 1. Detector resoponse to liquid presence.
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Infrared light emitted from the photodiode must travel through the wall of the teflon tube,
through the medium occupying the space inside the tube, and back through the teflon tube
again to be detected. When the refractive index of the medium inside the tube is close to the
refractive index of the tube, less light is internally reflected inside the tube and is instead
refracted into the liquid Since the critical angle for internal reflection inside the teflon tube
increases as the refractive index of the space inside the tube increases, it is expected that
more incident light will pass through the tube when liquids are present.

As the refractive index of the liquid increases beyond the value for teflon (approximately
1.35 for yellow light), internal reflection into the liquid at the exiting liquid/tube interface is
possible, and light output to the phototransistor is decreased. The critical angle for internal
reflection of light into the teflon tube at the exiting tube/air interface does not change for the
cases of air and liquid inside the tube. Therefore it would expected that liquids with a
refractive index close to teflon, at 910 nm, would give a maximum detector output.

This detector has been in use for the past six years in our laboratory. Five of these years
the detector was used inside our shielded "hot cells" where our enriched oxygen-18 target was
unloaded. The detector was used to indicate when the flow of a bolus of target water or
carbonate solution passing through our 18F-fluoride recovery resin was completed. The
detector operated without failure under these conditions. Since installation our 180-water
recovery system into our cyclotron vault, a rapid decrease in sensitivity of the
diode/phototransistor assembly has been observed. Detector sensitivity - measured as a
voltage at the printed circuit board test point - decreased to 50% of its initial value after 4
months of routine operation. During this time the detector resided inside a lead box on the
floor next to the cyclotron's target changer.

CONCLUSION

Because of the detector's lack of radiation hardness, it is not a good candidate for
monitoring vault-related liquid operations such as target loading and unloading. It is,
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however, suitable for monitoring the presence of liquids in tubing in radiochemical apparatus
located away from or shielded from cyclotron vault operations, and may be easily
incorporated into many automated synthesis devices. The very reliable performance of this
type of sensor under Donnal operating conditions (i.e. away from high radiation fields and/or
high neutron fluxes) allows feedback control of the passage of liquids through tubing.

Acknowledgement - This research was carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory under
contracy DE-AC02-76CHOOO16 with the U.S. Department of Energy and supported by its
Office of Health and Enviromental Research, and also supported by the National Institutes of
Health, Grant NS-15380.
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Detector for Recovery of enriched [O-18]-H20. David Alexoff:Brookhaven
National Lab

Discussion of Dave Alexoff's IR detector for recovery of [O-18]H20:

Q: Jeanne Link: With the amount of adjusting of the sensitivity and signal change due to
drift, how does a drop of liquid, instead of a bolus affect the signal?
A: D. Alexoff: I haven't seen like a false positive or something, where a drop gave me a
full tube indication. You will see as a bolus breaks up, some flickering. I put a little
hysteresis which may help eliminate some of that, because if the change isn't great enough, it
won't even be detected. But I haven't seen a problem with drops giving a false full. You
will see some flickering, if you are driving some other circuit directly with this. This was
used in a manual remote system, a remote system where a computer monitored it, just for an
operator to observe. But if you were driving something directly, you are going to get some
transition as the end of the bolus goes, so you have to be aware of that. But it seems pretty
immune to a false, a drop, hanging up in there and giving you a full signal.
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REMO~ESENSING OF LIQUID WATER TARGET OPERATIONS

R.A. Ferrieri*, D.L. Alexoff and D.J. Schlyer .
Br<?okhaven National Laboratory, Department of Chemistry,

Upton, New York, 11973-5000 USA.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key considerations in the design of automated liquid water target systems for reliable
18F production is the inclusion of adequate sensing devices for remote feedback of individual
process operation status. This information allows for smooth transition between process
operations that ultimately avoids production inconveniences such as target damage due to empty
target irradiation, or loss of lip activity due to incomplete recovery of the target contents after
irradiation. Such inconveniences can not only result in loss of PET runs, or at least delays in
schedule, but result in an increase in the radiation exposure of production personnel as well.
The process operations needed to generate, extract and deliver 18F to the Hot Lab for subsequent
chemistry are not really complex. These involve configuring target valves for access during
loading of enriched water, filling the target with water, reconfiguring target valves so that it is
sealed during irradiation, and finally emptying the target contents after irradiation.

At the lowest level of remote sensing of these operations is the act of determining whether
target valves are actually in their correct configuration for a specific step. Electric feedback of
whether a solenoid valve is energized or not is entire.ly inappropriate in these instances because
such valves may fail, and remain either opened, or closed, while yielding false feedback to the
monitor. Physical displacement valves such as HPLC injector valves are better suited to this task
because feedback of the valves configuration can be accomplished through closure of electric
contacts on the valves stem.

Sensing the filling or emptying status of the target is perhaps the most crucial feedback for
reliable target performance. One must ensure that the entire charge of water has been loaded into
the target confines. Irradiation of partially filled targets can be just as devastating as irradiation
of empty targets.. Likewise, one must ensure that the entire contents of the target has been
emptied after irradiation. This is important not only to maximize production levels of
radioisotope, but also to minimize losses of enriched water during subsequent processing.

Sensing the presence, or absence, of liquid water can be accomplished by measuring some
physical property of the substance in that phase. For example, we demonstrated (Ferrieri R.A.
et al., 1992) that 5 ppm levels of metal cations in water will yield a specific resistance of 0.15
MW. This level is more than adequate to detect a response using commercial conductivity
meters. Conductivity probes can be easily installed into the high pressure componentry of the
target plumbing using standard HPLC fittings.

Likewise, r-efractive index is another property of water that can be harnessed for sensing the
liquid's presence (Alexoff D.L. and Hallaba K., 1993). For example, the amount of light
transmitted from a source through a transparent cell or tube will vary depending on whether the
cell or tube is filled with liquid. This later approach possesses the advantage .of being non
invasive in detection. Unfortunately, it is not entirely amenable to operations requiring high
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pressure components, and therefore, is limited in use to operations involving manipulation of
liquids downstream from the high pressure target

H2
180 WATER TARGET SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Figure shows a complete schematic of the high pressure liquid water target system
that is now in operation on the BNL JSW beamline for routine production of lSF. The target
is constructed of silver, and is of a standard keyhole design possessing an active volume of
2.5 mL, and two ·ports for manipulating the water charge. All operations for configuring
target valves, loading the target, and unloading the target are controlled by a PC computer
either through an RS-232 interface that couples to a short-haul m«;>dem, or through I/O triacs
for powering AC solenoids. The computer is located in the cyclotron control room..

Target loading is carried out using an infusion syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Inc.,
Model 22). The pump is connected to the target through two 6-port high-pressure HPLC
valves (Rheodyne Model 7010) that are remotely operated using pneumatic actuators. These
valves configure the target for receiving water from the pump, for high-pressure irradiation,
and for unloading the water charge to the vault located resin/recovery station. In the event of
line rupture in the Nz supply driving the pneumatic actuators, the switching valves remain in
their"last command state thus avoiding a catastrophic occurrence. Electrical feedback is made
to a light box via contact switches located on· the valve stems indicating valve status at all
times during target operation.
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All connections involved in target loading are made using standard HPLC fittings, as well
as 1/161t o.d. 316 stainless steel tubing to maintain high-pressure integrity. The total load
volume of liquid necessary to fill the active target volume and peripheral plumbing is 3.3 mL.
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Electrical isolation of the target is accomplished using high-pressure low dead volume
nylon HPLC couplings (Waters) on both lines attached to the target. When paired in series,
the short length of stainless tube coupling each insulator serves as an isolated probe for
measuring the resistance across the nylon gap of each target line. The target filling status can
be monitored by carrying out resistance measurements across the isolation gap of the top port
line using a commercial conductivity meter (Crystalab Inc., Hartford Cf, 120 V AC, 60 cycle,
1/25 W). The target must fill to capacity before water can exit through the top port and
change the resistance across the gap at that location. Likewise, the target emptying status can
be monitored in the same fashion across the isolation gap of the bottom port line.

The response range for the above meter covers 3 MW to less than 0.01 MW,
corresponding to metal ion levels of 0.1-50 ppm, respectively. The 180-enriched water used
(lsotee) for 18P-production generally possesses metal ions in the range of 15-20 ppm, more
than adequate for good meter response. However, response does drop upon distilling the
water during reprocessing. Adequate response can be reestablished by leaving the distilled
water in contact with a silver foil for appoximately 24 h before use.

The "handshake" software that is an integral part of the pump's processing software
allows the computer to start or stop the pump, and to monitor the volume of water dispensed
from the syringe. If the syringe should empty prior to dispensing a complete charge of water
to the target, the pump automatically pauses and flags the computer of its status. Once
refilled, the computer flags the pump to resume operation.

After loading of the target is complete, the computer places the Rheodyne valves in their
proper configuration for sealing the target. As the blow-up of the valve plumbing shows in
the Figure, the inlet and outlet ports are coupled during this action. Once the irradiation is
complete, the computer reconfigures the valves for unloadinge Nitrogen gas forced through
the top port of the target during this operation drives the water charge from the target, and
into the resin/recovery station.

The resin/recovery station is also located in the cyclotron vault approximately 1 m from
the target station. This facilitates target unloading, maximizes H2

180 recovery, as well as
prevents long-lived contaminants from reaching the Hot Lab. The station that was previously
reported by us (Ferrieri, R.A et al., 1992) has been modified to include a new leak-free resin
column assembly that is fabricated from a standard HPLC guard column housing. The inlet
and outlet holes to this housing are enlarged slightly to prevent flow restriction. The anion
resin (Bio Roo AGlX8 carbonate fonn; 200 mesh) is packed inside a 1/4u o.d. lucite tube that
has a polyethylene liner. Polyethylene ftits (Alltech) are placed at both the inlet and outlet to
the tube as it is,mounted within the guard column housing. Connections to the guard column
housing are made with finger-tight nylon HPLC connections (Rainin) on 1/16" o.d.
polyethylene tubing.

The outlet tube from the resin column passes through an optical sensor which measures
light transmission across the plastic tube. The sensor unit emits 915 nm light through a
miniature infrared phototransistor (Radioshack) mounted on one side of the plastic tube, and
receives it through an equally small photodetector (Radioshack) mounted diagonally across
the tube. The amount of light transmitted changes depending on whether the tube is filled or
not with liquid. The current output from the detector is of course proportional to the amount
of light received" However, with appropriate circuitry the unit can be configured to transmit
either a 0 VDC or 5 VDC signal directly to the computer for remote feedback of the tube's
status. This feedback infonns the cyclotron operator of when the enriched water recovery is
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complete. All target operations are then shutdown, thus transferring control of the resin
station via ublackbox" operation to the Hot Lab, where the chemist has complete control of
radioisotope delivery.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

In the six months since its installation, the described automatic high-pressure water target
system has been able to make and deliver up to 725 mCi of 18F (EOB) from a 40 minute
irradiation on 95% ISO-enriched water using 15 pA of 17.4 MeV protons on target. The
target should be able to tolerate higher beam currents, and thus produce larger amounts of
radioisotope, although this aspect has not tested to date. Automatic operations permit target
loading and valve configuring for irradiation within one minute. In addition, target unloading
and water recovery takes only one minute. Radioisotope extraction from the resin, as well as
its delivery to the hot lab in carbonate solution" through 40 m x .5 mm Ld. of polyethylene
tubing generally takes 5 minutes.

With constant daily use of the system, we have obseIVed significant deterioration in the
response of the optical sensor resulting in 50% reduction in sensitivity. Of course, sensitivity
of the unit depends on light emission, as well as light detection, both requiring lens that are
probably sensitive to neutron damage. While the unit is housed inside a lit thick lead hot cell
that shields the resin station, we have not taken steps to shield it against the high neutron
field induced in the cyclotron vault during irradiation. We have compensated for the change
in sensitivity by readjusting the threshold setting of the unit that allows it to transmit a 5
VDC signal to the computer. Eventually, the unit will be rendered nonfunctional as the
radiation damage becomes overwhelming, and will have to be replaced.

Acknowledgements: This research was carried out a Brookhaven National Laboratory under
contract DE-AC02-76CH00016 with the U.S. Department of Energy and supported by its
Office of Health and Environmental Research, and also supported by the National Institutes of
Health, Grant NS-15380.
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Remote sensing of Liquid Water Target Operations R.A. Ferrieri, D.
~. Alexoff, and D.L. Schlyer Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Discussion of the liquid water target operation:

c: J. Clark: In my experience nylon is extremely radiation sensitive, I've had nylon
components in back of fluoride targets just turn to dust So watch those couplings that you
use. You may have to make some PEEK ones.
A: R. Fenieri: These have been in place for six months and I haven't noticed any
deterioration. They don't appear to have become brittle in any way. Are you telling me
they'll just spontaneously explode?

Q: J. Clark: Well, I had a rheodyne valve with a nylon body, which was preloaded with
springs and it just exploded on me. My second question relates to your meth,?d to recover
water. How big is your anion column and do you start with it wet or dry?
A: R. Fenieri: The anion column is packed just before the run and installed. I don't know
the exact amount in mg, but the column is 7 mm high and the insert is a lucite 1/4 inch tube
that replaces the guard column with a polyethylene sock. The inside of the polyethylene
provides about a 1 nun ID. So the column size is about 1 mm diameter by about 7 mm in
height. We use Biorad AG lX8 anion exchange resin about 200 mesh.

Q: J. Clark: Is that wet with 0-16?
A: We flush it out with distilled water, so it is damp, a little bit.

Q: J. Clark: I just wondered whether anyone has gone through the exercise of calculating
the isotope dilution that you get on these columns?
A: R. Ferrieri: Relative to the targets volume, I think that is trivial. Dave Schlyer might
have some better numbers on this, but we haven't seen significant dilution effects in the
isotopic abundance with 10 redistillations and recoveries.

Q: J. Link: In our lab, we lose 2 percent abundance per run through the ion exchange. We
don't distill as often as the Brookhaven Group does.
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SOLVENT VAPOR SENSOR & BOLUS DETECTOR
FOR RADIOSYNTHESIS

A. DUCRET, L. VEYRE, P. LANDAIS, D. LE BARS
CERMEP, LYON, France

1/ SOLVENT VAPOR SENSOR FOR DRYNESS CONTROL

One of the key points in the Hamacher method of [18F]FDG synthesis, in common with many
other chemical reactions, is the need for an anhydrous state of the 18F/Kryptofix complex before
addition of the mannose triflate. This is usually done by ensuring enough time elapses after the
additions of acetonitrile for azeotropic distillation of the carbonate I K 2.2.2 solution, with the
resulting possibility of overheating the dry kryptofix adduct.

In our system, the entire [18F]FDG synthesis is controlled by a Siemens Simatic Sloo PLC;
the fluorination takes place in an open Sigradur® vessel. We choose to automate this evaporation
step with the control of this little vapor sensor, used otherwise to detect explosive atmospheres.
The sensor (scheme 1) is based on a miniature flammable gas sensor designed for detection of
propane, butane, natural and "town" gas, using the platinum wire (pellistor) principle. Acetonitrile
and organic flammable solvents are easily detected, the difference (.... 30 mV) between the
platinum sensing filament and compensating filament is measured and drives a K relay
interfacing the Simatic PLC. Response time is within 3 seconds after complete disappearance of
the solvent.

Srinsor supply
3V.184mA

lK

10K

lK

9·12 v=

Vapor is sampled over the Sigradur~ crucible with a small needle+tube and pumped (....2 1.min
1) to the remote sensor box. The K relay gives a very clear "dry" infonnation to the Simatic
S100 PLC which, in turn, adds immediately acetonitrile for the following azeotropic distillation
step or mannose triflate solution.
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This simple dryness sensor ensures good transition steps, and a small gain in time as well
as yield. It could be easily applied to any other reactions where dryness or solvent removal must
be monitored, for example fluoration of benzaldehydes.

2/ BOLUS & BUBBLES INTERFACE DETECTOR

We also developed a small bolus detector, based on a Honeywell HDA 2003-001 IR fork
detector. It is very usefull for HPLC injection for example where this device detects the end of
the liquid vein in the teflon tubing and lights a LED:

10 rnA
max

The proper position of the teflon tube inside the fork is difficult to find, but can be blocked with
Araldite~ when OK.

This small device is used tor HPLC injection, elimination of air bubbles and safety checks in our
automated oxygen-I5 water bolus injector, and will be applied to remote enriched 180 water
target filling.
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A bolus and bubble interface detector.Didier LeBars, Lyons, France

Discussion of the fork detector:

Q: D. Alexoff: Is it radiation hard for neutrons as well as gammas?
A: I have not yet put it in the vault It is not very sensitive to gammas, but I don't know yet
about neutrons. I will drop one in the vault for a while and see what happens.

Q: We have experience with the infrared phototransistors, they have a fairly high gains and they
are not very hard to neutrons.

Discussion of the Vapor Sensor:

Q: T. Ido: How sensitive is the detector for a mixed solvent such as chlorofonn and water.
A: I've not used it for chlorofonn because it is not flammable. I don't know about mixtures.
It works with flammables; eg. acetone, acetonitrile, THF.

Q: J. Clark: The principle presumably is a small amount of chemical combustion of the solvent
So you need air there. So if you work in inert atmosphere, you will need to add air.
A: Yes, it requires air.

Q: J-L. Morelle: Would this detector work in a methyl iodide system when you evaporate THF?
A: The group was uncertain but felt it wouldn't work unless you added oxygen or air to the
evaporation which is not desirable.

Comment from J. Clark: Combustion requires air, oxygen. In fact the operating principle of this
detector is based on two f'I1aments. One is covered with platinum The other is a reference
filament. The combustion of the solvent occurs on the platinum wire and this fl1ament heats a
lot. You detect the equilibrium between the two filaments. It gives a 30 millivolt signal and is
very easy to use.
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Sensors for indication evaporation of solvents:
Experience at the Univ. of Washington

J. Link, K. Krohn, J. Courter
Radiology Imaging Research Laboratory
University of Washington, Seattle, WA

We have been developing sensors for indicating dryness and solvent removal in our robotic
syntheses.. Our first sensor was visual observation. The robotic arm would hold up the reaction
vessel and we would observe the sample through lead windows, but we soon realized that looking
dry, wasn't dry. We are investigating other types of sensors for indicating solvent removal.

One sensor we have examined involves conductivity. We placed two steel or Pt wires
sheathed in fused silica capillaries to electrically isolate them from each other, with less than 0.05
cm of wire exposed to the reaction mix in the reaction vessel. We measured the change in
resistance during drying. We hypothesized that resistance would increase as the reaction became
dry and become infinite when all solvent was removed. We dried a water I CH3CN mixture at
96°C with argon blowing over it The conductivity changed with drying as shown in figure 1,
but not the way we expected. The technique was not very sensitive and in our system was
sensitive to changes in the argon blowing across the surface of the liquid. The measured
resistance went to 0 and then negative as the solvent disappeared. Also there is the disadvantage
of having a probe in contact with the sample, which caused loss of sample due to dried solids
staying on the surface of the probe and the potential for contaminating the reaction.
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Figure 1: Typical resistance graph.
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A thennocouple sensor is currently being used for the synthesis of thymidine. The
thermocouple is located near the source of argon in the stream of the gas and evaporated
molecules. As long as the thennocouple has solvent molecules hitting it's surface, it reads a
lower temperature due to collisions of the solvent molecules with the surface of the probe.

Our sensor consists of an ungrounded 1/16" stainless steel sheath J type thermocouple
connected to a signal conditioner ( Analog Devices thennocouple filter amplifier). The amplified
voltage signal is passed into an ADC on a PC computer (Analog Devices RTI81S board) and the
o to 4096 channel digital signal is signal averaged 20 times per ....,1.4 seconds and read by the
robot controller as well as displayed on the computer monitor and collected as a data file. When
the signal reaches an empirically derived value for dryness, 2349 in our example, figure 2, the
robot stops. the drying procedure and goes to the next step. This sensor works but has
disadvantages. The digital endpoint is dependent on the temperature of the gas stream as it
passes over the thennocouple.
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Figure 2: A typical thermocouple graph.
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An Efficient System for the Preparation of plC]-HCN, CO2 and CO

J.R. Dahl, R.A. Matacchieri, A. Belakhlef, T.e. Chaly, D. Margouleff,
North Shore University Hospital/Cornell University Medical College, Manhasset N.Y..,

INTRODUCTION

lIC has long been used as a label for a variety of compounds of bio-medical interest, ranging
from simple materials such as [11C]-CO and [l1C]-C02(1) through non-specifically labeled glucose(2)
to carboxyl labeled amino acids(3.4,s) and carbohydrates labeled in specific positions (6,1/1.9), as well
as a wide variety of other compounds. Due to the 20 minute half-life of He, its use as a label
in compounds for bio-medical investigations requires completion of preparation of the labeled
compounds at the appropriate time in the experiment. This in tum, requires a reliable, easy to
operate system for supplying the He labeling agent A number of systems for the routine
preparation of the [11C]-labeling precursor compounds have been reportedUO

•
1

1) and a number of
systems are commercially available which satisfy these requirements with varying degrees of
success. Local conditions and techniques often·impose new requirements not discernible during
the design of a commercial system. Such was the case with the liC system at North Shore
University Hospital. As supplied, this system was operated remotely by selecting a flow path
by means of toggle switches on a control panel. A dummy diagram assisted in selection of the
path and appropriate operation of the toggle switches. Skilled, experienced chemists left
undisturbed and allowed to concentrate on the task could, with practice, operate the system
effectively. However, inappropriate switching of the flow path could easily cause reagents to be
sucked into the system, usually with the result that a run was lost and the system rendered
inoperative until repaired. The tendency to suck reagents from the output line into the process
system was due to unpredictable pressure differences resulting from vacuum pumps installed to
rapidly remove process stream waste gas. Another problem was the difficulty of isolating one
part of the system from another during preparation of a particular [Ue] precursor. For example
the part of the system used in the preparation of [11C]-HCN could not be isolated from the
remainder of the system, during the preparation of other PtC] precursors. This made it very
difficult to maintain catalysts undr an inert gas environment in the part of the system not in use.
The flow controller for metering NH3 into the pIC]-CH4, process stream for conversion to [11C]
HCN by passage over Pt at lOOO°C was not sufficiently sensitive and excess NH3 appeared in the
product. Many of the catalyst tubes and furnace tubes were mounted horizontany, providing a
path through which the process stream passed without effectively contacting the reagent. To
inprove reliability and increase ease of operation, the system was redesigned, taking advantage
of the opportunity to increase system automation as much as possible. Since the automatically
controlled functions on the MC17F cyclotron and associated systems are controlled through
programmable logic controllers (PLC's) it was decided to continue with this method rather than
instituting a dedicated micro-computer with interface boards.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this laboratory lle is produced via the 1
4N(p,a)llC nuclear reaction using a target of UHP N2

containing 100 ppm added 0 24 Usually the He is obtained from the target chamber as [l1C]-C02,
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but experience has shown that occasionally the lIC is in some other fonn, assumed to be either
[11C]-CO or PIC]-~03. This phenomenon has not been investigated, and identity of the chemical
form of the species remains speculative, since, when it is produced, the priority is to immediately
restore production of [11C]-C02. Figure 1 is a diagram of the system showing the relative location
of the various operational components. Installation of a furnace (AA in fig. 1) which heats a
tube of CuD to -6500c and flowing the gas from the target chamber through this tube after
bombardment minimizes the occurrence of reduced yields of [11C]-COZ from the target chamber
by oxidizing other species to PICI-COz• A small trap containing molecular sieve SA pellets
(MS5A in fig. 1) is used to trap the [11C]-COZ in the gas flowing from the bombarded target. A
drawing of this trap(2), designed at NSUH/CUMC is shown in figure 2. The trap can be heated
to 250°C from room temperature in less than 4 minutes by a 150W band heater (Omega
Engineering Model MBIEIEIAl) surrounding it. It can be rapidly cooled by an air stream
directed through cooling holes within it The target is operated in the batch process mode.
Foll«;>wing release of the bombarded target gas through the MS5A to trap the PIC]-C02, N2

flowing through the trap sweeps residual [13N]-N2 from the trap. The trap is then heated to
release [11C]-C01 to the flowing gas stream. For the production of [Ue]-C02 or [11C]-CO
nitrogen is used as the sweep gas. [11C]-C02 is used as such or directed to the hot cell for
conversion to CH3I. [tIel-CO is prepared by directing the [11C]-C02 through a furnace (AA in
fig. 1) containing zinc near the melting point (4200C). For the preparation of [llC]-HCN, the [l1C]
CO2 is swept from the MS5A by a Hz stream and carried over a Raney nickel catalyst (in furnace
CC, fig. 1) at a temperature between lOOOC and 250°C depending upon the condition and age of
the catalyst. The output stream from the Raney Ni is swept through a NaOH trap (BE) to remove
any [J1C]-C02 which was not reduced to [llC]-CH4 before passing through P20S (FF) for removal
of residual moisture produced during the reduction. The flow of a small amount of NH3 metered
with a Whitey SS31RS4 metering valve (MVl, fig. 1) is monitored with a Cole-Panner N042-15
Rotameter with a glass ball. The ammonia is directed into the flowing H2 + [l1C]-CH4 stream just
before it is introduced into furnace BB containing Pt· held at lOOOOC. The output from this
furnace contains [l1C]-HCN. It then flows through a second P20S trap (GO) to remove any
residual moisture and reduce the NH3 remaining in the product. All of the tubing in the system
except that beyond the output of the Pt furnace is 3mm OD SS tubing. From the output of the
Pt furnace to the collection point of the [11C]-HCN 3nun OD standard wall Teflon tubing is used.
All valves through which reagents pass are stainless steel General Valves, either #9-497-900 3
way valves or 9-270-900 on-off valves. Valve V12 (figure 1) which controls the output from the
[l1C]-HCN process system is a General Valve model 2-10-900 all teflon 24VDC solenoid valve.
Cooling air is controlled with Asco 8210-B20 24VDC piloted valves. To provide an inert
atmosphere for reagents in the system when the system is not in use, a shutdown scheme was
devised during which the power to all of the furnaces is turned off and air is directed through
the furnaces to reduce the time required to cool them to room temperature while UHP nitrogen
is flowed through the system being shut down. Simply shutting off the flow of N2 and allowing
the system to cool results in N2 pressure less than 1 atmosphere within the system. Atmospheric
moisture and oxygen can then be sucked back into the system, poisoning the reagents. A bypass
loop pennits sweep gas to be directed through the process portion of the system while the target
system is being filled, drained or bombarded, thus allowing the process system to be prepared
and maintained in a standby mode while the bombardment is carried out. This provides optimal
conditioning of the system.
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A Keyence KV40R programmable logic controller was selected because it combines
economy, expandability, small size with ease of programming. The ladder diagram can be
constructed in a micro-computer (PC), compiled to operational code and transferred to the PLC
from the PC.

On the control panel, figure 3, are 12 push-button switches which select the functions of the
system. As can be seen in figure 1, V21, the sweep gas bypass valve directs the sweep gas to
either the selected process system, or through the MS5A trap to the selected process system.
Coupled with the flow of gas from the target chamber through the molecular sieve either to waste
or to the process system, the two gas flows dictate which flow patterns can be set simultaneously
and which must operate individually. The push-button switches are of the "one button in a set
at a time" style. Thus uFILL" or ttDRAIN" or "FLUSH" or uBOMBARD" may be selected only
one at a time. Only a single ilC precursor and only one state of the process system may be
selected at a time. "STANDBY" or "SHUTDOWN" may be selected and any of the target
functions on the top row simultaneously selected. However, when the "DELIVER" function is
selected, the PLC is programmed to allow only "FILL" or "BOMBARD,t on the top row to be
selected. The PLC also turns on the MS5A during delivery, allowing it to heat as rapidly as
possible to 2500C to release the [11C]-C02 to the flowing gas stream and be carried through the
selected process system.

RESULTS

The heating time for the MS5A trap is about 4 minutes to 2500C It may prove effective to
maintain the MS5A at a temperature slightly elevated above room temperature, perhaps between
600c and 110°C, to provide a head start to the heater and reduce the required temperature rise.
To date, 420mCi of HC (EOB) have been recovered following a lOuA, 20 Minute bombardment.
Optimization of the system operating parameters is presently underway.

CONCLUSION

The system, though not yet fully operational, is much easier to operate, and appears less
likely to failure.
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An Efficient System for the Preparation of [C-l1]HCN, CO2 and CO Ralph Mataccieri:

Discussion of the North Shore C-l1 system:

Q: Tom Ruth: Have you used the molecular sieve system yet?
A: We have not produced any radioactive gas with it yet, it does function.

c: T Ruth: We tried something similar several years ago. We found that we invariably got
cold CO2 included in it which reduced the specific activity.

J. Clark: I think the Upsalla group still uses molecular sieve, but is anyone here able to
comment?
B. Dahl: I want to thank Scanditronix, for giving us the inspiration for using the molecular
sieve system. With regard to the CO2 problem that T. Ruth mentioned, one of the things that
we've programmed in the system but is giving us just a modicum of difficulty is a regenerate
function. We want to be able to regenerate any time we suspect that there is CO2 in the
system. For example if the system has sat for a while or it's not totally prepared we plan to
pass nitrogen through it to clear the CO2 out before we run..

J. Link: What temperature do you use for regenerating the molecular sieves?
Bob: 250 degrees centigrade.

Q: J. Link: My cyanide system requires several rapid valve changes at one time. I haven't
had time to automate this. Tom Ruth uses programmed logic and a radioactivity detector to
decide when he has fmished. emptying his target. Are you going to switch you valves by
time, or are you using a logic for detection of activity?
A: No, right now we are switching the valves pretty much by time.. We allow it to collect,
then switch the valves.

Q: M. Berridge: What is the recovery percentage off those molecular sieves?
A: We haven't run the system yet. We haven't recovered any activity yet.
C: J. Koziorowski: We use molecular on the PET trace and it's quantitative. We recover
everything off of the molecular sieves.
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Discussion of a capacitance bolus detector:
Colin McKinney:

As a result of our discussions here, a concept idea for bolus detection came into mind that would
be radiation hard. One could use a capacitive sensor on any type of teflon or polyethylene
tubing. A capacitance impedance bridge could be used. That would be made of resistors and
capacitors which certainly aren't going to be effected by neutrons. You could couple out to it
via coaxial cable to an AC volt meter. I don't know, that is just a concept at this point So I
would like some comments on that because that might be worth going back and working on in
the laboratory after the workshop.

J-L Morelle: There have been two systems described, one working on index of refraction,
another based on resistivity and conduction, and here is, actually, a third method which is based
on the dielectric constant. I have compared the various efficiencies signal to no signal for these
three methods. Since the dielectric constant of water, which is the one you usually want to
measure, is very high, it is in the vicinity of 80, it is the system that gives the best output You
don't need to do any settings. So I think your idea meets exactly one of the best ways of
monitoring the presence of water or the absence of water.detection of water through a tube.
Typically what you are measuring it's a variation of 20 picofarads up to 100. Theoretically, it
should be 2 to 160, if it were the perfect ratio, but you have, of course, other capacitants on the
wire and on the lead, etc. And the internal volume you have to measure is in the vicinity of 30
microliters.

c. McKinney: Is that infonnation in the literature? I would like to get it
J-L. Morelle: No, not yet, we designed it a few months ago. It operates already on one of our
modules.
A: Colin: Great, looks like something to work on.

Comment G. Bida: That was done in Knoxville, as well. We just strapped a couple pieces of
metal onto a coax connector and put them across a piece of tube. With a fairly expensive HP
reactance meter we saw a third digit change. But it worked very quickly and easily. It needs
a lot more work but I think it might be a very handy way and it is radiation hard.

C.. McKinney: Yes, an impedance bridge circuit would give you much more sensitivity, because
you null it, say without water, and then you'd have very high sensitivity if something came into
the tube to change the dielectric constant.
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A SIMPLE SYSTEM FOR REMOTE PROCESSING AND DELIVERY OF "2[150] PRODUCED
FROM A N/H2 TARGET

R.A. Fenieri*, D.L. Alexoff, D.I. Schlyerand A.P. Wolf
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Chemistry

Upton, New York, 11973-5000 USA

INTRODUCTION

By far, H2[lSO] is one of the most widely used radiotracers in Positron Emission Tomography
(PET) for assessing regional cerebral blood flow (fer-Pogossian et al., 1969; Jones etal., 1985;
Raichle etal., 1983; Huang et a1., 1983; Kanno et al., 1991; Frackowiak et al., 1980). This
radiotracer can be prepared by a variety of methods including reduction of [150]OZ with Hz over
Pd (Meyer et al., 1984; Clark and Buckingham, 1975; Clark et al., 1987) or Pt (Berridge et aI..,
1990) catalysts, exchange between [lSO]C02 and water (Welch and Kilbourn, 1975), recoil
production via in-target reaction of 150 atoms generated by the 160(p,pn)150 reaction on natural
abundance water (Mulholland et aI., 1990), and recoil production via in-target reaction of 150
atoms with Hz generated by the 14N(d,n)15Q reaction on a N2 + 5% H2 gas target (Vera-Ruiz and
Wolf, 1978; Jackson et al., 1993).

The success and widespread use of H2[lSO] in PET re-emphasizes the need for simple,
reliable, as well as, safe systems that can satisfy the PET demands for processing and delivery
of this radiotracer in quantities and purities suitable for human studies. We report here a simple
system for trapping and processing H2[lSO] produced directly through in-target chemistry from
a N2 + 5% H2 gas target, and for delivering that radiotracer 300 feet away in an injectable fonn
that is sterile and pyrogen-free. The system does not require electrical power nor extraneous
pressurized gas supplies to drive any of the remotely operated process steps, thus facilitating its
setup on short order.

EXPERIMENTAL

1. RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION Oxygen-I5 as H2[lSO] was produced directly from the
14N(d,n)150 reaction on a flowing gas target comprised of Nz + 5% Hz. The target was of a
standard cylindrical design constructed from aluminum, and possessed a 100 mL active volume.
The front window was 20 miL thick aluminum (6061) which degraded the 8 MeV deuteron beam
down to 7.2 MeV on gas. Typically, the target was operated in a dynamic mode at 4 L min-1

using 60 psia of gas. Irradiations generally were of 3 minute duration using a 15 p.A beam
intensity on target. Typically, 300 mCi of [150]H20 accumulated in the bubbler of the
radioisotope processing apparatus within 5 minutes time from the start of beam after having
transferred through a 120 m x 3.18 rom o.d. Impolene line enroute to the PET facility.

2. RADIOTRACER PROCESSING SYSTEM Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
radiotracer processing apparatus. The system operates through the actions of two Rheodyne
7010 injector valves (Rainin, Inc., Woburn, MA) which, along with peripheral traps and
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plumbing, are mounted on a sliding plexiglass plate that allows all components to fit inside a
shielded Capintee Dose Calibrator for direct activity measurement. The shielding is comprised
of five 7.6 cm thick interlocking lead rings that are stacked around the chamber. With 300 mCi
of HZ[lSO] accumulated in the processing apparatus, the background radiation level at contact with
the shield never exceeds 20 mR/hr. The valves are operated remotely from behind the shield
through 30 em extension handles thus minimizing exposure to personnel.

Capintec Dose Monitor

BioRad AG50W-X8 Polyprep Column ~~~~

Sterile Water Bubbler -....-~'-

-.. To Injection Syringe
-.. Containment Bag
.- Displacement Syringe

Rheodyne 1010 Injector Valves

Lee (lnstac) Check Valve

Sterile Saline Bubbler

'- Lead Shield

Figure 1. Schematic of H2[150] collection and processing apparatus.

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the plumbing configuration for both valves. All fIXed
transfer lines are made of 1.6 mm o.d. stainless steel tubes, and their connection to the valve
ports are made through standard HPLC fittings. Connections to the displacement syringes, as
well as the K50L transfer line (Baxter Healthcare Corp., Valencia CA: 3.3 mL capacity, 84 em
length) leading to the injection syringe assembly, are made through stainless steel Luer-Lok
connections mounted to a plexiglass slide handle on the apparatus for easy access. Connections
to the inlet target gas line and the outlet gas line leading to the containment bag are made
through quick-disconnect fittings which are also mounted on the slide handle. This facilitates
removal of the apparatus for general servicing or prepping between radiotracer deliveries.

In addition to the above plumbing, the system has two liquid bubblers, one filled with 6 mL
of sterile water for trapping HZ[150] vapor from the gas stream, and one filled with 1.6 mL of
5% sterile saline. This amount and strength of saline is sufficient for making the radiotracer
preparation isotonic. The bubblers are connected to the system using long 18 gauge stainless
steel needles that attach directly to the Rheodyne valves using HPLC fittings, and enter the
bubblers through silicone rubber septa.

The system also has a cation resin column (BioRad AG50W-X8 Polyprep columns; H+ form;
BioRad, Inc., Melville, NY) for stripping ammonium ions from the preparation. Passage through
the cation resin is essential for removal of ammonium ions produced as a consequence of in
target radiolysis of the target gas. If left untreated, the [lsO]HzO preparation possesses a pH of
approximately 9.5. Mter treatment, however, the pH falls within a range of 5.5-6.0 that is
acceptable for patient injection. .
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To Containment Bag

Water Bubbler Outlet

Water Bubbler Inlet

Resin Column Inlet

Displacement Syringe Inlet

Outlet From Resin Column

To Containment Bag

Outlet From Saline Bubbler

Saline Bubbler Inlet

Outlet To Patient Syringe

Displacement Syringe Inlet

Figure 2. Schematic of plumbing layout to Rheodyne valves.

A test on resin capacity for ammonium ions was carried out using four samples of Milli-Q
filtered water; 6 mL volume each, that were titrated with ammonium hydroxide to a pH of
approximately 11.5. Each sample was passed, in turn, through the same cation resin column, and
the pH of the effluent measured with a pH meter. Table 1 summarizes results from this test.
A single resin column has the capacity to strip ammonium ions from three radiotracer
preparations before cation breakthrough is observed. Even so, standard operating protocol calls
for replacement of the resin column after each radiotracer delivery.

Table 1

pH After Resin
5.0
5.5
6.5

11.0

Ammonium Ion Capacity of a Single BioRad Polyprep Column
Filled with AGSOW·X8 Cation Resina

Sample pH
Before Resin
11.5
11.5
11.6
11.7

Sample No.
1
2
3
4

a. Samples were prepared by titrating 5 mL of distilled water with ammonium hydroxide to a
pH of about 11.6. Samples were passed sequentially through the same resin column.
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3. INJECTION SYRINGE ASSEMBLY AND SHIELDED TRANSPORT CANNISTER
The radiotracer preparation passes through a disposable sterile K50L line on exiting the system,
in addition to passing through a sterile vented Millex-GS 0.22 pm fIlter (Millipore Products
Division, Bedford, MA), and then enters a 10 mL disposable sterile syringe fIXed within a Pro
Tee II titanium syringe holder (Biodex, Inc., Shirley, NY).. Figure 3 shows a sideview of the
syringe assembly, and the shielded transport cannister which sits atop a second shielded Capintec
Dose Monitor.

Sterile LSD Line --
Vented Millipore Filter

Stainless Steel Can
with Swivel Handle~

Titanium Syringe Holder
with Disposable 10 cc Syringe

Lead Shielding

Capintec Dose Monitor

Syringe is Lowered into
Capintec Chamber

During Filling

Side View Top View Showing
Catch Hinges

Figure 3. Schematic of injection syringe assembly in the portable shielded cannister.

The syringe holder was modified by brazing a 25 nun o.d. steel washer (10 mm opening) to
the end of the syringe holder. The end of the syringe protrudes through the opening of the
washer when it is locked into place by the set screw located on the opposite end of the holder.
This modification to the holder allows the syringe assembly to be fIXed to the shielded cannister
during transport by a set of steel wings which clamp onto the holder just beneath the washer.
The wings are held in place through the· spring tension of remote pinchers located on the top of
the cannister (see Figure 3). The wings can be separated by depressing the pincher. This actions
frees the syringe assembly thus allowing it to be lowered to the bottom of the Capintec Dose
Monitor during filling.

The shielded transport cannister consists of a lead glass syringe shield (10 em long x 3 em
thick wall: Biodex, Inc., Shirley, NY) that was modified by boring out the b~ss end-caps to the
same internal cli~eter (35 nun) as the shield. A stainless steel can was also' brazed to the

. bottom brass end-cap to allow the shield to sit :fmnly within the can. This can also extended 1.5
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cm beyond the top of the shield to allow room for a 35 cm long swivel handle for easy transport.
The extension is notched to allow room for the pincher arm to extend perpendicularly across the
top face of the shield. The syringe assembly locking wings are screwed directly into the brass
end-cap of the top face, but slide freely across the face.

4. RADIOTRACER TRANSPORT CART AND HYDRAULIC INJECTOR Figure 4 shows
a sideview of the radiotracer transport cart including the hydraulic injector. The transport cart
consists of a 30 cm long x 15.2 cm o.d. (6.35 mm wall thickness) aluminum pipe fIxed to the
table top of a rolling cart. An additional lead shield (1.9 cm thick) is mounted within the top
portion of the aluminum pipe. This shield is bored out to accommodate the shielded transport
cannister. The cart allows for easy transport of the radiotracer to the bedside of the patient while
minimizing exposure to chemist, as well as, the patient. The height of the cart and assembly is
107 cm which places the radiotracer injection sYringe within close proximity to the intravenous
line.

Isotope Syringe Holder

Lead Shielding --

Hydraulic Piston ~F=~~=11

Isotope DeliveryCart~

Hydraulic Line
(Tygon Tube)

<ow~s,xi~~ge Filled
~ralOil

Figure 4. Schematic of shielded isotope delivery cart and remote hydraulic injector.

When the cannister is lowered into the shielded recess of the delivery cart, the plunger of the
injection syringe resides approximately 1 cm above the stem of a hydraulic piston (Bimba
Manufacturing Co., Monee, IL). The stem tip is modified to accommodate a 2 cm diameter
aluminum disk so that the piston pushes uniformly against the plunger during injection.

The hydraulic piston is connected to a remote injection syringe (10 mL volume plastic syringe
with Luer-Lok end) via a 6.35 mm o.d. tygon tube (1.59 rom wall thickness). The piston,
hydraulic line, as well as, approximately 8 mL of the remote injection syringe are fIlled with
mineral oil. This type oil offers the least effect on the rubber seal of the syringe plunger on
prolonged exposure.
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Injection is made when the physician depresses the plunger of the remote injection syringe.
The travel distance of the hydraulic piston is more than adequate to displace the entire contents
of the isotope syringe into the intravenous line. The hydraulic piston stem also offers resistance
once the isotope syringe plunger has traveled the full extent of the syringe.. The injection is
completed by flushing the intravenous line from a saline drip bag.

s. PROCESS OPERATION Initially, both Rheodyne valves are placed in the ttLoadtl position
when the bubblers are being charged with appropriate liquids, and when the apparatus is ready
to trap acitivity. Under these conditions target gas flows through the sterile water bubbler
containing the 6 mL of sterile water, and exits to a shielded containment bag thus preventing
radioactivity release to the atmosphere. After accumulation is complete, valve A is repositioned
to "Inject", and 60 mL of air from a syringe is used to displace the water through the cation
exchange resin and into a saline collector. After accumulation in the saline solution is complete,
valve B is repositioned to IfInject", and another 60 mL charge of air from a second syringe
displaces the saline solution to the injection syringe assembly.

SUMMARY

The N2 + H2 target can produce more than enough H2[150] to meet the demands of any PET
imaging facility. We have shown that the radiotracer can be transported across 300 feet of tubing
without significant loss of activity, using fast flows of target gas. An advantage of this method
is that the radiotraceris generated directly within the target Thus, there is no need to maintain
an extraneous chemical processing station at the PET imaging facility that involves heating a high
temperature furnace, and introducing a potentially dangerous gas mixture such as hydrogen which
is required for the catalytic conversion of [150]02 to HZ[150].

A simple remotely operated system is reported here that perfonns the following three step
operation for H2[

150] delivery at the PET imaging facility: (i) collection of the radiotracer in
water; (ii) removal of ammonia from the preparation, while at the same time making It isotonic
for injection; and (iii) delivery of the radiotracer to the injection syringe.. The system can process
and make available for injection 100 mCi of H2[150] (>99% radiochemically pure as measured
by radio GLC), starting with 300 mCi of the radiotracer in the water bubbler. The machine is
easily prepped for subsequent deliveries by sliding it out of the Capintec chamber, recharging the
water and saline bubblers with appropriate solutions, and replacing the cation resin column.
Also, the K50L transfer line, as well as the injection syringe and filter assembly must be replaced
with new sterile components. Additional doses of radiotracer can be 'made available within 12
minutes of the previous injection.

In addition, a general syringe loading device with remote hydraulic injector is also reported

here that is compatible for use with any H2[150] radiotracer processing station. The device allows
for direct measurement of syringe dose while filling, and for easy, as well as safe transfer ofthe
injection syringe assembly to a delivery cart that houses the remote hydraulic injector. The
injection syringe is never handled directly during transport nor during injection except, to connect
it to the intravenous line, thus minimizing radiation exposure to personnel.

Acknowledgements - This research was carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory under
contract DE-AC02-76CH00016 with the U.S. Department of Energy and supported by its Office
of Health and Environmental Research, and also supported by the National Institutes of Health,
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Discussion of the Remote Processing System:

Q: J. Link: Rich, Do you have problem with pyrogens?
A: R.. Fenieri: No problems with that in any of the samples that we sent oul

Q:J. Clark: I just have a couple of comments. Iwakano and Akita published a paper in Japanese,
which reports the ammonia production in quite great detail at different dose rates.. And also it
talks about transport of water vapor under these target conditions over different materials. Quite
an interesting paper. If anybody wants a copy, I have the Japanese version, but the figures and
the captions are in English, so it is fairly readable.

Q: M. Welch: There is a difference you know. I didn't realize it until I looked at your poster
and heard your talk. You are irradiating flowing gas at 4 liters a minute, we're irradiating static
gas, and so even if all of the hydrogen in our target was converted to ammonia, our concentration
would be very low because we have got such a small volume..

A: R. Ferrieri: Well, you also indicated that the beam strike volume is so small relative to
ours.

M.. Welch: Right, it is also the fact that you are flowing and we are not. Maybe Jerry Bida
could tell us what the radiation chemistry of ammonia is at sort of low and high beam currents,
but I bet you that would explain the difference.

Q: B. Wieland: This may be a naive question. What is the proton energy of the BNL 60 inch
cyclotron approximately?
A: Rich: It's variable. It will go up to 33 MEV protons.

B .. Wieland: Okay, then a comment is: The 0-16 (p,pn) 0-15 reaction between 20 MEV and
30 MEV, I believe, has -200mCi per microamp yield. Have you looked into making target 0
15 water via the (p,pn) on natural water? I know if you keep the exit energy high enough, you
don't make very much N-13 from the (p,alpha) reaction and you can remove the N-13 I think.
A: Rich: No, we haven't. Only because we would have a logistical problem of moving that
bolus of irradiated water from the cyclotron vault to the PET facility. It is about 400 feet. We
don't have a pneumatic tube that would do anything of that nature.

B. Wieland: I'm pretty sure the Ann Arbor people have done that. If anyone wants to make a
comment on that.

J. Link:: We use the (p,pn) reaction. We irradiate static oxygen gas at 45MeV and 30 microamps
and make the water in the hot cell Very little N-13 is produced. It is less than 0 .. 3 percent of
the radioactivity with no measurable ammonia in our system.

Comment: At Philadelphia, there was a similar system for production. We didn't see any
ammonia in that system, and we were also able to easily transport the gas about 1200 feet, I
think, from the cyclotron to the scan area.
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Q: R. Fenieri: What were your radiation conditions?
A: Gonzales: We irradiate at lower current not more than about 4 or 5 microamps. The energy
was about the same, about 8.5 MeV.
Q: R. Ferrieri: Dynamic, flowing target also?
A: Gonzales: Yes, right.

Q: J. Clark: I don't understand where you get your nitrogen-13 from. Deuteron energy is what
energy?
A: R. Ferrieri: It is actually entering the gas at about 7.3 MEV.

Q: J. Clark: Okay. The other comment is I think both Philadelphia and ourselves have run this
target system and used the dialysis membrane exchanger technique to do continuous water
infusions and I've not seen any ammonia problems either.
A: R. Ferrieri: No. As I said this may be unique to our irradiation conditions. And this what
we've done to solve that.
Q: J. Clark: The other query is, what is the maximum pennissable pH with something like
ammonia that you are allowed to inject anyway? Blood is an excellent buffer.

A: T. Tewson: I can tell you the Merck index quotes an LD50 in rats for ammonium acetate.
And presumably what is toxic in ammonium acetate is the ammonium and not the acetate. The
LD50 is 17 mg per kg. But a question, have you looked at the gas concentration, I mean 5
percent hydrogen seems a rather large amount. If you drop the amount of hydrogen do you still
get water? But then you can't make as much ammonia because there is not as much hydrogen
to make ammonia with.

A: M. Berridge: In the system we use routinely, because the hydrogen is being added to the
stream, we have a lot of control over how much is added. We find that as long as the hydrogen
flow is above zero, we make water with no real difference in yield. The hydrogen flow rate that
we use is 20 -30 ml per minute. We don't have the ammonia problem that Brookhaven has, so
maybe reducing the hydrogen concentration will help your problem.

Q: R. Ferrieri: What concentration of hydrogen is that, relative to the total?
A: Marc: We are flowing the whole target gas at somewhere between 1-1/2 and 2-1/2 or so
liters per minute.

J. Clark: Marc, as I understand it, you are talking about a [oxygen-15] 02 target and then you
bleed in the hydrogen.
Marc: No, it's a hydrogen I nitrogen gas target.

R. Ferrieri: What he is saying, with that mixture, he has like a fraction of a percent of hydrogen
and he's still getting efficient water production.

J. Clark: The Japanese paper in fact describes all that in detail.

M. Berridge: Right, the point being that you take the hydrogen out

R. Ferrieri: The experiments that we did several years ago on the ratio showed that 5 percent
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Synthetic Application of Column Extraction to Automated Preparations of PET
Radiophannaceuticals. Ren Iwata and Tatsuo Ido. eYRIe Tohoku Univ.

Discussion of the extraction method:

Q: T. Ruth: How flow rate sensitive is this for extracting compounds, just getting the material
onto the column?
A: R. Iwata: For Liquid? We just apply the organic solvent and naturally (gravity) it flows
down, but you can apply pressure to speed the extraction, no problem.

Q: M. Channing: That was very nice. I was wondering about the second column, when you go
to separate out the fatty acid, on silica gel, what do you use? For the hydrolysis with Hel is the
He} a gas or a liquid? For the decomposition of the Grignard, you use Hel? Is that gas?
A: No, liquid. The Michigan group used gas, but we just use dilute Hel solution to decompose
all reagents.
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Synthetic Application of Column Extraction to
AutoDlated Preparations of PET .Radiopbarntaceuticais

Ren Iwata and Tatsuo Ido

CYRIC Tohoku University, Sendai 980 Japan.

INTRODUCTION

Organic synthesis generally requires extraction for purification of a reaction
product. In PET radiochemistry this liquid-liquid extraction has often been
conveniently substituted for solid phase extraction with a commercially available
short C1S column to accommodate a procedure to remote control or automation.
However, this replacement cannot be applied to all PET radiopharmaceutical
preparations, and consequently conventional liquid-liquid extraction ·is sometimes
inevitably employed using a specially designed device to automate this procedure.
Figure 1 illustrates a few methods developed so far for this purpose.1- 3) An
aqueous layer containing a reaction product is first shaken with an organic layer by
vigorously stirring or bubbling and then the two layers are separated using these
devices..

Syringe pump 2) Level sensor 1) Hydrophobic membrane 3)

Figure 1. Devices for remote-controlled or automated extraction

Extrelut is a commercially available
column filled with a large-pore kieselguhr of
granular structure and high pore volume,
capable of taking up and holding water. As
shown in Fig.2 lipophilic substances are
extracted from the aqueous phase retained by
Extrelut with organic solvents not miscible with
water.

Organic layer Aqueous layerKieselguhr

Figure 2.. Principle of column extraction
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APPLICATION OF EXTRELUT

Figure 3 demonstrates an example of our routine uses of this column
extraction. [18F]Aceticacid can be efficiently extracted with Et2D for further
synthetic use in a simple manner.

[1~CH 2COOHin Et 20

Figure 3. Purification of [18F]fluoroacetic acid with Extrelut

Extrelut allows a gas to flow through it without losing any portion of the
aqueous solution which has been loaded in advance, and therefore a radioactive
labelling precursor in the flowing gas can be efficiently trapped by a reaction solution
on Extrelut. If a resulting reaction product is neutral, it can be successively extracted
from the column with an appropriate solvent. This idea has already been realized
using polypropylene powder for the lIc-palmitic acid preparation by Jewettet aL4)
We have also examined Extrelut for this on-column reaction followed by extraction
of lIe-fatty acids and ltC-amino acids using the automated systems as shown
below.

Preparation of[llegatty acids

RM gBr on ExtreJut

Oryice..-Acetonitrile

allnelEtOH

Figure 4. Automated preparation of 1IC-fatty acids using Extrelut

Procedures
1. Trap [11C]OZ with liquid Ar.
2. Flow [11C]OZ through the Extrelut column loaded with the Grignard reagent.
3 .. Inject aq.HCl followed by EtzO or hexane.
4. Pass the eluate through the second column.
5. Elute the product from the column.
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Preparation of[11C]amino acids

Reaction scheme

Ion exchange
column

11
RCH(Nt-2)S03Na

on Extrelut

[11 C]Amino aci ...---.. .......... .------ Waste

Figure 5 .. Automated preparation of lIe-amino acids using Extrelut

Extrelut offers a very convenient and efficient extraction method for PET
radiochemistry. It can be also used for on-column preparations of PET
radiopharmaceuticals. Using the present method [11C]acetic and [11C]palmitic acids
were obtained in >80% and 30-40% radiochemical yields, respectively. We are
currently trying to apply the method to the preparation of [11C]amino acids.
Synthetic procedures can be shown to be very simplified and easily automated using
Extrelut.

References
1) M.J.Welch et aL: J. LabeL Compd. Radiopharm. ~ 1087 (1983).
2) V.W.Pike et al.: Int. AppL Radiat. Isot. 35, 623 (1984).
3) T.Takahashi et aL: Appl. Radiat. Isot. 39, 659 (1988).
4) D.M.Jewett et ale : Int. J. AppL Radiat. Isot. J.Q, 672 (1985).
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Synthetic Application of Column Extraction to Automated Preparations of PET
Radiopharmaceuticals. Ren Iwata and Tatsuo Ido. CYRIe Tohoku Univ.

Discussion of the extraction method:

Q: T. Ruth: How flow rate sensitive is this for extracting compounds, just getting the material
onto the column?
A: R. Iwata: For Liquid? We just apply the organic solvent and naturally (gravity) it flows
down, but you can apply pressure to speed the extraction, no problem.

Q: M. Channing: That was very nice. I was wondering about the second column, when you go
to separate out the fatty acid, on silica gel, what do you use? For the hydrolysis with Hel is the
Hel a gas or a liquid? For the decomposition of the Grignard, you use Hel? Is that gas?
A: No, liquid. The Michigan group used gas, but we just use dilute Hel solution to decompose
all reagents.
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USE OF SUPERCRITICAL CARBON DIOXIDE FLUID AS A SOLVENT FOR THE
PURIFICATION OF PET RADIOTRACERS

R.A. Ferriert, I.S. Fowler and A.P. Wolf
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Chemistry,

Upton, NY 11973-5000 USA

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 represents a general phase diagram for a pure substance illustrating regions of
temperature and pressure where the substarice exists as a solid, liquid, gas and supercritical
fluid.

Solid

Uquid

Gas

Supercritical
Fluid

Temperature
Figure 1. General phase diagram for a pure substance illustrating regions of
temperature and pressure where a substance exists as a solid, liquid, gas and
supercritical fluid.

A fluid can exist in its supercri.tical state when its pressure and temperature exceed the critical
pressure and temperature of that substance which together defme its critical point (CP).
Above the critical temperature and pressure, the distinction between a liquid and gas
disappears. However, the resulting fluid retains many of the characteristics of both phases.
For example, the fluid possesses densities comparable to those of a liquid, but with a much
higher diffusivity and a lower viscosity, much like that of a gas, thus affording it increased
solvating power. Unlike conventional liquid solvents, supercritical fluids possess the unique
feature that the solvating power of the fluid can be altered drastically because of its direct
relation to fluid density. Thus small changes in fluid temperature and pressure within the
supercritical regime can have large effects on fluid density. Table 1 illustrates this behavior
with supercritical carbon dioxide fluid (SF COz).
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Table 1
Properties of SF COz compared to helium gas and liquid water under

conditions where they would be used for GLC and HPLC

Property Helium SF C02(low density) (high density) Water

Temperature (OC) 200 100 35 20

Pressure (psi) 20 1200 3000 1000

Density (g mL·!) 10-4 0.1 0.8 1.0

Diffusivity (cm2s-1
) 10-1 10-3 10-4 10-5

Viscosity (cP) 0.02 0.02 0.1 1.0

The density of SF CO2 can be varied by nearly an order of magnitude. Comparisons against
helium gas and liquid water, as they might be used in OLe and HPLC separations, respectively,
indicate that SF CO2 possesses features similiar to both of these substances in their respective
phases.

Supercritical fluids have found widespread use in numerous industrial and analytical fields
as solvents for compound extraction (SFE)14 and compound separation in chromatography
(SFC).5-7 Process SFE has been used for many years to selectively remove certain compounds
in food and chemical processing industries. A classic example of its application here is the
extraction of caffeine from coffee beans using SF CO2• Analytical sample preparation using SFE
is also gaining use as a rapid low-cost method for extracting components from solid matrices
prior to their analysis for quantitation and purity. 'The main advantage SFC has over
conventional HPLC is its ability to provide faster compound separation times. This feature is
primarily due to the lower viscosity of the SFC mobile phase affording it faster effective flow
velocities through the colurrm material.

SF CO2 is one of the most widely used supercritical fluids because it is inexpensive, nontoxic,
and can be made to assume different solvent strengths. This substance behaves as a supercritical
fluid at temperatures exceeding 31°C, and at pressures exceeding 1050 psi.

Unfortunately, the nonpolar nature of the carbon dioxide molecule can limit its solvating
strength in many instances. Its utility as a pure solvent in the SF state has been somewhat
limited with regard to the the extraction and separation large molecular weight polar compounds.
Quite often, its solvating strength can be enhanced through the addition of polar modifiers such
as methanol. Many of these modified mixtures are available commercially.

Recently, we initiated a feasibility study to determine whether existing technology in SFC
could be applied to PET radiotracer purification as well. Specifically, we were interested in
whether pure SF CO2 could be used as a solvent in this step. SF CO2 offers a feature that is
particularly appealing to PET radiotracer purification. That is, the mobile phase will disperse as
a gas once depressurized from the SF state, and easily vented since it is nonflammable and
nontoxic. This action would eliminate the need for solvent removal prior to fonnulation of the
radiotracer for injection; a step that can take as long as 10 minutes to accomplish depending on
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the solvent volume, and no doubt result in product loss during the manipulation. With regard
to carbon-II labelling, a 10 minute delay reduces the amount of radioactivity delivered, as well
as the specific activity.

EXPERIMENTAL

SFE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Recently, we acquired an ISCO model260D syringe pump
that is capable of delivering 260 mL of solvent at pressures up to 7500 psi, and flowrates ranging
between 1 pL/min and 40 mUmin. The unit is designed for use in SFE as wen as SFC. Figure
2 illustrates a schematic layout of the SFE system. The pump and control box are modular,
which is a feature that is highly desirable for eventual installation into a production hot cell.

ISCO 260D
SYRINGE PUMP

;;; EXTRACTION VESSEL

·mdmSllm fAt BLOCK HEATER

____ CAPILLARY RESTRICTOR

___ SAMPLE COLLECTOR
o 0.. '

..

Agura 2. Schematic layout of supercritical fluid extraction system.

Solubility measurements were carried out in pure SF CO2 at 5000 psi and 55°C on a host of
PET radiotracers that are routinely prepared at BNL. This was accomplished by placing 3 mg
samples of the hydrochloride salts of each of the compounds tested into a 0.5 mL volume
extraction vessel outfitted with a 0.5 micron frit (Suprex Corp. SFE/l0). The inlet to the
extraction vessel was plumbed directly to the syringe pump via small-bore 1/16" OD stainless
steel tubing. The outlet was connected to aIm length of 0.375 mm OD x 0.015 mm ID fused
silica capillary tubing which acted as a restrictor in order to attain SF pressures within the vessel.
The vessel was independently heated within a wen-insulated aluminum block heater to insure
thermal stability. Samples were solubilized in 10-12 mL of SF CO2, and collected in 1 mL of
acetonitrile solvent at the restrictor outlet for later quantitation against standards using gas
chromatography (GC) with flame ionization detection (FID).
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SFC SYSTEM DESCRIPrION: Figure 3 illustrates a schematic layout of the SFC system.
For operation in this capacity, the outlet of the syringe pump was connected to a Rheodyne 7125
injection valve via small-bore 1/16" OD stainless steel tubing. The Rheodyne seal was tightened
to provide leak-free operation at pressures exceeding 5000 psi. The valve was connected to the
separation column via 0.375 mm 00 x 0.040 nun ill fused silica capillary tubing. The valve
was installed as close to the separation column inlet as possible, but outside the column oven.
We used an Eppendorf HPLC column heater to maintain SFC columns at appropriate
temperatures. The outlet of the column was connected to Valco tee via 0.375 mm OD x 0.040
mm ill silica tubing. One outlet of the tee was connected to the FlO of a HP 5890 GC through
a 3 m length of 0.010 mm ID silica capillary tubing. The other outlet fed to a collector via a
short length of 0.040 rom In capillary tubing.

'.~ Collector·.·.. '·~
FlO DetectOI'-l------'

7125 Rheodyne Injector Valve

~I------., /Fiatron Column Heater
Capifla-y Restrictor

~/

Figure 3. SChematic layout of supercritcal fluid chromatograph.

Several advantages are offered in using Fill in SFC. It is less expensive to purchase a Fill
than it is a high-pressure UV absorbance detector. Self-contained FlO's complete with
electrometer are available commercially. FlO is also insensitive to CO2, and therefore, would
not exhibit baseline drift during SF pressure gradient operation. In addition, the detector is
installed on the depressurization side of the SFC thus eliminating concern over maintaining
proper SF pressures. Absorbance detectors, on the other hand, must be installed on the high
pressure side of the SFC because they are extremely sensitive to bubble formation within the
flow-cell. Fortunately, Fill is extremely sensitive to detect minute amounts of material, and
therefore, would only sacrifice a minute fraction of the collected eluent for on-line mass
measurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As seen in Table 2, results from the solubility tests have shown that organic compounds of
interest in PET are sufficiently soluble in pure SF CO2 for purification as PET radiotracers.
Typically, radiotracer synthesis yields compound masses of less than 20 micrograms.
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Table 2

Compound solubilities in SF CO2 at 5000 psi and 55°C

Compound Solubility JlglmL

Raclopride
L-deprenyl

Cocaine

Ritalin
Cogentin

Flumazenil

68
85

108
45

250
61

We have also demonstrated in two instances that separation of the compound of
interest from the labelling substrate is possible. Figure 4 shows SF CO2 chromatograms of
nor-raclopride and raclopride using a 75 rom x 4. mm ID, 3 micron silica column at 60°C
with a pressure ramp of 500 psi/min (2000 to 7000 psi). Baseline separation is achieved on
this analytical column with between 30 and 50 microgram amounts of material introduced in
20 microliter volumes of acetonitrile. Figure 5 shows SF CO2 chromatograms of nor-deprenyl
and deprenyl using a 250 rom x 1 mm ID Ultracarb 5 ODS (30) column maintained at 150°C
and operated across a pressure gradient from 2000 to 5000 psi at 150 psi/min.
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Fl9ure 4. Superctitical CO2 nor-raclopride and raclopride. 'Separations achieved on a
75 mm x 4.5 mm i.d. (3 micron) s~ica column at 60 C using a pressure ramp of tile

CO2 mobtle phase 01 SOO psi/min starting a 2000 psi and ending at 7000 psi.
Samples 01 nor-raclopride (30 micrograms) and raclopride (SO micrograms) were
injected in 5 microliter Yolumes 01 acetonitrile. A flame Ionization detector was used
with a 0.1 % sample split on the column outlet.

Figure 5. Supercrilk:aJ CO2 fluid chromatograms 01 nor-deprenyl and deprenyl.

Separations achieved on a 250 mm x 1 mm i.d. Ultracarb 5 ODS (30) column

maintained at 150 C and operated across a pressure gradient from 2000 to 5000 psi
at 1SO psi/min.
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Pressure programming of the mobile phase offers one of the most convenient ways to
affect compound resolution in SFC. Most commercial SF compatible pumps offer this
feature, as well as flowrate programming as standard features in equipment As mentioned
earlier, slight changes in operating temperature within the supercritical fluid regime can also
affect compound resolution. Slight changes in column temperature can yield striking changes
in solvating strength of the mobile phase as well as inverse changes in linear flow velocity.
Both effects work in unison to either increase or decrease resolution between low molecular
weight and high molecular weight compounds. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 6 where
repeated injections of (L)-d.eprenyl dissolved in acetonitrile were made on a 250 mm x 1 rom
ID Ultracarb 5 ODS (30) column maintained at temperatures ranging from 50°C to 150°C.
The column was operated across the same pressure gradient in all instances ranging from
2000 to 5000 psi at 150 psi/min. At 50°C no resolution is achieved between solvent and
compound. However,as the column temperature is raised by fIxed amounts, one observes a
decrease in the solvent elution time in accordance with an increase in linear flow velocity,
and 'an increase in compound elution time in accordance with decreased solvating strength of
the mobile phase. Interestingly, this later behavior reverses above 125°C indicating that other
factors, such as surface interactions with the stationary phase are equally important
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Figure 6. Supercritica! CO2 fluid chromatograms of (L)-deprenyl in acetonitrile.
Separations achieved on a 250 mm x 1 mm Ld. Ultracarb 5 ODS (30) column
maintained at temperatures ranging from 50 C to 150 C. and operated across a
pressure gradient from 2000 to 5000 psi at 150 psi/min.
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Not all compounds are well suited for purification by SFC. We discovered that ester
groups are vulnerable to hydrolysis on passage through unmodified silica in SF CO2• For
example, cocaine underwent complete hydrolysis to benzoyl ecognine during SFC separation,
but remained intact during the simple solubility tests. This suggests that surface interactions
playa key role in this chemistry. The sUyl hydroxyl groups of the silica support can be
strong sites for hydrolysis of esters. End-eapping of these sites by passing tetrahydrofuran
through the column at lOOO°C for 12 hours suppressed the hydrolysis somewhat, although not
entirely. This procedure yields a pennanently bound layer of carbon and oxygen arising from
the thermal decomposition of the organic substrate. Methodologies of this nature are essential
if optimized radiophannaceutical recovery is ever to be gained.

SUMMARY

The advancement of radiotracer development depends critically on the implementation of
new technology which offers advantages over the standard methodologies in the field. We have
identified SFC as a promising method which could offer advantages in radiotracer purification
through rapid separation, as well as, improved recovery and purity of labeled product Using SF
CO2 as the mobile phase for chromatographic separation of labeled product would eliminate the
need for solvent removal from product prior to delivery. Since large volumes of HPLC-grade
solvents would not be needed operating costs for the purchase of these solvents, as well as for
their safe disposal would be reduced.

Of course, challenges remain before this technique can become useful. Typically, SFC
is an analytical tool and not a preparative one. Scaling up the analytical separations demonstrated
here to semi-preparative levels necessary for radiophannaceutical purification will be difficult
owing to the fact that the increased column bore size that would be needed for increased sample
throughput could yield uncontrollable pressure gradients within the column resulting in
irrepreducible elution times, as well as poor product recovery.

However, we are encouraged by a recent report which showed that l1C-methylations using
l1CH3I can be carried out with reasonable efficiency in certain model compounds using
supercritical ammonia fluid.8 One of the striking features of this work was that the amounts of
labelling substrate, as well as organic solvent used was significantly less than those used in
standard practices for carrying out llC-methylations.This suggests that analytical scale SFC
separations may be adequate for chromatographic purification of the labelled products when
synthesized in the supercritical medium.

Acknowledgements: This research was carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory under
contract DE-AC02-76CH00016 with the U.S. Department of Energy and supported by its Office
of Health and Environmental Research, and also supported by the National Institutes of Health,
Grant NS-15380.
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Supercritical Fluid Extraction: Rich Ferrieri. Brookhaven National Lab.

Discussions of Supercritical Fluid Extraction:

Q: B. Weiland: Hc;>w do you creep up the pressure on the rheodyne valve?
A: R. Ferrieri: There are little set screws underneath. Read the instruction manual, they
give you a little allen wrench, and you just turn it carefully. If you tweak too far, you can
break the seal on it.

Q: J. Link: I think supercritical fluid extraction chromatography is going to be used more in
our field because you can get rid of the solvent, i.e. C02 so easily and I think maybe
compounds that people have trouble separating in final preparation could be taken through
these columns, instead of the current situation of having to use a few percent ethanol in
buffer for the mobile phase or getting rid of the solvent. I know that extraction works, but I
don't know whether swelling and pressures prevent preparative chromatography or how much
sample you can really put on these systems.
A: R. Ferrieri: That is going to be a limitation. The work I'm doing, is purely on an
analytical basis. The column will certainly handle the loading with compound. I don't think
there will be a problem with that Actually, if you look at the solubility numbers, 50 to 60
micrograms per milliliter and you subject the flushing of say your reaction mixture onto the
column, set the time limitation there. You are only going to take a certain cut of the
compound. Usually we put in 1 milligram of the starting material in an alkylation. So you
are not going to be putting that entire sample onto the column. There is going to be a
problem though, while you can get the sample through the column, it is the outlet where the
restrictor is. Those capillary columns are not amenable to high sample load and they tend to
plug up. So what I am looking at right now is trying to multiplex a number of these
capillaries to take the sample through put to the collector.

Comment J. Link: Also I know you don't need to use an FID detector. You need the
restrictor, but there are a lot of detector options on those systems.
Rich: Yes, there are a number of options. You can use radiation detectors or other detectors
to take your product cut. We just like the FlD from the standpoint of measuring specific
activity that has some kind of mass detector right on our analytical separation system.

Q: J. Clark: Rich, just to sort of complete the education process, what other solvents are
potentially useful in this area?
R. Ferrieri: Nitrous oxide. Bengt Langstrom in fact has an abstract at Kyoto where he's
demonstrated some chemistry in a supercritical fluid ammonia. Water. In fact the literature
is chock full of references where supercritical fluid water does all sorts of neat chemistry, so
that's something else that might be worth looking at.

Q: T. Ido: It is very interesting Rich. Do you know of any other other examples for the
(chemical) reaction with CO2 during the separation of some compounds?
A: R. Ferrieri: I've seen some reference to condensation reactions. Not in structures similar
to deprenyL I don't know whether that alkyne group has introduced some kind of a highly
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active site there. As I say, until I can fully identify what that product is, I'm not going to
stick my neck out and say that there is any type of reaction going on, but there are examples
in pure CO2•

Q: Doug Channing: Did you measure the number of theoretical plates and do you know the
flow or linear velocity in columns like this?
A: R. Ferrieri:: I have not measured the number of theoretical plates in the column. The
flow is pressure ramped, usually start at about 1 milliliter per minute, and never exceed 4
milliliters per minute at the high pressure end of the ramping.

Comment: J. Link: Just a comment about other fluids. I think the limitation is fluids or
things that have critical points at room temperature and a reasonable pressure. The ones that
people typically talk about using, around 30, 40, 50 degrees centigrade, are nitrous oxide,
C02, sulfur hexofluoride, and ethane.
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PRESENTATION OF THE FDG MicroLab

Jacek Koziorowski, GEMS PET Systems AB, Husbyborg, Uppsala, Sweden

The initial report on the MicroLab was presented at the IVdl target workhop at PSI, Switzerland
in 1991. It was .a technical description and a presentation of the specifications, yet no
experimental data was presented. This presentation is based on data and experience from the
clinical sites and is therefore an experimental data presentation and not a product specification.
The synthesis is, based on the solid-phase Mulholland method. The yield and radiochemical
purity depends on the quality (purity) of the target water. The nature of the target water
impurities is, at the time being, not known.

Installed base

Uppsala University PET Center, Uppsala, Sweden

Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark

Duke University, North Carolina, US

John Hopkins University Hospital, Baltimore, US

Praxisgemeinschaft RNS, Wiesbaden, Gennany

This data is based on a total of 201 syntheses performed with MicroLab.

Yield(not decay corrected)
Radiochemical Purity
FailuresI

Acetonitrile
CIDG
"coldtt FOG
4-methylpiperidinium
Synthesis time
Synthesis setup time

35%
97%
2%

<5Oppm
20g/ml
3g/ml
<2ppm
52min
IO-40min

1 Failure; yield <20 % or radiochemical purity < 90%. The FDG MicroLab executed the
synthesis without any problems (= failure not due to mechanical malfunction)..
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Problemslbugs

The cassette is synunetrical from a vial point of view; there are two possibilities to ~
the vials containing the chemicals needed for synthesis, either: 1,2,3,4 (the correct way) or
4,2,3,1. If you apply the vials according to the latter schedule the synthesis will not work
(you start with Hel and fInish by adding precursor).

Action: the vials are now both numbered and color coded for easy recognition.

To close the front lid one has to push. two buttons, simultaneously which
are placed on the top of the sides. This may cause some problem if the unit is
placed in a high hot cell; a short person may not reach the buttons.

Action: a dedicated, shielded box was designed (which also takes care of the used
cassettes).

Comments from the audience

Duke: agreed with the results presented. Made a remark that the failure rate might be somewhat
misleading since it did not include the "unbegan" syntheses where the cassette was rejected due
to leak (leak in the cassette and/or in the syringes), these failures were quite uncommon (no
statistics reported) according to the customer. They have had some trouble in depositing all
activity in the receiving vessel; they use a 300pl target, the box is designed to receive 0.5 to
2.5ml of water.

Uppsala PET Center: agreed with results; no further comments.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor: said that results presented ( yield, failure
rate etc. etc.) were virtually identical with their results; the machine is as good
as a person.
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Results from the Clinical Use of the FDG Microlab. J. Koziorowski. GE Medical Systems.
Uppsala,Sweden.

Discussion of the Microlab:

Comment from J. Clark: This system is based on the solid phase Mulholland chemistry
which many people have tried and I think we have all been skeptical that it could really be
commercialized. I wondered if any of the customers who use the microlab are willing to
comment on their experience with it?

Comment: C. McKinney: I agree with the data presented by Jacek Koziorowski. We have
had very good synthesis results. Everything you presented is correct for yield. However, you
list zero mechanical failures; this is misleading. Once the synthesis starts that is true, but
there are fallures before the synthesis begins. Occasionally we have failures when a cassette
is inserted into the mechanism (box) and does automated pressure testing to make sure there
are no leaks. Occasionally we have problems with this test and we have to discard the
cassette. Once we get the cassette out of the box it is common that it is functioning (ie.
pressure tight) and we wouldn't have had a synthesis failure using that cassette. This is a
minor problem, in general our experience has been very good.

Comment J. Moskwa (Michigan): For comparisons sake, the results of the microlab are
identical to those yields we get by hand labeling.

R. Reineck- PET Centre, Uppsala. We are now completely relying on the microlab to make
FDG.

Q: T. Ruth: Has the failure rate anything to do with the extraction onto the column resin?
A: It is hard to tell because most of the people who buy this unit are absolute beginners.

Sometimes they have little errors and they don't know why, and I mean there are small things
for which I can't tell what happened. Maybe after a couple of years when people have used
it we will be able to answer this question. I intend in our factory to run it on a daily basis
but we have the entire results of everything run and we haven't any general trend in what
goes wrong. For example, if you store it in a very dry atmosphere the resin column gets
broken up and it is hard to pass fluoride through?

Comment J. Clark: I think taking equipment out in the field in the commercial sense is
fraught with all sorts of pitfalls and traps but I think this group ought to be willing to
feedback the sort of information we take for granted from people like Jacek Koziorowski, so
that the field can be more reliable.

Q: Mike Channing: Has there been any modification of the resin since Mulholland's
publication and a second question, has anybody looked for piperidine in the product?

A: As to residues from the column in the product, 4-methylpiperidinium, at a ~aximal level
is 2 ppm, is the only thing we find from the column. I can't answer about changes in the
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resin.
Comment from Michigan: The resin is much the same, it's just the manufacturer from
whom you buy the resin that is the question. There was a general group debate as to how
stable the resin would be with storage, that was not resolved.

Q: B. Wieland: Will shielding be available for the unit?
A: Yes, we have shielding or a hot cell you can buy.

Q: J-L Morelle: What is the price for replacement card casette?
A: Uno Zetterberg, GE. The price is approximately $100.

Q: J. Link:: You present the final product yields which are good. However, this is a system
just entering the market and you could use more information to understand failures and
improve reliability. Are any of your data sites trying to get more infonnation? Is anybody
doing HPLC? Is anybody measuring the activity in the water that isn't retained on the resin?
It would be nice to get a good database on these parameters.
A: C. Mckinney. We do very minimal testing at Duke. The efficiencies are based on final
mCi yield. We look at the product activity and what's left in the box at var;i.ous places. In
general the extra activity is on the resin or there is a purification problem. Bruce is saying
that I should mention a small problem that we have had with yield is using a small volume
target with 300-350 microliters of water. The GE microlab was designed for use with their
systems, i.e. for 1 mL target volume. We have had trouble in depositing the entire 350
microliters from our target into the receiver vessel on the box because with that small volume
it is easy to trap a drop or two and we lose a 100 mCi in the delivery sequesnce. So there is
some improvement that could be made.

Conunent J. Nickles, Madison: If you want to do a perfect analysis of the activity, the
simple thing is to image the cassette in a scanner or gamma camera.
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Advances in the Robotic Production of
Radiopharmaceuticals

Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology
Washington University School of Medicine

510 S. Kingshighway
St Louis, MO 63110

Greg Gaehle and Michael J. Welch

Introduction

A variety of robotic systems, including Zymark, Hudson Control Group, Anotech, and
Questech fonnerly U.M.I, have been used as a reliable and safe way to produce
radiopharmaceuticals.A robotic system's ability allows it to produce a variety of
radiopharmaceuticals on a routine basis including final preparation and quality controL With
proper scheduling, a single robotic system can synthesize 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose, 18F_

estradiol, llC-acetate,68Ga-citrate and at the same time control black box type syntheses such
as ISO-butanol in a single day. A robotic system's flexibilty allows it to be used in designing
and testing new syntheses, thus making the development of the new radiophannaceuticals
safer for the chemist.

The development of Windows™, a multi-tasking operating system for PC computers,
allows a robot controlled by that computer to function simultaneously with a large variety of
other systems. This increases the system's ability to communicate with other systems and it
allows for change without replacing the entire system.

Improvements in robot technology has increased their reliability while making them
competitive in price to other means of automation. Today a robotic system to produce 18p_

fluorodeoxyglucose can cost as little as $55,000 U.S. depending on the cost of the hot cell.

Communications

The improvements that have occurred in the hardware of PC computers and their
operating systems have made the robots they control more useful and flexible. Improvements
in Windows™ have enhanced a robotic systems ability to communicate with the outside world
and other peripherals. The development of software written specifically for Windows to
control a robotic system allows the system to operate simultaneously with other applications.
At Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology we use Total Control for Windows a software package
developed for Windows by Hudson robotics to control our robot and a variety of other PC
controlled devices.
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Being able to communicate with other computer systems can simplify paper work and
scheduling. Figure 1. represent a schedule pulled off a workstation at Mallinkrodt All of
our PET scanners are controlled by different workstation that are also used to keep patient
records. The robot and accelerator/cyclotron are controlled by PC computers. The drug
manufacturing reports (Figure 2.) that are needed by the manufacturer and the doctors are
generated on PC used to control the robot. By hooking up lines of communications between
these systems, the amount of time and effort needed to coordinate and keep tracked of all the
activities involved in a PET study is reduced. Our line of communication was set up using a
ethemet board 3COM 3503 and using Chameleon NFS to hook up to the network. Chameleon
NFS (NetManage) written for Windows makes it easy to transfer fJles from a windows
application into Chameleon NFS. Then Chameleon NFS can make the fJles available to the
network.
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Week view by C.lendar Monager

Being able to communicate with a variety of computer systems can simplify
management but the ability to multi-task has increased the versitility of robotic systems.
Working in a Windows environment using the software package Total Control for Windows,
makes it possible to run one application while improving or developing another. The user can
also run multiple applications allowing the integration of a large variety of peripherals into
.their system.
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Figure 2

MAllINCKRODT INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGY
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL COMPOUNDING RECORD
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Figure 3 represents a filtration device used on all of our robotic systems. In order to
use this device the loss of vacuum over time must be determined. After the filtration is
complete the vacuum is cut off from the system by a two way valve. The loss of vacuum is
then determined over time using a pressure transducer that measures vacuum. Determining
vacuum loss requires a little time, but it can be detennined while a synthesis is in progress if
the robotic system is controlled by a PC operating with Windows. Thus a robot being used
for routine production of radiopharmaceuticals can also be programmed to perfonn other
syntheses while in use.
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Figure 3

Filtering System
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Multi-tasking with Total Control for Windows allows the user to operate multiple
systems simultaneously. Figure 4. represents a system developed to produce ten ISO-butanol
doses with a single setup and Figure 5. represent the Hudson robotic system with all of its
stations. Both of these systems can by operated simultaneously with one computer by one
operator using a multi-tasking environment like Windows.

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Hudson Robotic Hot Cell Layout Ceiling Mount
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Multi-tasking also allows two systems that run under completely different software
packages to operate simultaneously. This is the case with our Hudson robot and SSI HPLC
systems. This also allows one to use the computer for other task like word processing or data
analysis while the robot is operating.

Cost

The cost of robotic systems have remained stable over the years while becoming
more reliable and flexible. In pratical terms the actual cost is less with inflation. Figure 6.
represents the estimated cost of a robotic system to synthesize 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose and a
variety of similar syntheses.
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Figure 6

Robotic System Cost List for the Synthesis of FOG
Washington University Hot Cell

Cost in U.S.
Equipment Dollars

Hot cen Wash. U. machine shop 18,000.00
Robot system (eRS) 19,525.00
Servo-Gripper 2,300.00
Digital110 rack 530.00
Digital isolators 400.00
Expanded memory 1,300,00
Homing Bracket 500,00
Robcomm II 700.00
Hamilton dispensing station 3,425.00
Capping Station 4,200.00
Racks depending on preference 1,000.00
Hot plates *3 240.00
Heat controllers *3 825.00
Pippetting Hand Unit 1,000.00

Total Cost 53,945.00

Conclusion

Robots are becoming more economical and useful as technology improves.
Improvements in system controllers (pC computers) have made management for clinical
production and implementation of a variety of syntheses simpler.
A robotic system that costs less than $60,000 can be set up to produce a radiopharmaceutical
such 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose, perfonn quality control, and then generate a production report
providing full details on progress of the synthesis, quality of the product and chemicals used
in production. The robot will then be able to send this information on to the end user and the
producer. "The Pharmacist can use this information to verify quality and track cost, while the
producer can use this infonnation to verify quality, track inventory and assist in billing.

As technology changes, robots remain useful because they can change. Robots
controlled with a PC can change and add stations as necessary with out affecting the
functions of the ann. Software changes can be accommodated by simple installations. And
failed arms can be replaced by a newer version without upgrading the entire system with in
the hot cell.
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Advances in the Robotic Production of Radiophannaceuticals. G. Gaehle. Washington Univ.,
St. Louis.

Discussion of Robotic Production of Radiopharmaceuticals:

Q: What pressure do you regularly run your bubble test at?
A: We don't do a bubble test, but we test integrity with 15 psi of pressure.

Q Yes but is 15 psi high enough to do a futer integrity test?
A It depends on the rating of that membrane.

Q: Is there is a specific rule that if you are going to do a bubble test .you have to use a
~~~~ .

c: Mike Welch: Barry Siegel at Washington University was head of the USP
radiopharmaceutical subcommittee for many years and he is satisfied with the way that we
verify our filter integrity. I have a question. How many people in this room when they make
things like 0-15 water, test their filter integrity? I know it doesn't happen often that a filter
fails, but it is something that we have been made to verify. (Very few groups responded that
they were doing this measurement).

Comment from Duke: We use a sterile filter before injection and we opted not to use the test
kit. Millipore sells a test kit. They have a little hand pressure pump which you can put a
pressure guage on . I believe their bubble test on a wet fIlter is no bubbles below 40-50 psi.
There is no sense in going to 50 psi to see the bubbles because we are only putting a tender
12 psi on it in operation, so there wouldn't be any source of pressure higher than that on the
membrane.

Corrunent from J. Link: The United States Pharmacopeia (USP) has sections on sterility, test
procedures using membrane filtration, and sterilization by filtration which discuss the methods
to test the filters used for sterility assurance and for membrane integrity. Integrity tests .
described are bubble point test, diffusive airflow test, pressure hold test and forward flow test.
All of these tests should be correlated with microorganism retention.
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Application of an Industrial Robot to Nuclear Pharmacy

Jeff Viola
University of Michican

Ann Arbor, MI

ABSTRACT

Increased patient throughput and lengthened P.E.T. scan protocols have increased the
radiation dose received by P.E.T. technologists. Automated methods of tracer infusion and blood
sampling have been introduced to reduce direct contact with the radioisotopes, but significant
radiation exposure still exists during the receipt and dispensing of the patient dose. To address
this situation we have developed an automated robotic system which perfonns these tasks, thus
limiting the physical contact between operator and radioisotope.

INTRODUCTION

The chemistry laboratory is located in a building fourteen hundred feet away from the
hospitaL The vial is shipped to the hospital in a plastic casing called a rabbit which rides in a
tube under the ground between the buildings. When it arrives the person receiving it must extract
the multi-dose vial, possibly containing several hundred mCi, from the rabbit and then prepare
a dose. Prior to the installation of this robotic system the preparer would have to manually
unscrew the lid from the rabbit then draw off the compound into a syringe by hand. After
multiple tries between assays the proper amount was obtained. To eliminate this unfortunate
circumstance we have developed a hands off system to receive and prepare patient doses. This
system utilizes a Unimate Corp. Puma 260 six-axis robot ann with a two-fmger gripper. This
model has a 46.2 em (18 in.) reach and 1 kg (2.2 lb.) payload.. The robot arm acts solely as a
transfer mechanism. All complex operations such as dose reception and measurement are
perfonned by eight separate specialized stations, they are; receiving, separation, vial cup, dose
calibrator, weighing, dock, draw off, vial store. Control and actuation of all station functions is
provided by Humphery Series S410 staekable pneumatic control valves coupled with Compact
Air Products, Inc pneumatic cylinders. Banner optical sensors are located at each station to assure
task completion and to track the location of the vial. A menu driven user interface facilitates ease
of operation.

PROCEDURE

The user must fIrst decide whether a dose is needed from the vial immediately or stored for
future use. Then the compound/isotope is chosen from a list. As the rabbit enters the environment
the robot moves to the receiving station to retrieve it It then places it in the separation station,
where the rabbit is pulled apart and the vial is obtained. 1be vial is now assayed. It is placed in
aCapintec well and then placed on a balance for the purpose of obtaining volume (the density
of water and the average tare weight of a vial and label is used for this calculation). If the user
chooses to use the vial now he or she have the option to automatically (or if necessary, manually
in the case of minimal activity or 0-15) draw the dose. In an automatic draw off the vial is
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placed in a gripper on the pump-station. An empty syringe is also placed on the station. The
station then perfonns a single needle draw off, based on the concentration and the amount
requested for a user-specified future time. For an average dose of 2mL, the draw off procedure
takes approximately MO and one half minutes to complete including vial handling. One minute
of that is for actually drawing the dose (i.e. approx. 0.5 min./mL). After the dose is in the
syringe it is placed in the Capintec for verification of the requested activity. Finally, the syringe
is placed in a lead shield for transport to the patient The full procedure of receiving a new vial
and delivering a dose to the user takes around three and one half minutes. At this time the vial
is re-assayed as upon reception and then placed in lead shielded storage. The robot's computer
maintains the identity, contents, and position of each dose vial in memory for subsequent re-use,
this infonnation is available in tabular form on the operator's console. From here the user can
now choose one of these vials for an inunediate draw off, reflecting only the time to pick up the
vial and syringe then place them on the draw off station and complete the draw off itself. The
entire assembly is compact and can be housed in a standard chemical hood - with only
strategically located lead bricks, a movable lead window, and the Capintec's own environmental
shield for radiation protection.

STATION DESCRIPTIONS

The following is a brief description of the specially developed hardware components that
support the operation of the robot system.

RECEIVING STATION: This device is affixed to the rabbit delivery line and includes a sliding
trap door and an elevating cup for the assembled rabbit to drop into. Upon successful reception
of the rabbit the robot is able to remove the rabbit from this station and place it into the
separation station.

SEPARATION STATION: This device includes a vertically displaceable three fmger gripper to
grasp the rabbit body and a guillotine like blade to hold the base. Successful rabbit separation
allows the multi-dose vial to be grasped by the robot and removed from the base for further
processing.

VIAL CUP STAnON: This is simply a cup to accept a multi-dose vial which itself is placed in
a socket atop a tower. This simple device selVes two purposes. One is to establish a precise and
repeatable elevation position for the multi dose vial. The other is to facilitate fitting the multi
dose vial into the dose calibrator station.

DOSE CALffiRATOR STATION: This station incorporates a Capintec brand dose calibrator well
with a simple elevator system that Includes a special socket. The socket is designed to accept the
plunger end of the Syringe/Holder and maintains the holders rotational configuration.. A hole
board in the socket to accept the plunger allows for the insertion of a bare syringe in a
needle-fIrst orientation for manual use of the dose calibrator. The socket also accepts the Viall
Cup for assay (the cup stops the multi-dose vial from falling through the hole).

WEIGHING STATION: An A & D model:EK120A small foot print balance with an RS-232
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interface has been modified to include a light weight plastic receptacle for precision placement
of the multi dose vial.

DOCK STATION:An aluminum stand to support the lead syringe shield; which is explained
below. This device houses micro-switches and optical sensors for verification of shield and
syringe placement .

DRAW-OFF STATION: This apparatus is based on a commercially-available syringe pump that
includes an RS-232 interface. The original V -block syringe slot was modified with a saddle like
fixture. It incorporates a conical locking plunger to securely attach the Syringe Holder in a
vertical orientation - needle up. Because operation of this system requires both compression and
extension of the syringe plunger there is another short stroke gripper which engages and holds
the plunger base. In addition, there is also a device to grasp and hold a multi dose vial in an
inverted position. This device moves the vial downward to allow the syringe needle to pierce the
resealable rubber septum of the dose vial. It then withdraws upwards, disengaging the needle to
allow the robot to remove both the Vial/Cup and the Syringe/Holder for further processing.

VIAL STORE: This station is a ten-well lead enclosure designed as a shielded storage area for
dose vials. As doses are received the robot places each vial in a storage well and the software
designates each well position by isotope and compound type. Individual pneumatic elevators for
each well raise vials to allow the robot arm to remove doses from storage.

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT HARDWARE

RABBIT MODIFICATIONS: The standard pneumatic rabbit originally in use is about 3-1/2
inches long, 1-1/4 inches in diameter and includes a simple screw-on base. This base was
replaced with a snap-on unit that includes a socket to receive a standard multi-dose vial and a
special slot to enable a guillotine-like blade to hold the base during separation from the body.

SYRINGE SHIELDS: These hinged clam-like lead devices shield the PET Technologists from
the loaded syringe containing the radioisotope. When mounted in the robot cage the top lid is
open to allow the robot grippers to grasp and manipulate the Syringe Holder as it readies a
patient dose. They are moved in and out of the robot cage as well as transported from the
Nuclear Pharmacy to the scanning room. Additionally, they then mount directly in the socket of
the Auto Injector System for remote administration of the patient dose in the scanner room. When
transporting and injecting the dose the top is locked shut to reduce personnel exposer from the
radioisotope.

SYRINGE HOLDERS: These devices are aluminum bodied enclosures designed to house 5 and
10 m1 Becton Dickinson sterile syringes" They feature a pivoting access door for loading and
unloading new syringes, a conical hole docking port for alignment and stabilization in the Syringe
Pump station and a square edged protrusion to block axial movement in the Syringe Shield. They
were developed to enable the robot to handle the syringes without direct contact between the
robot gripper and the syringes.
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SOFfWARE

Menu driven software allows the user to choose via lists virtually all of the necessary
infonnation needed to perfonn its function. Only activity quantities need to be entered explicitly.
The software incorporates error algorithms which check ahead at each station for debris left
behind by human or robol After the task (i.e. move the multi-dose vial to the balance) is
assumed complete, a check is made to make sure this is true. If an error occurs a message and
a standard style three option menu is given. The user can then choose to retry, override and
continue, or return to the main menu.

CONCLUSION

The robot system has been used successfully for three months. In automatic mode the
robot system receives a multi-dose vial which has been shipped from the chemistry laboratory
inside a rabbit The vial is removed from the rabbit and a calibrated dose is drawn into a syringe
with a single try. The operator's hands experience minimal radiation during this process. 'The
operator's total radiation dose can be drastically reduced by the performance of the robot system
and its shielding.
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Control of Radioactive Material Pneumatic Transport
System using an Inexpensive Programmable Logic Controller

Barry Dembowski and Carlos Gonzalez-Lepera
Center for Functional And Metabolic Imaging

Hospital of University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa 19104

Introduction

The Flexo-Rabbit Pneumatic Transport System provided by Intertech Nuclear Products
Division was installed at the University of Pennsylvania Cyclotron Facility in 1987-88 connecting
the Cyclotron Facility to tl).e PET center with 390 m of tubing. The original transport system had
two receiving stations, one for the PET center in the University Hospital and one in a Radio
chemistry Research Lab located in a Medical Research Building. A diverter station located in
line controlled the destination of the transport capsule.

With the removal of the research lab station and diverter, modification of the control
system was necessary. Space restrictions around the Cyclotron Radiochemistry Lab also
demanded a better solution to the Personal Computer!interface box control system, without
jeopardizing the systems safety interlocks.

We selected a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and a small control box of our own
design to replace the original equipment. In addition, we introduced a new loading station in an
effort to reduce radiation exposure during operation.

The requirements for the replacement system were:

1. Reconfigure the system controller for one loading and one receiving station.

2. Reproduce the Safety interlocks from the old system controller.

3. Minimize the size and space requirements for new hardware.

4. Provide a system controller that can be easily modified in the future.
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Block Diagram

Receiving
Station

1PB
1LT 3lT

Electrical

JUIlClion Box
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Volume of Tubing: 445 Liters
Drive Pressure: 2.46 kg/cm**2
Capsule Size: 95mm x 13mmq.-

(holds one 10ml vial)

,
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,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,, '

.._----------------...--------------------..... - __1

Requirements for interlocks:

Tubing Length:
Indoors:
outdoors (underground):

390 meters
222 meters
168 meters

Because of the nature of the transport material. particular attention was directed to insuring that
the control system operate with the following interlocks:

A. In order to initiate the transfer of a capsule. personnel are required at both the
sending and receiving station.

B. The receiving station port must be closed before one can initiate a transfer and the
sending station port must be closed before sending a capsule.

C. During the transfer of a capsule if either station port is opened the air supply will
immediately be cut off.

D. Before sending a capsule, the ballast tank air pressure must be 85 psi or above. This
is sufficient air supply so that a capsule may be sent every two minutes
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Equipment Selection:

A. Programmable Logic Controller (Cutler Hammer DI00)
20 I/O Total 12 Input 8 Relay Output 2A 115/230V

B. 0100 PLC Software (Cutler Hammer) *Programs are stored on floppy disk.

c. Control Box (BUD) 260mm x 60mm x 150mm

Major Existing Components ( Supplied by Intertech):

A. Transport Tubing 38.1 rom i.d. x 44.5 mm o.d. x 390 meters Polyethylene Tubing

B. Ballast Tank 757 Liters

c. Load and Receive Stations

D. Control Valves, Photo Detectors, Regulators, Pressure Switch.

Control Box

off

B Photo Detectors
on

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0000000000

656c:J688
EJ 88 8
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Operational lights and push buttons at send station (Cyclotron Facility Radiochemistry Lab)
Key: LT =Indicator Lamp PB = Push-button

PDLT = Photo Detector Light LSLT = Limit Switch Light

Light
Power ON/OFF

2LSLT
lOPDLT

2PB

2PBLT

PSLT

LOAD(PB)

lLSLT

IPDLT

SEND(pBLT)

RESET(PB)

* STOP(PB)

Function
Turns power on and off to the Control box, Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC), and all switches associated with the system.
On when 2LS is closed (receiver door is closed). Otherwise Off.
On when photo detector at receiving station detects an object is

present Otherwise Off.
Sends signal to receiver station that permission is requested to send
a capsule
Lamp is lit flashing while waiting for permission to be granted.
Lamp is steady when permission is granted
4LT Lamp is on when permission to send is granted by the
receiver station (similar to 2PBLT)
On when ballast tank pressure is sufficient to send a capsule (85
psi and above). Off when this condition is not met.
Not connected.. It will provide a signal to the sending station to
remotely load a capsule when the option is required.
On when lLS is closed (sending station door is closed).Otherwise
Off.
On when photo detector at sending station detects an object is
present.
On when all the conditions necessary to send a capsule are met.
When on, SEND(PB) power is provided to the Push-button.
Pressing the Push-button will open lSOL and send a capsule.
By pushing the reset button the operator will reset all input all
output conditions of the PLC. This means that the operational
sequence of the PLC is at start.
By pushing the stop button the operator will cut all power the
Pneumatic Transport System. This includes the control box, the
PLC, and all signals and switches associated with the system.
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Function
LEOs are lit as the capsule passes through the respective photo
detectors. 7,8,9,11 - LED's remain lit for three seconds before
reset$g themselves.

Operational lights and push buttons at receiver station (pet lab Hot Cell Room, Silverstein
Pavilion).
Key: LT =Indicator Lamp, PB = Push-button

Light
lLT (Red)

3LT (Yellow)

IPB

Function
Light is flashing while capsule is in transit. Light is steady when
capsule is present
Light is flashing while pennission requested to send is activated.
Light is steady after pennission to send capsule is granted
Push-button sends (pennission granted) signal to the sending
station.

Operational Sequence:
1. Sending station: Control Box Power on Switch (green LED)
2. Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) checks for proper initial
conditions at the receiver· station. The receiver station must be
empty (no capsule present) , and the door must be closed (2LS) .If
the receiver station status is not correct, the operator must call the
PET center to correct the situation. The PLC will continue to
interrogate the sensors so that the operation can continue when the
error condition is cleared.
On the control box: If 2LSLT is lit (yellow) and 11PDLT is off
(red) the conditions are correct and the operator can proceed to the
next step.
3. 2PBLT is lit when conditions in step one are correct Operator
requests pennission to send a capsule to receiver station by pushing
2PB*. When 2PB is pushed, 2PBLT changes to Flashing. A
flashing display will confmn that the pennission request was made.
*If a capsule has been previously sent, you will have to press the
reset button.
4. Receiver Station: 3LT is flashing indicating that a permission
request was made. By pushing IPB the receiver station operator
grants pennission to send a capsule. If the operator is not ready,
he or she may delay pushing IPB indefinitely.
5. Sending Station: PLC waits for the receiver station permission
switch to be pressed. Once IPB at receiver station is pushed.
2PBLT goes steady and 4LT lights (yellow) *The receiving station
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is ready* *Note: If any of the conditions change at the receiving
stations prior to sending a capsule, the operator will have to hit
reset and repeat step 3.
6. The PLC has been monitoring the pressure switch and when the
ballast tank has the required pressure, PSLTwilllight (yellow) on
the control box. The operator cannot send a capsule unless PSLT
is lit.
7. The operator may proceed to load the capsule. Note the
capsule may be loaded at any time during this sequence.
Once the capsule is loaded, and the loader door closed lLSLT will
be lit If all of the previous conditions have been met, the send
button will light.

Conditions for send button to light:
A) Power on
B) 2LSLT lit(yellow) 10PDLT off(green)
C) Pennission requested. and received 4LT lit(yellow)
D) Tank Pressure OK PSLT lit(yellow)
E) Loading station door closed lLSLT lit(yellow)
8) Send conditions are set The operator may now send

the capsule by pressing the send button. lSOL will remain open until the capsule is detected
at PD#9 or PD#10. This takes about 12-15 seconds.
Receiver Station: lLT lights flashing while the capsule is in transit.. lLT lights steady
when the capsule is received.
Sending Station: Observing the Photo Detectors LED's will indicate the position of the
capsule. The LED's will remain lit for approximately two seconds after the capsule has
passed. .
If the capsule becomes jammed, ISOL will turn off 45 seconds after the send button has
been pushed. The operator should note the last photo detector that was lit in the event that
it becomes necessary to locate the capsule in the transport line.

Pressure vs. Time of Complete Transfer in Seconds

I Pressure I 20 psi 30 psi 35 psi
1 14.6 13.5 12.8
2 14.4 13.7 12.6
3 14.6 13.4 13.0
4 15.1 13.8 13.1
5 15.3 14.3 12.6
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Discussion of Loading Station:
We designed the main component of the loading station so that the capsule

of radioactive material will be sitting in the base of a Capintec Well awaiting delivery.
The Capintec along with additional 50 mm lead provides a substantial amount of
shielding for delivery samples of less then 100 mCi. for PET radio-pharmaceuticals.

The main component of the loading station is made of two-part stainless
steel tubing with one inlet port (ss elbow) and one outlet The inner tubing holds the
capsule less then 5 mm away from the base of the Capintec well. An additional 1/4"
tubing port was provided at the neck to monitor pressure during testing and is now sealed.

The drop-in design loading station requires less handling of the capsule and
provides us with a means for measuring our sample before leaving the facility.

Conclusion:
We have successfully completed over 100 transfers of non-radioactive

material without failure. We hope that our licensing agreement with the University will
soon permit us to run radioactive samples through the system, mainly N-13, C-11 and F
18.

*The majority of the equipment used in this system was originally provided
by Intertech, Nuclear Products Division, 155 Eleanor Drive, Woodside CA, 94062. We
appreciate their services

Expanded View

Cyclotron Loading Station

Capsule Outlet Aluminum Loading

""'"\'"...

Stainless steel Assembly

320.7

T

lJ
'--_--' 5.0

66.7 I

365

1
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REMOTEILOCAL CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR ACCELERATOR TARGETS

Abdelfatihe Belakhlet: Ph.D. J. Robert Dahl, Ph.D.
North Shore University Hospital/Cornell University Medical College

Manhasset, New York

Operating experimental accelerator targets for radioisotope production requires a system which
permits manipulation of the apparatus from a position adjacent to the targets during setup, and
from the accelerator operating console during irradiation. Targets for producing different
radioisotopes are mounted vertically on a target exchanger with vertical motion. These targets
produce short-lived radioisotopes that are the basis for synthesizing the tracers used in positron
emission tomography. Targets for radioisotope production are fined to specific volume and
pressures from as many as five different tank gases, imposing the need for a reliable control of
valves with continuous visual monitoring of the valve state. Appropriate signals to indicate the
status of the controlled apparatus must be presented visually at both locations. The transient
nature of experimental setups requires a highly adaptable control system~ Apparatus setup
suitable for the system herein described are readily adaptable to microprocessor control, once the
operational procedure is developed using this system.

Design Circuits

Figure 1 shows the remotellocal control circuit with its four distinct blocks. Momentary contact
switches are connected to debouncing circuits for each location from which the electrical
instrument is to be controlled. The debouncing circuit is made ofa set of two AND gates (7400)
connected in an R-S type latch. The inputs of the R-S latch are connected to a SPDT switch with
the single pole connected to ground~ The outputs of the R-S latches, one for each location, are
then connected to the inputs of the OR gate (7432) whose output feeds the T latch of the second
stage.

The second stage is a dual T latch made of J-K latches (7476) whose inputs are connected to
logical high. The timing clock of the T latch receives its input from the output of the first state,
the OR gate. Reset switches with indicating lights are provided to monitor the states of each
latch.

The third stage consists of a HEX open collector driver with high output voltage circuit (7407).
This circuit allows inteIfacing with high-level circuits or driving high current loads. By properly
choosing the voltage and the resistance at the output of the driver, different relays requirements
can easily be met. LED's are connected in parallel with the buffers to monitor the circuit states.

Relays driving resistive loads make up the fourth stage. The relay input voltage and current
requirements are met in the previous stage. Although individual reset switches can be used, a
single reset switching circuit was implemented as shown in Figure 1. The single reset switch is
particularly important during power up of the control circuit where each controlled output load
should be in an off state.
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Timing Diagram

Figure 2 Shows the timing diagram of the remotellocal circuit when relay 1 is to be energized.
With either SWI or SW2 activated a low to high signal is transmitted from either B or D NAND
gates through the OR gate E to the T flip flop clock input setting its output QT to a logical high
This drives the open collector output high to yield the output voltage which will tum the relay on
driving the resistive load.

Applications

The resistive loads that can be used with this control circuit include solenoid valves, electric fans,
recirculating pumps and heating elements. A surge absorber, i.e. a capacitor and a resistance in
parallel with the resistive load inputs must be used to eliminate the transient states.

Advantages

TTL technology was used in implementing this control circuit, but because of its compartmental
characteristics this circuit allows substitution of any existing technology, and facilitates operation
of the whole process using a microprocessor. This simple and inexpensive control circuit can
easily be modified to accommodate more control locations using multiple input OR gates. By
taking the complement of the O-C output and connecting it to a relay then to an alarm, an audio
signal can be generated when ever failure in the system occurs. Also the digital nature of this
control circuit make it well suitable for automatization.

Conclusion

In a cyclotron environment where radiation damage is a threat to both human and machine, extra
attention must be taken to ensure proper and prolonged functioning of the control systems in use.
Remote control circuits and automation are being developed more and more to minimize human
health hazards. This remotellocal control circuit is now been used at North Shore University
Hospital/Cornell University Medical College in our cyclotronIPET facility.

Acknowledgement This work was supported in part by a grant from Scanditronix N.A.. The
authors are grateful to Dr. D. Margoulefffor his enthusiastic support of this project.
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Radiation Effects on Polymers
Jeanne Link

University of Washington, Seattle

There has been a lot of speculation on radiation sensitivity of materials. Some of the
comments about materials problems due to radiation sensitivity made no sense given the radiation
fields and time for which these materials were exposed to those radiation fields. Radiation
sensitivity of polymeric materials has been studied. Publications of which I am aware are from
CERN- European Organization for Nuclear Research.

There are several publications: Effects of Radiation on Materials and Components I.
Radiation effects on polymeric materials and II. Radiation problems relating to high-energy
accelerators, publication CERN 70-5 ; 26 February 1970, editor: M.H. Van de Voorde. Also:
Selection guide to organic materials for nuclear engineering Authors: M.H. Van de Voorde and
C. Restat. Cern 72-7, Laboratory I , Intersecting Storage Rings Division, 17 May 1972. These
publications may still be available from CERN or CERN may have newer publications on this
subject. Some brief radiation sensitivity data for polymeric materials used in targetry is
presented below. It should be noted that the following sensitivities will be affected by the way
the material is produced and its dimensions. Other stresses will also weaken the materials, such
as exposure to chemicals and physical conditions such as temperature.

Gamma dose to produce mild (rads) moderate severe (rads)
damage in material (rads)

THERMOPLASTIC RESINS:

teflon TFE lXlO4 2XI04 5XI04

polyamide 4XI05 2XI06 6XI06

polymethyl methacrylate 5XIOs 8XI06 3XI07

Kel-F 7XI05 lXlO7 4XI07

polymethyl alpha- 9XI05 2XI06 3XI06

chloroacrylate

vinyl chloride-acetate 9XI05 2XI06 3XI06

ethylene propylene 2XI06 5XIO? 5XI08

polya1lomer

Cellulose acetate 2XI06 lXlO? 4XI07

teflon PEP 2XI06 7XI06 2XI07

polyvinylidene chloride 2XI06 2XI07 9XI07

Polyvinyl butyral 2XI06 lXlO7 4XI07
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polycarbonate 3XI06 9XI07 2XI08

Teflon TFE and FEP 3XI06 5XI07 lXlO8

(vacuum)

polyvinyl fonnal lXlO7 7XI07 3XI08

polyvinyl chloride lXlO' SXIO' 3XI08

polyethylene lXlO7 7XI07 6XI08

polyvinyl carbazole SXI07 lXlO9 5XI09

acrylonitrilel butadient/styrene 7XI07 6XI08 3XI09

(ABS)

polyimide 2XI08 3XI08 lXlO9

polystyrene 4XI08 3XI09 6XI09

THERMOSETIING RESINS:

mylar 4XI06 lXlO8 lXlO9

silicone, unfilled lXlO8 9XI08 4XI09

polyurethane lXlO9 lX1010

epoxy 2XI09 9XI09 lXlOlo

phenolic, glass laminate 9XI09 lXlOlo

ELASTOMERS:

butyl rubber lXlO6 3XI06 lXl07

silicone rubber 8XI06 3XI07 lXlO8

neoprene rubber 2XI07 9XI07 4XI08

ref: Figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 Van de Voorde, M.H., Effects of Radiation on materials and Components
CERN 70-5, 1970.

Advances in the Robotic Production of Radiophannaceuticals. G. Gaehle. Washington Univ., St.
Louis.
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Experience with tbe mA Automated Chemistry Systems
Steve Toorongian. SUNY, Buffalo, N.Y.

A discussion of the rnA chemistry systems was initiated by this presentation which resulted in
the following questions and comments:

Q: J Link: How much experience have you had with the FOG system?
A: We have used it since December 1st, 1992.

Q: Where is your FOG unit located.
A: It is in the hot cell. Actually each rnA module is in a separate hot cell.

There were many comments on the F-18 target and the fact that the SUNY 50 micrometer thick
Ti foils ruptured with >19 microamp on target:

Comment B. Dahl: The 19 microamp limit for the water target means you are running right on
the ragged edge where a 5% change in your beam current will cause a rupture. We are holding
to 19 microamp, an emperically derived number, in the target that we are using right now
because we also have problems with our foil. We believe there are beam profile problems
because we have a problem with our gradient power supplies. The point that I am trying to
make, is that if you get to the point in running your water target that a 5% difference will cause
a failure, you have got some problems which I would not necessarily relate to market design or
anything else. You had better look into your system because you should have much more
latitude than your operational parameters give you now.

Comment: V Bechtold, Karlsruhe: We also have two small volume targets and one large volume
target from rnA and we had the same problems with the small volume target but not the large
volume targets. We believe that the small volume target is too thin and you lose your beam on
the back of the target.

C: JL Morelle: I think that statement is correct. If the target is not deep enough, it was initially
designed for lower energy and it is not designed to be run at 15MeV, it should be made deeper.

C: V Bechtold: I would like to make some comments on the use of the rnA FDG system. Some
problems have been mentioned with targets. We also have the FOG module. We had no
knowledge of fluorine-I 8 production and synthesis of FDG (when we started) and taking this into
account I think that the target of rnA is working rather nicely. We overcame a tubing problem
in the beginning and since then the target is working very reliably. We are doing routine labeling
and produce 300 to 500 mCi of FDG.

c: B Wieland: We ran a couple of meters of polyethylene delivery line through a detector and
then into the synthesis box and everytime we do that we lose about 1 percent of the activity.
This is a diagnostic method you can use.
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Reports from the Laboratories
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The life span of a one dollar bill is about eighteen months.
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PET • Radiopharmaceutical facilities at
Washington University Medical School - An overview

Cannen S. Dence and Michael J. Welch
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, Washington University

Medical School, 510 So. Kingshighway, St. Louis, MO 63110

INTRODUCTION

The PET program at Washington University has evolved over more than three decades
of research and development in the use of positron-emitting isotopes in medicine and biology.
In 1962 the installation of the fIrst hospital cyclotron in the USA was accomplished. This
fIrst machine was an Allis Chalmers (AC) cyclotron and it was operated until July, 1990.
Simultaneously with this cyclotron we also ran a Cyclotron Corporation (TCC) CS-15
cyclotron that was purchased in 1977. Both of these cyclotrons were maintained in-house and
operated with a relatively small downtime (approximately 3.5%). After the dismantling of the
AC machine in 1990, a Japanese Steel Works 16/8 (JSW-16/8) cyclotron was installed in the
vault. Whereas the AC cyclotron could only accelerate deuterons (6.2 MeV), the JSW - 16/8
machine can accelerate both protons and deuterons, so all of the radiopharmaceuticals can be
produced on either of the two presently owned accelerators.

At the end of May 1993, the medical school installed the fIrst clinical Tandem
Cascade Accelerator (TeA) a collaboration with Science Research Laboratories (SRL) of
Somerville, MA. Preliminary target testing, design and development are presently under way.
In 1973, the University installed the first operational PETI device in the country, and at
present there is a large basic science and clinical research program involving more than a
hundred staff in nuclear medicine, radiation sciences, neurology, neurosurgery, psychiatry,
cardiology, pulmonary medicine, oncology, and surgery. A summary of the personnel
involved in our PET programs is presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1
Personnel Involved in Radiophannaceutical Production Work

at Washington University PETT Center

Rank No Routine Research
Faculty 7 J}s 3~} 15.5Post-Docs 3
Technicians 7.5
Grad. Students 6
Cyclotron Operators 2
Part-time Cye! Oper 2
Computer Support 0.5
Administrative Support 3

Total 31
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Table 2

PETT User Groups at Washington University Medical School

Neurology Cardiology Pulmonary Nuclear Med. Total

B.Sobel!
Head M.E. Raichle S. Bergmann D.P. Schuster B. Siegel

Faculty 8 2 2 4 16

Residents 3 6 3 2 14

Technicians 15 10 2 3 30

Students 3 5 3 11

Radiopharmaceutical Production

The accelerator-based production of radiopharmaceuticals is presented in the flow
chart of Fig 1. After isotope production with the designated machine, the isotope
processing is accomplished by either robotic or remotely operated systems. The
advantages of robotics for radiopharmaceutical production are given in Table 3".

Table 3
Advantages of Robotics in the Routine Production of PETT Radiopharinaceuticals

Flexibility:

1. Multi-synthetic capabilities

2. Ability to easily change synthetic processes

3~ Improvements in system can be carried out in steps
without interfering with existing system

Intelligence:

1. Monitoring capabilities allow system to carry
out synthesis and quality control

2. Ability to detect problems during syntheses

a) Gives advance warning of failure.

b) In most circumstances allows corrective actions
to be taken.

3. Graphic interface in windows environment

Make system user friendly

Quality control prior to or post injection, depending on the half life of the isotope, is
accomplished with the multiple instrumentation summarized also in Fig 1. These are
all dedicated systems with built-in flexibility to rapidly change conditions for fast and
accurate analysis of diverse radiopharmaceuticals. A flow chart of the our non
cyclotron radiopharmaceutical production is illustrated in Fig 2. In this case generators
or reactor produced isotopes are routinely processed by robotic or remotely operated
systems followed by the appropriate quality control. After administration to patient or
animal subject the fate of the final product is monitored by anyone of the four PETT
instruments currently in use.
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ISOTOPE PRODUCTION

SPECTROSCOPIC
INSTRUMENTATION

REMOTELY
OPERATED SYSTEM

ZYMARK
ROBOT

HPLC

GENJ OF: I! MISSOURI U. RESEARCH
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Figure 1. Cyclotron-based radiopharmaceutical
production at Washington University PETT Center.

Figure 2. Non~yclotron based radiopharmaceutical
production at Washington University PETT Center.

A typical scheduled day for cyclotron isotope production is given in Table 4.
This heavy production load is reflected in the average weekly rate of
radiopharmaceuticals delivered for studies during the year 1992, which is illustrated in
Table 5. During that year a total of 445 patients and nearly 380 animal studies were
undertaken (see Table 6). Notice that these are absolute number of patients or animals
and that multiple studies will usually be performed in one subject.

Table 4
Typical Production Schedule Involving the Two Cyclotrons at Washington University

Time JSW ·16/8 TCC,CS-15
7:00 • 7:30 warm-up

7:30 • 9:00 1SF production
(FDG/FES)

9:00 - 9:30 Warm·up

9:30 -11:00 18F production lSO-Production
(F·MISO, other) (H2O. CO. 02 )

11:00 -11:30 Target change

11:30 -12:00 11 Coproduction 1sO·Production
(C-l-Glucose) (H20. CO. O 2)

1:00 - 1:30 Target Change Target Change

1:30 - 2:30 lsO·Production 11 C.Production
(H20. CO, 02) (CH31. acetate)

4:00 - 6:00 1SO.Production
(H 20. CO)
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TableS

Production Runs During the Year 1992 at Washington University PETT Center

No. of Weekly
Runs Rate

elSa
0 150
"H2

1S0
150-Butanol

11C-Glucose
l1C-Palmitate
l1C-Acetate
Other

11C-Cmpds

18F-Benperidol
18F-Spiperone
18F..Estradiol
18F..FDG
18F..MISO
18F-Captopril
Other

18F Cmpds

S8Ga-Citrate

62Cu-PTSM

64Cu-antibodies

13NH3

342 }318
1374
234

40}29
109

211

22
12
47

107
15
18

15

199 }

28 }
58

17 }

30.9

7.5

4.5

3.8

1.65

0.33

. Table 6
Overall Distribution of Production Runs During the YeM 1992

at Washington University PETT Center

Patients Dogs Monkeys Rats Phantoms Chern QC

JSW-16/B 184 22 54 29 32 255
CS-15 211 102 80 47 35 57
saGa 16 82 19 56 26
62CU, 64Cu 34 8 67 40

Total 445 206 134 37 98 413 123

In-house Tomographic Machines

PETTVI

Built by Washington University in 1980, this tomograph was designed for
studies of the brain. Its detectors are Cesium Fluoride, a relatively fast scintillation
material, and its desi;n has a high intrinsic efficiency making it ideally suited to studies
of blood flow using 50 -H20. Currently PETT VI is a dedicated animal tomograph
utilized for myocardial and pulmonary investigations as well as for the evaluation of
new radiopharmaceuticals.



SP-3000E

Whole body tomograph designed and built by PEIT Electronics Inc., St. Louis,
MO in 1991. Detector array consists of Cesium Fluoride crystals individually coupled
to small PMT's, a configuration suited to the high count rates encountered in
investigations of myocardial perfusion with ISO-H20 and 150 -CO. The 3000E is used
for clinical and research investigations of human myocardial viability.

ECAT953B

Brain tomograph built by en PET systems, Knoxville, TN and installed in
1992. This system features 2 rings of modular Bismuth Germanate (BGO) detectors
and retractable septa to allow volumetric data collection and image reconstruction. The
953B is used primarily for research investigations of cerebral blood flow in humans and
baboons. It is also used to study cerebral glucose metabolism and neuroreceptors.

ECAT EXACT 921

Installed in 1992, this was the first of an extended axis tomograph design from
CTI and is now a very popular tomograph among clinical PET sites. This system uses
3 rings of BGO detector modules to provide an extended axial field of view for more
rapid acquisition of events over the whole patient.. Its workload is split between
research and clinical studies of oncol0f,Y and cardiology patients. Tracers include 18p _
FDG, 18P-estradiol, lIC-acetate, 1 O-H20 , 150 -CO, 64Cu-antibodies and 68Ga-
citrates.
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Radioisotope Production at JYFL Accelerator Laboratory in Finland

J. Kumpulainen and J. Hiltunen
MAP Medical Technologies Inc

Elementtitie 27
FIN-41160 Tikkakoski, Finland

J. Aysto, R. Julin, E. Liukkonen, V. Nieminen and T. Poikolainen
Accelerator Laboratory, University of Jyvaskyla,

P.O. Box 35
FIN-40351 JyvaskyHi, Finland

Introduction

MAP Medical Technologies Inc. is a private, research oriented high-tech company,
which produces radiopharmaceuticals for both diagnostic and therapeutical purposes.
MAP has one nuclear reactor and one high-energy cyclotron at ifs disposal for
research and production. The new production plant was completed in 1992, which
was specially designed to fulfil the highest new requirements and standards for
production and products.

High-energy machines, like the new K130-cyc!otron in the University of JyvaskyHi,
have a great potential for producing some special radioisotopes. Thus a solid target
station for radioisotope production was planned into the new accelerator laboratory in
collaboration between the Department of Physics (JYFL) and MAP. The target station
is designed for high-energy intensive light-ion beams delivered from the K130
cyclotron.

Accelerator

The accelerator laboratory has a Scanditronix K130 cyclotron equipped with an
external ECR ion source [1]. It can produce light and heavy ions with variable energy,
e.g. protons up to the energy of 90 MeV and heavy ions up to the energy of about 30
MeV/u. The first external beam was taken at January 1992. The experimental hall
became ready at June 1992, and the construction of the first caves was finished at fall
1992. The proton beam into the radioisotope production facility was taken at April
1993, for the first time. The project for getting a separate light ion source has been
started.

Radioisotope production facility

Main features of the station are somewhat similar to radioisotope production facilities
at TRIUMF or NAC [2,3].The irradiation facility is situated in the first cave of the
experimental hall, and Fig. 1 shows the general lay-out of the facility. The aluminium
target chamber is surrounded with local radiation shields. One part is fixed to the
concrete front wall, and the other part is moving on rails. The moving part is
illustrated in fig. 2. The neutron shields are consisting of an inner layer of 30 - 40 em
iron, and of an outer layer of about 20 cm paraffin wax mixed with 3 % of boron
carbide. Via nonelastic interactions in the iron, fast neutrons are degraded to
intermediate energies. Those are thermalized in paraffin through elastic scattering on
the hydrogen nuclei. Boron is used to absorb thermalized neutrons. The fixed shield
has additionally a Ph layer of 3 cm towards the cyclotron. The lead (plus also the
iron) layer is a gamma-ray shield for the bean1 line components and personnel
working during maintenance in the front cave. The design of the radiation shield has
been following the outline of ref. [3].
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Fig. 1 The general view of the target station with the local radiation shield open. On
the right just in front of the fixed shield is the beam diagnostics chamber.
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Fig. 2 The radiation shield part which is movable on rails. The inner iron layer has a
thickness of 30 cm radially and of40 cm in the forward direction. The paraffin layer
of 20 cm contains about 3 % of B4C.

The target material is closed in a stainless steel cassette, which is water cooled from
all sides. The water bath is also used as a beam stop. There is a separate closed circuit
cooling system. It consist of a 15 kW heat exchanger, a pump, a 10 Jlm filter, and a
branch circuit which recycles about 2 % of the target water flow through a mixed bed
ion exchange resin. The water flow is 15 - 30 l/min. Water conductivity, temperature
and pressure are measured in the inlet and the outlet of the target cooling water. Water
conductivity is used for monitoring the condition of a target and the ion exchange
resin.

The target transfer system is realized with one moving arm, which is remotely driven
via pneumatical cylinders. It is taking the target cassette into the irradiation chamber
and from the irradiation chamber into the lead box. In the lead box target is moved to
Tikkakoski, where the targets are processed in the new laboratory site of MAP.

Present program

Our first goal is the production of a radioisotope 82Sr via the 85Rb(p,4n) reaction. We
are using about 75 MeV proton beam and a 3-4 g/cm2 thick metallic natural Rb target.
The energy loss in the target material is from 68 MeV to about 45 MeV. The
radioisotope 82Sr (TU2 = 25.5 d) is a parent nucleus for short-lived 82Rb (TU2 = 76 s),
which is a positron emitter, and mainly needed for heart and brain studies with PET.

With our facility we are also starting the production of 1231 with the 127I(p,5n)123Xe
-> 1231 reaction and 75 MeV proton beam. The radioisotope 123} is mainly used for
labelling products for thyroid diagnosis.

The proton beam development for our purposes is going on. The irradiation facility
has been tested and is fully operational at the end of this year.

References
[1] E. Liukkonen, 13th Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, Vancouver,

July 6-10, 1992.
[2] D. R. Pearce and J. S. Vincent, 13th Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their

Applications, Vancouver, July 6-10, 1992.
[3] G. F. Steyn, T. J. van Rooyen, P. J. Binns, J. H. Hough, F. M. Nortier and S. J.
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A New Radioisotope-Production Research Facility Utilizing
Ion Beams from AVF Cyclotron
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Department of Advanced Radiation Technology, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)
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Table 1 Characteristics of the TIARNJAERI
AVF cyclotron[3].

(M: mass number, Q: electric charge)

10 el-lA
30 e~
20ef,tA
10 efJA
20 eJ.tA
3 eIJA
30enA
10 enA

Sumitomo Heavy
Industries 930
110
923 mm
4
2
86 degrees
60 kV
10.6 - 22 :MHz
Moving short type
1,2,3
1 - 6.5

Cyc]otrQIl
Machine model:

K-number:
Extraction radius:
Number of sectors:
Number of dees:
Dee angle:
Maximum dee voltage:
Rf range:
Resonator:
Harmonic number:
Range of M/Q:
Ion source and injectjoD
Injection: Axial injection
Light-ion source: Multi-cusp type
Heavy-ion source: ECR type (OCTOPUS)
Range of acceleratioD energy
H+ 5 - 90 MeV
D+ 5 - 53 MeV
He2

+ 10 - 108 MeV
Heavy ions min. 2.5 M MeV

max. 110 Q21M MeV
Extractjou beam current
H+ 90 MeV

45 MeV
50 MeV
100 MeV
50 MeV

Ar8
+ 175 MeV

Ar13
+ 460 MeV

Kr20
+ 520 MeV

At the Takasaki-site of JAERI, an AVF
cyclotron has been constructed for advanced
radiation technology research. From the
cyclotron equipped with a multicusp ion
source and ECR ion sources, beams of light
ions and .heavy ions are available for pro
duction of a broad range of radioisotopes. A
radioisotope production facility utilizing these
ion beams has been constructed for research
and development of potentially useful radio
isotopes.

At the Tokai site, JAERI has nuclear reac
tors and a tandem acclerator. Using the reac
tors, JAERI has established production tech
niques of varieous radioisotopes and supplied
products across Japan for medical, industrial
and scientific use. As to isotopes to be pro
duced by charged--particle reactions, pro
duction methods have been developed for
isotopes such as 95mTc and 237pU which are
used as tracer in research of the technetium
and plutonium behavior in the nuclear fuel
cycle and the environment[1,2].

At the Takasaki site, production methods
will be developed for potentially useful ra
dioisotopes mainly in medicine and life sci
ence. For this purpose, solid, gas and liquids
targets must be irradiated and chemically
processed to produce the isotopes of light and
heavy elements and their labelled compounds.

The Takasaki facility consists of an irradi
ation apparatus, a .solid-target transfer system,
shielded cells for solid target and shielded

INTRODUCTION
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Fig.1 The radioisotope production facility in TIARNJAERI utilizing ion beams from AVF cyclotron.

cells for labelled-compound synthesis with gas and liquid targets. For chemical processing of a-ray
emitters a glovebox is installed. These instruments are placed in a target room, called Light-Ion Room
No.1, and a hot laboratory, as shown in Fig.l. The present paper describes main instruments in the
facility.

AVF CYCLOTRON

The JAERI AVF cyclotron[3] is basically the same model as the CYCLONE (Universite Catholique
de Louvain, Belgium), but several substantial modifications have been made. For example, the acceler
ation of 90-MeV protons in a constant orbit mode is realized by using a movable short type resonator
for generating a dee voltage of 60 kYo

As seen from the characteristics of the cyclotron listed in Table 1, very energetic ion beams are
available. In particular, light ions of proton with energies up to 90 MeV as well as deuteron, 3He and
4He are useful for radioisotope production. For example, a substatial amount of 28Mg will be produced
with a 100-MeV 4He beam; this isotope is a useful tracer in life science, but is difficult to produce
with a medium-size cyclotron.

IRRADIATION APPARATUS

Since only one beam line was available for the radioisotope-production research, irrradiation
appratuses of solid, gas and liquid targets must be integrated. This has been realized by setting the
holders of solid, gas and liquid targets on a movable plate (see Figs. 2 and 3). The holder retaining
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Fig. 2 Irradiation apparatus and the terminal of a solid-target transfer line. See
Fig.3.

a target to be irra
diated is placed at
the beam position
and fixed to the
end of the beam
line with an air
cylinder; the solid
target held in a
fixture is retained
in a holder. At
present, solid- and
gas-target irradia
tions are possible.
Both of the solid
and gas targets can
be irradiated seq
uentially at short
intervals.

A solid target is
irradiated in a
vacuum or outside
the vacuum. For
the irradiation
outside the vacu

um, a thin metal widow is placed at the. end of the vacuum line. The space between the metal window
and the target (holder) surface is cooled with a He gas chilled at 5 - 10°C. The back of the target is
also cooled with water chilled at 5 - 10 ·C.

Terminal

Fig. 3 Irradiation apparatus in connection with the terminal of the
solid-target transfer line equipped with a manuplator of
solid-target assembly.

SOLID-TARGET
TRANSFER SYSTEM

o
o
"

o
; A solid target transfer system

is installed to carry a target as
sembly between a shielded cell
and the irradiation position. The
entire system, as shown in Fig.

I-+ 4, consists of monorail lines,
l trains and terminals handling the
::: target assembly. The monorail

lines begin from the terminal in
a shielded cell and reach t\vo
terminals located at the irradia
tion apparatus and by an isotope
separator described later. The
structure of the terminal at the
irradiation apparatus is shown in
Fig. 3. The length of the rail
line to the irradiation apparatus
is 35 m. On the rail line, a train
having a load of 3 kg can run at

I
-T

1

u

Target assem~

1---- 900 ----,

Target transfer line
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Solid target handling apparatus

ISOL ion-source assembly
handling apparatus

Fig. 4 Solid-target transfer system between the shielded cell and two ports: the irradiation apparatus and
the isotope separator on-line.

36 mlmin in a horizontal part and 24 m/min in a vertical part.
The control of the system is performed by a sequential program or manually. For the recognition

of the running train, the rail line is equipped with sensors. In addition, train stoppers and a rail shifter
for future extension. For safety of the system, fire protection shutters are installed along the rail line.
Further, another train working as a wrecker for a troubled train stands by at the terminal in the
shielded cell (see Fig.5).

SHIELDED CELLS FOR SOLID TARGET

Three shielded cells are installed in the hot laboratory to treat high level radioactivity produced in
a solid target. These shielded cells are interconnected to carry a target and a product by a train moving
under the floor of the cells. Each of the cells is furnished with a pair of manipulators.

The first cell, depicted in Fig. 4, has a terminal of the solid-target transfer system; a target
assembly is unfixed and the radioactivity of the target is measured with an ionization chamber. To
bring in high level radioactivity soon after irradiation, radiation shielding is thickest in this cell. Its
shielding material is 20 cm thick lead. Its inside is 1.9 m in length, 1.6 m in width and 2.4 m in
height. This cell is kept at a negative pressure of 10 mm Aq to the outside, although this cell is not
airtight.

In the second cell, a solid target is processed chemically, where a chemical-processing unit for
production of an isotope of interest will be placed. Its shielding material is 18 ern thick iron. This cell
has an inner box, being airtight to prevent volatile radioactivity from escaping to the workroom. The
inner box is kept at a negative pressure of 30 mm Aq. Its airtightness was found to be 0.1 v/olh. Its
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inside is 2.4 m In
length, 1.5 m in
width and 1.6 m in
height.

From the third
cell, a product is
taken out after its
radioactivity is
inspected. This cell
is not airtight and
the shielding mate
rial is the same as
the second one.
The inside of this
cell is 1.4 m in
length, 1.6 m in
width and 2.4 m in
height.

Fig. 5 Shielded cells for the processing of solid targets.

SHIELDED CELLS FOR LABELED
COMPOUND SYNTHESISShifter

Solid-target
assembly

Transfer tunnel -'1'---'""--_

ISOL ion-source
assembly

Emergency train
Units of labeled compound synthesis, called

eBB ("Chemical Black Box"), are installed in the
shielded cells named eBB cells (see Fig.7). In
the eBBs, compounds will be automatically
labeled with short-lived positron emitters like
He, 13N, 150 and 18F, produced from gas and
liquid targets. The eBB cells are furnished with

W tubing of irradiated targets, compressed air and
@ nitrogen, and cables to control the CBBs. The

,..-.--- radiation shield is equivalent to 10 em thick lead.
The inside of the eBB cells is 1.0 rn in length,
0.9 m in width and 1.2 m in height. In the front

Fig. 6 The shielded cell connected to the solid of the CBB cells, there are two movable radia-
target transfer line. tioD shields; this means that MO of the three

eBB cells can be shielded. Behind the front
shields, doors made of lucite are placed to suppress the flow of the air from inside to outside.

In addition, an isotope separator is installed in the target room. Although the isotope separator is
intended to use mainly for the spectroscopic study of unstable nuclei, it enables us to produce isotopi
cally purified products and radioisotope beams[4].

So far 20-MeV proton beams have been applied to the production of some radioisotopes. The
production method of 139Ce has been established, which is used as a radioactive source for calibration
of Ge detectors; until recently this isotope had not been produced in Japan. The development of the
production of the carrier-free 186Re has also started for its medical use. The excitation function of the
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Fig. 7 The CBB cells in\vhich eBBs for labeled cOlnpound
synthesis are placed.

186Re(p,n)186W reaction has been mea
sured and some chemical-separation
processes of 186Re from a tungsten target
are tested.
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Status of the Cyclotron /P.E.T. Facility
at the State University of New York at Buffalo

S.A. Toorongian and M.S. Haka

Introduction

A new P.E.T./Cyclotron facility has been constructed on the Main St campus of the State
University of New York at· Buffalo to selVice the needs of Nuclear Medicine departments in
Buffalo and throughout the Western New York area. This facility is jointly funded and operated
by S.U.N.Y. and the Veterans Administration. The cyclotron, as well as the research labs and a
nuclear phannacy to prepare non-positron emitting radiophannaceuticals, are located in a newly
constructed facility on campus. The P.E.T. scanner is located in the Veterans Administration
Hospital adjacent to the campus. The two annexes are connected by a pneumatic transport
Hrabbitfl system. The cyclotron and all radiopharmaceutical synthesis apparatus have been
purchased from Ion Beam Applications s.a. of Lovain-Ia-Neuve Belgium.

Cyclotron and Targetry

The cyclotron purchased for the P.E.T. project is an IBA model Cyclone-30. This machine
is a proton only accelerator capable of producing up to 30 MeV particles. The targets are all
mounted directly on the outer radius of the machine with no external beam lines. We currently
have five targets and one beam-stop mounted With space for up to four more. The targets
currently in use are: two identical silver body liquid targets for F-18 production, one aluminum
body liquid target for production of N-13 ammonia, one aluminum body gas target for 0-15
production, and one ~uminum body gas target for production of C-l1.

Oxygen-IS Water Production

Oxygen-I5 is produced via the 160 (p,pn)150 reaction. The target is an aluminum bodied
cylindrical target with an internal volume of 15 mL. Inlet and outlet valves are from Clippard
and are in a gas handling mainfold box remote from the target. The target foils are 25pm Havar
at the target, and 25pm aluminum at the cyclotron tank. Target valve operation is completely
controlled by the PLC (Programmable Logic Controller, Siemens model S135U). The target
material is 300 psi Zero Grade oxygen. The target purge gas is high purity helium. The 150 gas
is transferred via Imm ID, 1/16u OD stainless steel tubing. Water is produced by mixing the
stream of 150 gas with high purity hydrogen to a percentage of approx. 5% Hz and then passing
these gasses through a column containing -4g of palladium wire enclosed in a furnace heated to
150°C. The 150 water vapor produced is then bubbled into a solution of sterile saline.
Production Data: 30 MeV, 25pA, 5 min. produces -850 mCi at E.O.S. Saturation yield: 87
rnCi/pA

Nitrogen-13 Ammonia Production

Nitrogen-13 Ammonia is produced in target by the 160(p,a)13N reaction. The target body
is constructed of aluminum with an internal volume of 1600 pL in the beam strike region and
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an additional 400 pL expansion chamber. The target foil was originally 25pm Havar but has
since been substituted with 50pm titanium. The cyclotron tank foil is 25pm aluminum. The
inlet/outlet valve is a Rheodyne model 7030 HPLC valve which is remotely actuated and
controlled by the PLe. The target is filled using a syringe pump (made by rnA) with a 100 mL
reseIVoir. The fill/dump lines are 0.8 nun ID Telfon with Teflon or PEEK fittings. The target
is sealed during irradiation so there is no overpressure. The liquid is transferred with helium
pressure. The target is filled to -1650 pL with high purity water containing 5 mM EtOH (29pL
in lOOmL, 5 XI04 M ).
Production Data: 16.5 MeV, 25p.A, 5 minute irradiation produces -150 mCi at E.O.S.
Saturation yield: 20mCilpA. Specific Activity > 297 mCi/pmol determined using a spot test.

Carbon-II Production

Our experience with carbon-II production has been very limited to date and our yield
infonnation was mainly acquired during acceptance testing. During these tests we used irradiation
and production parameters supplied by rnA, .no attempt was made to modify or optimize yields.
Carbon-It CO2 is produced via the 14N(p,a)11C reaction in a cylindrical aluminum body target
with an internal volume of 15 mL. The target foil (degrader) is 600 pm aluminum while the tank
foil is 25 pm aluminum. The inlet and outlet valves are Clippard model ETO-3-24V. The valves
are remotely controlled by the PLe. The transfer lines are 1mm ID 1/16 inch OD stainless steeL
The purge gas is argon. The target material is 0.5% oxygen in Zero Grade nitrogen pressurized
to 300 psi.
Production Data: 20.5 MeV, 40 pA, 20 minute irradiation produced -1850 mCi at E.O.B.
Saturation yield: 94 mCi/pA.

Carbon-II Acetate Production

Acetate is produced from C-l1 CO2 by fIrst trapping the gas in a stainless loop cooled
with liquid nitrogen. The gas is then reacted with methyl magnesium bromide (Aldrich) in diethyl
ether (freshly distilled from sodium). The solution is then hydrolyzed with 6N Hel and
subsequently extracted with sodium bicarbonate and then distilled into sterile saline. The
synthesis takes 20 minutes to complete. Production Data: 20.5 MeV, 47.5pA, 20 min.
irradiation produced 425 rnCi at E.O.S.

Carbon-II Carbon Monoxide Production

C-l1 CO2 is produced and then trapped in a stainless loop with liquid nitrogen. It is then
passed through an oven (950°C) containing activated carbon (Aldrich, 24,223-3) and then
delivered to point of use.
Production ,Data: 20.5 MeV, 47 pA , 20 min. , yield: 1400 mCi E.O.B.

C-Il Hydrogen Cyanide Production

C-11 CO2 is produced then trapped in a stainless steel loop with liquid nitrogen. It is then
transferred as a bolus via helium pressure through a gas processing module in the cyclotron vault.
This module consists of a 400°C furnace containing a column filled with nickel po'wder on silica,
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an in-line Oxysorb trap, and a second furnace at 950°C containing a coil of O.lmm platinum wire
(8g) as a catalyst. The bolus is mixed with 5.5% hydrogen in nitrogen and then passed through
the first furnace where it is converted to C-l1 methane. It then passes through the Oxysorb trap
and is mixed with anhydrous ammonia prior to the second furnace where it is converted to HCN.
Production Data: 20.5 MeV, 45 pA, 20 min., yield: 620 mCi E.O.S.

F-18 Fluoride Production

The production of F-18 fluoride and subsequently FDG has been done on a routine basis
at our facility since February of 1992. The fluoride is produced by the reaction 180(p,n)18p. The
reaction is done in the liquid phase using 0-18 water at 90-98% oxygen-18 enrichment,
purchased from Isotec Inc. We are currently using two identical all silver targets with an internal
volume of 300pL. We also pos,sess_an all silver "large bore" target with an internal volume of
1.7 mL which can be installed on the beam port in place of one of the small bore targets in about
10 minutes. The target foils for ail three targets were originally 25 pm aluminum at the cyclotron
tank and 25 pm Havar on the target side. The target foils have since been replaced with 50 pm
titanium foils to increase life expectancy and reduce costs. The valve and load/dump system are
of exactly the ~e design as the N-13 Ammonia target system. The transfer lines are all 0.5 mm
ID, 1/16" OD Teflon.. Fittings are by Upchurch or Neptune Research and are PEEK or Kel-F.
Production Data: 18 MeV, 15 }lA, 60 minute irradiation produced an average of 675 rnCi at
E.O.B. (saturation yield = 143 rnCi/pA) using the 300 pL target. We hvae only used the large
volume target during acceptance testing where it was irradiated for 1 hour at 30 p.A and
produced around 1900 mCi at E.O..B. (saturation yield =201 mCi/pA)..

Fluorodeoxyglucose Production

FDG is produced at SUNY Buffalo with two nearly identical synthesis modules purchased
from rnA. We also have an oxygen-18 recovery module manufactured by rnA which is used
routinely. The FDG modules prepare the radiopharmaceutical using the nucleophilic substitution
method of Hammacher et ale The recovery module uses Bio-Rad AGI-X8 ion exchange resin
converted to the hydroxide fonn to trap the fluoride. The fluoride is then eluted using 100 pL
of potassium carbonate solution (lmg per lOOpL). The elution is then followed by a 300 pL rinse
using high purity water.. The solutions are transferred into the modules for azeotropic drying and
complexation with the Kryptofix. The operation of the modules is completely controlled by the
PLC. Synthesis time is approximately 50 minutes.. Quality control using standard techniques takes
about 15 additional minutes.
Production Data: Using a one hour irradiation of the small volume (300 pL) target we produce
about 675mCi of fluoride when the target is dumped to a test tube in the dose calibrator.
Assuming a similar yield of fluoride(we do not actually measure the target production at this
time) we produce an average of about 150 mCi of FDG at E.O..S.

FDG Production Problems

We have encountered various problems in the use of the FDG production system since
routine production began, below is alist of the major malfunctions:
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Targetry

Fluoride production seems to fall off after approx. 10 irradiation's(-150pA-H)
necessitating target cleaning and foil replacement (both foils).

Foil rupture occurs frequently when beam current exceeds about 19 pA on target.

Synthesis Modules

Leaks in fittings from target to module causing loss of activity (Improperly swaged when
originally assembled). Leaks at Neptune Research valves caused by teflon fittings used with
teflon valve bodies (cold flowing). Leak through poppet hole of three-way Neptune valve (valve
failure, cause unknown).

Suspended metallic particles causing some temporary transport line plugging during initial phase
~U~ .

Cracking of teflon transport lines within the module. This occurred on the moving "carrier"
portion of the apparatus where tubing was bent through a tight radius as well as the fluoride inlet
valve.

Transfer pressure problems on one of the modules causing incomplete transfer of reagents in the
time allotted by the PLC. This problem was corrected by rnA in the second module we received
by adding another pressure regulator to the system.

Uncontrolled heating of the ovens caused the failure of multiple syntheses. This problem appears
to have been caused on one occasion by a bad connection between the temperature controller and
the oven, and on another occasion by oxidation on the thennocouple contacts.

Malfunctioning of the fluoride solution inlet valve causing radioactivity to be lost. This problem
may have been due to radiation damage and was corrected by rnA on the second module we
received· (a different type of valve was used).

Recurring problems with poor sealing of reagent vial septa. Also recurrent inappropriate
movement of transfer tubing leading into reaction vials causing incomplete transfer of reaction
solutions.

Micro switch failure caused by moving carrier portion of module overrunning stops. This caused
the module to become "lost" during the synthesis since feedback to the PLC was incomplete.

Unacceptably low final product pH. (-4 - 5) This problem was remedied at IDA's suggestion by
adding 100 pL of saturated sodium bicarbonate solution to the fmal dose vial prior to the
synthesis.

Large fluctuations in the amount of final product from run to run, even when no mechanical
problems were present.
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FDG Production and Quality Control at North Carolina Baptist Hospital
Bowman Gray School of Medicine P.E.T Center

Richard E. Ehrenkaufer, Ph.D.
Bowman Gray School of Medicine, Radiology/P.E.T Center,

Medical Center Blvd., Winston-Salem, NC 27157

The PET Center at North Carolina Baptist Hospital-Bowman Gray School of Medicine
has been in operation since January of 1992. The radioisotope, radiopharmaceutical production
hardware are comprised of Siemens/eTI RDS 112, 11 MeV, negative ion (H~) cyclotron and
associated radioisotope and radiopharmaceutical production equipment.

18FOG is produced using the Siemens/CTI CPCU production system described by Padgett
using the Hamacher nucleophilic synthesis. Over a recent three month period we observed a
fluorine target production [silver body target, 180(p,n)18F] saturation yield of 98.3 ± 7.7 mCi/pA
(n=46). During this time we averaged 615 ± 34 mCi of [18F]flnoride ion for a 60 min. run at a
beam current of 20 pA, with the 18PDG production for these runs averaging 223 ±42 mCi (n=25,
range of 139 mCi-285 mCi). Allover EOB yield for these runs was 55.7% ± 8.5%, with EOS
yield (-1 hr. from EOB) of 36.6% ±5.7%. Due to decreasing yields, target rebuild is performed
after about 50 runs.

In the nucleophilic production of 18FDG the main impurities have shown to be unlabeled
sugar by-products (CI-DG, glucose, mannose), and reagent (K[2.2.2],) and solvent (diethyl ether,
acetonitrile, ethanol) contaminants. We have analyzed nearly 100 samples and found, using ion
chromatography (see Alexoff, BNL), 53. ±24 pg/IO mL CI-DG, and < 15 pg/IO mL FOG. Using
gas chromatography, we analyzed for acetonitrile and methyl ether and found 396 ±280 ppm
acetonitrile (range 94-1056 ppm), and 572 ±283 ppm ether (range 219-1259 ppm). These levels
do not constitute a health hazard for humans.

Table 1. Atomic Absorption Detennination of Metal Ion Content of 0-18 Target Water Samples1

12.9
14.3

26.6

28.8 4.4
4.8

13.0 16.5
4.9

PV29112 0.6

PV29 113

PV Lot?
PV2677
PV2917
PV3286

Di/Lab4 0.08
DIS
Baxter 6

Tap
HPLC 7

ca

1.1
0.4
1.6
1.3
1.0
2.5

15.1
0.09

Cr

378

95.4

2.1
1.0

G.1 Fe Mg Mn Na

0.1 1.5 1.0 1.0 33.1
0.7 5.3 LO 1.1 9950
0.6 73.1 3.7 35.4
0.6 4.7 1.1 1.6 40.6
0.03 "0.8 0.5 28.2
7.4 15.5 63.4 6.8 22.7

1.4 349 71.2 5.0 86.9
0.05 1.5 0.4 25.1
0.06 2.9 69.5 16.5
3.6 33.6 197 1.5 5640
0.08 11.6 0.9 0.6 23.9

Ni Si Zn

37.0
41.2
93.8
61.0
63.9
87.4

4L1
31.3

5.3
139
2.0

1 Concentrations are in ppb. with detection limits of ... 0.05 ppb.
Bt Cd. In and Pb were below detection limits in aU samples.

2 0-18 water samples (PV lot numbers) are from Isotec. This sample
initially could not 'produce F-18-FDG.

3 After distillation. F-18-FDG production restored.

4 Labconco water pUrifier.
S Wat-er-boy, commercial DJ water source.
6 Baxter. Sterile Water for Injection. USP. used in N-13-ammonia production.
7 Fisher HPLC water.
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Finally, due to reports of interfering metal contaminants in enriched lSO-target water, we
analyzed for trace elements by graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy using a continu
um source xenon lamp and photodiode array detector. Five Isotec water samples were analyzed
(including one that yielded no 18F-FDG) for the presence of 14 elements including Ag, Bi, Ca,
Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Si and Zn. No potentially interfering levels of these
elemental contaminants were found. Levels generally ranged from undetectable « 0.05 ppb) up
to just under 100 ppb.
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Utilization of the CS-30 Cyclotron at the
Duke University Medical Center

B.W. Wieland, C.J. McKinney and M.F. Dailey

Department of Radiology PET Facility,
Duke University, Durham NC

Present routine radionuclide production includes 18p fluoride from protons on
180 water, 13N ammonia from protons on 13C slurry, 150 water from deuterons on
nitrogen gas, and 211At from alphas on bismuth metal. Clinical PET using two
tornographs (GE 4096 and Advance) is done Tuesday through Friday, typically 4 to 11
patients per day using 150 water, 13N ammonia, and 18p FDG synthesized with a GE
Microlab. Clinical patient studies are 50% neurology using FDG, 45% body using
FDG, and 5% cardiology using ammonia and FDG (oncology in these three areas totals
60%). 150 water for clinical research patients (THC and cognitive) is produced twice
a week. 211At is produced about twice a week for monoclonal antibody labelling.

For future routine PET production, we plan to use proton-only reactions and
produce increased yields by utilizing p,pn reactions on natural abundance water for in
target 150 water, p,CX reactions on dilute aqueous ethanol for in-target 13N ammonia,
and a higher-energy higher-pressure 180 enriched water target for 18p . In order to
achieve higher beam currents and simultaneous production, we plan to experiment with
a triple tandem target using separate recirculating p,pn and p,O! sections as the degrader
for the 18p target.

A new target based on 160 (p,pn)150 is being developed to produce NCA 150
ozone using recoil escape from submicron silica or alumina fiber beds of high porosity.
High-purity argon flowing in numerous jets normal to the beam is used to stop the
recoils, cool the fibers and convey the 150 ions to a region just outside the beam strike
where trace oxygen is introduced to favor the production of 150 ozone. The labeled
ozone is desired for pulmonary distribution research studies in rats using both
conventional tissure counting and positron-track autoradiography to determine the
distribution of the ozone down to an alveolar level. We are also exploring the fiber/gas
morphology for ·target applications useful in low-energy high-current accelerators for
clinical PET.

In order to achieve higher production of 211AT than possible with our external
target, and to initiate produciton of 1241, we are planning to install an internal beam
target system in the summer of 1994. The system is manufactured by Cyclotron Inc.. of
Napa, CA. We are also working on brush electrode target plating, and induction
heating distillation recovery systems for 211AT.
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Production of sSCo for Positron Emission Tomography

J..R.. Dahl, J. Pan, R.A. Matacchieri, A. Belakhlef, D. Margouleff, North Shore University
Hospital/Cornell University Medical College, Manhasset N.Y.,

INTRODUCTION

Cobalt-55 is a radioisotope of cobalt which decays with a 17.5 hour half life, 77% by
positron emission and the remainder by electron capture. A number of other gamma photons
are emitted during each decay event. It may fill the need for a positron emitting tracer for
labeling compounds of medical and biological interest with a radionuclide with a half-life longer
than that offered by the commonly used positron emitting radionuclides, lIC, 13N, 150, and 18F.
It provides the opportunity to use very high specific activity radioactive divalent cations to
visualize nerve cell degeneration in the brain without sacrifice of the subject. A second factor
which generates interest in sSeo is that Co++ ion mimics Ca* ion in certain neuronal tissue,
providing the opportunity to investigate Ca* kinetics in degenerating brain tissue without
sacrifice of experimental animals (1). A third source of interest is the one that stimulated modern
interest in sSCo: When substituted for S7CO(2) as the label in radio labeled bleomycin, this
important and widely used tumor scanning agent (3) becomes even more important for similar
studies using PET (4~S).

Published calculations (6) comparing the internal radiation dose from 1 micro-curie of 55CO

and of s'Co indicate the dose is strongly dependent upon the biological half-life, and the dose
from sSeo will be comparable to that of 57CO.

The objectives of this project are the development of a method for the routine
preparation of sSCo via the 54pe(d,n)5SCo nuclear reaction, using a small medical cyclotron, and
to investigate its utility as a radiotracer for positron emission tomography (pET).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To realize the goal of developing a method of preparing sSeo in which the investment in
54Pe would be minimized, it appeared from a survey of the literature that success would be most
easily achieved through developing a process integrating an electroplating procedure to prepare
an S4Pe target on a copper backing, which, following bombardment could be stripped using Hel,
and the sSCo separated from the target material.by ion exchange chromatography. No economical
solid target bombardment apparatus was .available which filled the requirements, so an
inexpensive holder, shown in Figure I.was built A small target, preferably of copper is sealed
by o...rings into the coupling flange. It is positioned by the water cooled target holder which is
held in place by the clamping ring. Threads allow the clamping ring to be screwed onto the
coupling flange, drawing the water cooled target holder and target up tight and effecting the seals
at the O-rings. The limiting factor in this design is that the manual operation required places
the hands in close proximity to the irradiated target. Only small amounts of beam can be
applied to the target to minimize radiation exposure.
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Figure I. NSUH/CUMC
SOLID TARGET HOLDER

WATER COOLED TARGET HOLDER

T~

\ LUOTE NSl!.ATOR

CARBON COLl...t1ATOR

COllPLNG FLANGE

Three hundred milligrams of 99.92% S4Fe (Isotee Inc.) have been obtained. Prior to
preparing plated targets with this expensive material, Fe of natural isotopic abundance was
employed to develop a n electro-plating procedure. About 100 mg of powdered Fe is dissolved
in 9M HCI which is then combined with a solution of 2M CaCl2 H20 to yield a solution in which
the Fe concentration is about 4M. About 1 ml of this solution is placed in the electroplating cell
(figure 2) and using a Pt electrode of about 9 square millimeters area, at a current density
between 255 and 500 uAlcm2 a deposit of about 20 to 40 mg Fe is obtained in about 3 to 4
hours. This target was bombarded for 30 minutes at I uA to provide samples from which the
radiochromatography technique could be proven.

ELECTRODE

TEFLON PLATING
VESSEL

F19ure 2. TARGET
PLATING VESSEL
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After bombardment the target is dissolved in about 1$5 m1 of 9M Hel which is applied
to an anion exchange column (Dowex lX8, Ctfonn, 100-200 mesh, 8X80mm) which has been
equilibrated with 30 ml 9M Hel. Mn and Cr isotopes co-elute while Co and FE remain on the
column. 16m! of 9MHCI are used to insure complete removal of the Mn and Cr. Greater than
85% of the Co is then eluted with 5M HCL. The Fe is recovered by washing the column with
O.. lMHCl. One ml samples were collected and examined with a high purity Ge detector coupled
with a 4096 multi channel analyzer to determine the composition of each fraction. Samples were
spot tested with Fe-H-/Fe+++ thiocyanate, sensitive to a few micrograms of Fe, to detennine the
presence/absence of Fe.

RESULTS

Unlike production plating of Fe in which elemental iron electrodes serve to maintain the
Fe in the plating solution as Fe++, through corrosion of the anode, in a cell using a platinum
anode, oxidation of the Fe* to Fe+++- occurs. Plating becomes quickly inefficient.. An effort to
minimize this consisted of isolating the anode from the cell by placing it in a separate container,
and joining the two containers with a salt bridge of agar saturated with KCl. These experiments
are still underway, but appear promising.. Oxidation of the Fe++ seems to be greatly reduced as
evidenced by absence of a color change in the plating solution..

The ion exchange chromatography technique requires about 6 hours to complete, but
provides a good yield of product with no det~table Fe, either by spot test or by gamma
spectroscopic examination.

CONCLUSION

The production of sSCo by the deuteron bombardment of highly enriched 54Pe is feasible. Routine
production of amounts useful in bio-medical studies requires further improvement of the
electroplating technique. Design of a solid target holder which will release the irradiated target
into a waiting shielded container for removal to the processing cell has begun. Construction of
this device is necessary to further investigation. The radio-chromatography separation is slow
compared to those procedures employed with shorter half-lived radionuclides, but is faSt enough
for routine use in this application.
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The BLIP Upgrade Project

L. F. Mausner
Medical Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, lJpton NY.

As part of the report from the labs I offer this summary of the BLIP Upgrade Project. This
$6M construction project, funded by the DOE Office of Energy Research for a Fiscal Year 1994
start, is anticipated to be complete in June 1996. The purpose of the BLIP Upgrade Project is
to reverse the erosion in radionuclide production capability and availability that has occurred at
BNL to enable BLIP to serve as a reliable source of selected radionuclides in the interim until
the NBTF comes on line. The project goals are to increase the proton beam current from 50 pA
to 145 )lA, improve BLIP/l.lNAC reliability,· and enhance our processing facilities to handle the
higher levels of radioactivity expected. To improve research capability we will provide beam
energy variability from 66-200 MeV in 21 MeV increments. Finally, to improve radionuclide
supply we propose to run the facility up to 46 weeks per year with 90% beam availability
(1.5d/month maintenance = 5% + 5% downtime). At this point there is no committment from
either the Office of Energy Research or the Office of Nuclear Energy to provide the necessary
operating funds. We would not make any of the additional radionuclides envisioned for the
NBTF. The specific facility modifications are summarized below.

To achieve the desired performance from the LINAC, we have concluded that the best way
to increase the average current is to make small improvements in several of the operating
parameters, rather than trying to make a large increase in a single parameter. The LINAC
presently operates at a peak: output of 25 rnA, a pulse width of 450 ps, and a repetition rate of
5 Hz. These parameters will be changed to 30 rnA, 650 ps, and 7.5 Hz respectively. We h.ave
reviewed limitations on reliable operation at increased intensity and will replace or upgrade
certain old components, such as the high power RF transmission lines and power supplies.
Indeed, most of the cost of the linac changes is to address reliability issues, not increased
intensity.

At the BLIP facility itself, the high beam intensity will deposit significantly more heat in
the targets and create more radioactivity. We are planning to replace the BLIP target cooling
manifold and target assembly with a more efficient new design. Extra lead and lead glass
shielding will be added to our target handling hot cell. Our obsolete computer control system
will be replaced. Additional floor space for the experimental area is also planned.

To perfonn more frequent isotope processing at·higher levels of radioactivity, substantial
improvement to the Hot Laboratory is also necessary. We plan to add two new hot cells, an
adjacent fume hood, and a new system to solidify liquid radwaste. We will also improve the
ventilation and shielding at the existing hot cells.
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Present Status and Prospects of Production of Radioisotopes
with High Radiochemical Purity on the FLNR Accelerators.

Dmitriev S.N., Gulbekyan G.G., Oganessian Yu.Ts.
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Aerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions

Dubna, Moscow reg., 141980, Russia.

The purpose of the FLNR work on radioisotopes is:
1. Support of our own nuclear physical and radiochemical research, such as synthesis of

transfermiumelements and study of their chemical properties.
2. Production of radioisotopes for special medical, biomedical and ecological research.
The Laboratory has three operating accelerators: two heavy ion cyclotrons U-400 and U-200

and one compact electron accelerator - microtron MT-25.
For the production of radioisotopes in the reactions ,n and n, we use a compact electron

accelerator MT-25. The main parameters of this machine are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Main parameters of the microtron MT-25.

1. Number of orbits 26

2. Maximum energy of accelerated electrons, 25
MeV

3. Range of electron energy variations, MeV 10-25

4. Average current of accelrated electrons, mkA 20

5. Yield of photoneutrons, l/sec 1 1012

6. Thennal neutron flux, n/cm2 sec 1 109

7. Power consumption, kW 20

8. Weight of the magnet, t 2.5

9. Magnetic field inhomogeneity in the operation 0.2
region B/B%

10. Diameters of poles, mm 1022

11. Diameter of the magnet, mm. 1520

12. Height of the magnet~ mm 260

From our point of view the greatest prospects for the microtron lie in the production of
radiochemically pure 1231 in the reaction 124Xe(,n)123Xe_1231 [I].A scheme of the facility which we
use to test this method is described below.
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The target chamber is a cylindric vessel with a working volume of 1Oem3
• The chamber

is manufactured of tantalum and its bottom serves simultaneously as a converter of electrons.
Thus, the maximum closeness of the irradiated material with the braking target is ensured which
increases substantially the yield of the reaction. The chamber is being filled with Xe via freezing
on. During irradiation the chamber is cooled with water. The working pressure of Xe in the
chamber is 200 atm. The chamber is surrounded by a shielding volume with a trap for Xe
against an accidental leakage. After the irradiation during 10 hr the chamber is cooled down for
4 hours after which Xe is freezed out into a special vessel, the chamber is dismounted and
transported to the radiochemical laboratory, where 1231 is washed off from the inner walls of the
chamber with a solution of NH40H. The solution is
evaporated to dryness and the residue is dissolved in a small·volume of weak solution of
NaOH (pu 9).

As a result at the conditions indicated (average electron current 20 pA, boundary energy
of 1-quanta -25 MeV, irradiation time 10 hr, cooling time 4 hr) from 11 g (21) of Xe-124 with
99.9% enrichment 200 mCi of 1231 was obtained. The radiochemical purity of 1231preparation was
<10-6 Bq/Bq, the chemical fonn -f >95%.

At present we are improving this method. The major attention is paid to the following two
problems: .

(i) Partial up-dating of the microtron including the change of the micriwave-generator for
a more powerful one. This will allow to increase the electron current up to 50 rnA and,
consequently, to increase the yield of 1231 up to 500 meL

(ii) Up-dating of irradiation chambers, mainly in the direction of automation.
Table 2 presents the parameters of heavy ion beams from the U-200 cyclotron.
Among a big enough number of research performed by us on this machine within the
last two years the most interesting and difficult one was the production of radiochemi
cally pure preparations of 237pU, 236pU and 26AI.
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Table 2. Beam parameters of the cyclotron U200.

Ion Emu MeV/A Intensity I, S-l

3He+1 16 5 1014

4He+1 9 5 1014

4D1+ 9 5 1014
2

14<;3+ 9 1013

14N2+ 3 1013

14N3+ 6.7 1013

1604+ 9 1013

2<Ne4+ 5.8 1013

2<Ne5+ 9 1012

22Ne5+ 7.5 1012

4OAr7+ 4.5 lOll

40~ 5.8 5 1010

Pu·237

The considarable interest to the problem of the production of 237pU is based on the fact that
it is the only Po isotope which answers the medical requirements to the study of metabolism of
Pu in the human body in vivo [2].

237pU decays principally by electron capture with a half-life of 45.3 days and main X-ray
energy of about 100 keY and have a very low intensity alpha-branch. However, a 237pU

preparation suitable for human injection must be substantially free from nearest Pu isotopes: 236pU

and 238pU, which are the long lived alpha-emitters.
The main goal of our work was the elaboration of the method of producing a radiochemi

cally and isotopically ultra pure 237pU preparation.
A simple calculation shows that the ratios of the activities of 236pU and 238pU to the activity

of the 237pU must be less than 10..6 for the effective dose of the Pu preparation to be fonned in
the main by the 237PU.

Besides, this method is to produce high activity ultra pure 237pU (at least 100 kBq) to attract
practical interest. To achieve this goal the optimal irradiation conditions were detennined and an
additional enrichment of 237Pu with a mass-separator was used.

The 23SU (99.993%) target 5 mg.cm"2 (Fig.l) was irradiated with 4He-ions with the i
nitial energy of 25 MeV at the ion-beam current of about 30 A during 70 hours.. The activity
of the 237pU in the solution after its extraction from target was about 1.5 MBq and the ratio of
Pu isotopes was 1.6 10-4~6puf37pu) and 1.3 10-4 ~8puf37PU).
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Aluminium holder

Cooling water in ----:I>...

Cooling water out ...4(F----

Fig .1 Target chamber for production of237Pu.

Target ~08

Beam

The yield of 237pU after mass-separation was 40%. The ratio of Pu isotopes was 2 10.7

~6puf37PU) and 10..7 (
238PuF'Pu) [3]. This 237pU preparation is the purents reported today. The

preparation was used by Prof. Newton et al. (Harwell Lab. UK) in this matobolism research in
vivo [4].

Pu-236.
- Our interest to the production of 236pU is based on the fact that it is a very suitable tracer

for the analysis of 238pU in the analysis of 238pU and 239+24Opu in enviromental samples by alpha-
spectrometry.

For determination of the ratio of the activities 238puf39+24OpU, which indicates the origin of
Pu contamination, only isotopically high pure 236pU must be used. The scheme of the production
for 236pU was similar to the one for Pu-237, but the 4He-ions energy- was 36 Mev.

Mter mass-separation the 236pU preparation with 238pU content less then 5 10-5 (Bq/Bq) was
obtained.

Al-26.
The work on 26Al was also initiated by our colleagues from the Harwell Laboratory (UK)

with the aim of studying the metabolism of aluminium in human [5].
The possible toxicity of aluminium in the human body is causing world-wide concern. In

particular, it is speculated that Al may be a causative agent in Alzheimer's Disease. The reason
for the present situation, when the metabolism of such a widely used 'element is not yet
sufficiently studied is the absence of preparations which are convenient for control. Natural
aluminium is usually a mno isotopic 27AI. Among radioactive isotopes only 26Al is not a short
lived one - the half-lives of the rest are seconds and minutes. But 26Al is so long-lived ([1127.2
105 y) that the task of producing it in the amounts sufficient for radiometric control in the course
of metabolism research is practically unreal.

Only recently, with the development of accelerator mass spectrometry it has become
possible to control the behaviour of AI using small amounts of AI-26. For a cycle of research one
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needs =5 microgram of Al-26, i.e. 5 kBq. And we have set before us the task of p~oducingjust
this amount of this isotope.

For the production of Al-26 we used the reaction 24
y2SMg(4He,pxn)26Al. The cross section

of this reaction estimated by Tanaka eta!. [6] equals ca 160 mb. A simple calculation shows that
for the production of 5 kBq of 26Al(1.5 1017 nuel) the total integral of 6 1020 nuel (4He) is
required. 26AI used for human injections should be of high radiochemical purity and should
contain a minimum quantity of stable 27AI. Only high pure Mg but not its alloys can be used for
the pmpose.

It should be noted that the task of creating a Mg target which can be used at irradiation
with high ion beam current turned to be a very difficult one. The scheme of the target block is
shown in Fig.2. A plate with the size 100 x 50 mm made of magnesium with 99.95% purity
served as a target The content of stable isotope Al-27 did not exceed 0.01%. The plate was used
the top cover of the target array and during irradiation it was cooled directly with running water.

z

x

Beam

Collection of second electrons

20°
.......~. .

Horizontal axis of the beam

Target Mg (99.9 %)

Aluminium holder

Fig. 2. Target chamberfor production of26AI,

The target array was installed on the external radius of the accelerator, i.e. the internal
beam was used. The decrease un the heat load was achieved by the increase of the area of target
interaction with the beam due to its inclination in two planes opposite to the beam. Inclination
of the target in the' direction of the beam lead to the increase of the beam projection over the
plate width. The initallation of the target below and above the median plane lead to the situation
when during one turn the target absorbed not he whole of the beam but only its lower part The
complete absorption of the beam was observed in the segment 4 em which corresponds to 10
turns of the beam. One beam turn corresponds to 0.25 MeV, i.e. the initial energy of 4He+ ions
changed along the length of the target from 32.5 to 35 MeV. Upon the whole, the size of the
irradiated target was 4x3 em. The frrstexperiments showed that at an average current of 80 A
of 4He+ the optimum irradiation for the target lasts from 100 to 120 hr, the increase of the
exposition to 150 hr lead in a number of cases to the destruction of the swface. The following
parameters were chosen as working ones: average current 80 A, time of ·exposition 100 hr"
Under these conditions we have irradiated 5 targets. After cooling the targets for 1 month a layer
of ca 0.25 mm was cut off the irradiated swface. The mass of the Mg chips cut off from one
plate was 1 g. ·The chips were dissolved in HN03 and the extraction of 26Al was carried
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out.Experiments on the extraction of 26AI are not finished yet. For the time being only two out
of 5 irradiated plates have been treated. The activity of 26Al in obtained preparations was
estimated to be equal to 2.1 kBq.
By the end of the year we intend to develop a method of producing high pure 23sNp and 209po.
For the production of 23sNp we plan to use the reaction 23sU(d,2n) and for the production of 209po
- the reaction 209J3i(d,2n).
The purity of 23sNp will be ensured by the use of super enriched 235U(99.993%). To produce high
pure 209po we shall need an additional purification with a mass separator.
By the end of the year we intend also to continue the production of high pure 237pU, 236pU and
26AI. In case of 237pU we regard our method as an optimum one and we are not going to change
it.. As for the tasks of producing 236Pu and 26AI, we would like to combine them. Now we are
working on the creation of a sandwich-type target Mg-Au-U - a magnesium plate which is elec
trolytically protected by gold with a layer of U30 g applied to the surface. The irradiation is
planned to be carried out in the same geometry as in the case of 26AI. The initial e.nergy of 4He+
ions 32.5-35.0 MeV is quite enough to create optimum conditions both for the reactions
23sUc-He,3n) and 24·2SMg('He,xn).
For the next year the U-200 remains the basic accelerator for our radioisotopic research. Certain
new possibilities will appear with start-up of the new accelerator U-400M scheduled for the end
of 1993 [7].
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Introduction

211 At is an extremely radiotoxic nuclid'e. It decays with' a half-life of 7.2 hrs by

emission of (on average)'one a-particle and a number of Aug,er and Coster-Kronig

electrons per decay. The maximum range of the a-particles is 80 }lm, consequently

a few cell diameters. In the last years, the general interest in astatine labelled

compounds for radionuclide therapy has been reinforced:

Studies of'the radiobiological behaviour of 211At in cell culture -experiments

confirmed clearly ,its usefulness for radiotherapeutic applications [1,2].

Astatine compounds have been found which are relatively stable and useful

as linkers between the nuclide and carrier proteins [3-7].

A clinical study using 211 At-Methylene blue as radiotoxic substance as well

as tumour-seeking ligand is now under consideration [8J.

On the other hand, the low availability of the nuclide is still the most important

limitation for a broader clinical application:

For production of this nuclide, a-particles of 28 MeV are needed [9]. These

particles are mostly generated in medium-energy multi-particle accelerators of

variable energy. Such accelerators, however, are generaUy used by different

research groups with different research aims and consequently different beamtime

modes.

For a dedicateQ long-term research program in chemistry of astatine

compounds, however, normally not enough production runs in a single institute are

available. Thus, the astatine research is carried out normally by a limited nU'mber of

PhD theses and not on a systematic long-term program of a larger research group.

371
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When clinicians are inyolved in this work, their rigid scheduling needs, in

connection with handling of patients, increase further the problems with availabnity~

In preliminary estimations, therapeutic activities of 211At, 50 mCi are discussed.

Such activitiy figures, perhaps would be too much for a single production facility

To overcome the availability problem, we tried to put together a number of

cyclotron stations able to produce 211At and willing to push the astatine research.

The high number of pot.entiat producers should reduce the availability problem by

filling beamtime gaps by deliveries of other producers. The standardization of

production and labelling ·p.rocedures by know-how transfer could be a further

advantage for the user and should consequently lower the cost of the production

process and consequently for the patient treatment.

Production of 211At

211 At is commonly produced by the nuclear reaction

209Bi(a ,2n)211 At

at a-particle energy of 28..0 MeV. The excitation functions measured by Lambrecht

and Mirzadeh [9] have been remeasured and generally confirmed [10]. At 28.0

MeV, the yield of 211At by this reaction is 0.53 mCi (19.6 MBq)/JlAh, and the amount
of 210At contaminant (which decays to the long-lived a-emitter 138-d 210PO) is of

negligible importance.

Yield and purity must be optimized, thus it should be possible to obtain a

purity grade of 99.999 % easily (a sample recently delivered from Dresden showed

4 x 10-6 °/0 210At only). The exact radiotoxicity of 211At is not yet known, but we

expect to get more information about this topic by means of model calculations

performed at the Institute of Medical Radiobiology in Zurich and VilUgen [11].

TechnicaUy, bismuth metal covered on a tantalum plate is irradiated, if

possible under a small angle against beam direction. The 211At formed by this

nuciear reaction, is separated· by thermochromatography and is collected in a

solvent (4,9,12,13].
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Another production process, stemming from high energy proton spallation of

uranium or thorium [14] may not yield a product of the same purity grade.

Facilities of the potential cooperation partners*)

The Paul Scherrer Institute in VHligen, Switzerland, has a Philips
multiparticle cyclotron ("Injector I") of variable a:-particle energy up to 120 MeV. In

the past, this cyclotron had produced almost exclusively proto.ns useful as source

for the 590 MeV Ring cyclotron, no a.-particle beamtime for isotope production was

available. In the meantime, however, the ring cyclotron was fed by the single

particle fixed energy machine Injector II, and Injector' is used for other purposes as

well. The Paul Scherrer Institute is well-equipped with all instaUations for handling
radioactive materials, including boxes for a-emitters.

C~R Ispra, Italy, has a modern variable energy cyclotron Me 40 of

Scanditronix (Maximum a-particle energy 40 MeV). This cyclotron is part of the

Institute of Advanced Materials, with a large amount of beamtime available for

purposes of material and solid state res~arch. For a short time, however, the

institute spent more beamtime for isotope production. eCR is well-equipped with
laboratory installations, also for handling a-emitters but has no chemistry group for

carrying out more ambitious labelling work. The group is- able to perform thermo

chromatographic separation of astatine from the irradiated target material.

The Technical University Dresden, Germany, has had great experience

(since the late seventies) in production and labeHing of 211At. The group produces

the nuclide on a Russian Variable energy cyclotron U 120 (maximum a-particle

energy 28 MeV), located in Rossendorf nearby. The chemistry laboratories are

partly located in Rossendorf, partly in Dresden. From equipment, knov'J-how and the

medical infrastructure (Medizinische Akademie C. G. CaruS)r Dresden is able to

develop and to produce labelled astatine compounds and to perform clinical

studies. The cyclotron is used almost exclusively for isotope production. Dresden

has already carried out a study of a tumour patient with 211 At-labelled

microspheres.
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The UniversitatskUnikum Essen, Germany, has a CV 28 cyclotron of CTI
which is able to produce a sufficient current of 28 MeV 'a-particles. The machine is

used for production of 1231and. PET radioisotopes and for neutron therapy, including

preclinical studies in boron neutron capture therapy. Because of regulatory

limitations, Essen can produce 211At, but not handle it. Consequentl,Y, E~sen will

distribute irradiated targets~

The Institute of E;xperimental and Theoretical Physics, Moscow,

Russia, has no own production cyclotron, but it coordinates aU Russian activities in

the astatine field concerning this planned cooperation.

*) During the V. International Workshop on Targetry and Target Chemistry: interest in a
coHaborative program has been shown also from groups in Karlsruhe, Germany, (Dr. Bechtold)
and Jyvaskyfa, Finland, (Mrs. Dr. Kumpulainen).

Conclusions

The systemic treatment of micrometastases by 211 At-labelled radio·

therapeutics is understandably complementary to the use of external radiotherapy

of tumours. In the near ,future, the radionuclide therapy by emitters of short-ranged

particles will be a necessary supplement to conventional radiation therapy.

We feel that such a network is the only way to establish an efficient transfer

mechanism from research laboratories into hospitals in order for 211At and its

labelled compounds to be available for clinical use. All the participants of this

network agree fully with this basic statement. The consent to coooperate was

overwhelming.

This project can be solved only in a very close collaboration within Europe.

From logistic considerations, an extension to the United States and Canada is not

,possible.

In the first stage, this network should be in the form of a scientific cooperation

with benefit for all participants. In a later stage, also commercial aspects should be

considered.
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"

To bring this network into operation, the EEC is asked for support. This

support should include oCGasional v.isits of the participating scientists in order to

standardize. the procedures and to cheQk the progress. It should include fU~her an

am,aunt for covering the transportation costs of the 211At-labelled compounds.. This

s.uPport should be stopped when the project gets commercialized.
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1'."'EmERLANDS
Phone 20-5484191
FAX 20-6462573
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HESELIUS SVEN-JOHAN
ACCELERATOR LABORATORY
ABOAKADEMI
PORmANSGATAN 3
TURKU HFIN-20500
FINLAND
Phone 358-21-654608
FAX 358-21-654912

HICHWA RICHARD D
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF lOWA
lOWA CITY IA 52242
USA
Phone 319 356-4100
FAX 319 353-6512

HOLMEYER BRAD
GOOD SAMARITAN PET CENTER
1111 E MCDOWEL RD
PHOENIX AZ 85006
USA

HUGHEY BARBARA J
SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
15 WARD ST.
SOMERVILLEMA 02143
USA
Phone 617 547-1122
FAX 617 547-4104
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HURTADO E. TAMARA
PET
TRIUMF - PET
4004 WESTBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 222-1047
FAX 604 222-1074

IDOTATSUO
eYRIe
TOHOKU UNIVERSITY
ARAMAKI, AOBA-KU
SENOAI 980
JAPAN
Phone 81-22-263-5938
FAX 81-22-263-5358

IGUCHI TOSHIO
TECHNICAL SECTION I, CHIBA
FACILITY
NIHON MEDI-PHYSICS CO.
3-1, KITASODE
SODEGAURA CHIBA PREF. 299-02
JAPAN
Phone 81-438-63-4771
FAX 81-438-63-3306

INOUE TERUO
DAllCHI RADIOISOTOPE
LABORATORY
453-1 SHIM:OOKURA MATSUO-MACHI
SANBUGUN
CHffiA 289-15
JAPAN
Phone 0479-86-4721
FAX 0479-86-5412

IWATAREN
eYRIe
TOHOKU UNIVERSITY
ARAMAKI, AOBA-KU
SENOAI 980
JAPAN
Phone 81-22-263-5943
FAX 81-22-263-5358

JAMRISKA DAVID J
MEDICAL RADIOISOTOPES
LOA ALAMOS NATIONAL
LABORATORY
MAIL STOP J514
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544
USA
Phone 505 667-4253
FAX 505 665-3403

KADOWAKI TAKUYA
ENGINEERING RESEARCHCENfER
NICK CORPORAnON
1-1 MINAMIWATARIDA-CHO
KAWASAKI CITY
KANAGAWA 210
JAPAN
Phone 044-3226248
FAX 044-3226521

KLINKOWSTEIN ROBERT E
SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
15 WARD ST.
SOMERVILLE MA 02143
USA
Phone 617 547-1122
FAX 617 547-4104



KOLSKY KATHERYN
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL
LABORATORY
UPTON NY 11973
USA
Phone 516 282-3578

KONYAKHIN NIKOLAI A
PHYSICS AND POWER ENGINEERING
CYCLOTRON COMPANY LTD
BONDARENKO SQ.,!
OBNINSK KALUGA REGION 249020
RUSSIA
9-88-13
FAX 7-095-230-2326

KOZIOROWSKI JACEK
PET SYSTEMS AB
GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
HUSBYBORG
UPPSALA S-75229
SWEDEN
Phone 46-18-180900
FAX 46-18-180921

KROHN KENNETH A
IMAGING RESEARCH CENTER RC-05
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEAITLE WA 98195
USA
Phone 206-548-6245
FAX 206-543-3495
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KUMPULAINEN JAANA
ACCELERATOR LABORATORY, UNIV
OF JYVASKYLA
MAP MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES OY
P.O. BOX 35
JYVASKYLA SF-40351
FINLAND
Phone 358-41-602425
FAX 358-41-602401

LARABIE PHll..,
NORDION INTERNATIONAL
4004 WESTBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 228-1821
FAX 604 222-2724

LE BARS DIDIER
RADIOCHEMISTRY
CERMEP
59 BLVD PINEL
LYON 69003
FRANCE
Phone 33-72330007
FAX 33-78533112

LINK JEANNE M
IMAGING RESEARCH LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
MEDICAL CENTER
RC-05
SEAITLE WA 98195
USA
Phone 206 548-6256
FAX 206 543-3495
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MAHUNKA IMRE
CYCLOTRON APPLICATIONS
INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR
REASEARCH HUNGARIAN ACAD
BEM TER ISle
DEBRECEN H-4001
HUNGARY
Phone 36-52-17266
FAX 36-51-16181

MALMBORG PEITER
THE SVEDBERG LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF UPSALLA
BOX 533
UPPSALA S-75121
SWEDEN
Phone 46-18-183837
FAX 46-18-183833

MANGNER THOMAS J
RADIOLOGY
CHll..,DREN'S HOSPITAL OF
MICHIGAN
3901 BEAUBIEN BLVD
DETROIT MI 48201
USA
Phone 313 745-1864

MATACCIERI RALPH A
PET/CYCLOTRON OPERATIONS
NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL
350 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET NY 11030
USA
Phone 516-562-1055

MAUSNER LEONARD
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL
LABORATORY
UPTON NY 11973
USA
Phone 516 282-4457

MAYLOTTE DON
CORPORATE RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
1 RIVER ROAD
SCHENECADY NY
USA
Phone 518 587-6288

MCKINNEY COLIN
RADIOLOGY
DUKE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTER
P.O. BOX 3808
DURHAM NC 27710
USA
Phone 919 660-2711
FAX 919 681-8605

MILAM JAMES K
en INC
810 INNOVATION DRNE
KNOXVILLE TN 37933
USA
Phone 615 966-7539
FAX 615 966-8955



MOCKBRUCEH
RADIOLOGY
INDIANA UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTER
975 W. WALNUT ST.
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46202
USA
Phone 317 274 1803
FAX 317 274 1806

MORELLE JEAN-LUC
TARGElRY AND TARGET
CHEMISlRY
rnA
CHEMIN DU CYCLOlRON, 2
LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE B-1348
BELGIUM
Phone 32-10-475890
FAX 32-10-475810

MORTON THOMAS
RADIOLOGY PET CENTER
BOWMAN-ORAY SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
MEDICAL CENTER BLYD.
WINSTON-SALEM NC 27157
USA
Phone 919 716-5633
FAX 919 716-5639

MOSKWA JAMES J
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
3480 KRESGE In
ANN ARBOR MI 48109-0552
USA
Phone 313 936-1182
FAX 313 764-0288
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MULHOLLAND G KEITH
RADIOLOGY UNIV. HOSPITAL 0641
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
926 W MICmOAN ST.
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46202
USA

NEED JOHNL
1208 ANDERSON SlREET
DURHAM NC 27705
USA
Phone 919 493-5256

NICKLES JERRY
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
MADISON WI
USA
Phone 608 263-1026

NUlTRON
ell INTERNATIONAL
P.o. BOX 22999
KNOXVILLE TN 37933
USA
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OLSEN DAVID K.
MAIL STOP 6368
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 2008
OAK RIDGE TN 37830
USA
Phone 615 574-6122
F~ 615 574-1268

ORZECHOWSKI JOZEF
ISOTOPE PRODUCTION GROUP
TRIUMF
4004 WESTBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 222-1047
F~ 604 222-1074

PLASCJAK PAUL S
PET BLDG. 10 lC401
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
9000 ROCKVILLE PIKE
BETHESDA MARYLAND 20892
USA
Phone 301 496-0345
F~ 301 402-3521

POBICKI JOHN
MANAGER OF PET PRODUCTS
CAPINTEC INC
6 ARROW ROAD
RAMSEY NJ 07446
USA
Phone 201 825-9500

RAZBASH A. A
CYCLOTRON COMPANY LTD
249020
OBNINSK KALUGA REGION
RUSSIA
Phone 95-230-2326

REDDY GUVVALA N
DMSION OF RADIOPHARMACY
PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
CH-5232
VILLIGEN-PSI
SWTIZERLAND
Phone 56-993798
F~ 56-993294

REINECK ROBERT
UPPSALA UNIVERSlTET PET
CENTRUM
UAS
UPPSALA 75185
SWEDEN
Phone 46-18-183391
F~ 46-18-183390

ROBINSON JERRY
MARKETING AND ENGINEERING
GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 414, W-641
MILWAUKEE WI 53201
USA
Phone 414 548-5084
F~ 414 548-5197



RUTH THOMAS
PET/CYCLOTRON
TRIUMF
UNIVERSITY OF BRITIH COLUMBIA
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 222-1047
FAX 604 222-1074

SALVADORI PIERO
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL
PHYSIOLOGY
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
VIA P. SAV!, 8
PISA 1-56100
ITALY
Phone 39-50-583254
FAX 39-50-553461

SCHLYER DAVID J
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB
BLDG. 555A
UPTON NY 11973
USA
Phone 516 282-4587
FAX 516 282-7350

SCHWARZBACH ROLF
RADIOPHARMACY DIVISION
PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUT
CH-5232
VILLIGEN-PSI
SWITZERLAND
Phone 41-56-992838
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SEKINE TOSHIAKI
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOISOTOPES
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE
1233 WATANUKI
TAKASAKI 370-12
JAPAN
Phone 0273-46-9677
FAX 0273-46-9690

SHEFER RUTH
SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
15 WARD ST
SOMERV~LEMA 02143
USA
Phone 617 547-1122
FAX 617 547-4104

SHEH HOWARD
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
SLOAN-KETIERING MEMORIAL
CANCER CENTER
NEW YORK NY 10021
USA
Phone 212 639-7396

SHIUE CHYNG-YAHN
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
3400 SPRUCE ST.
PHILADELPHIA PA 19104
USA
Phone 215 662-7551
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SHULMAN SETH
BIOSCAN INC.
4590 MACARTHUR BLVD
WASHINGTON D.C. 20007
USA
Phone 800 255-7226

SIPILA HANNU TAPANI
NUCLEAR MEDICINE (PET UNIT)
TURKU MEDICAL CYCLOTRON
PROJECT
KIINAMYLLYNKATU 4-8
TURKU SF-20520
FINLAND
Phone 358-21-611860
FAX 358-21-318191

SMITH KEITH
ISOTEC
3858 BENNER RD
MIAMISBURG OH 45342
USA
Phone 513 859-4878

SMITH ROGER D
PET CYCLOTRON PROGRAM
GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 414
M~WAUKEEWI 53201
USA
Phone 414 548-5003
FAX 414 548-5197

SRIVASTAVA SURESH C
MEDICAL
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB
BLDG 801
UPTON NY 11973
USA
Phone 516 282-4459

STEVENSON NIGEL R
ISOTOPE PRODUCI10N GROUP
TRIUMF
4004 WESTBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 222-1047
FAX 604 222-1074

SZELECSENYI F
RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION
MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
4300 ALTON ROAD
MIAMI BEACH FL 33140
USA
Phone 305 674-2458

TAKAHASHI KEIETSU
TECHNICAL SECI10N II, HYOGO
FACILITY
NIHON MEDI-PHYSICS
9-1, TECHNO PARK
SANDA 669-13
JAPAN
Phone 81-795-68-4771
FAX 81-795-68-3071



TANAKA MASAHIRO
QUANTIJM EQUIPMENT AND
ENGINEERING DEPT
NKK CORPORAnON
Z-l SUEHIRO-CHO, TSURMI-KU
YOKOHAMA 230
JAPAN
Phone 81-45-505-7537
FAX 81-45-505-7553

TARKANYI FERENC
CYCLOTRON APPLICATION DEPT.
INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH
OF mE HUNG. ACAD. SCI.
BEM TER I8/e
DEBRECEN H-4026
HUNGARY
Phone 36-52-317266
FAX 36-52-316181

TAYLOR WAYNE A
INC-15
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB
P.O. BOX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
USA
Phone 505 667-4253
FAX 505 665-3403

TERAS MIKA
NUCLEAR MEDICINE PET-UNIT
TURKU UNIVERSITY CENTRAL
HOSPITAL
KIINAMYLLYNKATU 4-8
TURKU SF-20520
FINLAND
Phone 358-21-611853
FAX 358-21-318191
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TEWSONTIM
PDRC/CYCLOTRON
UNIV OF TEXAS HEALm SCIENCE
CENTER
6431 FANIN
HOUSTON TX 77079
USA
Phone 713 792-8369
FAX 713 794-4153

TILBURY ROY S
NUCLEAR MEDICINE-59
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS M.D.
ANDERSON MEDICAL CEN
1515 HOLCOMBE
HOUSTON TX 77096
USA
Phone 713 792-2867
FAX 713 794-5456

TODDE SERGIO
DIPARTIMENTO DI CHIMICA E
BIOCHIMICA
MEDICA
UNIVERSITA DI MILANO
VIA SALDINI 50
MILANO 20131
ITALY
Phone 392 2643 3650
FAX 392 2641 5202

TOORONGIAN STEVEN
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
SUNY BUFFALO
105 PARKER HALL
3435 MAIN ST.
BUFFALO NY 14214
USA
Phoone 716 838-5889
FAX 716 838-4918
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VAN DER JAGT PIETER J
RADIONUCLIDENCENTRUM
VRYE UNIVERSITEIT
DE BOELELAAN 1085
AMSTERDAM 1081 HV
NElHERLANDS
Phone 20-5484191
PAJ( 20-6462573

VAN DEUSEN ROBERT T
BROBECK DMSION
MAXWELL LABORATORIES INC
4905 CENTRAL AVE
RICHMOND CA 94804
USA
Phone 510 528-4849
FAJ( 510 524-8472

VAVREK M THAD
RADIOLOGY
INDIANA UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTER
STOP:UH0663
550 N UNIVERSITY BLVD
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46202
USA
Phone 317 274-3412
PAJ( 317 274-1806

VIOLA JEFFERY LOUIS
NUCLEAR MEDICINE CYCLOTRON
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
3480 KRESGE ill
ANN ARBOR MI 48109-0552
USA
Phone 313 763-6372
FAJ( 313 764-2088

VOELKER KEN
RADIOLOGY
CASE WESTERN RESERVE
UNIVERSITY
2074 ABINGTON RD
CLEVELAND OH 44106
USA
Phone 216 844-7350
FAJ( 216 844-7351

WEBSTER BRIAN A
DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
NORDION INTERNATIONAL INC
4004 WESBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 228-1821
PAJ( 604 222-2724

WEINREICH REGIN
MEDICAL RADIOBIOLOGY
PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
CH-5232
VILLIGEN-PSI
SWfIZERLAND
Phone 41-56-992940
FAJ( 41-56-992309

WELCH MICHAEL J
MALLINCKRODT INSTITUTE OF
RADIOLOGY
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTER
510 SOUTH KINGSHIGHWAY
ST LOUIS MO 63110
USA
Phone 314 362-8435
FAJ( 314 362-8399



WIBERG PETER
PET SYSTEMS AB
GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
HUSBYBORG
UPPSALA 5-75229
SWEDEN
Phone 46-18-180900
FAJ( 46-18-180921

WIELAND BRUCE W
PET FACILITY
DUKE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTER
P.O. BOX 3808
DURHAM NC 27710
USA
Phone 919 660-2711, X4436
FAJ( 919 681-8605

WILLIAMS DANNYE ROBERT
PROCESS ENGINEERING
NORDION INTERNATIONAL INC.
4004 WESBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER B.C. V6T-2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 228-1821
FAJ( 604 222-2724

YOSHIDA HYOGO
ION BEAM SYSTEMS
JAPAN STEEL WORKS
4 CHATSU-MAcm
MURORAN HOKKAIDO 051
JAPAN
Phone 143-22-9211
FAJ( 143-23-8161
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ZAITSEVANG
FLEROV LABORA.TORY OF NUCLEAR
REACTIONS
JOINT INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR
RESEARCH
DUBNA MOSCOW REGION 141980
RUSSIA
Phone 7-09621-63654
FAJ( 7-09621-65083

ZATOLOKIN BORIS
INDUSTRIAL APPLICAnONS AND
CHEMISTRY
IAEA
WAGRA.MERSTRA.SSE 5 P.o. BOX 100
VIENNA A-1400
AUSTRIA
Phone 43-1-234564

ZEISLER STEFAN K
TRIUMF
4004 WESBROOK MALL
VANCOUVER Be V6T 2A3
CANADA
Phone 604 222-1047
FAX 604 222-1074

ZETIERBERG UNO
PET SYSTEMS AB
GE MEDICAL SYSlEMS
HUSBYBORG
UPPSALA S-75229
SWEDEN
Phone 46-18-180900
FAJ( 46-18-180921
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ZIGLER STEVEN S
PET CENTER
METHODIST MEDICAL CENTER OF
ILLINOIS
221 N.E. GLEN OAK
PEORIA IL 61636
USA
Phone 309 671-2738

ZWERNEMANN OLAF
HAUPTABTEILUNG ZYKLOTRON
KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM
KARLSRUHE GmbH
POSTFACH 3640
KARLSRUHE D-76021
GERMANY
Phone 07247 82-5520
FAX 07247 82-3156
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